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INTRODUC110S
Thia publication consists of a series of lectures prepared and given to iDtema and other employees
by Mr. David G. Boak in 1966. Mr. Boak ill uniquely quali1ied to disCWI& the history of U.S. COM-

SEC becauae he baa participated significantly in most upecta of ita modem development over the
put twenty years.

The purpose o! these lectures was to present in an informal yet informative manner the fundamental concepts of Communications Security and. to provide an insight into the atrenghts and
weaknesses of selected manual systems, electro-mechanical and electronic cryptO-equipments.
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FIRST LECTURE:

Tbe Need for Communications Security

I will spend most. of this first period belaboring some seemingly obvious points on the need for
communications security; why we're in this business, and what our objectives really are. It seems
obvious that we need to protect our communications because they consistently reveal our strengths,
weaknesses. disposition, plans, and intentions and if the opposition intercepts them be can exploit
that information by attacking our weak points. avoiding. otll' strengths, countering our placa, and
frust:tating our intentions..• something he can only do if he has advance knowledge of our situation.
But there's more to it than that.
Fi?st, you'll note I said the opposition can do these things if he can intercept our communications. Let me first give You some facts about that supposition. You've all seen the security caveats
aasertinr that "'the enemy is listening", "the walls have ears", and the like. One of my irreverent
friends, knowing where I work. insists on referring to me as "an electronic spy'", and popular paperback literature is full of lurid stories about code-breakers and thieves in the night caieening to ;Budapest on the Orient EJ:press with stolen ciphers tattooed somewhere unmentionable. What is the
actual iituation? We believe that the Soviet Signal Intelligence eft"ort is greater in sheer manpower
than the combined effort of the United States and the United Kingdom; a far larger ponion of their
national income is invested in signals collection than we invest in ours; their collection facilities include large land based sites, mobile pl.8.tforms (air and sea), and satellite surveillance; and that
they have an extensive covert collection operation. All in al~. a truly formidable opponent. So the
first "if" underlying our argument for the need for COMSEC (Communications Security) is more
than a postulate-a deliberate, lai'ge, competent forc:e has been identified whose mission is the
exploitation of U .$. communications through their interception and analysis.
It is important to understand at the outset why the Soviet Union (as well as all other major
countries) is willing to make an investment of this kind. Because, of course, they fuid it worthwhile.
Sometimes, in the security business, you feel like a jackass having run around clutching defense
secrets to your bosom only t.o find a detailed expose in Missiles and Rockets or the Washington Post
or find it to be the subject of open conversations at a cocktail parcy or a coffee bar. There are, in fact,
so many things that we cannot hide in an open society-at least in peace time-that you will sometimes encouter quite serious '°d thoughtful skepticism on the value or practicability of trying to
hide anything ... particularly if the techniques you apply to hide in!ormation-lilce cryptography
~ntail money, loss of time, and consuaints on action.
What then, is unique about communications intelligence? What does it provide that our mountains of literature and news do not similan1y reveal? How can it match the output of a bevy of
professional spies or in-place defectors buying or stealing actual documents, blueprints, plans'?
(..In-place defector"-a guy with a bona fide job in some place like the Department of Defense, the
Department of State, this Agency, or in the contractual world who feeds intelligence to a foreign
power.) It turns out that there is something special about communications intelligence, and it
provides the justification for our own la:tge expenditures as well as those of other countries: ill a
nutshell, its special value lies in the fact that this kind of intelligence is generally accurate, reliable,
autlwztic, continuous, and most important of all, timely. The more deeply you become familiar
with classified goveminental operations, the more aware you Will become of the superficiality and
inaccuracy that is liable to c:ba.racterize speculative journalism. ~r all, if we've done our job, we
have reduced them to speculation-to the seizing of and elaboration on rumors, and to drawing conclusions baaed on veiy few hard facts. This is by no means intended as an indictment of the founh
estate-it is merely illustrative of why Soviet intelligence would rather have the contents of a message signed by a government official on a given subject or activity than a controlled news release or
journalistic guess on the same subject. Similarly, the outputs of agents are liable to be .fragmentary.
sporadic, and slow; and tbei:e ,pa riaks entailed in the transmission of intelligence ao acquired.
(Conventional SIGINT (Signals Intelligence) activity, of course, entails no riak whatever.J
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Let me track back again: I have said that there is a large and profitable intercept activity di:rected against us. This does not mean, however, that the Sovieu or anybody else can intercept all .
our communications ... that is, all of them at once; nor does it nec:essarily follow that all of them are
worth intercepting. (The Army bas a teletypewriter link to Arlington Cemetery through which they
coordinate funeral arrangements and the like. Clearly a very low priority in our master plans for
securing communications.) It does mean that this hostile SIGINT activity bas to be selective, pick
the communications entities carrying intelligence of most value or-and it's not necessarily the
same thing-pick the targets most swiftly exploitable. Conversely. we in the COMSEC business are
faced with the problem not simply of securing communications, but '11.itb the much more difficult
problem of deciding which communications to secure, in what time frame, and with what degree of
security. Our COMSEC resources are far from infinite; not only are there constraints on the money,
people, and equipment we can apply but also-as you will see later on-there are some important
limitations on our technology. We don't have that secure two-way \nist radio. for example.
In talking of our objectives, we can postulate an ideal-total security for all official U.S. Government communications; but given the limitations I have mentioned, our more realistic objectives
are to develop and apply our COMSEC resources in such a way as to assure tbat we provide for our
customers a net advantage vis-a-vis their opposite numbers. This means tbat we have to devise
systems for particular applications that the opposition will find not necessarily unbreakable but
too costly to attack because the attack will consume too much of bis resources and too much time.
Here. we have enormous variation-most of our big, modern electronic cryptosystems are designed
to resist a full scale "maximum effort" analysis for many, many years; we are willing to invest a big
expensive bunk of complicated hardware to assure such resistance when the underlying communications are of high intelligence valuec At the other end of the spectrum we may be willing to supply
a mere slip of paper designed only to provide security to a tactica.J communication for a few minutes or hours because the communication has no value beyond that time ... an artillery spotter
'imes a target; once the shell lands, hopefully on the coordinates specified. he couldn't care less
about the resistance to cryptanalysis of the coded transmission he used to call for that strike.
Now, if the opposition brought to bear the full weight of their analytic resources they may be able
to solve that code, predict that target, and warn the troops in question. But can they afford it'? Collectively, the National Security Agency attempts to provide the commander with intelligence
about the opposition (through SIGINT) while protecting his o~:n communications against comparable exploit.ation-and thus provide the net advantage I spoke of. I'll state our practical objectives
in COMSEC once more: not absolute security for all communications because this is too expensive
and in some instances, may result. in a net disadvantage; but sufficient security for each type of
communications to make its exploitation uneconomical to the opposition and to make the recovery
of intelligence cost more than its wonh to him. Don't forget for a moment that some TOP SECRET
messages may have close to infinite worth, though; and for these. we provide systems with resistance that you can talk of in terms of centuries of time and galaxies of energy to effect solution.
The reason I have spent this time on these general notions is the hope of providing you a perspec·
tive on the nature of the business we're in and some insights on why we make the kinds of choices
we do among the many systems· and techniques I'll be talking to you about during the rest of the
week. I happened to start out in this business as a cryptanalyst and a designer of specialized manual systems not Jong after World War II. It seemed to me in those days that the job was a simplistic
one-purely a matter of examining existing or proposed systems and, if you found anything wrong,
fix it or throw the blighter out-period. In this enlightened spirit, I devised many a gloriously impractical system and was confused and dismayed when these magnificent products were sometimes rejected in favor of some clearly inferior-t.laat is, less secure system merely because the
alternative was simpler, or faster, or cheaper; or merely because it would work.
Those of you who. are cryptanalysts will find yourselves in an environment that is necessarily
cautious, conservative, and with security per se a truly paramount consideration. This, I assert, is
healthy because you, a mere handful, are tasked with outthinking an opposing analytic force of
rbaps 100 times your number who are just as dedicated to finding fiaws in these systems as you
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must be to assuring none slipped by. But do not lose sight of the real world where your ultimate
product must be used. and beware of security features so intricate. elaborate. complex. difficult,
and npemive that our customers throw up their bands and keep on commullicating in the clearyou have to judge not onJy the abstract probabilities of success of a given attack, but the likelihood
that the opposition will be willing to commit hia finite resources to it.
I hope you non-cryptaJJalysts smiling in our midst will recognize that we're playing with a two.
edged sword-~ are or ought to be in an environment where there is an enthusiasm for introducing
to .the field as many cryptosystems as possible at the least cost and with the fewest security constraints inhibiting their universal application. But don't kid yourselves: agaiJl51: the allegation that
the COMSEC people of the National Security Agency-we're the villains-are quote pricing security out of the market unquote-is the fact that there is this monolithic opposing force that we can
best delight by introducing systems which are not quite or not nearly as good as we think they are.
From this. we can conclude that, to carry out our job we have to do two things: first we have to
provide systems which are cryptographically sound; and second, we have to insure that these systems can and will be used for the purpose intended.
.
H we foil in ~e first instance, we will have failed those customers who rely on our security judg.
ment& and put them in a disadvantageous position with respect to their opposition. But if we fail to
get the systems used-no matter how secure they are-we are protecting nothing but our professional reputation.
Now that the general remarks about why we're in this business and what our objectives are are
out of the way, we can tum to the meat of this course-my purpose, as much as anything, is to e:z:.
pose you to aome concepts and teach you a new language, the vocabulary of the peculiar business
you're in. To this end I will try to fix in your m.inds a number of rather basic notions or approaches
that are applied in cryptography as well as a number of specific techniques as they have evolved
over the past two decades.
There's a fair amount of literature-like the Friedman lectures-which is worth your time and
which will trace the art of cryptography or ciphering back to Caesar or therabouts. I'll skip the first
couple of millennia and such schemes as shaving a slave's head, writing a message on his shining
pate, letting the hair grow back and dispatching him to Tbermopylae or where have you. I'll also
skip quite modem techniques of secret writing-secret inks, microphotography, and open letters
with hidden meanings (called "innocent text" systems)-merely because their use is quantitatively
negligible in the U.S. COMSEC scheme of things, and this Agency has practically nothing to do
with them. What we will be addressing are the basic techniques and systems widely used in the
protection ofU .S. communications and which we are charged to evaluate, produce, or support.
All of OW' systems have one obvious objective: to provide a means for convening intelligible information into something unintelligible to an unauthorized recipient. We have discovered very few
ba.sic ways to do this efficiently. Some of the best ways of doing it have a fatal ftaw; that is. that
while it may be impossible for the hostile cryptanalyst to recover the underlying message because
of the processing given it, neither can the intended recipient recover it because the process used
could not be duplicat.ed! On occasion there has been considerable wry amusement and chagrin on
the part of some real professionals who have invented sophisticated encryption schemes only to find
they were irreversible-with the result that not only the cryptanalyst was frwtrated in recovering
the plain text, so was the addressee. The inventor of a c:ryptosystem must not only find a means for
rendering information unintelligible, he must use a process which is logical and reproducible at the
receiving end. All of you know already that we use things cslled "keys" which absolutely determine the specific encryption process. It follows from what I have just said that we always produce
at least two of them, one for. the sender. one for the recipient. Through its application, and only
through its application, the recipient is able to reverse, unscramble, or otherwise undo the encryption process.
The techniques that we have found useful so far amount to only two: first substitution of something meaningless for our meaningful text {our plain language); and second; transposition-keeping
our original meaningful text, but jumbling the positions of our words or letters or digits so they no
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longer make 5ense. This latter technique is so fraught with security difficulties-it's nothing but
..uicy anagramming-that for all practical purposes you can toss it out of your lexicon of modem
U.S. crypoography. To get well ahead of our chronology of U.S. systems, the last transposition system we sponsored was called ALLEGRO and it collapsed utterly as soon as the analysts had a
chance to attack a reasonable batch of operational traffic conlln.itted to it.
We are left with one very large family of systems in which the basic technique involves the substitution of one value for another. These range from systems whose security stems from a few letters,
words, or digits memorized in somebody's head, through a variety of printed materials that permit
encryption by use of paper and pencil, to the fancy electronic computer-like gadgets about which
you have by now probably heard most. The first category of these systems we're going to talk about
is manual systems and the first of these is codes. Professional cryptographers have been talking
about codes, using them, attacking them, and solving them for many years. The traditional definition of them is: Code: "A substitution cryptosystem in which the plaintext elements are primarily
words, phrases, or sentences, and the code equivalents (called "code groups") typically consist of
letters or digits (or both) in otherwise meaningless combinations of identical length."-JUNE 11Basic Cryptologic Glossary.
This definition provides a convenient way for differentiating a "code" from any other substitution system-all the other systems, which we call "ciphers", have a /Ued relationship between
the cipher value and its underlying meaning-each plaintext letter is always represented by one or
two or some other specific number of cipher characters. Incidentally, we use "character" as a generic
term to cover numbers or letters or digits or combinations of them. Let's look at a couple of codes:
1. The simplest kind, called a "one-part code", simply lists the plainte:z:t meanings alphabetically (so that you can find them quickly) and some corresponding code groups (usually alphabetized also):

ABT

BRIGADE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COORDINATE(S) . . . . . . . . . . .
DffiECT ARTILLERY FffiE ATE.'lGAGE ENEMY AT

AXQ
COL

GGP
HLD

JMB
There will usually be some numbers and perhaps an alphabet in such a code so that you can
specify time and map coordinates and quantities and the like, and so that you can spell out words,
especially place names, that could not be anticipated when .the code was printed. Such a ~ode _has
Jots of appeal at very low echelons .where only a very few stereotyped t1.·ords, phrases, or directions
are. necessary to accomplish the mission. They are popular because they are simple, easy to. use,
and relatively fast. The security of such systems, however, is very, very low-after a handful of
messages have been sent, the analyst can reconstruct the probable exact meanings of most of the
code groups. We therefore t.a.ke a dim view of them, and sanction their u5e only for very limited applications.
2. The kind of code we do use in very large quantities is more complicated, larger, and more
secure. It is called a "two-part code": it is printed in two sections, one for encoding and the other for
decoding:
ENCODE

BRIGADE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . CDL
COORDINATE(S) . . . . . . . . . . . . AXQ
DIRECT ARTILLERY FIRE AT_JMB
ENGAGE ENEMY AT . . . . . . . . . GGP
.. : ......· .. 1iLD
. . . . . . . . . . . ABT
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ABT ... -----AXQ ... COORDINATE(S)
COL ... BRIGADE
GGP ... ENGAGE E};'"EMY AT

HLD

JMB ... DIBECT ARTILLERY FIRE AT_ _
ORIGINAL
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The main thing that has been done here is to break up the alphabetical relationship between
the plaint.ext meanings and the aequence of code groups Uaociated with them-that is, the code
poupa are assigned in a truly random fuhion. not in an orderly one. Thia complicates the cryptanalyst's job; but be ~ still get into the system rather quickly when the code is used repeatedly.
As a result, a number of tricks are used to refine these codes and limit their vulnerability. The first
trick ia to provicle more than one aide group to represent the more commonly used words and phrases
in the code vocabulary-we call these utra groups "nriants.. and in the larger codes in use tOOay it
is not uncommon to have as many as a half-dozen of these v~ants assigned to each of the high
frequency (i.e., commonly used) pls.intut values. Here's an excerpt from a code actually in use
today showing some variants:

EXCERPTS FROM KAC-13/TSEC VOCABULARl"
X.XX)

RUNNING RABBITS CPULSED INTELLIGENCE)

X.XX)

SAGE

.XXX)
.XXX)
XX.X)

SCOPE JAMMED ON SECTOR....FROM....
DEGREES TO ....:PEGREES.

XXX>

XXX) SCOPE SAnrRATED (JAMMING COVERS
XXX.)
:XXX)

XXX>

ENTIRE SCOPE)
SEARCH .RADAR

XXX)

XXX>

XXX>
:XXX) SECRET
. You proba_bly know that ••monoalphabetic substitution systems" were simple systems in which
the same plainte:rt value was always represented by the same cipher or code value-repeats in the
plain tert would show up as repeated patterns in the cipher text, so lovely words like .. RECONNAISSANCE" convert to, say,
·
RECONN AISSA NCE

• • • duck soup! it says here.

SDEGBB XYI..LX BED
Well, with an ordinuy code, that's exactly the problem. It is essentially a monoalphabetic system with a few variants thrown in, but with most repeated things in the transmitted code showing
· up as repeated items. This me.ans, where- we have to use codes (and later on, I'll show you why· we
have to in lwle quantities}, we have to do some things more fundamental than throwing in a few
stumbling blocks like variants for the .cryptanalyst. There are two techniques which an basic to
our business and which we apply not only to codes but to almost all our keying m.ate:riala. Theae ue
crucial to the secure management of our syatems. These techniques are called aupenasion and
.eompirrtmentation. They provide us a means for limiting the volume of tra.ftic that will be encxypted
in any given key or code; the effect of this limitation is to reduce the likelihood of successful cryptaD4lysis or of physical loss of that material; and further to reduce the scope of any losa that does
occur.
SUPERSF.sSION is simply the replacement of a code or other keying material from time to time
with new material. Most keys and codes are replaced each 24 hours; a few codes are replaced as frequently as each six hours; a few others remain effective for three days or more. We have these ditf'ering
supersession rates because of the different ways in which the materials may be used. Holders of
some systems may send only one message a day-everything else being equal, his ~m will have
much greater resistance to cryptanalysis than that of a heavy volume user and his system will not
ORIGINAL
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~uire replacement as often. The regular replacement rate of material each six hours or 24 hours
or three days or what have you is called the "normal supersession rate" of the material in question.
''Emergency supersession" is the term used when material is replaced prematurely because it may
Ii.ave been physically lost.
Once again, the purpose of periodic supersession of keying material and codes is to limit the
aI?Wu.nt of traffic encrypted in any one system and thus to reduce the likelihood of successful crypta.
nalys1s or of physical loss; and to limit the effect of loss when it does occur. The resistance to cryptanalysis is effected by reducing the amount of material the cryptanalyst has to work on and by
reducing the time he has available to him to get at current traffic.
COMPARTMEN'TATION is another means for achieving control over the amount of classified
information entrusted to a specific cryptosystem. Rather than being geared to time, as in the case
of supersession, it is geared to communications entities, with only those units that have to intercommunicate holding copies of any particular key or code. These communications entities in turn
tend to be grouped by geography, service, and particular operational mission or specialty. Thus,
the Army artillery unit based in the Pacific area would not be issued the same code being used by
a similar unit in Europe-the vocabularies and procedures might be identical, but each would have
unique code values so that loss of a code in the Pacific area would have no effect on the security of
messages being sent in the· Seventh Army in Europe, and vice versa. Of course some systems, particularly some machine systems, are designed specifically for intercommunication between two and
only two holders-between point A and point B, and that's all. In such a case, the question of "com·
partmentation" doesn't really arise-the system is inherently limited to a compartment or "net" of
two. But this is rarely the case with ordinary codes; and some of them must have a truly worldwide
distribution. So our use of compartmentation is much more flexible and less arbitrary than our use
of supersession; occasionally we will set some absolute upper limit on the number of holders per-i.issible in a given system because cryptanalysis shows that when that number is exceeded, the
.ne to break the system is worth the hostile effort; but in general, it is the minimum needs, for
intercommunication that govern the size (or, as we call it, the copy count) of a particular key list
or code.
Now I have said that compartmentation and supersession are techniques basic to our whole
Jsiness across the spectrum of systems we use. Their effect is to split our security systems into
literally thousands of separate, frequently changing, independent entities. This means, of course,
that the notion of ''breaking tM U.S. code" is sheer nonsense-the only event that could approach
such catastrophic proportions for U.S. COM SEC would be covert (that is. undiscovered) penetration
of our key list and code production facilities or major storage facilities. To those of you who have
had some exposure to S3 and its operations, it will be evident that this would be enormously diffi.
cult to do because of access controls there and the sheer mass of undifferentiated and unassigned,
and as yet unused, material involved. If there were a major overt loss-say somebody drove off
with a whole truckload of our product-or to take an actual case that occurred in 1965-the crash of
a courier aircraft carryjng·about a ton of cryptomaterial-our cost would be considerable money and
confusion; but the security impact would be negligible-we simply do not use the missing material;
we replace it-that is, supersede it before it is ever'J)ut into effect.
The reason I've injected these concepts of compartmentation and supersession into the middle
of this discussion of codes, although they have little to do with the structure of codes themselves, is
that, despite our variants, and tricks to limit traffic volume, and controls over operational proce·
dures, codes as a class remain by .far the weakest systems we use; and these techniques of splitting
them into separate entities and throwing them out as often as possible are essential to obtaining
even the limited short.term security for which most of them are intended.
Having said, in effect, that codes as a class are not much good, let me point out that there are
specialized paper and pencil systems which more or less conform to the definition of "code" but
which are highly secure. Before I do this, let me return to the definition of code we started from, and
~-·a.gest an alternative definition which more nearly pin-points how they really differ from other
.hniques of encryption. You remember we said the thing that makes a code unique is the fact that
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the code valu• can represent underlying values of dlll'erent lengths-to recognize this is important

to the cryptanalyst and that is the feature that stands 01.1t for him. But there is something even
more basic and unique to a code: that ia the fact that each code group-that QXB or wbat-haveYoU-standa for something that baa in.trii&aic meaning, i.e., each. underlying element of plaiD text
is cognitive; it is usually a word or a phrase or a whole sentence. In every other &ystem of encryption,
thi& is not so; the individual cipher value stands only for SD arbiuaey symbol, meaningless in it.selflike some binary digit or a Jetter of the alphabet. So I find, when examining a code, that QXB means
"FlRE A GUN," or ..REGROUP AT THE CROSSROADS," or "QUARTERBACK SNEAK:' or
what-have-you. ID a cipher system, QXB might mean ..X .. or "L" or "001" or something else mean:..
ingless in itself. rve U>uched on this partly because the new cryptologic glossary has defined a cocle
in terms of the meaning-or meaningfulness-of the underl:.;ng textual elements. I wouldn't push the
distinction too far-it gets ha:ey when you are spelli.ng with a code; get around it by admitting that,
during the spelling process, you are in fact retaining a one-to-one .relationship between the size of
the underlying value& and those being" substituted for them-you are, for the moment, "enciphering" in the code.
The "One-Time" Concept.-1 have said that at the heart of a code's insecurity is the fact that it
is essentially a monoalpb.aootic process where the same code group always stands for the same
underlying plaintert value. The way to lick this, of course, is to devise a system where. each code
ualue is Wied once and only once. Repeats don't show up because there aren't any, and we have
effectively robbed the cryptanalyst of his "entering wedge" into the CJYPtosystem. Let's look at
several such systems:

ARTILLERY: ABD
QVM
CXD
EVL
QSI

BRIGADE: ·MJX

ZIY
RDF
QLW

.. ......
'

etc.
Well! This thing looks like nothing more than one of those ordinary codes we talked about, but
with a set of variants assigned to each item of the vocabulary. Right. But suppose I make a rule that
each time you use a variant, you check it off or cross it out, and must not use it again? By this
simple expedient, I have given you a one-time system-a system which is for all practical pUl'J>Oses
immune to cryptanalysis. perfectly secure? Sounds nice, and you might wonder why we have not
adopted it for universal use. Well, let's look at some of the constraints inherent in this simple
procedure:
Right now, i!I have a very large vocabulary in a standard two-part code, it may run up to 32 pages
or more. (The largest is 64 pages). If I have ta insert say a half-dozen code values for every plainte:rt
entry, my code book gets to be about 200 pages long, rather awkward to jam in the '"inost voluminous
of fatigue pockets, and a most difficult thing to thumb through-jumping back and forth, mind
you-as you do your encoding or decoding process. So, limitation number one: we have to confine
the technique to codes of quite small vocabularies.
Suppose my "compartment" (my net size) is 20 holders !or this code. How does any given user
know which values other holders in the net have used? He doesn't. He doesn't unless evei:ybody
liatens to everybody else all the time, and that doesn't often happen. And this is really the killing
limitation on most one-time systems of this kind. -You v.-ind up sa:.-ing only one bolder can send
messages in the code, and all other copies are labelled "RECENE ONLY". We call this method of
communications "Broadcast" and it has rather narrow applications. Alternatively, we can provide
each of our 20 holders with a SEND code and 19 RECEIVE codes-but try to visualize some guy in an
operational environment scrambling through 19 books to find the right one for a gi\;en incoming
message; and look at the logistics to support such a system: it turns out that the number of books
you need is the square of the number of holders you ""·ant to serve in this way-400 books for a 20·
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holder net-10.000 for lCl() holders! So limitation number two: the size of a net that you can practicably operate in this way is very small: preferably just two stations.
Let's turn now to imother kind of one-time code; one that we call a "pro forma,. system. "Pro
Iorma" means that the basic framework., form or format of every message ten is identical or nearly
so; the same kind of information, message after message. is to be presented in the same order, and
only specific values, like numbers, change with each message.
, -
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Now we're beginning to get something more manageable: \\"e still have the constraint of needing
••small net size or, alternatively, a larger net but with only one or a few senders of information. But
1t s a dandy where the form of the messa~es themselves permit this terrible inflexibility. We use a
few of them, but machines are the things we're moving towards to meet most of the requirements
of this type.
The last one-time code system I want to talk about is one that we use a great deal for Direction
Finding Operations. We call it COMUS-which reminds me that we will soon have to come to grips
with nomenclature-perhaps in the next hour.

1 2 .'.; 4 5 6 7~ 9 ~
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In comparing this one-time system and the last one I showed you, I think you'll begin to see a
number of characteristics emerge for these specialized codes: first off, they are relatively secure: I
say relatively, because there is more to communications security than resistance to cryptanalysisand while these systems meet that first test-cryptanalysis-admirably, from the transmission
1;ecurity point of view, they're pretty bad; but we'll be talking about that on another day. Secondly:
they are inflexible, rigidly confined with respect to the \'ariety of intelligence they can convey.
Thirdly: they are built for speed; they are by far the fastest means of communicating securely without a machine. Finally, they are extremely specialized, narrow in their application, and limited
in the size of communications network they can serve efficiently. Being specialized, by the way,
and tailored to particular needs, they fly in the face of efforts to standardize our materials-a very
necessarv movement in a business where we have to make hundreds of codes, distribute them all
er th; world, replace most of them daily and, as a result. v..ind up -with a total copy count
numbering, at the moment, about 5 million each year.
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The business oi standardizing on the one band, for the sake of economy, simplicity, and
manareability and of uniquely tailoring systems !or maximum efficiency in some particular appli·
cation, ill one of the many conflicting or contradictory themes in our business; just as muimum
security may conflict with speed or something else.
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Reverse (Page 20) Blank
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Codes

So far we have been talli:ii:lg about general and specialized codes: they form the largest body of
manual systems we have. There are several more types of manual systems. but before we turn to
them, there are a few more associations I want you to form With codes. So far we've limited ourselves pretty much to how they work and have hinted at some of their security and operational
shortcomings. and have only implicitly indicated where they are used or why they'd be preferable
to something automatic like a machine.
By far the biggest use of code!i we have is with uoice communications, with field telephones
over wire linea or with radio telephones. The foremost reason for our reliance on them in these applications is because we do not yet have, in quantity, the voice· encryption equipment that will be
needed to replace them. When we discuss voice encryption equipment-cipbony JDachlnP.s-you
Will see some of the real technical. operational; and cost considerations which have kept them
relatively scarce. For the moment, it is sufficient to remember that their lack is the main reason
for the extensive use of codes and for a wone security situation, the use of no cryptography at allplain langu8ge. Even where a unit might be able to afford machine cryptography, codes are some·t.imea attractive for other reasons-they are general!:· cheap (a few cents a copy); highly compact
and portable (many of them do find their way into pockets and map cases); simple-they require
no maintenance •. hardly any training, and no power: easily disposed of-just touch a match to them.
You can carry them anywhere and use them on any communications system at your disposal.
You wiJI find them most at the lowest echelons: the Army is by far their largest user: they have
considerable use in aircraft that don't now have the room or compatible communications systems
to work with crypt.omachines.
Aside from the security shortcomings of codes, they have one other very serious disadvantage: ·
that is, they are very Rlou.·, ordinarily permitting th~ encryption of only a few words a minute, while
most machines will operate at least as fast as you can type. Finally, even codes with very large
vocabularies are awkward and inftexible because not all the right words are there, with the result
that messages may be c\umsy and imprecise as well as slow.
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The n~n lei~ of manual system I want to talk about is the one-time pad. One-time pads are
pure and SUDple cipher systems (not codes): with a one Cor one replacement o! each pl.aintext chartoter by a cipher equivalent. They consist of page after page of random numbers or letUrs (which
call one-time key). The oldest type still in substantial use is called DIA.i.~A. Here's a sample.
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So, where volume is very low, for example in a place where pads are held only as an emergency
back-up to machine systems and used only when the machines fail, one pad could remain •.•effective" for years.
One-time pads have undergone a kind of evolution during the past decade or so. The main
effort has been to find ways of obtaining more speed. The first major pad system after DIANA did
provide a good deal more speed-it is called ORION, and it's three times as fast.
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To understand how the ORION pad is used, it will be helpful to 'isualize the two illustrations
shown above as being printed in exact alignment on reverse sides of the same sheet of paper. To
encipher, one sheet of the pad with the straight alphabet side up is placed on a piece of carbon
paper, carbon side up. With this arrangement, when a plaintext letter is circled on one side of the
paper, a circle will appear on the other side of the paper as surrounding the cipher letter because
of the carbon paper. Therefore, by recording the tert of the message-<>ne letter per line-on the
plain text alphabet, the enciphered text is available by merely turning over the page.
Here we are able to encipher as quickly as we can circle the letters of our plain text-and
because we have reciprocity, the deciphering process is equally fast. But, as usually seems to
happen to us with manual systems, we have achieved speed at a very considerable cost in bulk-we
have lost the means to compress a great deal of key in a small space. With DIANA. we were able to
encipher about 100 words with each page; with this system, onl)· 10 words. All of a sudden we have
had to print 26 letters of key for each one letter of plain tert. and the result is that the user is stuck
with a very large batch of material to store and account for if he has to process many mes.sages.
Still, where speed is of the essence. where no machine is available, and where messages are very
short or infrequent, the system found a place. You'll note, though. that such a pad entails a very
tricky production process. The alphabets on the front and back of each page must be in e%aet align·
ment-"registration" the printers call it. This slowed down the printing process so much. and was
so costly, that we have stopped producing ORION pada, although a number of them are still in use
l the field. What we came up with instead is a system equally fast, and easier to make called

--MEDEA.
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AICDDP&HI.JICLMNOPQRSTUV•XYZt123456789

11 PONMUC.IIHGFEDCBA98765'13211ZYXIVUTSRQ
A8CDEF'GN1JICLNNOPQRSTUVWXYZl1234!U.789
12 lH&FEOC&A987654321tZYX•VUTSRQP0NttLKJ
ABCl>EP"'GNlJKLNNOPQRSTUV•XYZtl23456~89

tJ LK.J1HaFEDCBA987654l211ZYX•VUT5RQPONN
AICDEll';>tl.JK~NOPQRSTUV•XY2tl23456789

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPGRSTUVWXVZt12'4567t9

26 NMLKJ1HGF£DCBA9176543211ZYXWVUT5ROPC
ABCD!:F&HIJKLNNOPORSTUYWXY%112'456789
27 ZYXWVUTSROPONMLKJIMGFEDCBA98765113211
2a

~iii~~~d~1~~S~~~~~~~;i9Il:

94 JIH6".El)C8A9876543211ZYXWVUTSROPONHLK

29

~~S2~~~~~~~Y:i~I:~~:!~~~~~!~

es Afii.;:;~J~~-~~~ftfl~~J~~i31~i,t8l

~

A8CDE~GMIJ~LMNOPQR$TUVWXY%812345~789

.. e LKJ 1HliFEDCBA08765A.3211ZYXWVUTSAQPOHK

ASCDEFGMIJKLNNOPQRSTUVWXYZ8123456789
86 EOCBA987654J211ZYX•VUTSRQPONMLKJ1HGF.

31

l!i2~~=~~~k~~~~f~~~t~!i1~~~=~

..

•nciEFGHIJK!h!NOPQRSTUVWXYZlt23456789
17 5 l 11ZY WV SROPONHL.KJIHGF DC8A9876

Aac9~aH~CNNOP!RSTUVWXY~a51iasa1'9
WVU
OP N KJIH FEDCIA98 6
21
X
AICDEFtiHI.JKkNNOPQRSTUVWXYZl123456789
19 ROPONHLKJIH FEDCBA9876543218ZYXl'VUYS
ABCDEFGH1JkJNNOPORSTUVIXYZ8123~56789

11 GFEDC8A9876 43211ZYXIVUTSRQPONMLKJ?H
11

aa&DEr:'GHj~~MNgPQRSl'UVIXYZli2i456t89

NMU<J

G ED BA987654321t Y IVU SR

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUYIXYZ9123456?89
32 ijJ211ZYXIVUT5RoPONNLKJIHGFEOC8A98765
33
34

~!BE~x=i4~5~~i~i~·~~~IiS~~~=et3t~
ABCDEFGH1.JKLfltNOPORSTUVWXYZl12l456789
6543219ZYXSVUT5ROPONHLKJIH~EDCSA987

A8CDEF6HIJKLl4NOPQRSYUVWXYZ8123A56789
35 43211ZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJ1HGF!DCBA98765
36

tB~Bi:i~&1n3~~s~~~=~1~~J8~~t~a~

~~6Hi~KgNN~QRITUVWOtfl1234567Bf

A8CDEFGHIJKLNNOPORSTUVWXYZ8123456789
37 ZYXWVUTSAOPONHLkJlHGFEDCBA9S7654321111

A8CD£FGHIJKLNNOPQRSTUVIXYZ8123456789
1J JIHGF£0CBA9876543211ZYXIVUTSRQPCHMLK
ABCDEr:'GHIJKLNNOPQRSTUVIXYZl12.J456789
14 YX•VUTSRQPONHLkJlMGF!DC8A9876543211Z

. ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPORSTUVWXYZ111123A56789
JS GFEOC&A987654J211ZYXIVUTSROPONH~KJIH
ABCDEFGMlJKLMNOPORSTUVWXYt912'456789
39 18ZYXIVUT5RQPON~LKJ1HGFEDCBA98765432
ABCDEFGHIJKLHNOPORSTUVWXYZl12J456789
4111 C8A9876543211ZYXIVUTSRQPONML.KJIHGFEO

12

BA

7 54 211 YXIV

QPONMl..KJ

A'C~EFIGH~~NNOPQRSTUVWXYZ8123456789

15 I Y WVUT

Q ONMLKJIHGFEDCBA987654l21

PCNML.KJlH
D 8A9876 4 11 YXIV
16 O'iR~GHIJKLNN~~R~TUVIXYi'!l'4i6789
ABCDEFGMlJKLNNOPORSTUVWXYZt~23456789

17 6543218ZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHG EOCBA987
ABCDEFGtlf~~HNOPQRSTUVIXYZel2345t7!9

18 11ZYXIV
19

R

PONMLK~IM~PEOCBA9S76

ij

2

~8CDEFG~IJKyNN~~~T~VwXyze1211s~789

SROPON LK.J HG

BA 876543 1

Y WVU

111

ee59E~~~&~~~~ka~~1~~~=u~~~an1

ABCDEFGHIJKLNNOPCRSTUVWXYZl12J456789
42 OC8A987654J219ZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFE
ABCO~FGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ812'456789

43 OCBA9876543211ZYXWVUTSRQPON141.kJIHCFE

44

~Y~~~~~~,1~1~g:~~t~:~~6•ii~g~ze:

A8CDjFGH!JKLNNOPORS~UVWXYZ11J34567B9
YXIVUTSRQPONMLKJl~G EDCBA98

. ABCOEFGH?~KLMNOPQRSTUVIXYZ9123456789
115 6FEDC8A9876543211ZYXIVUTSRQPONHLKJ1H
ABCDEFGHlJKLNNOeQRSTUVWXYZt123456789
46 lsaoPONHLKJIHGFEDCBA9876543211ZYXWVU

ASi9E~G~JKfNNCPORS~UVWXYZl1f311~~9

47

ABi29FGHlirskNNOPQRSTUVWXYZ9123456789
XWVU S QPONMLKJ?HGFEDCBA9876SllJ
29 21
21 7654 218
22 A

b54

11 YXWVUTSRQPONNLKJ HG

B

ABCDEFGHl~~MN8PiRS1¥VIXYf11234567'9
23 RQPONMLKJ H FE C A9 6543 llZYXWVU 5

ABC~ifiHJ~AMNCPft~~WXYZ•1~3a~~7f9
0
LKJl
BA9B7 43 I Y
211 XIVU
ABCD£FGH1JKLNNOPQRSTUVIXYZl12311567B9
25 ezyXIVUTSRQ~ONHL.KJ1H6FEDCBA9876~)21

ABCOEFGHl.JKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ8123456789

SRQPONML~JIRGFEDCBA98765A3211ZYXWVUT
ABCOEFGMI~KLMNOPORS'T'U\IWXYZl12'456789

48 0NNLKJIHGFEDC8A987654J211ZYXWVUT5ROP
49
51

~i8!~f=1~~g~i~~I~Ii!~~~~3¥~
ABCDEFGHfJKLMNOPQR5TUVIXYZ112'456789
HG~tOCBA9876543211ZYXWVUTSROPONHLKJI

This system looks a lot like that one I showed you fer D/F work (COMUS). It, and variations of
it, are fairly common these days. Because of its smaller bulk. though, DIANA, and its numerical
equivalent (CALYPSO) are still the most used one· ti~~ pads.
.
. .
Now. where are one-time pads used? Not in a single-seater all'craft, surely! And rarely in big
ayptocenters where machines are available-sometimes, though, officials need complete ppvacy
for especially sensitive messages: they don't want them read by the cryptographers or others m the
communications center. and will use a pad for the most sensitive portions of their message. The
communication center will then superencrypt it (encrypt it again) in a machine system: But this
is net a very common practice. The main use cf pads is in connection with intelligence, agent, or
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ther special operations and as a back-up for machine systems. So our main users are people like
the attaches, and Special Forces units; a,nd by organizations such as the Department of State
which operate many isolated cryptocenters in locations where machine communications are unliable. Speaking of agents, here is the actual size of what we called the "MICKEY MOUSE" pad .
~"IA.
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Specifications for pads like these can be pretty far out-we can meet the size and legibility
requirements alright; we can make it burn without a trace: but damed if we can make it edible!
As a matter of fact the paper tastes just fine, but the ink is poisonous.
During FY-72, 86.000 one-time pads were produced. Production is expected to decline to
approximately 35,000 pads annually by the end of FY-74 primarily because of the production of
all MINUTEMAN pads in the new format.
A final point about one-time pad systems. The mechanical or electronic wizards among you
can probably visualize ways in which these encryption processes could be automated-built into
a machine. And in fact, it has been done and there are a few such machines operative now. They
are used mainly ·in the centralized headquarters of CIA and Special Forces units so that they can
iciently process the many separate one-time pad messages to and from individual pad holders
in the field.

··••·•·•··
The next kind of manual systems I want to talk about are authentication systems. Authentication is the process of verifying that a given received communication is bona fide-it is the main
defense we have against communications deception or "spoofing" by the opposition. In tactical
situations the classic kind of deception usually involves the enemy sending a message to, say, an
aircraft pilot and directing him to attack his own forces or luring him to an area where he will be
subjected to hostile fire. Here's an excerpt from an actual document captured from the Viet Cong
describing these techniques:
"During an operation. - captmed a GRC-9 radio. and succeeded in finding out the enemy operating
proceclures and schedule used betw~n the enemy posts.
·
"We have put it to use to moc.itor (the enemy networlt) and to mislead (the enemy station) forcing
them to waste time in a.s.k.inc repeated questions while we safely withdnw.
"Sometimes, we called enemy artillery to shell their troops or posts, indicting heavr losses upon them.
This caused confU5ion and suspicion. among- the enemy units themselves, and restricted the use o{ their
artillery to our advan ta~.
"& the enemy code words are widely used, a careful study will enable us to find out these codes &ince
they are composed of slangs and spellings. Eumple: House number (address) means coordinate; or Viet
Cong will l>e spelled u Ve Vang. Cai Cach. The enemy"r; wealt point is that during an engagement, they
usually send out plain m11!'S5&ies which.will be easily undentoad by us."
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The iint thing you ought to grasp conceptually about the process of authentication is that it
takes two principal fonm-duJllenge and reply where the sender and recipient are in radio or wire
contact with one another and can interrogate each other accordini to some system of authentication
to e$t&bliah their respective bona tides. The other and more ditBcult form of authentication is called
lftU6tll#! authentication in which the message itself c8rries with it somethint that tells the recipient
that the message be has received is really intended for him and came from a legitimate source. We
need this latter protection to prevent hostile intercept activities from faking messages altogether
or picking up legitimate messages but changi,Z, their addresses so the wrong people will try to act
on their contents.
The second thing to note about the authentication process is that it finds its greatest application where there is no cryptographic protection for the basic message ten. Where full-scale machine
cryptography can be employed on line, the· b8sic c:ryptosystem "authenticates" the measa~. The
message would not decrypt unless the sender had the key' and he would not have the key unless he
was one of ours.
Th2 third thing to remember about authentication systems is tl:s.t thexe is one feature inher<!nt
in them that presents an extreme challenge to the group charged with inventi1;1g them-manual
authentication &ystems must be swift and simple: but inherent in the process is the need to give the
hostile analysts both the plain language (challenge) and the cipher text (the reply). 'l'o get ahead of
ourselves for a moment, most modern sophisticated crypto-equipments are now good enough that
we can hand the hostile analyst reams of our plain language and exactly matched cipher text to go
with it, and still not provide him the basis for reconstructing the basic key or recovering any ungiven
plain language. But our older machines could not stand up when the enemy was given the opportunity to match up plain language with its corresponding cipher~ and we had to go to rather elaborate.
means to prevent this from happeninr. With simple manual systems, the difficulty, when you
have to expose both your plain tei:t and your cipher text, is even greater, yet that's exactly what
we're being asked to do in any authentication system. For when you challenge with, "What is the
authentication of ALFA BRAVO?" you are reaUy saying, "What is the encipherment of ALFA
BRAVO?" and the recipient is really replying that AI;FA BRAVO enciphers to "CHARLIE NOVEMBER" or what have you. The result has1· been that most of our authentication systems over the
years have been not very fast, or not very secure, or limited to very small networks.

I 25X3, E.0.13526
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'Ibe primary authentication system used worldwide between and among ships, aircraft and
Id forces is called ~ON. This system is illustrated below:

A RLCVJFTZQNXOHOl<EGYSUPIAHntYJAC
B tUYNKWDMLBVHTSCQJlFARZGXPOOHSX
C AEDKPXUTJLSRQYIWF6MB...VCZOPGWK
0 RGSZOAVHCINKJ..XFQJBYHUDEWPTUPHG
E TYFCKPEWQAJMXOGVNZUHSDBILRTIVN
F LJAPEQZMTFYWONKBSHXGRUDVICEQAI
G TDNXGFESKROIABHVM.JUQCLZWYPXQMH
H NVRQEYIJCHOPLXMWCGSFKUZATBOKGM
I HOZFUQCRADYXK.P,JVNGMLSISIETEVBU
J QDLHJOWNCUZKSABEMRFVXYIPGTOWNU
K PSYKWHRCGDMIOBAVLTNQXFZEUJVEOR
L JWFKEAVM.XSTDUCRIQBOl.ZHYPGNOWGH
M JYDZBlOENTHOGLCMKAXUflFRISVHCLV
N VXFL.JBCRGMHIZYEQASITKU~DNPXDAR
0 FZWMYOAJLTPVUIBDSQNREGKHXCBFNR
P T ASC JRG8JWQVEUHKYf10XFLNDZPPNL Y

18•1
19-2
29-4

21-1
22-2
23-3

ee-e

12-S a')

l~-1 U)
ll6-"9 ~

: ~=~~~~~~;J:~~~~~~=~G;; ~::: ~
S EFWBVTSZIHQNJAQYCHL.DXURPKGNVWA 12-6

C>

B T RUEYZSQMO~FVOKTXHAPWB.JGCNIOWTP 14-1 C>
U RFW~HTBDYSKEVZUOLIGANXPCQHINTJ 16-9 QO

V VYPOKHLBZXF?MACTESOlo.JGRNUMYPW
W RHCYPTIWZGLKONUXSEQSCVFMAJL.ENW
X LHFRVYKCOSEPWlZM~NCQTGBXAUOIXP
Y JSVAXNLKWODHUSFQTYMREZIPGCHUZQ
Z JHZBIFRWGCUPLTSDVXYQOAEMNKVTBS
8 MCNTKZRIUVJOYSEXQWBOHPLFAGPVKA

18-3 ~
21-6
22-3
24-1 c-1ii1
26-8
2&-9 )-

1 UKHY~IQWVXJZFPGMCTADNORBS!OVDN 30-5

2 PlOQUT£SXANGZHYFWVMKLJOCBRPNKS l'-5
J BGIWQMLFJZOXSHONVCUPKTYERAAYGQ 34-B

c(
~

4 FXQACOSIVYGNWE.BTKMUHJLZOPRVAPl 36-1

5 NZFVYOARSKIGTUPMOQIBLJCHEXPMRX 36-6
6 BLDAUFIJCGZMRNEXSKDOYVITHPKOQZ ~l-4
7 NLAYDMlGWVOQRKE~HPFZBUXTCSXK~H 42•2
8 ZYLVXUNQROEBIWPGACJTFKSMHDMYSP ~4-2

9 JRTPQHAKCGLUXONBWSEYVMCFIZQLDH 46-9
ACPUMDXHJYTQGISBZEVLNKWORFMZQC ~8-7
PRJCVOK~ASTFOQLMWZBIXNGUYECAFW 51-l
?PVLNBWFGKJQOYMUZHXACTERCSJGHD 52•1
QBLOG.JEMICNYVZPKTRXSUFHWADPUKJ 54-?
RJYNXPVEOBHGOUCSFHZIWKLTAQHKPJ 56-~
ZASCNQTMJKRGLBPVHYIIEUOXDFKYCI sa-2
CAY 82 1800-2359
KAA-29 EV /TSEC
A system such as TRITON introduces the notion or a "guess factor." Because the reply is two
rs, there are 26 1 possible answers (676) for a given c:hallenge. but the internal structure of the
: provides as many as twelve. correct replies for a given challenge. This means that the opposica:n gueu with one change in fifty-six (676+12) of being correct. What all this means is that in
•f·the-r:Uill authentication, we have to settle for far less than perfect security. We do this to get
thini that can be used fairly quickly and by a great many people using the same table.
!1 1974, the TRITON System will be replaced, wcrldwide, with the authentication system we
'ELE (pronounced PAYLAY). The PELE System, illustrated nm is simpler and faster to
•an the TRITON System. But, as always seems to be the case in COMSEC, this advantage
.•plicity and speed was achieved at the sacrifice of some security. With the PELE System. the
factor is reduced to one chance in twenty-six because the reply is only one letter.
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••CDIP'ONIJKLaaDP••STUYWXYZ
A .1118URZGllTHRD•FKYTJAYOIPU

I XSRIZ•H,.Vlll8JTIUiOZCP'PHO

C •AUH8RJOIPWOOP'•l!ODKlllXTOKZ
0 S IHS.VYRl!XH8011KDGL T•VOllZllD

I II LX.111,N\IG?T0'1SDI 1"P'TOUlFWll
P' IOOLSJUZYXADW£HYPNP'ONRCXTI

G OllBDRJAXHGUWP'Y£ZOTJIRFNTOX
N L TVRPHOWJUl'EGTWDKOASCUXDI

I' l!•PSO I llHCL SGT •.IDZNUOOTIXPHG
J DAPKQINllENIZP'LUTDWXSJY08CY

IC YC I NHEllCOOGJZPAllUSTVDPHWL
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You may wonder if it is a good idea to replace the TRITON Systel:ll with its guess factor of one
in fifty-six by a system having a guess factor of one in twenty-six. It is. The holders of TRITON are
not using it veey mueh because of its intricate operation. We expect the PELE System to be uaed
far more than TRITON ever was. Here is a COMSEC fact of life for you: A system offering perfect
security which is so complicated that the bolder of the S.J."stem cannot (or will not) use it, offers the
same degree of security as no system at all.
The last type of authentication system that I wanr to touch on just briefly is a ..one-time" system with the usual great security and narrow applicability. It's called BAMBOO TREE-KAA.101, and looks like this.

&AW>OO TREE
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The difficulty 'Yith a system such as this is an administrative one-it demands very careful
allocation o! a small batch of authenticators for each pilot; they have to be assigned to each flight
day and these assignments have to be conttolled by the ground stations. Pilots cannot authenticate
each other-that is, there's no air-to-air authentication capability because pilots cannot- carry so
large a deck or, even if they did, they don't have time to search through lOOO's of cards to validate
a particular authenticator.
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Before leaving this section. I think a few remarks are in order to put the business of imitative
communications deception in perspective f'or you. There is no doubt that many of our communi.ona are smceptible to apoofing as evidenced by the imitative communications deception activof the ~et Cong and the North Vietnames_e Army during the 11.·~ in Viet ~am. I have already
n You a live example of some of the techniques they used. I think you WJ.ll find the following
ertnct both interesting and informative. It is taken. verbatim. from the COMFEY STEED 1-73
JANUARY SUMMARY prepared by the Air Force Special CommunicatioDS Center.

1

lmimtiuc CommwiicatioM Der:eptirm

Tlaia dstailini lmowledre of our unsecunid taciic,al voice CDJDmunicatiom which the VC/NVA pouesa allc
c:ooatbuies to Uirir capability to 1111e imitative communicatiom dr:a:ption u a tactical weapon. VC/NVA
atumpta at imitative communications dec:eption, 1111m" or which have been succesaful. include attempts
to Jun rmcue fones into bllpa, to &hift artilluy fire 1upjiort to other t.arpts, to cancel nquesu for auist- . io order ARVN pauols into pom_ticms awiceptlble to ambush, and tc miuoute auike llircnaft: in addition to pneml han-ent, interference and uam:miuions of • psycholopcal ,..az!ue natme. lmtances of
1111pbisticatad UM of inlitatiw c:Ommanicatioas deception have been detected and con1inned duriag the
putt- )IUJS.

Jn 08e!mber 196G an ·ARVN patrol received a call purportedly from subs.eC'tOr headqWll1erl directing the

pam>l to a ape;;i!md lDcat.ion. Tb.? m~ pruved to be false and iii believad to bave bten .ent by tbe Viet
Ccmi ill an atrempt to lure the patzol into an ambuah.

In January 1967 the Third Marine Amphibioua Force reported aiJ; inatances of attempted enemy imitative
cxrmmmiicationl d9CIBPtion in one week. Enemy cornmunicatms entered the aircraft control neu, 1peakiq
Euctiah. and attampted to miaout.e strike ain:raft.
la Feb~· 1967, dwi11s aa enppment, memben of MACV Advisory Team 38 requested anillery support
from their Fire Dinc:tian Center. As. the Fire Direction Center prepand to funiish the requeated artillery
aupport tbey received another call in clear and distinct English requesiiris the fire be shifted to another set

of grid coordinac.s. Team 38 overheard the new request and found that the artille"'· me had been redirected
upon their 11W11 position. Fort1111at.ely, they were able to coatact the Fire Direction Center iri time to p~ent
a leriou.a accident.

In April 1968, during SEAL operation&. it - • nponed that extraction forceF received a iir;nal requesting
atn11:tion which was not transmitted by the SEAL team.
A Viet Cons

mumee. platoon leader of an antiaircraft platoon. stated that hi;; supporting

ai~I

platoon

wu co111po&ed of pel'IOMel who could all speak Entliah, and who routinelr monitol'e'd Allied Forward Air
Control and Provincial radio rieta. They frequently entered the Fonrard Air Control nets and cau&ed Allied
plane• to drop bomb~ on llOVttnment troops. and then 1111ed the fact th.at JO'o·ernment troops were being
bombed by th"ir own aircraft to convince them to desert and join theranks oft he \"iet Cong.
Units of an Army Division operatin~ near .the Cambodian border engared in a lengthy exchance of voice
commwiicationa with a radio operator claiming to be the leader of an Au1tn.lian ·patrol just ahead of them,
when then waa no Auaualian pat10l operating in the area. The operator spoke !aultles& Auaualian-ac:cented
Englillh and made continued efl"orta to gel the American commander to accept him u a bo:a.a6de unit of
the Allied fol"Cft.
A priaoner of war captund in February !968 stated that hi1 Battalion's procedure WB.$ to intercept ARVN
air-to-P'llund. and pound·to·IJ'OUnd communications and when the AR\'N unit asked for auistance, the
Viet Cons would c:all the &Disting force and tell them to disrepni lhe pre\ioua mes.aaie as help was no
loqer nledini. Thi1 r.ulted -in conf'uaian and delay and gave his unit mme time to take otrenaive or eva·
lill'll action.

n- an but a

few aamples of the ever iDc:reasing capability of the VCho."VA to take immediate advan·
titp of tactical intellipni:e derived through the intercept and analysis of our unaecund tactical voice
eommumeation1. We camiot even estimate the number Di attempt& at i111it11tive communicati011S deception which bave succnded, and which have not been detected. Due to the VCt:SVA succ:eaea in this field
we c;an expect auch inc:identa to CODtinue && long u our taciical voice communications carry information
of intellipnce value to the enemy in the clear, and nmain vulnerable to enemy intrusion.

We can see from the above examples that imitative communications deception was widespread
in Viet. Nam. But 5poofing doesn't stop there. Spoofing al50 occurs in other parts of. the world as
well, but to a lesser degree because the opportunity for imitath·e communications deception is less
.n a "cold" war than in a "hot" war.
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Although imitative communications deception ia Ill on·going activity, it is !lat alWa.ys an easy
one. There is an aiom in· the deception business which demands that the deception plan result in
a specific action by the enemy which Wozt.s to bia disadvantage and to your advantage. As often
as not, it'• likely 1:hat the spoofing messap will call for an action that seems illogical or danp?OUS
to the recipient. and he will tend to double check if he can..
Let me now make some summary statements about manual systems as a class. First of all.
they exist in put variety and I have touched only on some basic types. Second, manual aystems ·
tend to pt quite specialized and tailored to specific operational requirements. Third. they are slow
compared with machines; and most of the 011es that serve large networks have a pretty weak secu.
rity potential.
We have talked about these systems at some length because they form a numerically large part
of our inventory, consume a substantial part of our total production capability, and clog our distri·
bution and accounting pipe.lines with very large batches of material. Yet the total amount o( U.S.
traffic committed to these systems is paltry-our machines carry by far the lion's share of our en·
c:ypted traffic; and the great usage of manual systems is .where machines oµi't be used for one
reuon or another.
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THIRD LECTURE:

TSEC/KL-'i

We're ready to talk now about a machine. It's called the TSEC/KL-7.

It is a literal, off-line· cipher ec.ui"mc:-uo..
Now we've got to have some definitions:
"'Literal": of, pertaining to, or expressed by. letters. or alphabetic characters.
For you liberal arts students, the antonym for .. literal,'' in our business, is not "figurative." We
use literal to distinguish intelligence conveyed by letters of our alphabet from that conveyed by
teletypewriter characters, speech, or digits. The output of a literal cipher machine looks like this:
DVRIT BLXMD QOGGA. etc., NOT:

++--- 7...,...--- ---++.etc.,nor
011001001110010010,etc.
-SECRET"
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(However, when the communicator gets hold of the output, he may convert it to Morse code, or tele.ter charaeten to facilitate its tran.smiuion.)
OB-line" ia the term we uae to mean that the machine is not connected directly to the transn path; be it a wire line or a radio transmitter. The cipher message is handed to a communicator who sends it after the whole encryption is complete, when he has time· and a free circuit to
reach the addressee. The opposite term is "on-line" and in this. case the cipher machine is hooked
directly into the transmission medium. a nK:eiving cipher machine iS hooked in at the distant end,
and encryption. transmission, and decryption are performed simultaneously.
"TSEC/KL-7..: rm still tlying to put off a full massage of this nomenclature bu~ness as long
as possible: but let me :make a beginning because this is the first really formidable set of h.ieroglyphie& I have U.&ed on you, and you out to be aware that it is fairly systematic and formalized.
TSEC/KL-7 is the short title for the machine. The long or spelled out title is: "Electromechan.ical Literal Cipher Machine." TSEC is an abbreviation for Telecommunications SecllritY which
in turn is a full formal ezpansion of the term .. Communications Security.. or "COMSEC." There
are only two important th.ings you need remember about the signlli.cation of "TSEC"-one is that
the item· you see it attached to has something to do with securing U.S. communications: the other
is that if it appears as the first designator of a short title, it refers to a u:hole machine; so TSEC/KL-7
is the whole hunk of hardware. If "TSEC" appears after some other characters in a short title, it
means that the item referred to is only a component or part of a whole machine: so .. KLB-7/I'SEC"
on the chassis, refers only to the base unit of this machine,. less other removable components. The
"K" in "KL-7" means, quite arbiuarily, that the item has to do with basic cryptogJ"aphic processes,
the actual conversion of something intelligible into encrypted form. If there were an "H" there instead, it would mean that the item merely facilitates the processing rather than actually doing it;
the equipment is an ancillary or aid to the basic process, but does not do the encryption process itself. We have something, in fact, called the "HL-1" which permits direct decryption of text in teleypewriter rather than literal form with a KL-7.
The "L" stands for "literal" which I've already explained: all the machines which produce
cipher text in the form of letters of the alphabet carry the designator ..KL" unless they 8l'e merely
ancillary. in which case they are called "HL." You'll find a brief run down of the scheme in KAG-1/

E

. e r e is one more thing about these short titles: in common usage around here, we tend to strip
them down to their very nub, and we usually refer to this machine as the KL-i. We used to refer to
it merely as "the i"' but now there's a KW-7 as well, so we car:i't do that any more. We have a rule
in correspondence, by the way; that is that we use the full short title the first time we mention a
machine, and may abbreviate references to it thereafter unless there's a possible ambiguity.
The KL-7 is probably the last major electromechanical cipher machine that will see extensive
use in U.S. communications. There is a fancier, heavier, more ezpensive version of it called the
KL-47 used almost e:r.clusively by our Navy. rll say no more about it except to let you know that it
exists and is cryptographically identical with the KL-7-that is, they can intercommunicate (a sure
sign of cryptographic compatibility). From mid-World War II until the mid-fifties, there were quite
a number of cipher mach.ines that would process literal text or teletypewriter te:rt and used the
principles fro:rn which the KL-i evolved. They had a great variety of names and applications depending on whether they were built by the Army or Navy or the British, or by the Armed Forces
Security Agency, NSA's predecessor. Cataloguing their names and trying to recall where and how
ehese systems were used is a favorite pastime of the old-timers around here who like to reminisce.
Most of them have by now been melted to scrap or are quietly corroding in about 2,000 fathoms of
;alt water. {The machine, not the old-timers.) The basic principle that they used involves electrical commutators called rotors to form a fabulous and ever-changing set of electrical paths-a labyrinth or maze-through which electrical pulses could Bow.
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SIMPLE THREE - ROTOR MAZE
OUT
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The security of these systems. derived from the fact that these rotors could be placed
any of a
number of positions, and could be aligned and moved in 1nany different ways. With some reasonable bank of these rotors, say 5, they could be set up each day, according to a key list in any of 5 arrangements, and rotated to any of 26' starting positions; so that any one of millions and millions
of &tarting points were possible, but only one would permit successful decryption. Of course, the
people you were 11eriding the messaee to would have to know what that starting position was. So,
the sender would indicate this starting point to his addressee th.rough the use of what we call an
indicator sy$tt!m. A number of such systems for telling
distant end where you had chosen to
start were contrived. Some of them involved a separate little device designed exclusively !or that
P~: some used what amounted to a one-time pad which listed a series of starting points for
each holder, but by the time KL-7 came along, it was clear that the only efficient indicator system
had to make use of the KL-7 itself so that users were not burdened with two sets of materials to
operate one machine.
The rotors are called "variables"; each contains random ~ring th•t can be changed from time
to time (but not very often). We keep the same wirings for from l to 3 years in KL-7 rotors sets. Because the security o( the system is not greatly dependent on the frequent changes of the rotor wirings,
we call them "secondary variables." The primary uariables
the things changed each day according to the key list-these are changes in how each rotor is put together or assembled each day and
which position in the maze each rotor takes.
The motion of the rotors is important to the security of any system of th.is type. Various rotors
have to move in unpredictable fashion; and in fact, at least two and up to seven of the KL-7 rotors
move after each individual letter is enciphered. If none of the roto:rs moved, but just sat there Jetter
after letter, the old bugaboo, monoalphabetic substitution would result, for eiample, if "'A" hit the
path that came out '"X" the first time, that same path would be there each subsequent time the A
key was struck, and X would always result.
So a number of schemes were used to control the motion of ..·arious rotor machines. The most
..ecret and high echelon rotor machine of World War II bad enciphered motion with a whole bank of
tors in it whose only purpoa;e was to move another maze through which encryption took place in a
,ndom fashion. Another scheme was to use a kind of clock or metering mechanism which would
direct one rotor to move every time, another every 26 times, another every 676 times, another every
time some other rotor did not move. and so forth.
In the case of the KL-7, notched motion was decided on. According to very complicated rules.
the presence or absence of one of these notches on a given rotor 111.;11 determine whether some other
rotor or combination of rot.ors will move. It's not important for you to understand these schemes,
except conceptually, in this particular course. I've dwelt on t.hem because, later on when I cover the
strengths and weaknesses of current systems, I'm going to have to refer back to this business of indicators, variables, and rotor motion in the KL-7, because they are involved in some attacks on this
system of which we had little idea when we built the machine.
There are some more terms about the principles of the KL- 7 with which you ought to be familiar because you are apt to run across them in discussing it and other similar systems. So far, I have
described the principle merely as one involving rotors. The effect of these rotors is to provide a
meana for permuting plain language letters to cipher equivalents:

the

are

PLAIN
A

CIPHER
X

B
C

Q
E

D

J

With each setting of the rotors, we have generated a new substitution alphabet for all our possible
nlaintext letters; eveey plaintext letter has a different and unique cipher equivalent. This, concep.Jly,. is what the cryptographers are talking about when they refer to alphabet generators, or to
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permuting rotors, or a permuting maze. Since the maze is set up in a new configuration, i.e., the
rotors step; with each letter enciphered, we have in effect a little orni-time substitution alphabet for
each process. I'm JJOt going to go much deeper into the details of this system, even in this quasitechnical fashion. I suppose, though, I ought to point out how decipherment is performed. Simple.
Turn a Witch and the letters struck on the keyboard go through the maze backwards. If the receiver
has started in the same place as the sender, he will have an identical initial maze, and his machine
will step to successively identical mazes because his machine contains the same variables and
their random motion is a controlled one governed by identical things-in the case of the KL-7, the
particular pa ttems of notches and no-notches on the periphery of each rotor.
The KL-i was inuoduced into widespread U.S. and NATO use in 1955. Today it s~~s a rather
clumsy and obsolescent machine to us because of what we can now achieve through pure electronic
computer-like techniques. There js a limit to how complkated and fast you caD make a 1nachine
which depends on physical mechanical motion of a lot of parts for its essential activities. We may
have approached that limit with the KL-7 and, I suspect, tried to exceed it with one of its contemporary machines, the KW-9 with which we tried, using rotors, to enaypt teletypewriter traffic at
speeds up to 100 words a minute. So a good part of our early and continuing problems with the KL-i
were mecbanicaJ/maintenance problems keeping the stepping mechanism and printing mechanism in order; keeping the literally hundreds of electrical contacts clean-one pulse may have to
travel through as many as 80 such contacts to effect the encipherment of a single letter.
But don't underrate this little machine. With all its troubles, it is still passing thousands of
groups of live operational traffic daily. It's resistance to cryptanalysis remains very hiath apd it's
useful life will reach well into the 70's. It remains, in my judgment, the best literal cipher machine
in the world and we and NATO now have something like 21.000 of them.
Let me touch on some of its advertised features. It was our first machine designed to serve very
large nets which could stand matched plain and cipher text. For the first time, the man in the
cryptocenter could take a message and simply type it into the machine as written, without changing the spacing between words, or cutting the message in half and sending the last pan first. and
without having to paraphrase the message text before it was released. It was the first machine in
which transmission of the indicator was a straightforNard matter of sending out the letters 'lined
upon the machine in the clear (a procedure which we abandoned about 1962 in the face of advancing
cryptanalysis). It was the first relatively lightweight and secure electrieal cipher machine with a
keyboard-relatively light: by that I mean around 30 pounds, vs. about 90 pounds for its predecessors. It was the 1irst equipment that could run off a jeep battery as well as 110 or 220 volt power. It
was the first equipment that could encrypt both digits and letters without a clumsy adaptor-I
ought to point out to you though, that t}ie equipment turned out to be overdesigned in that respect.
Numbers are so critical in typical military texts that the garble of any digit in them may cau.se real
havoc-so, almost always. numbers are spelled out rather than put in upper case by KL-i operators.
It was the first machine designed to permit the ready removal of the classified components for secure storage so the whole thing did not need guarding or chucking in a safe. Finally, the rotors designed for it were the first that could be easily rewired by manually plugging their connections to
new positions. All previous rotors had fixed, soldered wires so that changing their patterns was a
sl~er and most costly process.
In 1966 we had about 25,000 of these Ki.-7 machines. Where were they used and for what? As
some of you may know, we keep fairly careful records on the usage of most of our systems: each user
· provides a monthly Enc:ypted Traffic Report (or ETR in our jargon) in which he lists the number,
length. and classification of messages transmitted. In the case of the KL-7, we found that the
highest use was in U.S. Navy networks, nert Army, and last Air Force.
·
It is quite apparent that large nun:ibers of these equipments are rarely used: they are held in
reserve, for privacy or as back-up for more efficient on-line teletypewriter equipments in most of the
centers where teletypewriter service is available. Networks employing KL-7's range in size from 2 to
2,188 holders; a feature whlcb perhaps I have not sufficiently stressed. Until quite recently, there
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were very few machine systems which had the capacity to accomodate a thousand or more holders
all using the same key; all intercommunicating without having to use unique sets of variables.
Before we leave the KL-7, let me give you another fragment of the nomenclature picture-that's
the use of deaignatoni selected from mythology. You heard me use names like COMUS and DIANA
to identify some of the manual systems we covered earlier. Some of the machine systems have
these names-usually Greek-as well. The KL-7 system is called ADONIS. So is the cryptographically identical system produced by the KL-47. What these designators amount to are convenient
means for identifying a specific encryption process regardless of the particular machine doing it. In
the. decade of the 50's, this method of identifying a cryptographic process was quite useful to us, be- ·
cause typically, two or three or four quite different-looking machines could all be made to operate
identically; and further, each of them might be able to accomplish several quite different basic encryption processes by the change of some components o:r switches or procedures. So rather than saying "the syr;t~m produced by the KL-7 or KL-47 using a 12-rotor set and encrypted indicators," we
can say, simply, "the ADONIS system:" the same machines, but using only 8 rotors and indicators
sent in the clear we called POLLUX.
·
These D81Des are auperfiuous when only a single kind of equipment exists to do a job and that
equipment accomplishes only one basic encryption process. Some of the new systems either don't
have Greek names at all, or you rarely hear them; instead, we just specify the hardware by short
title.
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FOURTH LECTURE:

One-Time Tape Systems

So far in these lectures, all of the systems I've mentioned have had one thing in common. They
have widely differed in structure, process. security and application: the thing that has peen the
same about them is their relation to the communications process. They are all off line which means,
once again, that they work essentially independently of the communications set-up; they are not
tied into the communications path; the complete encryption process is performed before the cipher
text is transmitted, and the nature of the communications system to be selected for the eventual
transmission is not of much consequence.
From now on, with a few exceptions, the systems we will be talking about will be more and more
· involved. with specific means of transmission; most of them ""ill be on-line systems or systems with
both an on-line and an off-line capability. This means that the machines themselves, or the
ancillary equipments used with them will be more and more tailored to particular <:ommunications
techniques .and eventually, as you'll see, will involve the integration of the cryptographic process
into the communication system itself.
The first and simplest set of systems lashed into their associated transmission means are the
one-time tape systems. They are called the PYTHOX systems for fairly obvious reasons. From.
World War II until about 1960, these systems were very popular indeed, and are still rather widely
used. In both WW II and the Korean Wu they formed the backbone of secure U.S. teletypewriter
communications. I can name more than 12 different machines built since 1945 for PYTHON
operations. Their principle is deceptively simple, you merely take a stream of random key in binary
form and add it-combine it. mi:r it~lement by element. "";th plain text that has also been produced in binary form. To put intelligence into binary form i~ to convert it (or, in the generic sense.
code it} into symbols made up of only tu:o elements-rs and o·s-the familiar computer language:
or pluses and minuses. or on's and off's, or marks and spaces or. as on tape, holes or no holes 8!0
indicated in the following illustration:

•• •• •••
• •• • ••
••••••••••
•••••• •••
••••• •• • ••••
••• • • •• •• ••
••
••
••
• • •• •• • • •••• ••••••• ••• ••• .•......................
• • •• • ••• ••••
.............•..................•........
•••• • • •• ••• ••
l • •••• • • • • ·•
• • •• ••••••••
•••••• •••
•• •••• ••••••
~

0

•••••

Various teletypewriter equipments automatically com·en characters into this binaty form. for
eumple, in the Baudot teletypewriter code:
A-++---;R-- +---,etc.
The additive or mixing process is done according to a simple. arbirrary rule: like signs ... plus:
unlike signa - minus. Now, let's add:

Pl.A.IN TEXT-------------------·-------- - - - - -

-+-+-

RANDOM KEY

-++--

++---

RESULT (CIPHER TEXT!) --------------

--:--++

-++-+

It turns out, that if you take the same key and add it in the same way to the cipher text. the
resultant product is the plain text again-and thus you decipher. If you can find a way to do this
mixing mechanically, or electrically or electronically, you can \"isualize an extremely simple setup. Your send and receive machines are identical and use identical key tapes in identical ways.
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You do not have to reve:r:se your process. switching everything so it goes backwards as we did in the
rotor machine. The receiver merely assures that he is using the same tape as the &ender, and has
started it in the same place, and by adding it to the cipher text he has received, gets a copy of the
oriJinal plain text printed automatically for him by the teletypewriter equipment.
Like all other one-time systems, though, the 'key must be used once and only once for enclyp.
tion; if it's good random key and is used properly, the cryptographic security seems to be absolute~
If you use the same key twice for encryption. the security drops to approximately 0, forthwith.
I said I could name about a dozen of the machines. The reason for the variecy stems from two
causes:· tint, the adaptation of machines to more and more refined concepts of teletypewriter communication; second, the need to prevent compromising radiation-the electronic emission of
intelliience in the form of radio frequency energy from the various sv.;tches and contacts and relays
in the equipment. We'll talk about that: problem at some length in the last lectures.
The simplest kind of ~ietypewriter transmission path is a line from p.:iint A to point B with
transmissions travelling in one direction only. This is called a simplex circuit. There are some .obvious
disadvantages: B ean't talk back. A much more co~mon type of circuit is a path between A and B
on which either station can send when the other is silent. This is called a half-dupla circuit. Still
BOme disadvantages: they both can't lend at once-something communicators like to do, especially
if each has a hitrh volume of traffic for the other. The optimum setup permits transmission to fiow
in both directions simultaneously and is called a full-dupla circuit. Such cirCuits really involve two
separate radio paths or two pairs of wire lines, but some of the terminal equipment may be shared.
Difl'erent kinds 0£ one-time tape crypto-equipment were envolved to fit with these difi"ering commu·
nications setups.
The simplest way to send teletypewriter characters over the paths is by what is called ..Startstop" operation. The receiving machine waits until it receives a character. deciphers it, moves its
-.ne-time tape one position, and waits for another character before operating again. So it keeps in
· · • with the sending machine by using each actual cipher character received as a signal to advance.
st of the old one-time tape mixers worked this way. But suppose the transmission fades momentarily, and the receiving machine misses just one character: or suppose some spurious pulse
hits the signal line and causes the receive machine to advance when no cipher character was really
sent? Then the two machines are out of step-synchrony between send and receive tapes is lost, the
keys no longer match, and thereafter the receiver deciphers gibberish until the operator can signal
the other station to stop and they get themselves in step again. So they began to design machines
which would step along at a fixed .rate once they got started together, Q.·hether every cha.nlcter was
received or not, and the short transmission fades or spurious pulses simply caused a one-letter
garble in the received text. These are called synchronous machines. and account for two or three
more of the dozen mixers that have been in our inventory.
Yet another feature became desirable for some one-time tape circuits. You will recall that I
have mentioned the term Transmission Security or '"TRANSEC" just once so far. We were discus·
sing a :manual onewtime system and I alleged some COMSEC shortcomings despite ita great
resistance to cryptanalysis. The bread and butter of trunsmissian security specialists is the infor·
mation that they can glean merely from analyzing message externals as they are transmitted. Call
signs tell them something. so do routing indicators, llO do cryptographic indicators, so do the numbers
and lengths and formats of messages, so does the direction in which traffic Bows. If the government is
plannin1 a secret operation in some remote or not so :remote place. there is almost bound to be a
great spurt of message activity to and from that place. and all the opposition need do is note this
surge of communications activity to be put on guan:L The technique which we now commonly use
on tele~writer links to remove most of these flags on impending activity is c.alled t:ra/fic fllJw
B11curity. ln a one-time tape setup, the way it ia accomplished is to simply .send cipher mt 01'
something that looks exactly like cipher text all the time. Instead of cipher characte.rs being transmitted by fits and at.arts only when an operator is actually typing a real message, or where ~ few.
·1ndred groups are coming out in a st.ream if the operator is sending his message automatically
om a previow;ly punched message tape. the machine is rigged so that whenever an actual mes-
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. sage is not being sen~ the successive characters of randqm data on the key tape itself are ·automatically sent instead. So the roll of tape just sits there and unwinds all day, encrypting anything
you happen to have for it and being transmitted itself otherwise. The tape on the other end is doing
the same thing, of course. All the interceptor sees is an appuently continuous 11ow of random information. What does the receiver see.? Since his tape machine tries to decrypt anything it receives,
it winds up decrypting key when no. bona fide traffic is coming in. Let's have a look at what any
one-time key decrypted (i.e., added to it.self) looks like. Remember our rule-like signs = plus;
unlike's - minus.

++-..:..+++++-++++-++--+++++-++++-++++++++++++++++ .... All pluses!
And all pluses equate to the letters shift character in the Baudot code, and it's a relatively
simple matter to instruct the teletypewriter to stop operating until it gets something else. Otherwise, you can just let it run. So, equipments with this traffic fl.ow security feature account for a
couple of more of our many PYTHON machines.
Well, let's have a look at the advantages and disadvantages of these PY'TIION systems. The
first advantage is relatively great speed compared to any of the s~-stems we have described so far. ln
most of the JD&nual systems you feel like a whiz if you can average four or five words a minute: in
our off-line rotor machines, we were happy with 25 words a minute and simply couldn't go much
more than 40. But a PYTHON &ystem operates at standard teletypewriter speeds--66 or 75 or 100
words a minute. And besides, when you're an-line, the message is being received instantaneously
at the distant end: so with PYTHON we are moving toward the goal of secure commu.nications in
which no delay in message delivery can be attributed/to the cipher process itself. You're still con·
suming a little time in pure cryptographic processes-you have to select and set up the proper tape;
you have to send an indicator of "Set" to the distant station to tell him what tape to use and where to
start it; but most of the time is spent in preparing the message for transmission-punching it up on
a message tape ("poking" they call it) before feeding it into the machine-this is something you
have to do anyhow for ·efficient teletypewriter communications in any volume. So, on the matter of
speed, we have made a great lea.p forward.
The second advantage is its relative simplicity: most of the system consists of standard timetested teletypewriter machine companents which are commercially available: maintenance is
relatively easy; teaching an operator to work the system is simple; mistakes are hard to make and
only one mistake-the reuse of a tape-is dangerous to the security of the system. (In contrast, on a
system like KL-7, there are a dozen or more things that operators can and do do wrong which give
ua grey hairs.) There are other things that can go wrong of course; technical things, like the tape get·
ting torn and failing to feed properly and the machine going merrily on enCIYPting all of the messa1e using whatever key character the tape happened to stick at-monoalphabetic substitution
·again! But there are a number of safeguards built in for contingencies like these, and by and large
it is safe to say that a typical one-time tape system is both reliable and highly secure.
So, the advantages, in summary are: fast, simple, reliable, and secure. How about the disadvantages? By now, the first disadvantage ought to leap readily to mind. They are one-time systems,
and the inherent disadvantage in all of them applies here. Only two or a few more holders can
intercommunicate in a given system-we make a few "five 11•ay" tapes and "ten-way" tapes to
accommodate some broadcast or conference type teletypewtiter communications; but it's a difficult job to get everybOdy in step and keep them there, and by and large the two-holder or "pointto- point" system prevails.
.
.
· The second disadvantage is a logistic one: imagine the complexity of the distribution system
that gets thousands of pairs of these tapes out, to holders all over the world. Their bulk, in a large
communication center in which many tape systems term.in.ate, is staggering. In their heyday
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,000 rolla of tape were produced by us in 1955. Production is around 55.000 now. The eon.ption of these tapes is particularly distressing when that transmission security feature-traffic:
•
security-is employed. One of these eight-inch 100,000 character rolls lasts about 166 minutes
at 100 words per minute; they cost us $4.55 each.
At any rate, their usage has begun to decline sharply as more efficient means for doing the aame
job have evolved. ~ early as 1942. the people designing c:ryptomachines· had tried to come to grips
with the logistic problem associated with one-time tapes. All the one-time tapes used by the U.S.
come rieht out of Operations Building #3 in what is called a tape-factory. Great batteries of tape
generation equipment, which will be described to you later in the lectures on the production process.
can spew these tapes out at the rate of thousands of three-inch rolls per day. In the old days, the
manufactwe of these tapes was slower. ·very ls.rge machines were used to produce carefulJy checked
random data to be punched into the tapes...Suppose," said the cryptographers, 'you could build a
machine that could generate its own key as it went akmg and feed that key to a mwng or combining
circuit' electrically without having to punch it up in a painstaking mechanical fashion on a stretch
of tape? Give thl! man at each end of the circuit a key 1enerating machine which. from given $rting
setupa, would produce identical key that could be used in this same old binary additive mixing
procesa that works so well with the one-time tape systems. Then. instead of having to distribute
carloada of tapes to these peoJ)le. we would merely need send them a little printed key list containing the aettinrs that should be used for the variables contained in the little key-generating
machines."
And that's what they did. They called the equipment SIGTOT in accordance with some old
Army Signal Corps nomenclature scheme. lt used rotors, and it worked pretty well. Its key output
fed into a standard one-time tape mixing machine and got combined there.in the regular old way.
But it uaed rotors with all their mechanical difficulties, and we found ounelves shipping around truck:
loads of rotors instead of carloads of tape. When you see the tape factory, you'll note that a rather ma.sNVe batch of machinery with all sorts of checks and alarms are used to assure a completely random
oduc:t. When you try to compress essentially the· same operation into equipment about a$ big as
aadbox, you might expect troubles, and we had them. We wound up with all sorts of precedural
W7•ints on the use of these systems for security reasons. and eventually had to use a set of no
less than 30 rotors to support each machine so as to provid_e an adequate· bank of variables to choose
from. Still. the SIGTOT. with various modifications, lumbered on in some quantity from WW II
untiJ the mid-fifties and the last ones did not disappear until about 1960.

··-·······

So far, we've confined ourselves pretty much to how these various systems work. what they can
do. and what they are for. Before we jump into the electronic age of cry-piography. perhaps it would
be well to di11.cuss some of the things that go into the production and support of a cryptosystem
beyond the provision of sound cryptoprinciples and some techniques for making them work-by
ei:nbodying them in pads or charts or tables or in some kind of cipher machine. Implicit in what
rve said already, you have to have somebody design and develop these systems and, in the case of
hardware, that's what NSA's R&D COM SEC organization is for. You have to have somebody evaluate
these designs; and it seems sound practice to have a body of people who are separate. objective. disinterested, do this job-not. the inventors themselves who are apt to have prejudices and blind
spots with respect to their own brainchildren; and that's what our COMSEC analysts are for. You
have to have somebody who can take these approved designs and prototype equipments and
engineer them into fully tested working systems that can be produced efficiently and in quantityto make a finished product which, in addition t.o bei~g theoretically secure will be economi~al,
reliable, and practical to produce and maintain. That'.s what the COMSEC O~ce of Communications Security Engineering (S2) is for. There are still more things you need. "lou have to have an
orpnization to produce and distribute these volumes of variables on which ev_ery. one of th~e
systems in one way or another depends. That'll what the ~Bice of. Communications Secm:ity
Production and Control (53) ia for, and, of course, you Deed instructiODs. You need the spe~c
~rating in.atnlctiona that tell operators just what to do, what processes to follow, how to react if
Jlethin& goes wrong; you need systems planners to anticipate and meet requirements and to get
SECRB'f
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the right equipment applied to the right job. You need a very in\•olved and interlocking set of security controls over the materials and equipments in the inventory-you need to decide how to mark.
classify, ship, store, account for, and eventually destroy every item. You need a whole syste~ of
surveillance to watch over systems as actually used to assure that they meet their security objectives and, where they don't because something has been lost or some other catastrophe occurs. to
implement. and implement at once, whatever colll:ltermeasures-like the emergency supersesaion
I talked about-that can be put into effect. This means a world-wide :reporting system to inform us
electrically of events that may effect. our COMSEC posture. and a large quantity of back-up or
reserve materials for use in an emergency. During FY-72. the Office of Communications Security
Applications (84) was established to better support the aystems approach to COMSE<;. This organization consolidates and emphasizes the S effort towards the !)'Stem approach. wherein security
is functioDAlly and physically intergrated into communications-electronics syatema of all types.
It insures a consistent and coordinated efi'ort in meeting NSA's responsibilities to system designers,
developers and 1.1Ben; for providing COMSEC support and provides a focal point within S for outside
organizations to turn to in seeking assistance in systems matters. And finally one of the most difficult jobs of all-you ·need a large, consistent, coherent, practical, responsive, sale, reasonable,
and understandable body of doctrine to govern the whole shooting match, and this is what the Office of Communications Security Standards and Evaluations (SI) and the Technical and Planning
Sta1f's are for. And these are all more or less central functions here in NSA; large counterpart orranizatio:nS, especially in day-to-day monitoring and administration ·of systems, are required
among the users. For what we are talking about here is the management of a very large operationnot only are millions of copies of paper material& involved. but we are supporting on the order of
100,000 relatively delicate, undoubtedly contrary, tricky, recalcitrant, classified cipher machines.
Perhaps you did not realize it, but what r~e just done is sneaked in on you a rundown of the
functional organization of the COMSEC part ofthis Agency.
I have implied that the business of protection and control of cryptomaterials constitutes a large
and difficult area of endeavor for us. While one-time tape machines are fresh in your mind. I want
to discuss classification for a moment, because there is a small contro\·ersy about the classification
of these equipments and it is illustrative of the kinds of control roblems v•e encounter.
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Tbe second reason is clearly a COMSEC one. Even our nev.-est one-time tape mixer is not perfectly secure. I keep titillating you with this business of compromising emanations; we want to
keep other people from discovering the techniques we use to suppress these emanations; and we
alao want to make it difficult for them to find out where we have still been unsuccessful. It tum& out
that the ideal way to exploit the radio frequency or acoustic emissions from a cipher equipment is to
pt the thing in a laboratory and test it very thoroughly and minutely to tind out in what part of the
spectrum, if any-the emissions are escaping and just what their characteristics aze. Having done
this, you know how to zero in your intercept equipment in the much more dif6cult environment
where machines are actually o~rating, and your chance of success is mw:h greater than if you have
to go at it blind.
There is another related and long-standing notion about classification of aypto-equipment that
is worth discussion here. It involves a rather difficult concept, more often misunderstood than not,
and one that often cause! much anguish among. our customers es.Ch time it leaks out in distorted or
incomplete form. Here it is: whether we're talking about a one-time tape machine, or the KI,-7, or
a modem key generator 1ystem, the essential security lies in the \"ariables supplied with tbe equip·
ment, not in the configuration of the equipment itself-not in its wiring, motion, activity, or proc·
eues. Thia mu.ns that if the machine is lost, no ~ or future messages enczypted by it will be
jeopardized unless its variables-its keys are lost as well. There's a very prac:tic:al reason for designinr systems this way: no matter how highly we classify an equipment or how carefully we guard
it. we cannot 1uanmtee that it will not be lost. All them are designed to be useful for 15 to 20 yea.rs
and 8 lot Of things can happeII in that time-military Units can get overrun: planes caD crash in
hostile territory; people can defect. We simply can't afford to replace 10,000 key generators or
25,000 KL-7's should that happen.
·
So, in a nutshell, if you lose the equipment. but not the ke~ing material, yom t:raflic is still
·cure. When the customer bears this, be bas a natural question: why in the world do we insist on
Iassif'ying these machines then? And he has more than an academic interest: the protection of
these machines coats him money and time and guards and vaults and specially constructed cryptoeenters and a host of attendant headaches.
Well, why do we insist that this expense to the user-and it's a real expense-is a worthwhile
security inves~ment? I have already touched on the matter of general e%p0Sure of our technolol)'.
But there are even more cogent reasons for trying to protect principles and details of machine
operation u:hen we can. The first is this: although we strive for reliability, and sometimes can
afford to incorporate rather elaborate alarms, machines do sometimes fail or partially fail. In the
case of a modern high-speed key generator, thousands or millions of bits of faulty key or cipher tes:t
may be put on the air before the problem is detected and the machine halted. There may be even
more insidious failures that do not afl'ect communicators' ability to encipher and decipher messages,
but. seriously weaken the resistance of the system to analysis. The discovery of es:ploitability of
such situations by hostile interceptors msy well depend on whether he understands the fundamental structure of the machine in use; so denying him that inf'ormation to the extent we can is important. Similarly, operators may make mistakes that may be harmless if the in~ptor does not
understand the 15ystem, and exploitable otherwise. Note, the basic proposition is still that the
tra11ic is secure with the machine known, but with the keys safe. We have to modify that statement
to indicate that this is so except in cases where the machine i& operating improperly-ed ac>m~
times they do operate improperly. And we have aaid, there's not much problem so long as the keys
are safe. The trouble i,s we do lose keys (in FY-72 there were 325 incidents of loss and umuthorized
viewill(). But a stolen key will generally not do the hostile analyst much good unless he knows bow
the machine works that uses it. Finally, the most important reason for protecting machilles is that
a hostile cryptanalyst generally cannot even aia.ke a start on the analysis of any cryptosystem until
he has been able to discover in some detail what the basic processes of encryption an. This is home
out by the very considerable investments our own SIGINT organization has made simply t.o find out
i tarpt sy&tems work; it's a prerequisite to any subsequent analysis.

of
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FIFTH LECTURE:

KW-26; KW-37; CRIB; KW-7

Now, after that small ezcursion into the realm of doctrinal. organization. and classification
matters. let's return to hardware. Fint. ru bring you ap to the present with respect to teletypewriter security equipment. By the mid-fifties, computer technology was fairly far advanced: the
impact of this technology on cryptography has been enormous in two respects. In the first place, for
all but the one-time machines, security rests on the fact that we provide a very large but finite number of variables: we confront the hostile analyst with a system which can be set up in any one of
millions or billions of ways so that "guess factor" in a machine instead Of being something like 1 in
26 in our weakest authentication systems, is 1 in many billions. So, in a straightforward cryptanalytic
attack, what he may want to do is to try out every one of t.he possible settings in the system.
matching each trial with intercepted cipher text 11nd when be hits the right satting, plain text
results and be bas recovered the day's setup. In the old days with weak systems, analysts might
t:y to do this by band, making a few hundred guesses ar trials a day; later punched card equipment
and other electromechanical equipment were used so that lO's of thousand.a of triala might be practical. But, with computers, our analysts and the opposition found a tool that would permit l,OOO's
or millions of these trials to be made each second. The result was. that in cryptosy&tem ·design.
enough variability had to be assured to resist postulated computer attacks of enormous power;
perhaps entailing a hundred or more computers operating simultaneously against one system at
speeds of 10• Sf!!.Conds for years on end!
At the same time, computers pmvide a practical technolon· for translating pretty well known
mathematical techniques for producing very long unpredictable streams of data into electronic
hardware. Such machines could be constructed to accommodate a barrelful of variables; a completely new set of variables could be inserted ("programmed") simply by use of an ffiM or RemRand punched card; the circuitry was ideal for performing the usual binary addition to the random
data-that is the key stream-with plain text presented to it in digital form. So the notion of a
cipher machine which was really a self-contained kl!)· generator. which had iu clumsy beginnings
with the SIGTOT rotor machine. came into its own with the computer age and. in 1957 we began
delivering the first of about 15,000 TSEC/KW-26 machines for the rapid, secure. on-line synchro·
nous transmission of teletypewriter traffic. Out went the SIGTOT's (by this time having undergone
their fourth major security modification and umpteenth procedural change); out went most of the
one-time tape machines on high-level 'ITY links. The KW-26 system turned out to be a jewel. I
have heard some Service cryptographers who had been skeptical of the role of this centralized Agency say that this system. the TSEC/KW-26, more than any other. made the reputation of NSA and
solidified its position as the authority in cryptographic matters.
.
The advantages of the system over its predecessors really lll'e manifold. It has no moving parts,
and its speed is limited only by the speed of the associated teletypewriter equipment. One threecent punched card for the daily setup replaced about $20.00 worth of tapes. It could be programmed to operate in a variety of communications modes; it is designed for rack-mounting and was
the fust major crypto-equipment built to be part of the communications center rather t.hs.n being
cloistered ~n ~-~k vault-type comer-that aloof. separated cryptocenter of the old days. _ --·-·
The cryptoprinciple was based on the mathematical diseoveiy of an Italian name Fibonacci
(1170-1248) who is .alleged to bav~ contemplated SUDflowers and 11oticed that the number of seeds
progressing from the· center of the periphery of the Bower forms a vecy peculiar, irregular, and apparently unpredictable numerical sequence. (All this sounds like Newton's apple, and may or may
not be apocryphal.)
There's one more thing about the principle ol the KW-26 I ought to mention. When we use a
one-time tape or a one-time pad to provide key, and add our plain text to it, we me every ele~e~t
of the key: I've said a couple of times that. should )'OU use such key more than once. ~ secun~•.lS
lost. When two ciphertext messages are based on the same kei-·. the messages are SBld .to be in
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• .ipth"; and the thing that provides the analyst a means for successful attack is the fact that the
identical element of key underlies two different cipher characters. To· frustrate this kind of an
attack on the KW-26, the designers made it so that it produces 32 times as much key as it needs:
only one key element out of each thirty-two is used; the rest are thrown away. So should something
go wrong with the machine, or should somebody use the same key cud twice (and that's hard to do
beeause the card gets automatically cut in half with a knife any time you try to remove it from the
machine), only one character in thirty-two is "in depth", and that's not enough for successful
cryptanalysis.
·
But the KW-26 can't do everything. It is essentially a point-to-point system, and. you need a ·
great battery of them when you have to communicate with a lot of d.Uferent stations. In March 1973
here at Fort Meade, where the CRITICOMM system terminates, we had 336 KW-26's lined up and
operatinr all the time. We have some tricks &0 that a single KW-26 ean be used to send to a number of rec;-eiving stations at once, but the scheme is ncit very efficient and I know of only one net
employing it.
We do have a requirement for broadcast of secure teletypewriter communications, with a few
central stations· sendinr out information and instructions to a large number of receiving stations
simultaneously. The Navy is the principal user of such systems to notify all the ships at sea of ship
movement&. weather, general information, instructions to the fifft, etc. The system we have provided for this is called KW-37. The "VI"; by the way, stands for "teletypewriter", just as it does in
the KW-26. The specifications for this system were pretty tough. ~ot only did the Navy want to be
able to reach lOO's of receivers simultaneously; they wanted each of those receivers to be able to
tune in at any time in the day and. knowing only what the day's key card was. be able to begin
decipherment even though the transmitting machine bad already been running for hours. You'll
recall that in every other machine we've talked about so far. this business of getting machines in
~ .. ~p and keeping them there was crucial; and we accomplished it by sending out an indicator and,
we were on-line. starting off both machines at essentially the same time. Now we had to find
y to allow some la1tga.rd receiver to ''catch up" with the sending machine, staning blind, and
no way to communicate with the transmitter to ask him where he was. It wasn't done with
mirrors-'-it wai:; done wi~h clock.'i. The transmitter always gets going at the same time; say 8:00
A.M. Greenwich or ''Z" time; the receiver sets his dock close to the actual time when he wants to
get into the net-say noon-and then starts his receiver key generator at its initial (8 A.M.) setting
and flips a switch that causes it to generate at 570 times its normal speed until it catches the transmitter. As it approaches the setting of the transmitting key generator, that is. approaches synchrony with it, it looks at special timing signals coming in from the transmitter, locks on them. and
then revertr. to normal speed and is able to decipher the incoming traffic .thereafter. The time it
takes to do this is from a few seconds to a maxim11m of 2 minutes, depending on how far behind the
receiver is when the process is begun.
There is yet another difficult requirement associated with broadcast operations: that is that
the transmitting equipment must be ultr1a-reliable. Once it gets going. it can't afi'ord to stop. There
are both security and operational reasons for this. In ordinary on-line Tl'Y operations, obvious
faults in the transn:iittin1 machine are immediately detected by receiving stations because garbled
traffic is produced. The receiving station can stop or ..BREAK .. the sending station before much
damage is done and have it straightened out. But without a ready retum communication path, as
in the case of KW-37 networks, a faulty transmitter might send gibberish to the fteet all day. From
the operational viewpoint, even if he does detect it, perhaps by a monitor of his own broadcast, he
can't stop transmittinr or, rather. when he does, can:t get started again because the clocks are all
thrownotr. ·
How did they solve this one'? I believe I mentioned in passing that most of our modern systems
have various al.arms in them to detect possible failures. In the KW-37. the concept _of alarms has
reached. possibly, its ultimate. Instead of using a single key generator in the transmitter, we use
t"•et identical ones which. each day, are set up with three identical key cards. They are so inter\ JJected that the output of each key generator is compared digit by digit with the outputs of the
two generators as indicated in the following diagram:
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i all three put out identical key, we know that either they are all operating exactly as they should or
that all three have somehow developed some identical fault. We assume the former situation is the
case, and begin transmitting. Now, after operation has begun. if one .of the generators develops a
fault, its key stream wi.µ no longer match the other two: the machine operating on a "majority vote"
principle assumes that the two matchinC' keys are correct and continues to operate using one of those
keys. But lights light and bells ring on the faulty key generator; the maintenance man can pull it
out of the rack. 1ll it or replace it while the machine carries on so long as the outputs of the two remaining key generators continue to match. Foolproof? We thought it was nearly so. But to show you
bow far out this business can get, and how careful you have to be; and to illustrate "Murphy's law"
which says that anything that can pos5ibly go wrong sooner or 18.ter will, let me tell you what happened durinf some of the early Navy testing. The main components of the KW-37-as in most of
our modem electronic equipments-are printed circuit boards containing relays and transiston and
shift registers and combining circuits and the like. About 80 of these boards go into the makeup of
each of the KW-37 key generators. Routinely, during maintenance, some of these boards are removed. The Navy discovered that there wen some boards in the KW-3i which could be removed
without stopping the machine. But the generator would put out faulty key. They put two key geners.ton into operation with the same boards missing and used a faultless key generator as the third
one. Sure enough, the machine went through its majority vote process and, because the two keys
from the eenerators with missing boards matched exactly, the machine used their key and rang
bells and lit lights saying the only good generator was bad. So the system had to be modified to
include interlocks so it would not work with missing boards. The KW-3i happened to be a Koken,
not a Fibonacci: the overall process of key generation is quite similar. but the specific rules of
motion for producine successive bits of key are different.
At this point. I ought to mention the CRIB (Card Reader Insert Board), presently in use in the
1<W-3i, certain KG-13 nets, and planned for use on several other keycard equipments.
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The CRIB is in fact a circuit plate to be mounted in the card reader as a replacement for the circuit
pI.te orisinally supplied; there it serves as a second keying variable. Jf the original circuit plate is
thought of as one that is "st.-aight wired", then the CRIB can be considered as one in which wiring
is "scrambled.., for it e1tablishes a di1f'erent set of interconnections. We issue the CRIB in various
editions. Each has a 4ffferent short title (USKAW-IG!rSEC, USKAW-2F/TSEC, etc.), and each is
etfective for a specific time period. The conductive paths provided by each edition diBer from those
of other editions. Two equipments equipped with CRIBS are able to communicate only if both use
the same key card and ha~e the same edition of the CRIB installed in their card reade:rs.
So far, the modern machines fve talked about have retained. some of the inftembilities inherent
in this business of using a single long stream of key and using it only once-only a few people can
imercommunicate. Normally two in the case of KW-26; and only one anding and a lot of people
listening in the KW-37. What was needed was a new principle or an adaptati<lD of the old one which
would permit a large number of peopie to initiate transmissions all using the same key list, or plug
board or punched key card or what-have-you. Remember, we had this capability with some of the
rotor machines like the KL-7. The way we did it wu by sending out some random information-an
indicator-with each message~ This indicator started us in one of millions of possible alignments
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-A.1.;.. the buic 1etup of the machine for that day. We needed something analogous in the electronic

~nen.ton because it ia tluough this process that you can generate millions of unique streams
of key ftom aome basic settings of the machine.

Remember that ~ Fibonacci principle in the KW-26 was piedicated .on an initial sequence of
random l'• and O'•· The day'• punched key card could supply that sequence. Now, if with each
mesaage something unique and random was added to it, then we had the baaia for generating many
key atreama-one for each message-and a way, therefore, for many holdem to originate messages
using th9 same basic plugging or key card setup. The first equipments using·this idea happened to
be for voice encryption, but the idea is the same, and it is now used iD the brand new tactical teletypewriter aecurity device called the KW-7. A deviet1 called a rondamiZer is provided within each
equipment; it usa some unstable or "noisy" diodes that emit elect.rom in a random fashion; these
are converted to digits (l's and O's again) fed into the transmittillg machine and, at the same time
Ant out to the receiving machine. The effect of this random stream is to alter the day's setup in an
unpredictable way, but in the same way in every macbiDe receiving it. Thereafter, the equipment
operates like a norm.al key generator until the 'meS.age is finished. When it is, and another message ia to be sent, the "Start" buttons is pushed again; a new random stream is provided by the
randomizer, and the equipment again operates, but OD a new key.
We have more or less backed into the subject of the KW-i and so far your conception of it must
be rather hazy: rve said it's tactical. and that a lot of people can intercommunicate with it because
it uses a randomizer to alter the basic key for each message. Also, it is not set up with a punched
card. Why not? Because the user decided he didn't like key cards, and wanted a way to set up the
machine from some information printed on a piece of paper. We're not sure the user was right about
this; .and evidently, he's no longer sure either because he is now asking for us to modify some of
them to accommodate setup by punched card.

are

It will be useful to know something about bow requirements arise-"·b:i.· new machines
lt-and how we go about it. The user buys these machines from us although we pay for the re·
rch and development work ourselves. The chain· of events usually goes something like this: One
•
of the three Services decides it needs a new crypto-equipment-say, a tactical teletypewriter equip.
ment. He'll decide this because their existing equipment is obsolescent: too heavy, or too slow, or
too expensive, or incompatible with new communications techniques., or this Agency has said its
security is becomintt marginal. or something. They will then describe what they want in terms of
its size. speed, power requirements. amount of security needed, and the like. They will then consult
the other Services to iret an expression of interest. If the other Services think the~· also need the same
thing or sumething similar. they m&l' get together and write what are called Joint MC's-or military characteristics. They will send these MC's to NSA and either ask NSA to build such an equipment. or ask that NSA delegate the authority to one of them to develop the equipment. Usually,
NSA winds up doing it. Then that functional organization I described to you takes over-R&D
decides on a cryptoprinciple to meet the security needs, the intercommunication requirements,
. the speed and volume of traffic specified, and the kind of communications to be Wied. Sl evaluates
the principle and, having given it the go ahead, R&D develops hardware, usually starting with handmade "breadboard" models in their own laboratories and finishing with a full development con.
tract in industry. S2 tests the development model, arranges for Se.rvice Test models to be made-if
it seems good enough-or arranges for service testing of the development model to save time; the
Services state what they do and don't like about it. and what they want changed, 8Jld production
models incorporating these changes are made. This ·whole process can be as fast as 1B months from
conception· to hardware as was the stanling case of the great KW-26, to many years as in the frustrating case of some of our tactical voice security equipment. Meantime, systems planne?S and
policy makers are not sitting idle; they are looking for optimum applications: establishing programs
for phasing out older equipment, deciding whether other requirements can be fulfilled with the
"ncoming hardwa~oes NATO need it? Is it in the best interest of the U.S. to releue it to NATO·
11ether they need it or not'? And so forth.
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So, the KW-7 followed that general process. It bas features in it to satisfy special needs of each
of the Services. e.g., adaptors . • .. It wa.s offered to XATO in competition with !IQme comparable
equipment being built by the UK. France, Germany. and Norway. It can provide for seeu?e communications among hundreds of holden all using a common key; it's mounted in some aircraft and
on wheeled vehicles, and we expect to see 38,000 in the inventory when production stops.
.
So, in the teletypewriter field. we have talked about three main equipments-the KW-26 for
hirh-speed point-to-point communications at generally high echelons; the KW-37 for Broadcast:
and the KW-7 for multi-holder tactical operations. There are a number of other equipments used
for special applications like multi-channel. communications where you may need to secure up to
48 channels simultaneously; but for securing teletypewriter traflic and nothing else, these are currently the big three.
They repraent significant advances in need, size. reliability, and fiexi'bility. I failed to mention
that the KW.;..7 will very nearly fit in a standard safe drawer.
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SIXTH LECTURE:

MuJti-Purpose F.quipment

Each of .the equipments that I have mentioned. to you was designed to take a particular kind of
traffic: literal traffic-the letters of the alphabet in the case of the "KL" machines: teletypewriter
traffic in the case of the "KW" machines. But as early as World War Il, cryptographers and communicators were looking for ways tO acco-mmodate a variety of inputs in the same machine-they
wanted. for example. a machine which would produce its cipher text in the form of five-letter groups
to facilitate transmission where Morse code had to be used. and to have that same machine produce
its cipher text in teletype\\Titer format for use where teletypewriter circuits were available. A little
later. as we s!lall see. they wanted and got equipments containing other options like teletypewriter,
and facsimile, and voice encryption all in the same package.
The Signal Corps made the first effort during WW ll. It was called. the SIGNIN, and was quite
a monster. The>· tried to solve a multitude of problems in one swell flop including the age-old physical security problem we have had with crypto-equipment. They built it in its own special safe and
wound up with an equipment about four feet across and weighing Lord knows bow much in its solid
steel olive drab package. They built their own teletypewriter keyboard instead of hooking into a
standard commercial model as had been done previously and since. It would operate either on-or
off-line. The machine used rotors. a whole slew of them and, in the teletypewriter mode combined
plain text and key in a novel way. all five intelligence bauds of the teletypewriter character beinr;
mixed simultaneously with 5 elements of key provided by the machine. This feature caused a brief
resur~ence of interest in the old monster during the early fifties. once again because of that ubiquitous problem. compromising emanations.
W\\' II ended before this machine had been perfected for very long, and it never got very hea.,,:-·
use. But the idea for doing a multiplicity of things in one machine was there. The KL-7 and KL-47
systems were coming along. and the utility of having a literal machine able to accept messages for
encryption or decryption in teletypewriter punched tape form. and to produce its cipher text in this
!lame form instead of printed on gummed tape had been i:ecogniied. Rather than building such
featurei; into the machines themselves, which would burden most of the users who had no acces~
to teletypewriter circuits \\ith needless added bulk and cost. a few circuits were built in to permit
ancillary teletypewriter equipment to do the work when needed and available. They were called
"HL'' equipment-the H in the first position stan~s for ancillary: and L still stands for literal: so an
'"HL". equipment is one that aids or facilitates but does not actually perform a literal encryption
process.
But we had to wait until the mid-SO's for the next real multi-purpose equipment to come along.
It was designed to meet Navy requirements for the processing o{ facsimile information or telet)-pewriter information. It was called the AFSAX-500-the "X" stands for facsimile or ••rax" for short:
AFSA stands for the Armed Forctis Security Agency, which is what NSA was called until late 1953the change was more than in name only, by the way: our responsibilities becam.e national ·in scope
instead of being limited to the armed forces. Thus, it was that juncture that Depanments and Agencies like the Depanment of State and CIA came under our jurisdiction in cryptographic matters.
Anyhow. the AFSAX-500 reflected our growing disillusionment with rotor techniques where high
speed processes were needed. In order to enCJ'ypt facsimile information at any reasonable speed, it
·first has to be convened to digital form and then processed at bit rates of anywhere from 1800 bits to
2500 bit.s per second. Can you imagine rotors going at that speed'? Neither could we nor the Navy who
really designed the AFSAX-500 under the tutelage of a very famous Navy Captain named Safford.
Capt. Safford had played a large part in the invention and development of most of the WW Il rotor
systems. What was built amounted to an electronic analog of a rotor system-it used up three bays
of equipment (a bay is about the size of most of the 4-drawer safes around here.) Since the equipment had to produce lots of key for use in the racsimile mode. there was key to bum for teletype-
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writer operations where the speed of the equipment remained limited by the electromechanical
properties or the associated 'ITY equipment-(Truly fast page printin11:. you realize. bad to wait for
computers, so that not too much of their valuable time w~uld be lost waiting for some printer to
bang out its voluminous rapid-fire products.) Because this extra ke,i.· \\·as available for !TY use. the
machine was built to encrypt about 5 channels of teletypewriter information simultaneously. Then.
when no pictures were being sent over the facsimile channel, the communicators could unload their
teletypewriter traffic backlog.
Well. the AFSAX-500 worked all right. but not very many of them were ever built: we suspect
it was panly because it was horribly expensive although the Navy never would say just how much it.
cost: but there was another reason as well-that is that facsimile requirements have a habit of witherinr away about the time you have an equipment to serve them. This has been true over the years,
and a whole class of systems with "X" in their short titles never reps.id the investment that went
into th~ir development-which means, hardly anybody bought them or used them.
I want to make just two more points about the AFSAX-500: one is that it continued in use for
more than 10 years, but so far as we can tell, it was used near}~· e:s:dusively for multi-channel teletypewriter encryption, not for facsimile which had been its real purpose. The other is, that yet another way for keying the equipment-for setting it up-was de\ised. I have described equipment
which is 11et up from a printed key list that tells you how to put rotors together. arrange, and ali!lll
them: I have mentioned key cards that use holes and no boles. to establish settings in electronic
equipment: and I spoke of a plugboard-which is a kind of wiring matrix-that is now beinit used
with the KW-7. The designers of the AFSAX-500 were faced with the problem of setting up a very
large number of variables each day-they could have used a very Iarie bank of switches that could
be flipped one way or another in accordance with a printed ke~· list. This had been done with the
earliest U.S. ciphony equipment-the SIGSALLY-that we'll be talking about in due course. In;tead. the~· chose to use a long segment of one-time tape which \11as fed into the machine during the
,
tup process and which establi!1hed the starting configurations for its electronic "rotors... We've
yed
with that idea again from time to time but, in most cases better \\1lys have been found. Only
•
one other 11ystem u11ed tape segments for its setup. So now we ha,·e four different ways t~ set up our
daily variables. and we iiave barely left the teletypewriter field. It sug~sts that this business of how
to get the variables set up swiftly and accurately constitutes an inherent problem in our business,
·
and this is so. In other courses. you will hear of still different ways beinit explored.
The next multi-purpose crypto-equipment I want to describe is called the TSEC/K0-6.
Strangely enough, in the TSEC nomenclature scheme, that "O'' meant "Multi-purpose"': but although a number of subsequent equipments with multiple capabilities were built. the K0-6 is the
only one that got ass;igned an "O''. This i!> because a more ~neric desiimator. "G". fork~· generator
was decided on, and that's what we used thereafter whether the equipment had a multiple use
not.
But the K0-6 was invented before the TSEC nomenclature took effect. and used to be called
the AFSAY-806. That "Y" stood for "ciphony" or voice encryption, and that was the primary thing
the K0-6 was for. But it could also encrypt either facsimile or-like the AFSAX-500-a number of
teletypewriter channels simultaneously. The designers were again faced with the problem of pro·
ducin1 a lot of key very rapidly, but were still tied to electromechanical techniques for doing it.
What the\• settled on had.at its hean something called a geared tirning mechanism (GTM) which
would spin six rotor-like notched disks very rapidly and used photo-electric cells to read various
notches as they went whipping by. The resultant data, in the form of l's and O's again (really light or
no light) waa combined into a random key stream, and added to digitalized plain text in the us~al
old binary way. This was a pretty complicated and precision-built de'l.-ice. We put at least one ma1or
electronics firm out of business trying to build it for us~ but it worked. The last ones were deepsixed in the latter part of 1966.
. ·
. A problem 100111!1: how do you put voice into digital form? Let me back-track a little. Yo~ have
.een that we have means for producing key in binary form in a \"ariety of ways and that. if your
P'lain language is digital, the business of enciphe.rment and decipherment th.rough binary addition
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and re-addition is-fairly straight forward. But if we don't digitalize speech. how else mil{ht we encrypt it? The only alternative means that has gotten much pla)· is to transpose it in various waysrecord it and send it out backwards; split it up into little pieces. smaller than syllables, transpose
the pieces according to some key, and reconstitute it at the receiving end; or, pull out the various
frequencies of the speech and transpose these for transmission. Almost all the commerciallv available "speech privacy" devices use some such technique as this. But you'll recall that I tOld ~u that
transposition systems are fraught. with security weaknesses; and it has continued to p~ve true
whether you are using a pencil and squared paper or very sc>phisticated elecaonics, there's just too
much underlying intelligence showing through. But from time to time we try again to do somethillJ
besides digitalization because if turns out that there would be very important advantages if we
could: we could eliminate a battery of expensive and elaborate equipment that we now need to use
just to conven the speech to digital form before we begin to encrypt it: and we eould cheaply provide
ciphony on narrow-band communications channels like HF radio and the ordinazy telephone. This
is now e:ictremely difficult to do because. if you are to describe speech accurately with a series of
l's and O's, it takes a huge number of these digits for each syllable: this m turD demands a la?J"e
portion of the radio frequency spectrum. a broad-band signal, for transmission. The fewer digits you
use to describe speech. the less spectrum you use, and the farther you can transmit it but the less
intelligible the speech becomes when you reconvert to a form suitable for the human ear.
At any rate, for security reasons, we had to settle on speech digitalization as part and parcel of
any ciphony system. We have three basic ways in which we now do this-vocoding (short for.voice
coding) which uses relatively few digits to describe speech and is hard to understand unless the vocoder is large and expensive and even then it may leave something to be desired: delta modulation.
many digits. gives exeeJlent speech quality. but needs a broad band radio path or spewhich
cial ,.,•ire-lines like coaxial cables for transmission: and pulse code modulation, which produces
similarly high voiCe quality and has similar transmi8sion constraints.
Since the MC's (Military Characteristics) of the K0-6 called for long-haul (HF) capability, the
first of these technique~-vocOding-had to be used~ Only 3.200 bits per second to describe the
~peech-with key stream generated at a comparable rate-'l.\"ere used in contrast to a contemporary
system for wide-band <microwave) transmission where the bit rate was on the order of 320.000 biti:
per second ( AFSA Y-816).
Because the speech quality was so poor-you could not recognize voices-and because the syi:tem 'l.\•as inconvenient to use (push-to-talk procedures and \"ery slow and deliberate speaking: and
the need to walk down to or near the cryptocenter to get access.to the system) the machine turned
out to be Jes~ than a roarinit success and over the years we were unable to document very heavy U!'-·
age of it by anybody for voice communications. There did not seem to be much call for facsimile encryption, ai:; I have mentioned, and just before the last K0-6's were retired in 1966. they were used
exclusively to encrypt multi-channel teletypewriter traffic.
We're going to come back to the whole subject of speech encryption devices and trace their evolution in some detail. But before we get to that subject. there is one more family of multi-purpose
equipments I want to talk about. Thes·e are the KG-3/KG-13 series of equipments.
Until around 1960. as I bave indicated, each ne'I\· crypto-equipment was tied to rather specific
communications means, and was built to be compatible ~ith input devices like tele~-pewriters or
facsimile equipment with very specific characteristics. Even those multi-purpose devices we have
described could work only at a few specific speeds: the K0-6 would work only with tbe specific vocoder we built to go with it and not with any other speech digitalizer. This specificity of purpose
. caused the equipments to be inflexible and tended to make them obsolete relativeh· quickly as
new communications techniques and input devic.-es became available. So we did a philosophical
about face with the KG-3. We said ..wh\" not build a pure and simple key generator divorced from
any specific input device or digitalizer: simply an equipment which will put out good random digital
key with a large Yariety of speeds, and a mixing or binary addition component that will accept the
encipher and digital siitnal delivered to it? If somebody wanted to encrypt ~eletype~t'er tra~c. ~r
facsimile. or data. or voice, he would provide the equipment that would deliver that mformat1on in
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Linazy disital Corm to the key generator and it would .do the R'St; And so the KG-3 was born-a
straightforward key generator with a randomizer, a power supply, and timing circuits to permit
speeds v&rying from 1 to 100,000 bits per second, and that's about all. And this idea worked fairly
well. We had gotten ourselves out of the communications business into which we had become inereuinpy involved, and back to pure cryptography where we thought we belonged. But there were
some clitliculties. Because the KG-3 was a single.key generator. it could only process traffic in one
d.inction at a time; this meant that to accommodate the full-duplex operations that almost everybody needed, two complete equipments had to be set up at each end of each circuit, and this was a
waste. There was no reason why a send and receive key generator could not share the same power
supply, thus eliminating one of them, and the same timing circuits. and you really did not need
randomizer in the receiving equipment at all because all the receiving equipment needS to do is to
accept the random indicators generated at the distant station: the send equipment does the randomizing.
So, the KG-13 was built: it amounts to a pair of KG-3's one used for sending and containing all
of the original KG-3 features; the other (or receiving and strip~ of all the components and func.
tions that the send equipment can supply.
We have now traced the checkered history of multi·pl.1%p0Se equipment. and have seen that it
took from 1944 or ao until 1960 to come up with one that did not rea1ly have a single prinuuy purpose
in mind with other capabilities included as side benefits. The SIG~l:~ was primarily for teletypewriter traffic: the AFSAX-500 was for facsimile: and the K0-6 "':as for voice. The KG-3113 was for
anything digital with speeds up to 100 KHz.
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SE\"E.\'TH LECTURE:

Ciphony Equipment and Other Specialized Systems

Ciphony Equipment.-You have already had a pre\iew of some of the problems of voice encryption in the discussion of the KO~. Since by far the greatest weakness in U.S. COMSEC toda-.·
stems from the fact that almost all of our voice communications are sent in the Clear. 'the busines.s
of finding· economical secure ways to secure voice transmissions remains a burning issue and is
consuming a good part of our current COM SEC R&D effort.
·
·
We have to go back to World War II for a look at our first voice encryption equipment:

This looks like a whole communications center er laboratory or something; but it's all one
cipher machine. It was called SIGSALLY. If you counted the air-conditioners that had to go with it.
· it weighed something like 55 ton.~. It was used o-.·er the transatlantic cable for communication
between Washington and London. It used vacuum tubes by the thousands. and had a primiti\·e
vocoder. It was hardly the answer to the dream of uni\·ersal ciphony, and was dism!lntled soon after
the war ended.
The next ciphony system to come along was called the AFSAY-816. It was designed to operate
over microwave links-actually, just one link-bet"l'-een the Xa\·al Security Station and Arlington
Hall. Since there was plenty of bandwidth to play with {50 KHzl. there were no constraints. on the
number of digits that could be used to convert speech into di~tal form. The technique used was
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"-.:call_ed P~lse Ccx:te Modulation (PCM): conceptually. it invokes sampling the amplitude (size) of
an mteW.rence 11gnal, su.ch_ as one"s voice. at fixed intervals of time determined by a high frequency
pulse train, then transm1tting the values thus obtained in some sort of binar..- or baudot code. The
following illustration portrays these relationships:
•
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The AFSA Y-816 used a primitive vacuum tube key generator with bank after bank of shift
registers ... and. for the first time. we were able to put out more key than we could use. So we used
it to provide for encryption of several channels of speech simultaneously. Speech quality was good,
reliability was spotty, and security. especially in its last years was marginal since it was in about
that time frame that we began to be able to postulate practical high-speed computer techniques as
a cryptanalytical tool. We hastened to ?E'place the equipment with one called the KY-11. The KY11 was the first relatively modern key generator of the breed I described in the KW-26. Instead of
using the. Fibonacci principle. however, it used something called "cipher text autokey" or "CTAK"
for short. I'll tell you something more of the uses to which this principle cao be put later.
At any rate. we lived on borrowed time with the AFSAY-816 and on the hope that, because its
transmitted signal was fast, complex, and directional. hostile interception and recording would be
impracticable.
Don't think for a minute that the same rationale isn't used today for unsecured circuits that
happen to use sophisticated transmission techniques. A favorite ploy of the manufacturers of forward tropospheric and ionospheric scatter transmisaion systems. for example, is to advertise them
as inherently secure because of their directivity and because they are beamed over the horizon and
theoretically bounce down in only one place; However, because of atmospheric anomalies; it is
impouible to predict with certainty what the state of the ionosphere will be at any particular
~ o ment. It is because of these anomalies that the reflection of the transmitted signal from the
aosphere is. subject to considerable variation and. consequent!~·. subject to interception .at an
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unintended location. As a matter of fact. there was a "permanently" anomalous situation over parts
of Southeast Asia that caused VHF communications to double their expected range.
The general attitude of this Agency is that no deliberate transmission is free from the possibility
of hostile interception. The thought is that there is really a contradiction in terms of the notion of
an uninterceptible transmission: for, if there were such, the intended recipient, your own distant
receiver, could not pick it up.
Despite all of this, it is clear that some transmissions are considerably more difficult and costly
co intercept than others and some of them carrying information of low intelligence value may not be
worth that cost to the potential hostile interceptor. These factors have a lot to do with the priorities
we establish for providing c.eyptosystems to various kinds of communications entities.
But, in the case of voice, which is our subject, it has not been any rationale of non-interceptibility which has slowed us down, it is the set of terrifically difficult technical barriers in the way of
r;etting such equipment in light, cheap, efficient, seCUJ'e form, either for strategic high-level links,
as in the case of all the ciphony equipments I've mentioned so far, or for tactical circuits that we
will. in due course. cover.
Still. with the advent of the KY-11, it appeared that we had at least one part of the ciphony
problem relatively well in hand: that was for fixed-plant, short-range operations where plenty of
bandwidth was available for transmission. These fixed-plant, wjde-b.ibd equipments-all of themnot only could provide secure good quality voice, but had enough room to pennit the encryption of
several channels of voice with the same key generator. But just as in the case of teletypewriter security devices. there was a need to move ciphony equipment out of the cryptocenter and nearer to the
environment where the actual user could have more ready access. In the case of the teletypewriter
encryption 5ystems. you will· recall, the move was into the communications center where all the
ancillary devices and communications terminal equipment and punched message tapes and message forms were readily available. In the case of ciphony, the real user was the individual who picks
up the handset and talks-not some professional cryptographer or communicator-but people like
you and me and generals and admirals and presidents. So the next need we faced was to provide an
equipment which could be remote from both cryptocenter and communications center, and used
right in the offices where the actual business of government and strategic military affairs is conducted. This called for machinery that was smaller and packaged differently than any of the ciphony
equipment we have talked about thus far. SIGSALLY you remember, weighed 55 tons: the next
system weighed a lot less but still needed 6 bays of equipment. The KY-11 was smaller still,
amounting to a couple of ra"ks of equipment configured for communications center use. None of
them were at all suitable for installation in somebody's office.
The resultant product was called the TSEC/KY-1. The most striking feature it had, in contrast
to its predecessor ciphony devices, was that it was neatly packaged in a single cabinet about twothirds as tall and somewhat fatter than an ordinary safe. Because it was built not to be in a cryptocenter or a classified communications center where there are guards and controls on access to
prevent theft of equipment and their supporting materials. this KY-1 cabinet was in fact a threecombination safe that contained the whole key generator, the power supply, the digitalizing voice
preparation components-everything except the handset which sits on top.
So, for the first time since World War II with the SIGNIN, we found ourselves building physical
protective measures into the equipment itseif. The safe is not a particularly good one-hardly any
are-but it is adequate to prevent really easy access to the classified components and keying data
contained inside. Microwave links or special wire lines were used to transmit its 50 KHz cipher text.
The principle was CTAK again: and it had the capacity to link up to 50 holders through some kind
of switchboard in a common key. The first network was used here in WashingtOn and served. key
officials of government-the President, the Secretary of Defense, the Secretary. of State, the Director, Central Intelligence Agency, and some others. We soon found that the equ1pmen~ needed to. be
installed not only in key government offices, but in the private residences of key officials_as well, so
that they could consult securely in times of crisis night or day. I think the tint such residence was
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'--..~dent Eisenhower's Gettysburg address: later such equipments were used in the ·homes of a
number or other officials.
The KY-1 had some limitation$, as almost all Jirst tries at a new requirement seem to: it was
essentially a push-to-talk system which a.nnoys most users and makes .it impossible to interrupt
converutiom. Eventually; the cryptanalysts discovered some new possible attacks that lowered
om contidence in its security and so the KY-1 was retired in early 1967. This KY-3 is the follow-on
equipment to the KY-1. It provides a duplex (no pusb·to-~) capability and some security a.nd
operational retinements.
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This is perhaps as good as a place as any to go off on another of the tangents that seem to char·
arize these lectures. As we have been following the evolution 0£ U.S. cryptography, I have talked
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new

quite casually of
equipments coming into our inventory and old ones fadinc away. In retrospect.
the ~emiae of the obsolescent. inefficient, 11I1d imec:uxe systems aeeDlll natural, easy, inevitable, and
relatively painless. But the fact of the matter is tllat it is usually quite di1Bc:ult to get the users to
relinquish any equipment once it is solidly entrenched in their inventories-especially if it works
well, as in the case of the KY-I; but even if it doesn't. as in the case of the KW-9. The reluctance tO
junk old systems steDUi from a number of causes, I think. First of all, they :represent a large investment; secondly, the users have developed a supporting logistic base for the systems, have trained
personnel to operate and maintain it-they've wed it. Finally, the introduction of a new system is
a slow and difficult business requiring new budgetary and procurement action, new training. the
establishment of a new logistics base, and-increasingly these days........ coatly installation job to
match tbe new system to the facility and communications system in which it is to be
Because
of these problems, our "equipment retirement program" is a halting one, and only when there are
very ll&Ve aecurity shortcomings can we actually demand that a system be :retired on some specific
dat-,. Well, back to ciphony systems.
With all these developments, we are still talking about equipment that weighs several hundred
pounds, ia quite expensive, and which is limited to specialized and costly communications links.
E%cept in the case of the K 0-6, these links are relatively short range.
So, at the same. time these wide-band fi.sed-plant equipments are being developed, we were
working on something better than the K0-6 to satisfy long-range, narrow-band communications
requirements, something that could, hopefully, be used on ordinary telephone lines or on HF radio
circuits overseas. (Ma Bell's telephone system, you understand, bas a bandwidth of only 3 KHzand still has a few quick and dirty WW II links in the mid-west with only a 1500 hertz bandwidth.
This situation, as I have said, sharply limits the number of digits we can use to describe speech to
be encrypted on such circuits with a consequent loss of quality of intelligibility.)
The equipment which evolved is called the KY-9.

used:
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The KY-9 used a vocoder as did its narrow-band predecesson. but a more sophisticated one
than had been developed thus far. It was the first of the vocoders to use transistors instead of vacuum tubes. so that the equipment could be reduced to a single cabinet. But transistors were in their
infancy: and the ones that went into the KY-9 were hand-made and expensive. Again the equipment
· wu packaged into a safe so that it could be located in an office-type environment. Well, we were
getting there: we could use an ordinary telephone line with the KY-9. but the speech still sounds
artificial and strained because of that vocoder, and •.. you ... must ... speak ... very ... slowly
... and .•. distinctly and you must still push to talk. And besides all that. this bear initially cost
on the order of $40.000 per terminal which put it strictly in the lmury category. About 260 KY-9's
are in use for high-level, long-haul voice security communications.. The majority of the KY-9 subscribers are no~ being provided this secure capability through use of the Automatic Secure Voice
Communications (AUTOSEVOCOM) system: however. it is anticipated that the equipment will
, ·· ·main in use at least through FY-74. Beyond FY-i4, the equipment ma~· be declared excess and
·· ·aoored for contingency purposes.
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The best and newest long-haul voice equipmen_t uses none other than our multi-purpose friend.
the KG-13. Nobody came along with a nice vocoding speech digitalizer to hook into this key generator, and there's really not much call to process speech this way unless you're going to encrypt it,
ao we wound up-again-having to build some ot the anciila.ry equipment ounelves. This equipment is called the HY-2-remember, the H stands for ancillary, the Y for speech encryption. _So the
combination ref'ened to as the KG-13/HY-2 is the system we are now counting on to serve the long. haul voice requirement.
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AJain. a vocoder wu used. and this sounds the best yet. although it still can't match the voice
quality that wide-band systems have. This package is not in a safe. and is not suitable for office
irutallation. but it seems to Nltisfy most of the other long-haul requirements well and does so fairli-·
heaply for the first time .
Bef~re we t.alk about tactical voice security equipment, the:e is a subject related to the big fixedt voice eqmpment.s we ou~ht to talk about. That's the sub1ect of "approved" circuits. Way back
•
with the K0-6. we were having difficulty getting officials .to leave their offices and walk to a cryptocenter to use a secure phone. The solution lay in carrying the system or at least the telephone handset (which is all he really needs or cares about) to him. This in..-olved running a wire line from an
office to the cryptocenter or ~ecure communications center. The difficulty with this solution is twofold: in the first place there was and is a long-standing El:ecutive Order of the President governing
the way classified information may be handled. transmitted, and stored: and in the case of TOP
SECRET information, this order forbids electrical transmission ercept in encr:-·pted form. Of course,
the informations in the clear. not encrypted. until it reaches the cryptomachine, and this meant
that any time one placed that handset remote from the machine. the user. by "law" had to be restricted to conversation& no higher than SECRET. This is difficult to legislate and control, and
reducei the usefulness of the whole system. The second difficulty in this situation stems from the
security reasoning lying behind that Executive Order. The reasoning was, and is, that it is extremely difficult to assure that no one will tap any subscriber line such as this, if it is not confined to a
very carefully controlled area like a c.ryptocenter or classified communications center. It means that
if you an to use these subscriber lines in some government installation. the whole building or complex of buildings must be extremely well guarded, access carefully controlled, or personnel cleared
or escorted all the time. Controls such as we have here are simply not feasible in a facility such as
the Pentagon or on a typical military post: yet it is in just such environments that these protected wirelines may ~e needed.
Some ·special rules govern communications used to support SIGINT operations. and these
rules have been interpreted to permit TOP SECRET trdic such as we use on the grey phone system
here-provided certain physical and electronic safeguards are enforced. The JCS applied the same
sort oC criteria in staffing an action which permitted TOP SECRET information to be passed in the
·~ar over wire lines when certain rigid criteria are met. Until this action went through, we were unto make full use of the ciphony capability we now have in systems such as the KG-13/HY-2.
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and subscribers were held to SECRE;I' unless they were essentially co-located with the c:ryptoequipment itself.

Tactical Ciplum.y.~MC's for tactiCal ciphony equipment-be they broad-band. narrow-band,
or somewhere in between-have existed since before this Agency was created. But the difficulties
were terrific. To have tactical usage on field telephones and radio telephones ~military vehicles
and, especially, in aircraft, the equipment had to be truly light, small. and rugged; and had to be
compatible with a large variety of tactical communic::atiom systems most of which are not compatible among themselves. In the case of aircraft requirements. there's an old saying ~t the Afr·
Force will reject any system unless it has no weight, occupies no space, is &ee, and adds li!t to
aircraft. We were about ready to believe this in the late .fifties when we had gotten a tactical ciphony
device. the KY-8, down to about 213 a( a cubic foot. and it was still not accepted. mainly because it
took up too much room. The ironic part afthis sad st.my is that the cryptologic portiilJl af'the hardware uses only a modest amount of space: its power supplies and the digitalizers for speech that
use up the room. The Air Force did give that small equipment, the KY-8. a good tJy in high per{orm1.nce aircraft like F-100'1: it worked fairly well, but sometimes redu~ the effective ranp of their
radios about 53, a decradation of their basic communications capability they simply could not
atrord. Besides, the problem of laclc a( space proved yery real and they had to rip out one of their
fire-control radars to make room for the test equipment.
Then the Army decided it could use the KY-8. mounting it in jeeps and other wheeled vehicles
where space was not so critical as in aircraft. We had attempted to make a ground tactical ciphony
equipment for Army, ca1led the KY-'· but it didn't pan out; and the Army had independently
tried to develop a tactical voice device that was equally unsuccessful. So Army bought a batch of
KY-B's and they and the Marines became the principal users, even though it was really orig:inally
designed for aircraft.
There's another point about the KY-8. I've made it sound as if over-choosy users have been the
only cause for its slowness in coming and limited use. That's not quite the case. There were some
security problems-the compromising emanation business again-that slowed down our production for some time: we finally got going full blast on this equipment by cancelling out most of the
delaying features in the contract associated with the radiation problem, accepting this possible
security weakness as a calculated risk, and placing some restrictions on where the equipment
could be used to minimize that risk.
Today we have a family of compatible, tactical. speech security equipments known as NESTOR-the KY-8/28/38. The KY-8 is used in vehicular and aftoat applications; the KY-28 is the
airborne version: and the KY-3B is the portable or man-pack model. There are currently about
27,000 NESTOR equipments in the U.S. inventory. No further procurement of NESTOR equipments is planned because the VlNSON equipment is intended to satisfy future requizements for
wide-band tactical voice security.
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Cipher Text Auto-Key.-We have seen that. in seeking means to produce one or man)· streams
random key to combine with digitalized plaintext information. we have settled on several mathttical principles such ar Koken, Fibonacci and CTAK and that one of the technical problems
u.sociated with these techniques is the matter of keeping the local and remote key generators in
step. I have said that another problem is the supply, with each new message, of some random in-·
formation to the distant station, in the form of an indicator, to provide unique settings within the
day's key for each new transmission. A principal means for doing this with the electronic systems
has been the use of a "randomizer" that sends out a burst of random and unpredictable digits at
the start of each message. This presents two difficulties: the first is that the loss or garbling of any
one of these digits in transmission-and the stream may be up to 260 bits long-will cause the distant machine to be set up ·incorrectly, and decipherment will not be possible. In some systems. this
difficulty is partially overcome by repeating each digit a number of times-the indicators are redundant and the receiver can select the correct digit by usmg that majority vote technique we discussed with the KW-37 broadcast system. But this method is not altogether Satisfactory-it complicates the hardware for one thing. Another difficulty, with or without the use of a randomizer to
effect initial meuage Mtups, is this business of keepmg the machines synchronized after actual
encryption is in process. In the case of equipments like the KW-26 and the KW-37, this is done by
clock systems that send out periodic timing pulses-but again, the bazdware involved may be
rather elaborate. In any multiple holder system that does not have ..catch-up" features in the
~eiven, i.e., ·with anything but a KW-37, the difficulty of gettinr eveeybody started at once is
serious.
lf the designers could find way to use the cipher teXt itself instead of a randomizer as the
source of new random informatfon with each transm:iuion, and could also use that cipher te:s:t aa
a basis for timing, the equipment would be simpli1ied. The result was the development of ciphert~t auto key 1ystem.s. The cipher tes:t was delivered to the binary adders of the :receiving equipment,
there recombined with key to effect decipherment in the usual say, but at the same time. it was
f--1. into a set of shift registers which formed part of the key generator itself and was ased there to
m the key to be used in deciphering subsequent incoming cipher information.
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At the same time. this solved the problem of synchrony because. provided that the proper
cipher text was received. the receiving equipment could derive proper key, with the correct timing.
from that cipher text itself. There remained one major problem. We have aaid that in an ordinary
key generator. the garble of a character in transmission will cause only one (actually two) charac·
ters to garble in the deciphered plain ten. But as you'll note in the diagram we have had to fill a
shift register with cipher te:z:t in the auto-key system; a single garble in this case spoils the key until
the prble has shifted its way through the whole register.;...typically about 15 to 37 characters. This
means that a single garble in transmission will cause l,IP to 38 digits to be garbled in the deciphered
ten. This means that if this technique is wed with something like teletypewriter traffic. t)le trans·
mission path must be very reliable: otherwise there will be too many long stretches of gibberish in
the received messages which the communicators can't tolerate-in fact. one such teletypewriter
encryption equipment failed its user tests e:zclusively for this reason. But if the underlying plain
te'St is something like digitalized speech. where thomands or lO's. of thousands of digits go into each
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iryllable, the lou of this handful of digits is trivial: the e1fect is so brief a alur in the deciphered
speech as to be inaudible. The first system using the auto-key technique was the KY-11 as I
mentioned earlier. A half-dozen other machines, mostly ciphony equipments also use this prin-

.

dp~.

From the operational point of view, the effect of a system such as this is that any receiver can pick
up a transmission in mid-stream just as KW-37 receivers can, but without the elaborate clocks and
high-lpeed catch-up mechanisms- With auto-key, the receiver merely waits until it bas received
enough cipher chan.cters to fill its shift register, and then begins decipherment.
We have now covered the major equipments and principles in use today. The big systems are:
For Literal Traffic:
For Teletypewriter Traffic:
For Ciphony:
For Multi-purpose:

TheKL-7/47
The KW-26, KW-31, KW-7
TheKY-3, KY-8, KY-9 (KG-13/HY-2
The KG-3/KG-13

All the principles in the current major electronic key generators involve binary addition of
random key 1tream1 to digitalized plain language. The big-name principles again are Fibonacci,
Kok~n (There is also something called Kokenacci, combining the features ol. both) and cipher-text
auto key.
We have also talked of a number of electro-mechanical equipments that are dead or dying:
one-time tape systems, and the K0-6 with its geared timing mechanism being most representative.
The variety of systems which have evolved has stemmed from needs for more efficiency, speed,
security and the like: but, more fundamentally; from (1) the need to encrypt different kinds of in·
formation-literal traffic. TI'Y. data. facsimile. TV, and voice, (2} the need to suit encryption sys- .
tems to a variety of communications means-wire lines, narr0\11.·-band and broad-band radio cir·
~ts, single-channel and multiples communications. tactical and fixed-plant communications
W"lities; and (3) the need to suit these systems to a variety of physical environments.
Sper:ialized Systems.-There are two other types of systems now in the inventory beyond those
I have described that I want to touch on briefly. I have left them till last because they are among
the most specialized and have as yet seen relatively little use in comparison with the big Systems
we have talked about. The first of these is the KG-24, designed for the encryption of TV signalscivision we call it. With the requirement for encrypting TV signals, we found ourselves faced with
the problem of generating key at extremely high speeds, even by computer standards. So far, the
faatest system I have described to you was the old AFSAY-816 with a bit-rate of 320 KHz-but this
took six bays of equipment and had security, operational, and maintenance problems almost from
the outlet. Amon1 the modem systems, the KG-3/13, with bit rates up to 100 kilobits was the fastest.
But. aa you know, with your home TV set. you tune to mephertz instead of kilohertz and it takes
millions of bits each second to describe and transmit these TV signals.. The KG-24 does it, and in
one fairly la:i:ge cabinet. During the development. radiation reared its ugly· head again, and much
of the coat a.nd delay in getting this equipment could be attributed to the efforts that went into suppression of these compromising emanations. When I cover the radiation problem I'll show why
there are special difficulties when very high speed signals are generated and show you the solution
that was chosen in the particular case of the KG-24. The KG-24 uses the Fibonacci principle and
works alri1ht. But there are only 6 (V-1) and 7 (V-2) models in existence, and further procurement
is not planned. The main thin1 wrong with it is simply that it costs much too much.
The second type of modem specialized system I want to talk about is the family of equipment
desirned specifically to go into space vehicles. There were some obvious and some not-so-obvious
di11iculties that had to be met in the design of these equipments. One obvious problem was to make
them small enough, .and this requirement gave a big push to our general work in the micro-miniaturization of hardware. The second problem was alao inherent in space technology-that was the
.!d for extreme reliability. For unmanned surveillance satellites. if the system fails. you can't call
lnaintenance man. So we were faced with more rigid specifications and quality controls than we
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had ever seen before. The third problem has to do with the extraordinary comp!Uity of satellite
systems as a w'hole. We have found it next to impossible to provide decent crypto-equipment for
our customers without a very full understanding of the whole communications and operations complex in which they are to operate. With our limited manpower, this has proven difficult enough to do
with modem conventional communications systems and switching complexes on the lfOUDd but.
for the space requirements, we had to educate our people to speak and undentand the language of
this new technology; and we have a little group who live and breathe this problem to the exclusion
of nearly everything else.
And finally, we had to throw a lot of our basic methodology out the window. Every machine I
have tAlked to you about so far, without exception. is built to have M>me of its variables changed at
least once each day, and some of them more often. Everyone of them is classified and accountable:
can you imagine bow a crypto-custodian, charged with the specific responsibility of vouching for
the whereabouts of a classified machine or classified key felt upon watching one of his precious items
go rocketing otf into space? Of course, we decided that we ought to "drop" accountability at the time
of Jou, although ''lift" accountability might have been a more appropriate term. In any event,
here's one ofthese key generators we use in space:

What we built into it was a principle that would put out a key that would not repeat itself for a
very long period of time-weeks or months or years, whatever was required. Actually, .with manJo· ?f
these new key genemtors. the matter of ass~ng a very long uim:pea~ sequenc~ O:• as we~ it.
a long eye~. ia not so difficult. Even something u the K0-6 with its geared timiD1 mecbamam
and just six metal diska would nm full tilt for something like 33 years before the diska would reach
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air orisinal alisnment again, .and the daily change of its key was incorpozated mainly to limit the
scope al any loss that might occur-that business of supersession and companmentation again. So
this little jewel is a unique one-time key generator, good for the life of it5 pa.rent satellite. That random initial aetup of its key pnerator is wired right into it at the start instead of being- cantrolled
by a by card or a set of switches. What we use is a special plug, manufactured right here, that sets
up unique connections within the generator and establishes the basis for the generation of one long
unique key. So far, these things are working weU-one technical security problem has been encountered. Radiation again! I hinted in talking about the KG-24 that veey high bit rates create certain radiation problema: it turns out that the location of components that process intelligence very
close ta trammitting circuitry also causes problems and, in a satellite, you simply can't get them
very far a part.
We have aeveral such systems now. We don't talk about them very much because the whole
question of surveillance satellites is a very sensitive one and, of course, that's what these are used
for.
Before moving on, there are a few more thinis you ought to know about the nomenclature system and the. equipment development cycle we have touched on from time to time already. The first
point ii that the TSEC nomencl8ture we have is not assigned to an equipment until it bas been
worked on by R&D for some time and they have done feasibility studies and have, perhaps, bandmad8 all or portions of it to figure out the circuitry or mechanical linkages to see if the thing will
work. Tbe1e ve:ry ear}y versions are called .. bread-board" models, and are likely to b.ear little or no
resemblance to the final product. R&D assigns cover names to these projects in order to identify
them conveniently-the only clue to the nature of the beast involved is contained in the first letter
of what ever name they assign. The letters generally correspond to the equipment-type designator
in the TSEC scheme-with "W" standing for TTY, "Y" for ciphony. etc. So, in the early R&D stage,
.. VACKMAN" stood for a voice equipment~ "WALLER" for a TrY equipment, "GATLING" for a
generator, etc.
When it looks like a development is going to come to fruition·. TSEC nomenclature is assigned.
1utfi:r.es are added to the basic designators ta indicate the stage reached in each model: these
can involve es:perimental modela (designated X), development models (designated D}, test models
(T), pre-production models (P), and finally, with the first full scale production model, no suffix at
' all.
So there could have been versions of the KW-26 successively called: W-: KW-26-X; KW-26-D:
KW-26-T; KW-26-P, and the first operational equipment called merely KW-26. But. in fact, when
some of the early model& come out well enough, some of these stages may be skipped; in fact, most
of them were with the KW-26, and it has been increasingly the trend to skip as many as possible to
save time and money.
But this tortuous path of nomenclating does not end, even here. Aftu the equipment gets into
production, more often than not. some modifications need to be made to it and, when this occun,
we need some means of difl'erentiating them, mainly for .maintenance and logistical reasons, and
the su1lixes A, B, C, etc., a.re assigned. So, in fact. we now have four operational versions of the KW26: the KW-26-A, the KW-26-B, KW-26-C, and KW-26-D.
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The following two tables show our current system for assigning nomenclature to both COMSEC
keying material and COM SEC equipment:
TABLE I
COMSEC KEU"iG MATEKW.

US - Indicate• iu.m is NOFORN
A - Indicata it.em is authorized for

re1- to speci!ied allies

C - NUCLEAR Command. Control

A - Opmiticmal

K - Ciyptopaphie

M - MaiDteJWKe/l'•t
S -Sample

H - Anc:illuy

.T -TrminiDI

M - Manufact.orinr
N - Ncmayptagraphic
S - Speei&I PIU'JIOM

A - Authenticator

I

C-Code

F - Crypto1nphic Propam

G -0.nenil Publlcauon
1 - Recocnidon/Identi&cation
X-Ezerme
B - Compatibi9 Multiple ~ - Jndic:aw List
Ke)inr V.uiahle
K _ Key List

I

V - Developmencal .

L -Miscelhmeom
M - Maintaance Manual
N - Com~ K.eyinrMaterial
0 - Operating Manual

P - 0Jle-T"uae Pad.
R -,Rotar
S - Sealed System&
T -Oiie-TimeTape

W-Crib

X -FaaFold
Y -KeyCard
Z - Permuting PIUJ

B - Diqnmtic Test P:rorram
D --, Uaassipaed
E-Unaaicned
H - Unauipied

Q - Unauifned
U - Unaaisned ·

V - Uaauigned
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TABLED
COMSEC

.........

EQUIF.\l~'T

II Type

C - COMSEC Equipment

G - Key Geunition

A -Ad'ftllChlc
B - Bue OD Cabinet

K - Ctyptac:rapbic

I - Data Tnmmiuion
L _;..Literal Convenion
N - Sipal ConWl'llion

DPanel
E - Strip, Chum

s,....

H

-AJICillarY

M-Muulaciaring
N - Noacrypcapapbic
S -

Special Pm,_.

0 - Malli·Purpo•
P - Materials Pladuc:tioa

c - Combininc

Dn.-.

F - Frame. Rack

1. The 11omenclature
desipiator '"TSEC" fol·
lowed by • .W.t (/) and •
diqrapb rmm.d with let·
WI •leered fram col·
11mm I 8' II indicates an
eqmpmait ar equipme:nt
syaicm. i.e~ TSECJKG.
TSEC/CY.

S - Special PuJl)OR

G - K., Generatar

T -T..W.c. Cbcckins

H-X.,.&anl

2. The

U -Televilion

I -Tramlatar,Beader

W -Telnypewriter

J - Sfl"Cb PracmUni
K -Kerins
L-llepMter

daipiator "'TSEC" fol.
lowed by a slant (/) and e
tripaph farmed with Jei.
ten •leaed fram col-

X - Facsimile
Y -Spmech

M - .M.-y, Starace
0 - Oblemltion

P - Power Supply

mrma

nomenclatuH

L II A mindic:atm

a cryptDgn.phic o:impo.
nent i.e., KGP is a ~
supply for• ayptognph·
ickey"pne:ator.

R -Recei'IS
S-S~zinc

T -Transmitter

U -Printer
V - It.movable COMSEC Componenl

W-

LaPc: l'ropammer Pl'OP'Rmminr

X - SpeCal Purpose
Element Delipatan
E - Pim an alphabetical tripapb

Sub-"-mb6as
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EIGHTH LECTURE:

Flops

The next topic we will cover is that of "Flops". In almost all of the basic types or categories of
hardware we have talked about such as the literal equipments, 'ITY 'equipments, voice equipments,
etc., we've created at least one essentially finished product that failed when it met the last hurdle
before full-scale production-the Service or ..user" tests. Of course, additionally we have made
literally dozens of ..paper and pencil" systems and simple manual encryption aids (which we
· · call ••devices" as distinruished from equipments) that Bunked the course for one reason or another.
We're goinc to t8lk about some of the more representative of our fail~ and try to look at some
of the causes of those failures with the hope that you profit from the mistakes involved and not be
led down the same garden paths as '.you !become embroiled in future developments.
The first dop I want to talk about-rest its soul-was called the KL-17. By 1948, long before this
Acency had been formed, the Signal Corps was seeking a small, light, literal cipher machine that
would have sood security, would require no electrical power, and would operate substantially faster
than the one major all-mechanical machine that had been used throughout World Wu ll-the
famous Haplin machine, c:8lled the M-209 shown below:

:oc

•.

....
.. ·~:..

.•

.

Some of our allies, like the South Vietnamese, still use this equipment; electrical variations of
it are common in a number or European, Middle Eastern, and Latin American counuies. Uaed
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it ia relatively secure. but in its all-mechamcal form it is extnmely slow; and we once calcuseparate opportunities to make errors in the course of
setting jt up. So something to replace and improve on this equipment was be.ing sought.
So one of ASA's inventive minds-a man named Albert Small-bad an idea: why not use a
wired rotor principle but, since the equipment had to operate without elei:tric power, uae air instead.
And a primitive model was made; but, as you might expect, it bad a host" of mechanieal dif6culties
because sucb a concept demands some rather refined plumbing; besides, the czyptoprinciple turned
out to have weaknesses, so the first version was abandoned. This early equipment was irreverently
referred to as the "BLOWHARD". But Mr. Small was tenacious: he revised his c:ryptoprinciple,
enlarged the equipment somewhat, and again pui forth proposals for an air-driven system. By this
time, NSA, or rather· its immediate predecessor, AFSA, was in business. This second version also
failed the cryptanalytic teat& and was abandoned. It was referred to as the "DIE-HARD". But this
Agency agreed to pursue such a system in earnest; increased the number of pneumatic rotors,
conceived a very strong cryptoprinciple for it" and, working mainly with Coming Glass. developed
high-precision pneumatic rotors that would really work. The technical difficulties were terrific, but
the ensineers overcame or nearly overcame all of them. But it took time, more than five ~ars. be. Core we had a modest batch oC KL-17's for the Services to test. The Services, principally the Azmy,
bad estimated that they would need about 20,000 of these maclili.es, if they proved satisCactory a.nd
not too costly; and thi& was the incentive for the considerable R&D investment we made. We called
it the"RESURRECTION." So, in 1957weoffered this:

~~~at operators had something like 64
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Not bad, huh? Light (12 pounds): compact (.i5 cu ft): a good deal faster and a good deal more
secure than the M-209: a keyboard instead of wheel: a few minutes instead oI about a hall-hour to
set it up for the day; and for the first (and next to last) time, a means for changing the way the
machine itself works-a special variability-in the event a cop~: is Jost. And finally, except for those
rotors, almost all of its parts could be stamped out rather than machined, with the result that if it
were bought in quantity, it would be i.De::r.pensive-something like $500 each; about a third the
cost of anything remotely comparable to what we had to offer. So what happened?
The first thing that happened was time. J\,bout ten years had passed between the expression of
a requirement and the production ·or something that the cryptographers were willing to offer. Notions
of warfare had changed drastically. It would be nuclear holocaust or nothing. ·~conventional.. or
even ··unconventional" warfare was not likely. From the communii::ations and communications
security view points, strategic, high-capacity, electronic systems supponing nuclear strategic striking forces were the things that really mattered. and the notion of ground troops dispersed to an
extent where they had no access to power and communications facilities that would accommodate
electrically driven cryptomachines was discredited.
None the less, the Army, the big potential customer. dutifully tested the equipment when they
finally got it. They used the standard test procedure of measuring the performance.of the equipment
arainst an exiscinr alternative system. in this case. the M-209-and found it superior in virtually
every way. The equipment came out, technically, with fewer deficiencies cited in the test report
than any other equipmept this Agency had thus far submitted for test. The kinds of deficiencies
were mainly in environmental situations which had not been 'l.isualized when it was built-e.g ..
the pneumatic system got unreliable when they took it up past something like 15,000 feet where
the air is thin; and operators had difficulty with the ke~:board in Arctic conditions.
But, in their conclusions. the Test Board got to the heart of the matter: they said the current
Army concept of operatfons would permit power to be available at the lowest echelons where secure
communications would be needed: and at those echelons. electrically powered ceypto-equipment
would be- ul'ed-e.g.. the KL-7 which. by then. they were ~sing in quantity. Well. that pretty nearly
killed the KL-17. Becnu!e of our pride of authorship. because we'd put lots of man years and dollars
into its development. we made a reclama, in which we suggested that there were about seven re4uirements that the KL-l i could meet more efficientl~· and economically than electrically powered
equipment-notably for the replacement of a large number of code systems-and requested the
Army to recomider. In due coun;e. the Army responded: .. We have reconsidered and have determined that there is no Army requirement for the KL-li." And the KL-17 was dead. So chalk up
one museum piece.
Now, the KL-17 I've been talking about was a development effort in response to rather formally
stated requirements-Militazy Characteristics CMC's, we call them) had been developed. jointly
agreed. and all the essential features the system was to have had were specified for us by the
potential customers; we failed because we couldn't meet the need in time and, perhaps. because
neither we nor our customers had really thought through the requirement so that when the system'
met the last and most acid test, the commitment of funds for production in quantity (and about
10 million dollars would have been involved), enthusiasm waned.
Now, I want to talk about an "almost" system that came about in another way. As I have
mentioned, we sometimes build experimental equipments not in response to formally stated requirements. but rather in anticipation of them. We see. or think we see, a need that the Services or
other customers have not yet expressed, and rather than wait for the Jong formal process to be completed, we build a prototype system based on our perception of gaps in the COMSEC inventory and
informal expressions of "interest" by engineers. communicators. and COMSEC planners. Such
was the case in the late SO's when it seemed that there was a crying need for improved off-line
teletypewriter security. All we had were the one-time tape systems, a rapidly aging trouble-maker
called the KW-9. and an even more ancient machine called the two-dash-one for oft'-lin!! telegraphy.
(The great KW-26, you will remember. is on-line and point-to-point.) Relatively efficient and
compact means for embodying key generator principles were available to us by then and had been
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.-:OVed. in a ~umber of machines. It ~med to us that We could answer the communicator's prayer
M~ an <>:fF-line machine that would solve most oC the p10blem.s that plagued its predeCes&ors. We
coulC:f easily make it go as fast as any teleprinter that might come aJong-100,200,25(),600 wpm?
.You name it. this machine could hack it. How about multiplicity of holders on the same key?
Heretofore possible only with the lumbering electromechanical rotor techniques embodied in the
KW-9. The new machine-the KW-3-could do it. How about a rapid way to key the equipment?
· We could do it. How about frills-adaptors so that the cipher te:r.t was produced in five-letter groups
to facilitate its transmission where teletypewriter circuits were unavailable or unreliable? Could do.
How about a way to take the transmission when received and automatically and instantly decipher
it, so that the equipment would act as if it were on-line at the receive end? The machine could do
it-it would read the indicator of the incoming message, set itself up accordingly, and automatically decipher~ no time attributable to c:ryptogr&phy was lost.
Sounds like it couldn't miss. The. system had high security, had all these desirable operational
features, was packaged in a pretty console, and worked just fine. But nobody bought it. Why not?
Alain, it was a combination of things. This time, time was not the problem; this one was ready before they really asked for it, not ten years later. But the customers had asked for other 'ITY encryption equipment which was being developed at the same time. Concepts were evolVing which
would minimize the need for and use of an)· otr-line teletypewriter system. More and more, the
UBe?S were accepting the notion of integrating cryptography with their communications systems,
rather than accomplishins the job 1n two separate steps. So, with finite budgets, they hoped for
smaller equipments with multi-holder rotor TI'Y systems in the interim. Some lessons begin to
emerge from an examination of just these two aborted developments; but before summarizing
them. let's talk about a few more.
·
While the KW-3 was gasping out its last breath, we were engaged in a frontal attack on the
TJepartment of State which, for decades, had been insisting on the continued use of certain rotor
hines which, !or a variety of reasons, were not adequately secure. especially in the very exposed
ronxnents where they must habitually operate. F"mally, we vinually demanded that they retire
•
e of these equipments, and they retaliated by saying they'd be glad to if we would build a new
equipment tailored to their peculiar needs. They described such a system to us, and in Jess than
18 months, ftop number three-the KW-1-wa& produced. (600 wpm!) This v.·as a cipher-text autokey system which, you will remember has the one operational fia""· of exaggerating uy transmission
garble that occurs,-typically, in teletypewriter operations, causing 10 or 15 characters to be un· .
readable when a single error in transmission occurs. We had been assured tbat, generally, highly
bles" could
reliable communications circuits could be used and tho ht that these "extended
be tolerated on the few bad circuits that might be used.

I 25X3, E.0.13526
Withheld from public release under
§6 of the National Security Act of 1959,
50 U.S.C. 3605 (P.L. 86-36)
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I can dispatch rather briefiy another category of equipments that never saw daylight-there
were the KX systems; ..X" standing for "fu" or facsimile. We had a KX-3, a KX-4, and a KX-5,
none of which saw appreciable use. As I have mentioned, it seems that facsimile requirements. at
least during the middle and late 50's., had a habit of evaporating each time an equipment that
couJd do tl)e job became available. Such small requirements as there were were picked up by other
equipments-the multi-purpose kind-that were in l;leing anyhow, such as the K0-6 and the Navy's
AFSAX-500.
So far, our failures have been a matter of time, or lack of a solid requirement., or some tragic
operational flaw. or some change in concept. A much more significant and painful set of failures
relates to some of the efforts we have made which collapsed because we were technically unable to
accomplish what was needed. The most notable case of this has been in the voice security field.
For narrow-band. long-haul voice communications, those equipments we have managed to build
have gotten pretty good use-can anyone name them? (K0-6, KY-9, and KG-13/HY-2.) I know of
no serious NSA attempts in the narrow-band ciphony area-Le., ideas that got to the hardware
stage, that did not go into production. USAF did have grand pl.ans for a multi-purpose ~tem for use
in communicating with long-range aircraft-called QUICKSll.VER-that would include secure
voice capability. It did not pan out because the technical problems could not be surmounted at
reasonable cost. But, in broad-band. short-range tactical cipbony, NSA did make two e1fo.rts that
reached hardware, .but failed. The first was called the AFSAY-D-803: it was the rare, perhaps
unique, cue in which the flop occuned because the uyptoprinciple was not good enough, and we did
not fully appreciate this dismaying fact until after the machine was made. Naturally, the customer wanted to use it anyway; but we were adamant and had the few dozen models that had been produced dumped in the ocean.
The other attempt was the famous KY-4. It was being built at about the same time as the KY8; but while the KY-8 was designed for use in aircraft. the KY-4 was to have been used on the ground
at tactical echelons, mounted on jeeps. in tanks. and what have you. It was smaller than a bread·
bm (if you like big bread) 9 :z. 11 ::z. 13 inches; 35 Pounds. ruggedized. and designed to be compatible
with field radio sets of various kinds. We bad fairly high hopes for it even though speech quality
: was poor both because we used few digit.a to describe it and because it was a cipher-text auto-key
system, once again exaggerating all transmission prbles. By our modem standards, it did not
atford very high ·security, and the very liberal physical security roles we imposed to facilitate its
use in the field anticipated by some years the policies we have now adopted for equipments s:uch
as the KY-8 and KW-7. There were a number of things the Services did not like abou.t the equip..
ment; the one that killed it was probably the fact that it reduced the range of the associated radio
sets; and from this rejection. a veey important lesson emerges again-there will always ·be a very
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resistance to any cryptoaystem which reduces the communicator's ability to do his job..;ometimes it's a matter of time, as in the case of otr-line systems: sometimes a matter of flexibility
as in the case of systems which are hard or impossible to net; sometimes it's reliability as in the
case ·of systems that compound garbles; In this case. the user •-as already unhappy at the range
limitations of his radios and any further reduction m the ability of the commander to reach his
troops was intolerable. The possibility of modifying the contemporaneous KY-8 to meet the ground
needs made the death of KY-4 easier to bear and, ironically. it has turned out that the KY-8 has
thus far been bought. principally by the Army and Marines for ground use, and not for the aircraft
for which it was originally desicued•. In future COUl'lieS, you will hear about follow-on equipnieuts.
like the KY-28 to relieve the airborne problem.
·
·
The last equipment to come to a bitter end is the KL-15. Here it is:

It's a nice compact toy, and it was many years abuilding. It's now headed for the museum. What
was it for? It was the closest we could conie to a pocket-sized machine with which we could authenticate, or perhaps encrypt call signs, or use for the encryption of short tactical messages. You'll
note it has a keyboard of sorts; bu self-contained power, and enough rotors and things inside it to
make you think it could provide considerable security. Only one other equipment had been built
in the laat 10 years approaching this size; it was strictly for authentication and, although we built
hundreds of them, it never got popular. Here it is, the KL-99: for some reason nicknamed the
"double hot~dawg".
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Well, back to the KL-15: there were forecasts of requirements for many thousands of these things
(51,908)! We hoped to replace awkward, slow paper codes and authentication systeDl$ with it and get
a much higher degree of security than the paper systems were-providing. As a concession, we established procedures to permit encryption of short messages, as I said, although that was not the
original intention. What happened? My guess is that We here in NSA had developed a kind of
aecu.rity blind-spot. (Another lesson.) The Office of Standards and Evaluations more than anybody
else-and perhaps exclusively-bas to shoulder the blame. Preoccupied with the f.act that we are
in the communications security business, and offered a mechanic8.l way to encrypt short messages
at tactical echelons with much higher security than e%isting materials could provide, we went
overboard, that's all. We maximized its security advantages in our minds, minimized its operational disadvantages, and professed shock when actual service tests produced a jaundiced reaction
which, had we thought it through, we might well have predicted 6 or 7 yean before when we first
got serious about having it built. It doesn't work any faster than a code, and not aa fast as some of
them. It's more difficult to use than a printed. authenticator table. It's heavy. It's expenaive; especially when you're buying an operating speed of only four words a minute. We had a counter on an
early version. In informal user trials, they suggested it was superftuoua and we'd save some money,
weight, and complication if we took it olf. so we did.· The lack of that counter in the final "acceptance" models may have been the la.st &uaw. With0ut it, the user.cannot keep track of where he ia
in encipherin& or deciphering; and once he loses bis place, be might as well start from the beginning
&pin. Viaualize that problem in a rainy foxhole aa you try to call for support or imtnlctiom in a
rapidly developing tactical situation! The lesaon: the customer, particularly at tactical echelom,
ia not likely to be grateful or even impressed by any offer of added security if what you otter him
works no better than what he already has. And he shouldn't be. Real-time communications are
becoming more and more critical to our people in the field as they cope with or themselves uae
modern weapons systems. An authenticating pilot now may travel maay miles in the time it
takes him to derive a correct authenticator from a little-printed chart or matrix. If you give him a
machine that takes jwst as long and requires him to use both h.aDds as well. you have not improved
bis situation.
Before we leave the subject of ftops, I'd like to tell you, in case you haven't already guessed.·
that mistakes are not the private property of the cipher machinery-the administrative machinery
also owns a few &CMS.
In late 1970, we found ourselves with about $i0.000,000 invested in more than 10,000 secure
tactical voice equipments in Southeast Asia. These equipments-the KY-8/28/38 NESTOR family-
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..int seat ia record time after aa all out e.ffort. There was only problem; most of them could nat be
uaed. Because of lopatical and administrative errors; equipment was arriving without interconnectir11 cables, sometimes missinr installation kits, occasionally "Aithout the correct chassis and
often with no radio to match. After sorting out these problems (1'·ben they could be &Orted out),
next came the modifications. The following extract f.rom a report cm the subject indicates the kinds
of problems we had in this uea: "Since much of the communication.s in SEA are air-to-ground,
timing of modifications was very critical. Invariably aome air frames were modified, but the radios
were not or vice versa. In some cases, those who had all modifications installed had no KY-8/28138'a."
To top it olf, even when equipments were installed, modi.tied and operating properly, users still
c0uldn't communicate all the time because the users ~eren't holding a common key.
Eoou1h said.
I have touched on a few false starts out of a great many w11 ba.ve bad. Those I have described
got farther alon1 than they should hav0. Many other atteDlpts have been abandoned before they
cost us very muc:h. None of these efi'ort.s were total 106Ses; eac:h c:ontributed to our knowledge. We
do learn. althouch slowly.
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XI~TH

LECTURE:

Strengths aad Weaknesses

When this coUJ"Se ·was being outlined. it \lVB& suggested that a~ overview of the strengths and
weaknesses of the U.S. COMSEC effort might be useful: but developing a generalized estimate of
this kind is no simple matter. I have chosen to divide this part of the presentation into t'\'t'O partsone related to the systems-and especially the machines-we ·now have in being: the other to our
program as a whole.
As we speak of the systems themselves. you must remember that we are talking about perhaps
i5 quite different animals-indudil'lg more than 30 machines-each in some way unique in how it
works and where it is employed. This multiplicity of systems itself implies certain strengths in our
COMSEC posture~ it shows that we can afford to tailor systems to specific needs and thus approach
optimum efficiency and security on specific circuits or networks. By doing this, we face the hostile
cryptanalyst.s with a variety of separate problems of diagnosis and actual attack so that he. must
dilute his resources so, if he. concentrates on only one or a few of our systems, the balance get off
light. This great diversity in our COMSEC inventory also implies certain weaknesses which I have
touched on lightly once before-the lack of standardization with all its attendant ills. Complicated
logistics. production difficulties, training problems for maintenance and operating personnel, unwieldy systems management-all adding to the cosc and detracting from the efficiency of our pro-gram as a whole. As I said on the first day, throughout your professional life here, you will be continually weighing these contradictory factors. making "trade-offs" or compromises between optimum
security and operational suitability on the one hand. and on producibility and logistic "supportability" on the other. The most secure machine in the ~-orld does the user no good if we can't make
and Rupply the tricky components needed to keep it working. Conversely, a system which is the
logisticinn's dream buys us nothing if essential security features or operational characteristics had
to be eliminated to simplify production and supply.
You will recall that in a previous lecture, I idenriiied for you the major machines in our current
inventory. There aM now nine of them: for literal traffic. the KL-7 and KL-47: for point-to-point
teletypewriter traffic. the KW-:-26; for multi-holder and tactical teletypewriter traffic, the KW-i: for
broadcast teletypewriter traffic, the KW-37; Cor long-range ciphony. the KY-9 and KG-13/HY-2; for
shon-range find plant ciphony, the KY-3; for tactical ciphony, the KY-8; and for multi-purpose
key generating, the KG-3/13. These nine machines v.ill account for about 100,000 equipments out of
a total of perhaps 140 thousand. To estimate the O\·erall strength of these systems, we have always
to consider them in terms of what each is supposed to do-just what kind of traffic is it designed to
protect. and for how long. Is it enciphering a routine D/F report. or a nucleu strike plan? Six factors
have to be considered in the case of equipments, five in the case of manual materials:
l. The cryptopri.ricipJe itself.
2. The embodiment of the principle in a machine or on paper.
3. The operational circumstances of use.
4. Transmission security.
5. The physical protection afforded.
6. TEi'\1PEST (if the system is mechanical. electro-mechanical or electronic). TEMPEST
will be the subject of the next lecture.
I have touched on most of these factars from time to time throughout these lectures, and will
now e:s:pand on each in somewhat greater detail. In these comments, I will be generalizing about the
major machines rather than codes or things unless I specify otherwise.
Cryptoprinc:ipks.-The first thing important to understand about the principles we use is that
they are designed to meet a specific set of standards. For the hirh-1m1de. lonir-term·securitv svstems, these standards are ritmrous and conservati'~-e. I
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Embodimnit.--J.n the late 1950'& early models of the KY-8 were going through their paces, tests
were bein1 made to see how they affected associated radio sets. officials of the Services and other
Agencies were attendin1 demonstrations. An aircraft equipped with a KY-8 flew concentric circles
.P":'\Und Andrews AFB while interested parties crowded around
equipment on the ground and
.
ned on a loudspeaker as the pilot originated transmission after transmission and came in loud
clear until he proceeded out beyond the radio horizon. There was not a single failure to achieve
•

an
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synchrony: the potential customers were impressed and we were delighted. As I may have mentioned •. the KY-8 is one of those systems that generates a new unique indicator for itself each time
an originator pushes to talk. This indicator comes from a randomizer that puts out a stream of
pulses which set up all receiving machines to a unique setting for the decryption of the message arrivinp; a few milliseconds later.
.
When the engineers got the pair of equipments back in the lab, they continued using them for a
series of tests and experiments for another week or so before they began to wonder about the continued infallibility of the indicator process, and decided to display the output of the randomizer on
an oscilloscope. They activated the equipment and out 1:1rent the "random" indicator. It was:

11111111111111111
Again: 11111111111111111
And so fonh. euer;..·. time. In short, this n:iagnincent little equipment. costing thousands of dollars.
containing something like 450 sub-minature tubes and all sons of complex circuit?1·. was producing a mono-alphabetic substitution system having considerably less resistance to cryptanalysis
than many of the systems provided on the back of Kellogg's Com Flakes packages. And thereby
hangs a tale. In that fine machine. one tiny component had failed and had rendered it literalhworse than useless. For the user had no way of knowing hi$ system was not working properly-the~
was no alarm: there was no convenient check-point so that the situation could be detected in preventive maintenance: it did not cause any garbles in the recehdng machines: they received a sequence of digits at the proper time and of proper lenrth and. with the typical stupid indifference of
machines. accepted ll l ll 1111111111 l ll as just as good a· place to start as any other.
Of course. the cryptanalysts and en!rlneers had been concerned with various kinds of machine
failures for many years and. especially in the large? equipments. had incorporated at least rudimentary checks and alarms to catch the more likely and important failures. As far back as WW Il.
!'ome of the old rotor machines had interlocks on tbe:m which would stop the machine cold if a particular rotor failed to move during 26 consecuth·e operations of the equipment. But. perhaps as
much as an~· other incident-and there were lots of them-the KY-8 case triggered a full-;;cale and
continuing pre-occupation with the science of "failure analysis''. As a matter of course. the crypt·
analysts. workinll with the engineers. must now consider the likelihood of deterioration or failure
of various components and determine what the impact of such failure will be on the system. And
thii; impact may vary widely-from catastrophic proportions to a slight reduction in the amount of
work necessary for successful cryptanalysis. And based on these judgements, the kinds of safe.
ll\lards incorporated may vary from that triple key generator in the KW-3i to practically nothing at
all.
A modest body of doctrine has begun to evoke "ith respect to machine failures and what to do
about them. Clearly. we cannot afford to incorporate a special safeguard for every conceivable failureit's too coi;tly; the resultant machinery may be too large or complicated for its intended use: there
comes a point when the alarm circuits themselves cause failure. or are so complex as to comprise a
maintenance man·iii ni11:htmare. Those of you who get very deeply involved in this problem will become familiar with what the engineers term ··mean time between failure" (MTBF). This relates to
how long a ltiven component like a diode or resistor may be expected to last. Some engineers ha\·e
made calculations for whole machines and suggest a very strong correlation between the gross number of components used and the time when failure is apt to occur-the more components there are,
the sooner one of them is likely to let go. Thus. the inclusion of many alarms may tend to be self.
defeating. or so they argue. We argue back.
Looked at another way: S3 produces one-time tapes and alternately boasts and laments the
fact that thev carrv out some 64 ~parate electronic and \"isual checks on their product. Still, some
of them get ~ut th~t shouldn't have. So, again. we are faced \\;th judgements on how far to go without overdesiiming our machinery and yet assure es~ntial safeiruards for most of our traffic most of
the time. In any event. the main "rules'' that have eme?J?ed are these:
1. Where very Jlreat reliability is essential to having the system be effecti\·e at all. we'll go all
out to itet it. Usually. this is done in one of two ways: excruciating quality control. involving handSECRET"
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ckinc of components and nhaustive testing of each (e.g., the c:ryptocomponents in satellites);
heavy reliance on alarms, and pre-operational checks, usually coupled with some redundancy
(e.r.• the KW-37 transmitter).
'1,

Note: The overriding consideration here is not security, but operational necessity.
2. H the failure causes the machine to stop operating all together, don't alarm it: that's plenty
of alarm in itself and, if you transmit nothing, the security implications are nil.
3. H the failure is immediately obviou11 to the recipient, and he has a means of telling you so,
e.g., by "breakinr" you to stop you automatically, or by telling you "I can't understand a word you
say," then. iuually, special alarms are not necessary. say "usUall:r". because in some of the systems that operate vezy fast, producinr thousands or even millions of bits of key each second, a few
momenta of faulty operation might eonceivably produce enough data to give the hostile analyst all
he needa to e:z:ploit that failure, and a warning from the distant end may be too late to prevent at·
tack. Even though you correct the situation, he may still have a basis for recovering all the traffic in
the day's key that had been sent before the failure occurred.)
·
4. Don't demand special alarms based on the eff'ect of two or more independent failures occurrinr simultaneously. Typically, the analyst might say: "Good lord. if that one little adder fails, the
final key to be combined with the cipher text will be all O's." And the engineer (or budgeteer) may
rejoin: ''But that's exactly what this little counter is designed to detect, and if it sees all O's for more
than X. milliseconds, the machine will atop." H.the analyst says, ..But what if the counter fail&,
too?" he will probably lose the argument. He'd lose it, that is, if there is any reasonable way to periodically check that the counter is operative.
In translatinr a cryptoprinciple into hardware, there's more to it than assuring reliability, of
co~. There's the matter of assurinr that each of the hundreds or thousands of individual elements produces the value or contributes to the process in just the way the logical design says it
ould. Remember I said that given euerything about the machine. including its specific key for
day, the output has to be perfectly predictable, so that other machines can produce e:z:actly the
same thinr and thus communicate. This means that a crypto-mathematician or engineer ought be
able to make a "paper" model of the machine and. for a particular settinr "-"rite out what the final
generated key should be. We had a scare here some years ago-! have forgotten with which machine:
it may have been KW-3i-when we finally got the first brand new production model in the laboratory and tried to check its aetual key against the theoretical product. The machine seemed to work
just fine. but persistently produced different key than we said it 'll;ould. It took many weeks to discover that an ermr had been made in its fabrication: one tiny element was inverted and gave us O's
instead ofl'sand vice versa.

a
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some of the minor failures which cannot be practicably al.armed. In modem electronic key generators, it takes a highly trained maintenance man to note them. His maintenance manuals call for
reports of various noted conditions, but in practice we have rarely seen such reports and are somewhat skeptical that the equipments are all behavinr ~s nicely as this lack of reports would imply.
We think this ia partly due to the inadequacies in the reportinr system itself, and partly because
detection is so difficult-particularly when the weakness is one that does not stop the machine from
workinr. So, while our current systems are ra~~r well protected aga~nst. ~~stroph:ic fail~, we
'-~ve to chalk up.as less than satisfactory our ability to detect the creeping ms1d1ous f8.llures m some
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Cireumstances of Use.-Aiter the principles themselves and their embodiment, the third factor
we must consider in judging the degree of security our systems afford has to do 11.ith how they are
us~. In an off-line .system, we may use ve.zy few intemal checks on proper operation of the machine
itself becaUie operators should adhere to the general rules of complete check decryption on a sepa.
rate machine before they ~lease their cipher texts for transmission. If there was something wrong
with the first machine, the second machine will surely catch it unless it happened to suffer the
same failure at the same point in the process. The trouble is, off-line operations are slow enough already, without doubli.cg message preparation time by duplicating the whole business so, now we no
longer require check decryption but suggest it be adopted as an optional procedure.
.
A few minutes ago, I said we sometimes economized on alarms when, in on-line operations, the
distant station has the opportunity to tell you you're going wrong. With a system like the KW-7, for
instance, your addressee is not apt to let you produce very much gibberish before he calls you
about it. But on some circuits, users may desire to use what they call "unattended operation". In
this case, the machines may be left alone for some hours or even all night. Then, if something goes
wrong we may lose a whole batch of traffic instead of fragmentazy information or, conceivably, may
have produced enough faulty key to provide an entering wedge for a c:ryptanalytic attack on the
daily setup of the machine itself thus jeopardizing the traffic of the whole network instead of the
output of a single station. So again, our security judgements about the KW-7 can't be absolute.
As often as not. our security assessments of various systems will contain careful little "System
X. operating properly and properly used, prouides a high degree. .. "
Despite what rve implied about potential weaknesses in our machines because of shortcuts
in the embodiment of principles or some tolerated peculiar circumstances of use, we have not had,
in recent years, an occurrence reponed which has caused us to declare, IC1r r:ryptapaphir: reasons,
a compromise of a day's traffic in a machine system. We have lost a good m.any individual messages, and fragments of many others, because a machine has failed or an operator has erred: but
t.'Ven in these instances, the most usual situation is that the operator has failed to use the machine
.altogether and has inadvertently i;ent the message out in the clear.
With our codes, it is quite a different story. The circumstances of their use are the mo~t critical
factor in determining how much security they actually afford. You will recall my having said that
the non-one-time codes are as a class the weakest things we have anyhow. If volume, message
lengths, stereotypes, or spelling is excesliive, they may collapse even more quickly than we expect
them to and not give even the few days' or weeks' security for which they are typically designed.
This question of how a system looks as actually used leads us to the next factor, Transmission Secu·
rity for, inevitably, TRANSEC people have to find ways of examining systems as they operate, of
monitoring and analyzing transmissions in the real world.
Transmis$ion Security.-Traditionally, we have thought of transmisSion security as any and
all the measures we take to prevent exploitation of our communications by any means except crypt·
analysis. Over the years, the U.S. has managed to preserve a pretty sorry TRANSEC posture, and
the exception of the one technique called Traffic Flow Security (which I described when we discussed
one-time tape systems) we have very few sophisticated means in being to limit the amount and
kind of information that can be derived by a me.re examination of those parts of our transmissions
which are not encrypted. The rreatest transmission security weakness of all. of course, results from
our need to transmit a great deal of information in the clear; so that hostile SIGINT has a ball in the
business of examining "message externals" when the whole damed transmission is enernal.
What we need, of course, are more and better systems to reduce, and. reduce sharply, the
axnount of information we now send in the clear. Aft.er that, we need a whole series of new transmission systems which will make our traffic difficult to intercept. We have a few ez:perimental.systema and
one operational one that are designed to provide this resistance to interception, but .a great deal of our
current traffic is there for the taking so that hostile intercepton, by relatively quick and simple traffic analysis, can discover who's talking, who's being addressed. how much traffic is being exchanged
and often, because of plain-language transmissions and other collateral, what's being talked about.
0
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Thua we hand him· on a platter our order of battle and tip him off about impending pl.am and activities-in short, warn him about what we may be up to, and when. and where. and with what force.
One of our means of getting insight& into the operations
·
· throu
tions of· ·viduals wb have defected from the Soviet Ioc.
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Of the nine major equipments I listed for you, only three ha._.e a built-in TRANSEC feature.
They are the KW-26, the KW-37, and the KG-3/13.
technique used is the Traffic Flow Security
I mentioned. Once they get set up for the day, they. send out a continuous Bow of cipher text whether
actual messages are beinr sent or not. So the interceptor cannot tell how many messaps are being
sent or whether, in fact, there is any bona fide traffic being passed. The rest of the systems. to
·greater or lesser degrees, are vulnerable to traffic: analysis. They may encrypt the actuaf identities
of addressees (a technique called CODRESS}, but usually call signs or external groups called routing
indicators live a pretty good clue as to where they're going.
·
So now. in our list of factors to be considered in judging current COMSEC strengthS and weakneues; chalk up TRANS EC as pretty bad.

The

Phy•ical Security. -My remarks will be relatively brief. Perhaps the scope of the problem can
best be illustrated by some capsule case histories from our files:
A B-52 crashes in Spain, and for weeks thereafter meri sweep the area with scintillators and
'li(er counters for fragments of nuclear warhead. Also scattered about are some codes and authenl'tors used by many aircraft in SAC. A physical security problem.
An Army unit in Seoul is overwhehped by a horde of North Koreans and Chinese and leaves
behind partly smashed, partly burned cipher machines and rotors.
A mob. storms the embassy in Taiwan; breaks through the flimsy wall into the cryptocenter.
and scales 100 rotors out the window to their friends below.
A Service cryptographer, badly in debt, troubles at home, etc .. etc., approaches (or is approached by) a foreign agent. Crypto-documents for sale?
An operational concept for IFF (identiiication friend or foe) calls for 20,000 aircraft to cany
identical key (remember our remarks on compartmentation?) and uu it for three days or a week
without change (and our comments on supersession'?).
A tailpte Bies open on a registered mail truck and a thousand documents are scattezed along a
windy highway.
·
A man buys fish and chips in Hong Kong and finds it wrapped in a copy of a U.S. code instead
of the traditional newspaper.

A U.S. ran1er outfit finds pages of a one-time pad being used as trail-markers by the Viet Cong.
A faulty incinerator belches chunks of superseded key lists and codes-as big as your fist-all
over Arlineton, Va.
And day &fter day. cryptographers reach for a key list or a ~- card to set up a machine. or to
check it otr on inventory, and it~s missinr. Presumed inadvertently burned.
We handle hundreds of cases annually-two or ~ each year an apt to be quite dramatic.
The problems are knotty and seemingly infinite in their variety; they are present from the cradle ·
to the pave in the life of a classified cryptodocument or machine. How do you produce it? How.do
you mark it or otherwise identify it? What degree of integrity do you demand for persounel having
access to it? I& a baclqround investigation any good? (The Frenc:h. rm told, don't clear people until
~.... 'ly're at least 25 years old on the theory that an individual hasn't bad time to develop a background
good or ill until then. The Turks don't "clear" their people at all. If they prove treacherous, they
ahoot'em.)
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Because of all these problems, our estimate of physical security strengths and weelaiesses of current systems has to be relative, just as it is in considering operational circumstances in use. You
have to identify which machinery or which cryptographic network you are talking about before a
meaningful statement about physical integrity can be made, for this depends on the way the material is packaged, where it's located, how big a network is involved. the level of clearance of users.
and so forth. The KY-9 and KY-3, for instance, are designed for use outside of cryptocenters and
communications centers in places where there are no trained guards and Cryptocustodians or anv
set of formal controls in force. They go up into normal government office spaces and, in the case ~f
the KY-3, into private residences. Thus, there are special problems in protecting die equipment and
its keys. So those machines are packaged in a. three-combination safe and we feel better. But not
much better, because they aren't very good safes-some of our physical security experts refer to
them. not very affectionately, as "sardine cans". But then again. none of the safes we can afford to
make or buy are very good; they may resist covert penetration fo:r an hour or so but that's all. So we
use an important concept called "defense in depth". We use the safe as a deterrent should someone
have access. We limit the time the system can be left in an unattended office or home, thus limiting
opportunity for a penetration attempt. We sharply limit the amount of key that can be kept with
the machine, thus minimizing how much can be lost should that shadowy ..unauthorized person"
get to it.
·
If I have to generalize on our current physical security posture. I would say it is "good". Not
excellent, mind you, or we would have fewer of the cases both routine and extraordinary that we
have to handle every year. But not bad, either, because our known and presumed losses continue
to represent a ve:ry tiny fraµnent of the whole. and the exploitation of even those requires a good deal
more than mere acquisition of the key list or what have you. Like, man, you have to get that key to
somebody who understands it and knows what to do with it. (In the case of the machines left in
Seoul, they were still piled up behind the signals center three days later when we re-occupied that
i;ector. apparently undisturbed. although the N. Koreans had ob"'iously picked over the area for
thinirs they could use. like ammunition.) Not only do you ha,·e to get the material to some SIGINT
outfit. you have to get it to them in time to do them some good. The bulk of material we physically
lose is tacrical in nature: intelligence committed to such materials is almost always perishable. of
no use within a few days or weeks after it is effective. And of course. the hostile SIGINT organiz.ation must have had the foresight to collect the cipher traffic in the key that is captured. It's a rather
expensive inve!'ltment t.o intercept traffic in the hope that its key \\ill blow of! a Bightdeck and be
recovered in time to do some good.
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TENTH LECTURE:

TEMPEST

In 1962, an officer assigned to a very small intelligence detaC:hment ·in Japan was performing
tbe routine duty of in.Specting the area around his little cryptocenter. .NJ required be was e:i:amizlin1 a zone 200 ft. in radius to see if there was any "clandesti}ie technical swveillance". Across the
st:eet, perhaps a hundred feet away, was a hospital controlled by the Japanese government. He
sauntered past a kind of carport jutting out f?om one side of the bµilding and,
under th~ eaves,
noticed a peculiar thing-a carefully concealed dipole antenna, horizontally polarized, with wires
leading through the solid cinderblock wcll to which the carport a.butted. He moseyed back to bis
headquarters. then quickly notified the counter-intelligence people and fired off a report of this
"find" to Army Security Agency, who, in tum, notified NSA. He was directed to examine this
antenna in detail and perhaps recover it. but although the CIC had attempted u:i keep the carport
u.nder aurveillance that night, the antenna had myateriously disappeared when they checked the
next day. Up on the roof of the hospital was a forest of Yagi's, TV-anteDnaS, all pointing towards
Tokyo in the normal fashion. e:s:cept one. That one was aimed right at the U.S. cryptocenter.
In 1964, you will all recall, the highly publicized flap occurred when more than 40 microphones
were discovered in our Embassy in Moscow. Most people were concerned about all the conversations that ma have been overheard and the resultant com romise of our di lomatic lans
.__--=--=--=------=,----=----=----=--------..,--....1 We were concerned with something else: what
could those microphones do to the c:ryptomachines used there? And for what were the unpublicized
gadget& also found with the microphones? Why was there a large metal grid carefully buried in the
cement of the ceiling Gver the Department of State communications area? A grid with a wire leading
off somewhere. And what was the purpose of the wire that terminated in a very fine mesh of smaller
hair-like wires (Litz wire)? And. while we were at it. how did these finds relate to other mysterious
finds and reports from behind the Curtain-reports daring clear back to 1953? Intriguing? I guess
so. Disturbing? Very.
Why, back in 1954, when the Soviets published a rather comprehensive set of standa.fds for
the suppression of radio frequency interference, were those standards much more stringent for their
teletypewriters and other communications equipment than for such things as diathermy machines.
industrial motors, and the like, even though the te~eprinters were much quieter in the .first place?
Behind these events and questions lies a very long history beginning with the discovery of a
possible threat, the slow recognition·of a large number of variations of that threat and, lumberinJ
alone a few months or a few years afterwards, a set of countermeasures to reduce or eliminate each
new weakneu that ha1 been revealed. I am going to devote aeveral hours to this story, because
your e:s:posure to this problem may be only peripheral in your other courses, because it has considerable impact on most of our ayptosystems, and because we view it as the most serious technical
security problem we cunently face in the COMSEC world.
First, let me state the general nature of the problem as briefiy as I can, then I will attempt
something of a chronology for you. In brief: any time a machine is used to process classified information electrically, the various switches, contacts. relays, and other components in that machine
may emit radio frequency or acoustic energy. Theae emissions, like tiny radio broadcaats, may
radiate through free space for considerable distances-a half mile or more in some cases. Or they
may be induced on nearby conductors like signal lines, power lines, telephones lines, or water pipes
and be conducted along those paths for some distance-and here we may be talking of a inile or
more.
When these emissions can be intercepted and recorded, it is frequently possible to analyze
them and recover the intelligence that was being processed by the source equipment. The phenomenon affects not only cipher machines but any information-processing equipment-teleprinters,
duplicating equipment, intercomms. facsimile, computers-you name it. But it has special signifi~
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ance for c:ryptomachines because it. may reveal not only the plain ten of individual .messages
being proceued, but also that carefully iruarded information about the internal machine pl'OCftlles
beinr aovemed by those precious keys of ours. Thus, conceivably, the machine could be radiating
inforuiation which could lead to the reconstruction of our key lists-and that i.s absolutely the worst
tbing that can happen to ua.
Now, let'a go back to the beginning. During WW Il, the backbone systems for Army and Navy
aecure 'ITY commuziications were one-time. tapes and the primitive rotor key generator then called
SIGTOT. Bell Telephone rented and sold the military a mixing device called a 131-B2 and this
combined with tape or SIGTOT ·key with plain ten to effect encryption. They had one of these
· misen workinr in one of their laboratories and, quite by accident. noted that each time the machine
stepped. a spike would appear on an oscilloscope in a dist.ant pan of the lab. They eumined these
apibs more carefully and found, to their real dismay, that they could read the p~ text of the
meuace being enciphered by the machine. Bell Telephone was kind eziough to give us some of their
records of those days, and the memoranda and reports of conferences that ensued after this discover; are fascinating. They bad sold the equipment to the military with the assurance that it was
secure, but it wasn't. The only thing they could do was to tell the Signal Corps about it, which they
did. There they met the charter members of a club of skeptics (still 8ouri.shing!) which could not
believe that these tiny pips could realJy be e:zpJoited under practical field conditions. They are
alleged to have said something like: "Don't you realize there's a war on? We can't bring our cryptopaphic operations to a screeching halt based on a dubious and esoteric laboratory phenomenon. If
this is really dangerous, prove it.•• The Bell engineers were placed in a building on Varick Street in
New York. Aero&& the street and about 80 feet away was Signal Corps' Varick Street cryptocenter.
The Engineers recorded signals for about an hour. Three or four hours later. they produced about
75 ~ of the plain te:zt that was being processed-a fast performance, by the way, that has rarely
een equalled. (Although. to get ahead of the story for a moment, in some circumstances now-avs. either radiated or conducted signals can be picked up, amplified, and used to drive a teletJewriter directly thus printing out the compromising information in real time.)
The Signal Corps was more than somewhat shook at this display and directed Bell Labs to explore this phenomenon in depth and provide modifications to the 131-B2 mi:zer to suppress the
dan1er. In a matter of si:r. months. or so, Bell Labs had identified three separate phenomena and
three basic suppression measures that might be used. The first two phenomena were the space
radiated and conducted sipials I have described to you; the third phenomenon was magnetic fields.
Maybe you remember from high school physics having to learn about left hand rule of thumb and
right hand rule of thumb. and it had to do with the fact that a magnetic field is created a.round a
wire every time current Bows. Well, a prime source of radi,tion in an old-fashioned mi.zing device
is a bank of magnet-actuated relays that open and close to form the elements of teletypewriter
characters being processed. The magnetic fields surrounding those magnets e%p&Dd and collapse
each time they operate, so a proper antenna (usually some kind of loop. I think) nearby can detect;
each operation of each relay and thus recover the characters being processed. The bad thing about
magnetic fields is that they exist in various strengths for virtually all the circuitry we use and iue
extremely diflicult to suppress. The good th~g about them is that they "attenuate" or decay rapidly.
Even strong fields disappear in 30 feet or so, so they comprise a threat only in special circumstances
where a hostile intercept activity can get quite close to us.
The three basic supression measures Bell Labs suggested were:
1. Shielding (for radiation through space and magnetic fields),
2. · Filtering (for conducted signals on power lines, signal lines. etc),
3. Masking (for either space radiated or conducted signals. but mostly for space l.
The trouble with these solutions, whether used singly or in combination, all stems from the
same thing: that is the fact that, quite typically, these compromising emanations may occur over
1ery large portion of the frequency spectrum, having been seen from near d.c. all the way up to the
aeycle ranre (and that's a lot of cycles). Furthermore, 5 copies of the same machine may each
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1!%b.ibit di1ferent characteristics. radiating at different frequencies and with different amplitudes.
And eve11: the same machine may change from day to day !!S humidity changes or as contacts become pitted, or as other components age. This means that any shielding used must form an effective
barrier against a large variety of signala, and thia proves di16.cult. Similarly. the filter Jiu to be a
nearly perfect one and they become big, heavy, and expe:D.sive. Furthermore, on signal lines for
example, how do you get your legitimate cipher signal through without compromising signal&
squeezing through with them?
Masking, which is the notion of deliberately creating a lot of ambient electrical noise to override, jam, smear out or otherwise hide the offending signals. has its problems too. It's very difficult
to make a masking device which will consistently cover the whole spectrum, and the idea of deliberately generating relatively high amplitude interference does not sit too well with folks like IRAC
(Th~ Interdepartmental Radio Advisory Committee) of the Otfice ofTelecommwlications (OTP) who
don't like the idea of ~ating herring bone patterns in nearby TV pictul'es or interrupting legitimate
sipiala like aircraft beacons.
Bell Labs went ahead and modified a mh:er, cal.ling it the 131-Al. In it they used both sbieldiDg
and filtering techniques. Signal Corps took one look at it and turned thumbs down. The trouble wu,
to CODtam the ofi'endinr signals, Bell had to virtually encapsulate the machine. Instead of a modification kit that could be sent to the field, the machines would have to be sent back and rehabilitated. The encapsulation gave problems of heat dissipation, made maintenance extremely difficult,
and hampered operations by limiting access to the various controls.
Instead of buying tb.is monster; the Signal Corps people resort.ed to the only other solution they
could think of. They 'Mint out and warned commanders of the problem, advised them to control
a zone about 100 feet in diameter around their communications center to prevent covert interception,
and let it go at that. And the cryptologic community as a whole let it go a.t that for the next seven
years or so. The war ended; most of·the people involved went back to civilian life; the files were
retired, dispersed, and destroyed. The whole problem was plain forgotten. Then, in 1951, the problem was. for all practical purposes, rediscovered by CIA when they were toying with the same old
131-B2 mizer. They reported having read plain text about a qUarter mile down the signal line and
asked if we were interested. Of course, we were. Some power line and signal line filters were built
and immediately installed on these equipments and they di.d the job pretty well as far as conducted
signals wen concerned. Space radiation continued unabated. however, and the first of many
"radiation" policies was issued in the form of a letter (AFSA Serial: 000404, Nov. 1953?) to all
SIGINT activities requiring them to either:
1. C~ntrol a zone 200 feet in all directions around their cryptOcente?& (the idea of preventing
interceptors from getting close enough to detect space radiation easily). or
2. Operate at least 10 TrY devices simultaneously (the idea of masking; putting out such a
profusion of signals that interception and analysis would be difficult), or
3. Get a waiver based on operational necessity.
And the SIGINT community conformed as best it could; and general service communicators
adopted similar .ntles in some instances. The 200 feet figure, by the way, was quite arbitrary. It was
not based on any empirical evidence that beyond such distance interception was impractical.
Rather, it was the biggest security zone we believed the majority of stations could reasonably comply
with and we knew that, with instrumentation then available, successful exploitation at that ra?lge
was a dam sight more difficult than at closer distances an~. in some environments not practical at
all.
At the same time we were scunying around tzying to cope with the 131-B2 miur, we thought it
would be prudent to examine every other cipher machine we had to see whether the same problem
nisted. For, way back in the late 40'a. Mr. Ryon Page and ODe of his people were walking past the
cryptocenter at Arlincton Hall and had heard the rotor machines imide chm.king away. He ~nd~d
what the e1fect would be on the aecurity of those systems if someone were able to determine which
rotors or bow many rotors were stepping during a typical encryption process. In due coune, some
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.caeilJ:neots were made OD what the effect would be. The assessments concluded that it would be
ba.~, and they were filed away for future reference. Now, it appeared that there might be a way for

~interceptor to :re~ver this kind of data. So, painstakingly, we began looking at our cryptographic
mventory. Everything teated radiated and radiated rather proli1ically. Jn examining the rotor
machines, it was noted the volt.age on their power lines tended to fluctuate" as a function of the
numbers of rotors moving, and so a fourth phenomenon, called· power line modulation, wu discovered through which it wu possible to correlate tiny surges and drops in power with rotor motion
and certain other machine functions.
Prosreu in e:uminin1 the machines and developing suppression measures· was very slow. In
those days. S2 did not have any people or facilities to work on this problem: no fancy radio receivers
or recording devices, DO biJ screen rooms and other laboratory aids, and such thiJlp as we obtained
we beg1ed from the SIGINT people at Ft. Meade. In due course, they got overloaded., and they could
no lonpr divert their SIGINT resources to our COMSEC problems. So R&D began to pick up a share
ol the burdea, and we bqan to build up a capability in $2. The Services were called in. and a rudimentary joint program for investigative and cornc:tive action got underway. The Navy, particularly,
brourht c:mWderable resources to bear on the problem.
By 1955, a number of possible techniques for suppressing the phenomena bad been tried: filtering
techniques were refined somewhat; teletypewriter devices were modiiied so that all the relays operated at once so that only a aingle spike was produced with each character, instead of five smaller
spika representing each baud-but the size of the spike changed with each character produced
and the analysts could still read it quickly. A "balanced" 10-wire system was tried which would
cauae each radiated signal to appear identical, but to achieve and maintain such balance proved
impractical. Hydraulic techniques were tried to get away from electricity, but were abandoned as
too cumbersome: experiments were made with different types of batteries and motor generators
-:i lick the power line problem-none too successfully. The business of discovering new TEMPEST
'ata, of refinins techniques and instrumentation for detecting, recording, and analyzing these
.,.,-nals progressed more swiftly than the art of suppressing them. With each new trick reported to
the bones for extracting intelligence from cryptomachines and their ancillaries, the engineers and
analysts gut the complaint: .. Why don't you guys stop going onward and upward, and try going
downward and backward for a while--eure a few of the ills we already know about. instead of finding
endless new ones." I guess it's a characteristic of our business that the attack is more exciting than
the defense. There's something more glamorous, perhaps, about finding a way to read one of these
signals a thousand miles away than to go through the plain drudgery and hard work necessary to
supprns that whackins sreat spike first seen in 1943.
At any rate, when they tunied over the nest rock, they found the acoustical problem under it.
Phenomenon # 5. Of course, you will recall Mr. Page and his people spec:ulating about it way back
in 1949 or so, but since the electromagnetic phenomena were so much more prevalent and seemed
to go 10 much farther, it was some years before we aot uound to a bard look at what sonic and ultrasonic emissions from mechanical and electromechanical machines might have in store.
We found that most acoustical emanations are difficult or impossible to exploit as soon as you
place your microphonic device outside of the room in which the source equipment is located: ·you
need a direct shot at the target machine; a piece of paper inserted between. say an offending keyboard, and the pickup device is usually enough to prevent sufficiently accarate recordi:ngs to permit
exploitation. Shotgun microphones-the kind UBed to pick up a quarterback's signals in a huddle-and large parabolic antenna.a are effective at hundreds of feet if, again. you can see the equipment.
But in general, the acoustical threat is confined to those installations where the covert interceptor
has been able to pt some kind of microphone in tbe same room with your information-processing
device-90me kind of microphone like an ordinary telephone that has been bugged or left off the
hook. One interelltin1 discovery was that. when the room is "soundproofed" with ordinazy acoustical title, the job of esploitation is easier becauae the aoundprootini cuts dawn refiected and reverber.ing .aound.. and thus provides cleaner signals. A disturbing diacovery was that ord.inaIY mic:roua, probably planted for the purpose of picking up conversations in a cryptocenter, could detect
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machine 1aunda with enough fidelity to permit e!ploitation. And such microphones were discovered

ml

I

The example of an acoustical intercept I just showed you is from an actual test of the little
keyboard of tbe l(L..,15. You will note that each individual key produces a unique "signature". Since
(before it died) the JCL...:15 was expected to be used in conjunction with telephonic communications.
this test was made by placing the machine a few feet from a gray phone handset at Ft. Meade and
ma.Icing the recording in the laboratoi:y at Nebraska Avenue from another handset. So that's really
a recording taken at a range of about 25 miJes, and the signals were encrypted and decrypted in the
gray phone system, to boot.
last but not least of the TEMPEST phenomena whiCh concerns us is referred to as cipher
signal modulation or, more accuzately, as cipher signal anomolies. An anomaly, as you may know.
is a peculiarity or variation from the expected norm. The theory is this: suppose, when a c:ryptosystem is hooked to a radio tzansmitter for on-line operation, compromising radiation or conducted
sienall 1et to tbe transmitter right aJong with the cipher ten and. instead of jwc sending the cipher
ten. the transmitter pica up the little compromising emissions u well and sends them out full
blast. They would then "hitchhike" on the cipher transmiuion, modulating the carrier, IUld would
theoretically travel as far as the cipher tut does. Altematively. suppose the compromising emanations cause some tiny variations or irregularities in the cipher .characters themselves, "m.Odulate"
them, change their shape or timing or amplitude? Then, possibly, anyone intercepting the cipher
ten (and anyone can) can examine the structure of the cipher signals minutely (perhaps by diaplayinc and photograpbinc them on the face of an oscilloscope) and correlate these inegularities or
anomalies with the plain text that ~as being processed way back at the source of the transmiasi~.
Thia proceu is called "fine structure analysis". Clearly, if thls phenomenon proves to be at all
prevalent in our system, its implications for COMSEC an profound. No longer are we talking about
signals which can, at best. be e:s:ploited at perhaps a mile or two away and. more likely, at a few
hundred feet or less. No longer does the hostile interceptor have to engage in what is really 8ll extremely difficult a.nd often dangerous bus.iness, i.e.. getting covertly established close to our
installations. working with equipment that must be fairly small and portable so that his receivers
are unlikely to be ultra-sensitive, and his recording devices far less than ideal. Rather, he may sit
home in a full-scale laboratory with the most sophisticated equipment he C8l2 usemble and. with
plenty of time and no dancer carry out his attack. But. so far. we seem to be all right. For several
years, we have had SIGINT stations collecting samples of U.S. cipher tra.nsmissfons containing
possible anomalies and forwarding them here for detailed e:s:amination. We have no roven case of
operational traffic jeopardized this way.

The

I 25X3, E.0.13526
I believe we've talked enough about the difficulties we face.

In late 1956, the Navy Research La.baratoi:y, which had been working an the problem of sup·
pressing compromising emanations for some years. cam.e up with the first big breakthrough .in a
suppression technique. The device they produced was caJled the NRL Keyer, and it was highly
successful. After being confronted with the shortcomings of shields and filters and maskers, they
said. "Can we find a way of eliminating these o1fending signals at their source? Instead of trying to
bottle up, filter out, shield, mask, or encapsulate these signals, why not reduce their amplitudes so
much that they just can't go· very far in the fi:rst place? Can we make these critical components
operate at one or two volts instead of 60 or 120, and use power measured in microamp& instead of
milliampa?" They could, and did. NSA quickly adopted this low-level keying technique ~d
immediately produced several hundred one-time tape mi%ers using this circuitry, together with
some nominal shielding and filtering. The equipment was tested. aild component.a that pre·
viously radiated sicnals which were theoretically exploitable at a half mile or so could no longer be
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detected at all beyond 20 feet. The nest equipment built, the KW-26, and every subsequent cryptoequipment produced by this Agency contained these circuits, and a great stride bad been made.
But we weren't out of the woods yet: the communicators insisted that the reduced voltages
would five reduced reliability in their equipments, and that while satisfactory operation could be
demonatrated in a· simple setup with the cr:ypto-:rnachine and it& input-output devices located
close by, if the ancillaries were plac~d at some distance ("remoted" they call it), or if a multiplicity
of ancillaries had to be operated simultaneously from a single keyer, or i! the low level signals had to
be patched . throuih various switchboard arrangements, operatio~ wo4ld be unsatisfactory. The
up1hot was that in the KW-26 and a number of other NSA machines, an "option" was providedthat either high-level radiating signals could be used or low-level kl!);ng adopted. In the end,
almost all of the installations were made without full suppression. Even the CRITICOM network.
the key intelligence reporting system over which NSA e:s:ercises the most technical and operational
control, was en(ineered without full-scale, low-level keying.
The nut dilliculty we found i.D the corrective action program was the great difference i.D cost
and efficiency between developing new relatively clean equip~ent by incorporating good suppression
features iD the basic design, and in retrofitting the tens of thousands of equipments-particularly
the ancillaries such as teletypewriters-which we do not build ourselves but, rather, acquire from
commercial 10urces. For, in addition to the need for low-level keyers, some shielding and filtering
is 1till normally required; circuits have to be laid out vtrry carefully with as much separation or
isolation as possible between those which process plain te:s:t and those which lead to the outside
world-this is the concept known as Red/Black separation, with the red circuits being those carrying
clasaified plain te:s:t, and the other circuits being black. Finally, grounding had to 'tie very carefully
arranged, with all the red circuits sharing a common ground and with that ground isolated from any
<"ltbers. To accomplish this task in an already established installation is extremely difficult and
'l&tly. and I'll talk about it in more detail later when I cover the basic plans. policies, standards.
d criteria which have now been adopted~
By 1958, we had enough knowledge of the problem, possible solutions in hand, and organizations embroiled to make it possible to develop some broad policies with respect to TEMPEST.
The MCEB (Military Communications Electronics Board) operating under the JCS, formulated
and adopted such policy-called a Joint policy because all the Services subscribed to it. It established some important points:
1. As an obj1tt:tive, the Military would not use equipment to process classified information if it
radiated beyond the normal limits of physical control around a typical installation.
2. Fifty feet was established as the normal limit of control. The choice of this figure was somewhat arbitrary; but aome figures had to be chosen since equipment designers needed to have some
upper limit of acceptable radiation to work against.
.
3. NAG-1, a document produced by 82, was accepted as the standard of measurement that
desiple?S and testers were to use to determine whether the fifty-foot limit was met. This document
sj>ec:if.i.es the kinda of measwements to be :made, the sensitivity of the measuring instruments to be
used, the specific procedures to be followed in making measurements, and the heart ~f the doc~
ment Mta forth a series of curve$ against which the equipment tester must compare his results: 1!
these curves are e:s:ceeded, radiated signals (or conducted signals, etc.) can be apected to be detectable beyond 50 feet, and added suppression is necessary.
4. The C:luai.fication of various aspects of the TEMPEST problem was specified.
Documenta like these are important. It was more than an assembly of duck-billed platitudes;
it aet the. course that the Military would follow, al'ld laid the groundwork for more detailed policies
which would eventually be adopted nationally. It bad weaknesses, of course. It said nothing about
rnorwy, for e:s:ample; and the best intentions are meaningless without budgetary action to support
"ltem. And it ut no time frame for accomplishing the objective. And it provided no priorities for
ction, or factors to be used in determining which equipments. systems. and installations were to
made to conform first.
.
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The next year, 1959, the policy was adopted by the Canadians and UK, 8lld thus became a
Combined policy. This gave it a little more status. and assured that there would be a consistent
planning in systems used for Combined communications. In that same year, the fust National
COMSEC Plan was written. In it, there wu a section dealing with compromismg emanations, This
dcc:ument was the first attempt to establish some specific responsibilities among various agencies of
Govemment with respeet to TEMPEST, and to lay out an orderly program of investigative and
corrective action. Based on their capabilities and interest, six organizations were identified to c:anY
out the bulk of the work. These were ourselves, Navy, Army, Air Force, CIA, and State. The plait
also called for some central coordinating body to help manage the overall effort. It was also in this
plan that, for the first time, there were really e:s:plicit statements made indicating tbat·the TEMPEST problem ·was not confined to communications security equipment and its ancillaries, that it
enended to any equipment used to process classified information. including computers.
And so, it was in about this time frame that the word began to leak out to people outside the
COMSEC and SIGINT fields, to other agencies of govemment, and to the manufacturing world.
You may remember from your briefings on the overall organization of th.ill Agency, that there is
something called the U.S. Communications Security Board. and that very broad policy direction
for all COMSEC matters in the govemmeiit stem.a from the Board. It comiats of a chairman from
the Dept. of Defense through whom the Director, NSA reports to the Secretary of ·Defei18e, and
members from NSA, Army. Navy, Air Force, State, CIA, FBI, AEC, Treaswy and Transportation.
This Board meets irregularly, it does its business mainly by circulating proposed policy papers
among its members and having them vote for adoption. The USCSB met in 1960 to contemplate
this TEMPEST problem, and utablished its first and only permanent committee to cope with it.
Thia committee is ref'ezred to as SCOCE (Special Committee on Compromising Emanations) and
has, to date, alway& been chaired by a member of the S Organization.
The ink was hardly dry on the committee's charter before it got up to its ears in difficulty. The
counterpart of USCSB in the intelligence world is called USIB-the U.S. Intelligence Board. Unlike
USCSB. it meets regularly and has a structure of permanent committees to work on various aspects
of their business. One part of their business, of course. consists of the rapid processing, by computer
techniques, of a great deal of intelligence, and they had been contem.plating the adoption of some
standardized input-output devices Of which the archetype is an automatic electric typewriter
called Flf!%0urriter which can type, punch tapes or cards. and produce page copy, and which is a
very suong radiator. In a rare action, the Intelligence Board appealed. to the COMSEC Board for
policy direction zegarding the use of these devices ·and. of course, this was immediately tumed over
to the ftedglirig Special Committee. The committee arranged to have some Flexowritezs and similar
equipments tested. They were found, as a class, to be the strong-eat emitters of space radiation of
any equipment in wide uae for the processing of classified information. While, as I have mentioned,
typical unsuppressed teletypewriters and mixers are ordinarily quite difficult to exploit much be·
yond 200 feet through frH space, actual field tests to Fle:s:owriten showed them to be readable u far
out as 3,200 feet and. typically, at more than 1000 feet, even when they were operated in a very
noilly electrical environment.
.
.
·
One such test was conducted at the Naval Security Station. (By the way, in case I haven't
mentioned this already, the S Organization was located at the Naval Security Station, Washington
D.C. until May 1968 when we moved here to Ft. Meade.) Mobile t.est equipment had been acquired,
including a rolling laboratory which we refer to as "the Van". In 53, a device called Justowritl!r was
being used to set up maintenance manuals. Our van started out dose to the building and gathered
in a great potpourri of signals emitting from the tape factory and the dozens of the machin~ operating in S3. As they moved out, most of the signals began to fade. But not the Justowriter. By the
time they got out to the gas atation on the far side of tlie parking lot-that's about 600 feet-most of
the other signals had disappeared, but they could still read the Justow:riter. They estimated that
the signals were atrong enough to have continued out as far as American University grounds three
block.a away. (The solution in this case, was to install a shielded enclosure-a subject I will cover
subsequently.)
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In any event. the Committee submitted a aeries of recommendations to the USCSB which
subaequently became known as the Flexowriter Policy. The Board adopted it and ii upset everybody. Here's why: as the tint point, the Committee recommended that the existing Flexowrite:rs
not ·be uaed to process classified information at all in any overseas environment; that it be limited
to tbe processing of CONFIDENTIAL information in the United Sr.ates. and then only if a 400-foot
aecurity zone could be maintained around it. Exceptions could be made if the equipment could be
placed in an approved shielded enclosure, or as usual, if waivers based on operational necessity wete
cranted by the head.a of the departments and agencies concemed.
The Committee also recommended that both a ••qwclt.:m" program and a long-range, corrective
action program be cal'ried out. It was recommended that tbe Navy be made Eucutive Agent to
develop a new equipment which would meet the standards of NAG-1 and. grudgingly, DDR&E
rave Navy some fund.a (about a quarter of what they asked for) to carry out that development.
Meanwhile, manufacturers were coaxed to develop some interim suppression measUJ"eS for their
product lines, and the Committee published two liats: one containing ,equipments which were forbidden, the other specifying acceptable interim devices. This policy is still in force; but most users
have been unable to afford the fb:es.. and have chosen to cease operations altogether, e.g., CIA. or
to operate under waivers on a calculated risk basis, e.g., most SIGINT sites.
While the Committee was still reeling from the repercussions and· recriminations for having
apomored an oneroua and impractical policy which made it more difficult for operational people to
do their job, it grasped an even thornier nettle. It undertook to take the old toothless Joint and
Combined policies and convert them into a strong National policy which:
1. Would be binding on all departments and ageni:ies of govemment, not just the military.
2. Would establish NAG-1 as a standard of acceptance for futme government procurement of
hardware (NAG-1, by the way, was converted to Federal. Standard. (FS-222) to facilitate its wide
'\.stribution and use.)
3. Would establish a deadline for eliminating unsuppressed equipment from govemment in.-htories.
By now the governmental effort had changed from a haphazard. halting set of uncoordinated
activities mainly aimed at cryptologic problems, to a multi-million dollar program aimed at the
full range of information-processing equipment we use. Symposia had bee:a held in Industrial
forums to educate manufacturers about the nature of the problem and the Government's inten·
tions to correct it. Work had been parcelled out to difi'erent agencies according to their areas of
prime interest and competence; the SIGINT community had become interested in possibilities
for gathering intelligence through TEMPEST exploitation. It, nonetheless, took tbe Committee
two full yean to complete the new National policy and coordinate it with some 22 different agencies,
Before it could have any real effect it had. to be implemented. The implementing directive-5200.19wu signed by Secretary McNamara in December, 1964. Bureaucracy is wonderful. Before its specific
proviaiom could be carried (lut. the various ·departments and agencies had to implement the implementin1 directive within their own organizations. These implementing documents began dribbling in throughout 1965, and it is my sad duty to report that NSA's own implementation did not
take etfect until June, 1966.
All this makes the picture seem more gloomy than it is. These implementinr documents are.
in the final analysis. formalities. The fact of the matter ia that most orpnizaticma. our own included,
have been carrying out the intent of these policies to the best of our technical and budgetary abilities
for some years.
While an th.is was goiDi on in the policy field, much was happening iD the technical area. F'llSt.
Jet me cover the matter of shielded enclosures. To do aa, I have to go back to about 1956 when the
National Security Council got aroused over the irritating fact that various counter-intelli1ence
people, particularly iD the Oepartm'='Dt of State, kept stumbliog ac:na hidden microphones iD
lieir residences and o11ices overseas. They created a· Technical Surveillance Countermeasures·
mmittee under the Chairmanship of State and with the Services. FBI. CIA. and NSA also
aented. This rroup was charred with finding out all they could about f:bese listenlllg devices,
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and deveJopinc a PJOC1'8Dl to cow::iter them. In the apace of a few years; they assembled information

abowi.nc that nearly 600 microphones had been discovered in U.S. installations;-aU of them ovenieas.
90 ~ of tbme behind the Iron Curtain. They eumined a large number of pouible countermeaaures,
includmr special probes and aearch techniques, electronic devices to locate microphones buried
in w..U., md what-have-you. Each June, in their report to the NSC, they would dutifully confess
that the state-Gf'-the-art of bid.inc surveillance devices exceeded our ability to find them. About the
OJlly way to be sure an embassy was .. clean" would be to take it apart inch-by-inch which we couldn't
a1ford. and which mic!it prove fruitless anyhow, since host-country labor had to be used to put it
back together apiD. {Incidentally, yea:S later, we began to thlnk we had damed well better be able
to afi'ord aomethinc cloR io it. for we found things that had been undetected in a dozen previous inspections.)
The notion of building a comple~. sound-proof, inspectable room-within-a-room evolved to
provide a secure conference area for diplomat& and intelligence personnel. During these· years.
NSA's main interest in and input to the committee had to do with the aanctity of c:ryptocenters in
these vulnerable oveneas installations, and we campaigned for rooms that would be not only
llOUDd-proaf but proof against compromising electromagnetic emanations as well. State Department developed a eonfenmce room made cf plastic which was dubbed the "fish-bowl" and some of
them are in UllC behind the Curtam now. CIA made the fir&t enclosure which was both "soundproor• 1111d electrically shielded. This enclosure went over like-and apparently weighed about as
much u-a lead balloon. It waa nicknamed the ..Moat Locker" and the consensus was that nobody
would consent to work in such a ateel bm, .that they needed windows llild drapes ar they'd pt
·clauatrophobia or 10mething. Ironically, though, it turned out that some of the people who were
apin.st this technique for aesthetic reasons spent their days in sub-sub basement areas with cinderblock walls and no windows within 50 yards.
The rully attractive thing about the enclosures, from the security point of view, was the fact
that they provided not only the best means, but the only means we had come across to provide really
complete TEMPEST protection in those environments where a large-scale intercept effort could be
mounted at close range. So, despite aesthetic pr~blems, and weight, and cost, and maintenance,
a.nd enormous difficulties in installation, we campaigned very strongly for their use in what we called
"critical" locationa, with Moscow at the top of the list.
So apin, in the matter of Standards, NSA took the lead, publishing two specifications (65-5
and 65-6) one describing "fully" ahlelded enclosures with both RF and acoustic protection; the
other deacribinr a cheaper enclosure providing RF protection only. And by threats, pleas, "proofs"
and persuaaion, we convinced the Department of State, CIA. and the Services, to procure a handful of these expensive. unwieldy screen rooms for installation in their most \'Ulnerable facilities.
One of the first. thank goodness, went into Moscow-in fact, two of them; one for the Dept. of State
code room aa they call it, and one for the cryptocenter used by the Military Attaches. So. when
hirhest levels of pemment required us to produce damage reports on the microphone finds there,
we were able with straight faces and good conscience to report that, in our best judgment. cryptographic operations were immune from exploitation-the fully shielded e?1closures-were in place.
But none of us was claiming that this suppression measure was suitable for any wide-scale
·applicatian-it's just too cramped, inBexible, and expensive. We have managed to have them
installed not only in overseas installations where we are phy&ically exposed but also in a few loca·
tions here at home where the in.formation being processed is of unusual sensitivity. Thus, the
Atomic Energy Commission acquired more than 50 of them to house computers and their ancillaries
where a heavy volume of Restricted Data must be processed; we have one here in S3 to protect most
· of our key and code pneration equipment-& $134,000 investment, by the way-which you may
1ee when you tQur our production facilities. The Navy has one of comparable size at the Naval Se,
curity Station for its computers. (But they have the door open most of the time.) At Operations
Building No. l, an the other hand, we don't have one-instead, we use careful environment.81
control.a, impec:tiJ:as the whole area around the Operations Building periodically, and using mobile
equipment to examine the actual radiation detectable in the a.tea.
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In about 1962. two more related aspects of the TEMPEST problem began to be fully recegni:ed.
Fmt, there was the growing recognition of the inadequacies of suppression effort which were being
~ade piece-meal, one equipment at a time, without relating tllat equipment to the comple:i: of
encillaries and wiring in which it might work. We called this the "system" problem. We needed a
way to test, evaluate, and suppress overall secure communications complexes, because radiation
and conduction difficulties stem not only from the inherent characteristics of individual pieces of
machinery but also from the way they are connected to other machines-the proximity and conductivity and grounding arrangements of all the associated wiring often determined whether a
system as a whole was safe. And so, one of the first systems that we tried to evaluate in this way was
the COMLOGNET system of the Army. This system, using the KG-13, was intended priDcipally
for handling logistics data and involved a number of switches, and data transceivers, and information storage units, and control consoles. Using the shmpest COMSEC teeth we have, our authority
. for reviewing and approving cryptoprinciples; and their associated rules, regulations, and procedures
of use. we insisted that the system as a ·whole be made safe from the TEMPEST point of view before
we would authorize traffic of all classifications to be processed. This brought enough pressure to
bear on the system designers for them to set up a prototype complex at Ft. Monmouth and test the
whole thing on the spot. They found and corrected a number of weaknesses before the "system"
approval was given. A second means we have adopted, in the case of smaller systems, like a KW-7
being W>ed with a teletypewriter and a tl'BnSmitter distributor, is to pick a relatively small number
of most likely configurations to be used and test each as a package. We clean up these basic-packages
as much as is needed and then approve them. If a user wants to use some less common arrangement
of ancillaries, he must first test it. So, in the case of KW-7, we took the three most common teleprinters-the MOD-28 line of Teletype Corporation, the Kleinschmidt (an Army favorite), and the
"rrr'E teleprinter; authorized the use of any of these three combinations and provided the specific
.stallation instructions necessary to assure that they would be radiation-free when used. We did
the same thing with the little KY-8, this time listing "approved" radio sets with which it could be
safely used.
Adequate systems testing for the larger complexes continues to be a problem-<>ne with which
$4, S2, DCA, and the Special Committee are all occupied.
The second and related problem that reared its head in about 1962 is the matter of RED/BLACK
separation that 1 mentioned. Over the years, it had become increasingly evident that rather specific
and detailed standards. materials, and procedures had to be used in laying out or modifying an
installation if TEMPEST problems were to be avoided, and the. larger the installation, the more
difficult proper installation became-with switching centers perhaps the most difficult case of all.
For some years, NSA has been making a really bard effort to get other organizations to display
initiative and commit resources to the TEMPEST problem. We simply could not do it all ourselves.
So we were pleased to cooperate with DCA when it decided to tack.le the question of installation
standards and criteria for the Defense Communications System (DCS). It was needed for all three
Services; the Services, in fact, actually operate DCS. Virtually every strategic Department of De~
fense circuit is involved-more than 50.000 in all. DCA felt that this system would clearly be
unmanageable unless the Services could standardize some of their equipment, communications
procedures, signalling techniques, and the like. General Starbird, who directed DCA, was also convinced that TEMPEST is a serious problem, and desired the Services to use a common approach
in DCS installations with respect to that problem. Thus, DCA began to write a very large installs·
tion standa.rd comprising a number of volumes, and laying out in great detail how various circuits
and equipments were to be installed. NSA personnel assisted in the technical inputs to this document called DCA Circular 175-6A. A Joint Study Group was formed under DCA chairmanship to
coordinate the installation problem as well as a number of other TEMPEST tasks affecting the
Defense Communications System and the National Communications System (NCS) which internnects strategic civil organizations along with the Defense Department. In developing the insta11ation standards, the study group and DCA took a rather hard line, and specified tough requirements
for isolating all the RED circuits, equipments: and areas from the BLACK ones, i.e., assuring
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physical and elec:t:rical separation between thou circuits canying c:la.SaiJied illformatioz:i in the clear,
and thou c:a.zryini oiey unclaui1ied information (like cipher signals. control- signals, power, and
ordi.Dazy telephone lines). In addition to ahieldinr and filtering, this called for the use of conduits
and often, in matinr inatallations, drastic: reammrement of all the equipment and wiring was
involved.
You will remember that the Department of Defense had directed that extensive TEMPEST
corrective action be taken. I said that the Directive specified NAG-1 (FS-222) as a
of ac·
ceptance for new equipment. It al&o mentioned a number of other documents as being applicable,
and.particularly. this very same DCA Circular I've just been desc:ribi.n:r.
~ thi& whole prorram gathered steam, tbe monetary implicatiom bOpn to look &tArgering; the
capability of the govemmmt accompliahinr all the corrective action implied in a reasonable time
seemed doubtful: furthermore, we were beginning to see that there were aubtle inter-relatiomhipe
between di5erent kinds of countermeasures; and that some of these countermeasures, in particular
situations, might be quite superfiuous when some of the other countermeasure& were rigidly applied.
Remember, by now we bad been telling peopJe to shield, to filter, to place things in concl.uit, ·to
ground properly, to separate circuit&, to u&e low-level keying, to provide security zones and aometimes, to use &hielded enclosures. It took w a while to realize some fairly obvious tbinp, for
example, if you have done a very rood job of auppreSsinr space radiation, you may not need very
much filtering of the signal line became there's no signal to induce itself on it;· or you may not
need to put that line in conduit for the um.e reason. If you have put a line in conduit, which iii a
kind of shielding, then perhaps you don't have to separate it very far from other lines because the
conduit itself has achieved the isolatiou you seek. And so forth. We had already realized that some
installations, inherently, have fewer TEMPEST problems than otheni. The interception of apace
radiation from an equipment located in a mi&Bile silo or SAC's underground command center does
not aeem practicable; ao perhaps the expensive space radiation suppressions ought not be applied
there. Similarly, the suppression measures necesaaey iD an airborne platform or in a ship at sea are
quite di1fereat from those needed. in a communications cent.er in Germany.
·
The upshot was that. in 1965, NSA undertook to enmine all the stii.ndards and techniques of
suppression that' had been published, to relate them to one another, and to provide some guidelines
on how the security intent of the "national policy" illd its implementing directives couJd be met
through a judicious and selec:tiue application of the variom suppression measures as a function of
i.n:stallation., ·environment, traffic sensitivity, and equipment being used. These guidelines were
published aa NSA Circular 90-9 and have been extremely well received.

sumdard

hi December 1970, the U.S. TEMPEST community introduced new TEMPEST laboratory test
standards for non-cryptographic equipments. Test procedures for compromising acoustical and .
electromagnetic emanations were addressed in two separate documents. These laboratory test
atandarda were prepared by SCOCE and superseded FS-222. They were approved by the USCSB
and promulgated as Information Memoranda under the National COMSECIEMSEC Issuance
System. NACSEM 5100 is the Compromising Emanations Laboratozy Test Standard for Electromagnetic Emanations and NACSEM 5103 is the Compromising Emanations Laboratory Test
Standard for Acoustic Emanations. These document& a.re Uiteaded only to provide for standardized
testing procedures among U.S. Govemment Departments and Agencies. They were in no way in·
tended to utabliah standardized TEMPEST suppression limits for all U.S. Government Departments and Agencies. Under the term.a of the USCSB's National Policy on Compromising Emana·
tions (USCSB 4-4), U.S. Government Departments and Agencies an resp0nsible for establishing
their own TEMPEST programs to detennine the degree of TEMPEST suppression which should be
applied to their information-processing equipments.
In January 1971, NSA published KAG-30AITSEC, Compromising Emanati~ns Standard_ for
Cryptographic Equipment&. This standard represented our first ei;r~rt to estab_lish standardized
testing procedures and limits for controlling the level of comprom1smg emanations from cryptographic equipments ..
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DCA Circular 175-SA was superseded by DCA Circular 300-175-1 in 1969, which in tum was
eplaced by MIL HDBK 232on14November1972.
Before I summarize the TEMPEST situation and give you my personal conclusions about its
security implications, I should make it clear that there are a number of topics in this field which
comprise additional problems for us beyond those I've talked about at length. There are, for
example, about a half-dozen phenomena beyond the eight I described to you; but those eight were
the most import.ant ones. I have hardly touched on the role of industry or on the program designed
to train manufact\il"ers and mobilize their resources to work oD the problem. I have mentioned onsite empirical testing of operating installatiol).S only in the case of Fort Meade-actually, each of
the Services has a modest capability for checking out specific installations and this "mobile test
program" is ·a valuable asset to our work in correcting existing difficulties. For example, the Air
Force, Navy, and ourselves have completed a joint survey of the whole signal environment of the
island of Guam. As you know, B52 and many Nary operations stage there. As you may not know, a
Soviet SIGINT trawler has loitered just off-shore for many months. Aie the Soviets simply gathering
plain language communications, or are they able to exploit compromising emanations?
Another problem area is the matter of providing guidelines for the design of complete new
government buildings in which they expect to use a good deal of equipment for processing classified
information. How do we anticipate the TEMPEST problems that may arise and stipulate economi·
cal means for redueing them in the design and layout of the building ·itself? We consult with the
architects for new federal office buildings, suggesting gr0unding systems and cable paths that will
minimize TEMPEST suppression cost when they decide to install equipment.
Finally, equipment designers face some specific technical difficulties when _certain kinds of
circuits have to be used, or when the system must generate or handle pulses at a very high bit rate.
These d.iffiC"µlties stem from the fact that these pulses are characterized by very fast "rise-times".
bey peak sharply, and are difficult to suppress. When this is coupled with the fact that on, say,
a typical printed circuit board, there just isn't room to get this physical separation between lots of
wires and components that ought to be isolated from one another. then mutual shielding or electri·
al "de-coupling" is very difficult. R&D has published various design guides to help minimize these
7>roblems, but they continue to add cost and time to our developments. With crypto-equipment,
problems can be particularly acute becau5e, almost by definition, any cryptomachine forms an
interface between RED (classified) signals, and BLACK {unclassified) ones, for you deliver plain
text to it, and send cipher text out of it-so the notion of RED/BLACK signal separation gets hazy
in the crucial machinery where one type of signal is actually convened to the other.

SUMMARY
We have discussed eight separate phenomena and a host of associated problems. We have
identified a number of countermeasures now being applied, the main ones being the use of low-level
keying, shielding, filtering, grounding, isolation, and physical protective measures. We have traced a
program over a period of more than 20 years, with almost all the advances having been made in the
last decade, and a coherent national program having emerged only in the past few years. My own
estimate of the overall situation is as follows:
1. We should be neither panicked nor complacent about the problem.
2. Such evidence as we have been able to assemble suggests that a few of our installations,
but very few of them, are probably under attack right now. Our own ex.perience in recovering actual
intelligence from U.S. installations Wlder fiel~ conditions suggests that hostile success, if any, is
fragmentary, achieved at great cost and-in most environments-with considerable risk.
3. There remain a number of more economical ways for hostile SIGTht"T to recover intelligence
from U.S. communications entities. These include physical recovery of key, subversion, and
interception and analysis of large volumes of information transmitted in the clear. But during the
next five years or so, as our COMSEC program makes greater an~ greater inroad~ on these ot~er
,ak.nesses, and especially as we reduce the amount of useful plain language available to ho_s~1le
SIGINT, it is logical to assume that that hostile effort will be driven to other means for acqumng
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infillipzace aa more economical 1.Dd producti\re, including increased eB'ort at TEMPEST exploitation.. AlNady, oar own SIGINT efl'ort ii showing a modest trend in that direction. As knowledge of
the plumomemm iuelf inevitably proliferates, 1.Dd aa techniques for uploitatiou become more
sophisticated because ol ever-increasing aenaitivity of receivers. heightening fidelity of recording
dnices, and powin&' analytical capabilities, the TEMPEST threat may dumge from a potential
one to an actual one. That is, it will become an actual threat unless we have been able to acmeve
moet oC our current objectives to suppress the equipments we will then have in our inventory and to
clean up the imtallaticms in which thaie equipmenta will be uaed.
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INTRODUCTION
(U) The first volume of this work was completed in 1966, and except for a brief update in 1912 treating
mainly our part in the failure in Vietnam, has remained essentially unchan&ed. The purpose of tbe ensuing
essays is to provide some historical perspective on some of the trends, concepts, ideas, and problems which
have either arisen in the past decade or so or have persisted from earlier times. The material is intended to
be essentially non-technical, anci is for relative newcomers in our business. Our nuts and bolts are treated in
considerable depth in KAG 32BITSEC. It is commended to readers seeking detail, particularly on how our
systems work and the specifics of their application.
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POSTSCRIPT ON SU.RP.RISE
(U) We've encountered no serious argUmcnt from anybody with the thesis that COMSEC - a key
inlrcdicnt of OPSEC - may help achieve surprise, nor with the correlative assenion that fewer and fewer
major activities can be planned and executed these days without a large amount .of supponing
communications to coordinate, command and control them, nor even with the assertion that, without
security for those communications, surprise is highly unlikely.
~But, with all that said and accepted by customers, we may still be faced with the quite legitimate
question: "What is its value - How much is it wonh?" Is a KY-38 the right choice over rounds of
ammunition to an assault ·platoon? Or all the other trade-offs you can imagine when we cost money, take
space, consume power, use people, complicate c0mmunications, or reduce their speed, range, reliability,
capacity, or Hcxibility. Can we quantify its value? Rarely, I fear, because we can so seldom show the success
or failure of some mission to have been categorically and exclusively a function of the presence or absence
of COMSEC. Even in tbe drone anecdote related in the following OPSEC chapter, where we'd like to credit
a few crypto-cquipmcnts with the savings of several hundred million dollars wonh of assets, there were
other contributors like improved drone maneuverability and command and control, and increased EW
support to disrupt North Vietnam's acquisition radars.
(U) In a straight military context, however, we know of one major cffon to quantify the value of
surprise. Professor Barton Whaley of Yale undertook to measure success and failure in battle as a strict
function of the degree of surprise achieved by one side or the other. He used Operations Research
techniques in an exhaustive analysis of 167 'battles fought over a period of many years in different wars. He
confined his choice of battles to those in which there were relatively complete unit records available for both
sides and chose them to cover a wide variety of conditions which might be construed to affect the outcome
of battle - terrain, weather, numerical or technical superiority of one side or the other, olJcnsive or
defensive positioning, and so on·.
(U) His measures for "success" were the usual ones; kill ratios, casualty ratios, ordnance expenditures,
POW's captured, and terrain or other objectives taken. He found that, rcganlless of the particwar measure
chosen and the other conditions specified, success was most critically dependent on the degree of surprise
achieved. He found:

No. of cases
SURPRISE:
NO SURPRISE:
NO DATA:

A. vuage casualty ratio
(jrlend : enemy/

87

I:

14.S

SI

I:

1.7

29

(U) The above is contained in Professor Whalcy's book (still in manuscript form) Strategem: Deception
and Surprise in War, 1969, p. 192.
(U) When the extreme cases were removed, the average casualty ratios were still better than 1:S where
surprise was achieved~ vs. 1:1 when it was not (Ibid. p. 194).
(U) He further asserts that, nuclear weapons and missile delivery systems " ... raise the salience of
surprise to an issue of survival itself... " (Ibid., p. 207).
(U) These seem to be facts worth noting in persuading people that their investment in COMSEC will be
a good one; they'll get their' money back, and then some. I have to confess, however, that the analogy
between Whalcy's findings and what COMSEC can do is Hawed. For, Dr. Whaley was a World War II
deception expert, and he believed that the bCst way to achieve surprise is through deception rather than
through ~rccy.
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(U}
earliest times, one of the basic principles of warfare has been surprise. In fact, some early
Chinese writinls on the subject are quite eloquent. A strong case can be made that, seen broadly, a major
purpose of COMSEC - perhaps its overridin& purpose - is to help achieve surprise by denyins enemy
foreknowledge of our capabilities and intentions. The principle applies not only to stratesic and tactical
military operations but to the fields of diplomacy, technology~ and economic warfare as well. In fact, it
extend$ lo almost any adversarial or competiti'Ve relationship.
(U} Operations Security (QPSEC) is a discipline designed fundamentally to attain and maintain surprise,
particularly in military operations. In fact, I have seen drafts of an Anny update of their doctrine on
Principles of Warfare in which OPSEC is formally recognized as a supporting factor in the treatment of
surprise .
..f!'-CCO} The history of OPSEC and our involvement in it flows along the following lines: By 1966, both
intelliscnce sources and after-action reports had made it abundantly clear that the North Vietnamese had
sufficient fore.k.nowledse of ARC LIGHT. (B-S2) and ROLLING THUNDER (tactical aircraft) raids to
render many of those operations ineffective. A concerted effort began in an attCJllpt to determine the sources
of that foreknowledge. To that end, JCS 8Ssembled il group which included DIA, the Services and ourselves.
NSA was a player, both because SIGINT had been the source of some of the most convincing evidence of
enemy foreknowledge and because communications insecurities were thought to be a prime candidate as the
culprit.
{€--CCO) Early on, the Group decided that an all-soilrce effort should ~e made. Three basic potential
sources for the foreknowledge were soon established - hostile SIGINT exploiting U.S. signals insecurities;
HUMINT (Human Intelligence) in which agents could physicillly observe and report on the planning and
execution of missions; and operations analysts deducing the nature of forthcoming activity from an
examination of stereotypic (repetitive) patterns revealed by our past activity .
..(et' OPSEC emerged u a formal discipline when it was decided, I believe at the urging of NSA
representatives, that a methodology should be devised which woulo systemadr.e the examination of a given
operation from earliest planning through execution: a multi-disciplinary team would be established to wor.k
in concert, rather than .in isolation; and its membership would include experts in COMSEC, counter·
intelligence, and military operations. They would look at the entire security envelope surrounding an
operation, find the holes in that envelope, and attempt to plug them.
(U) A most important decision was· made to subordinate this OPSEC function to an opctations
organization, rather than to intelligence, security, plans, or elsewhere. It was thought essentia1 (and it
proved out, in the field) that OPSEC not be viewed as a policing or IO (Inspector General) function
because, if it was so perceived, operators might resent the intrusion, circle their wagons and not cooperate
as the team dug into every step taken in launching an operation. Rather, they were to be an integral part of
Operations itself, with one overriding goal - to make operations more effective.
(U) Operations organizations (the J-3 in Joint' activities, G-3 or S-3 in Army, N-3 in Navy, and A-3 in
Air Force) generally seem to be top dogs in military operations. They arc 11SuallY the movers and shakers,
and alliance with them can often open doors and expedite action. And so it was with the formal OPSEC
orpnization •
...tSr In a remarkably swift action, the JCS established an OPSEC function to be located at CINCPAC
(Commander in Chief, Pacific), shook loose 17 bard-to-get billets, and the OPSEC team known as the Purple
Dragons was born. An NSA planner and analyst out of SI was a charter member and was dispatched to the
Pacific. The Dragons got added clout by being required to brief the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the President's
Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board on their progress each 3 months. They were to support all operations,
not just air strikes. They were given a free hand, travelled constantly all over the Pacific, more or less wrote
their charter as they went along, and repeatedly pin-pointed the major sources of operations insecurity.
Sometimes they were able to help a commander cure a problem on the spot; other problems were more
difficult to fix. In the case of air strikes, three of the biggest difficulties stemmed from the need to notify
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!CAO (International Civil .Aeronautical Organization), other airmen, and US and allied forces of impending
opera.tions well before the fact.
·
--tef Altitude reservations (ALTREV's) were filed with ICAO, and broadcast in the clear throughout the
Far East. Notices to Airmen (NOTAM's) specified the coordinates and times of strikes so that they would
!10t fly through those areas, and these notice& were posted at U.S. air facilities everywhere. Plain language
broadcasts (called Heavy Artillery Warnings) saturated South Vietnam specifying where BS2 (ARC LIGHT)
strikes were· to talr.e place. U.S. officials were obliged to notify and sometimes seek approval of South
Vietnamese provincial officials so that they could warn villagers of the coming action .
..(€)Some of these problems associated with ARC LIGHT operations were eventually solved by blocking
out large air corridors to a single point of entry into SVN airspace; the Heavy Artillery warnings, once
transmitted hoµrs before a strike, were withheld until 60 miiiutes or less before the time on target.
M In general, set patterns of operations. were rather prevalent in land, sea, and air activity. Ground
attacks at dawn were the rule not the exception; hospital ships were pre-positioned off· amphibious landing
areas; there were runs on the PX before troops moved out of garrison to combat. Major movements of
ground forces were preceded by weeks of predictable and observable activity, arranging logistics, setting up
convoy routes and bivouacs, coordination with supported and supporting forces and so on. The failure to
take COSVN (the Nonh Vietnamese "Central Office for SVN" in the Parrot's Beak area of Cambodia) was
almost certainly the result of the huge flurry of indicators of impending attack that preceded it by at least ·
three days.
~HUMlNT vulnerabilities were pervasive. North Vietnamese and Viet Cong agents had infiltrated most
of the country. Yet the Purple Dragons we.re never able to demo!1$trate that agent reporting was a dominant
factor in enemy anticipation of U.S. action. Rather, communications insecurities emerged as the primary
source of foreknowledge in fully two-thirds of the cases investigated. On occasion, a specific link or net was
proven to be rh~ source of foreknowledge of a given operation, at least for a time.
~A classic case involved the drone i:ec;onnaissance aircraft deployed out of South Vietnam to overfly
Nonh Vietnam, gather intelligence, and return. By late 1966, the recovery rate on these drones had
dropped to about S-Ol. This deeply concerned us, not only because of the loss of intelligence and of these
expensive (SSOOK at the time) ain:r&rt, but also because we were certain that North Vietnamese anti-aircraft
assets could not possibly have enjoyed such success without fairly accurate foreknowledge on where these
planes would arrive, at about what time, and at what altitude. The Purple Dragons deployed to SVN, and
followed their usual step-by-step examination of the whole process involved in the preparations made for
launch and recovery, and the configuration and flight patterns of the mother ship and the drones themselves,
the coordination between launch and recovery assets, including the planning message exchanged. The mother
ships staged out of Bien Hoa in the southern part of SVN; the recovery aircraft out of DaNang to the
Nonh. Within a few days, the Dragons zeroed in on a voice link between the two facilities. Over this link
ftowcd detailed information, laying out plans several days and sometimes for a week or more in advance on
when and where the drones would enter and egress from Nonh Vietnam. The link was "secured" by a wcalr.
operations code; the messages were stereotyped, thus otrering cryptanalytic opportunities, and their varying
lengtbs and precedences oifercd opportunities for traffic analysis. In short, the Nonh Vietnamese might be
breaking it, or enough of it to get the vital where and wbcn data they needed ·to pre-position their antiaircraft a.ssets lsurfacc to air missiles, anti-aircraft batteries, and fighter aircraft) to optimize the chance of
sbootdown.
~As a check, the Dragons manipulated some messages over the link, with fascinating results. (See the
March and April 1979 issues of CR YnvLOG for some further details on this account at somewhat higher
classification than possible here.) The OpCode was replaced quickly with a pair of fully secure KW-26 ·
equipments. Starting the next day, the loss .rate dropped dramatically. A few months later, it began a sudden
rise, suuesting that the North Vietnamese had discovered a new source of information. The Purple Dragons
revisited, and reassessed the problem. This time ·they concluded that the unique call signs of the Mother
Ships were being exploited. The call signs were changed, and losses fell again, for a few weeks. Tue final
solution was to put NESTOR aboard, and again the loss rate dropped so drastically that, by the end of the
drone activity, only one or two drones were lost to enemy action annually in contrast to as many as two or
three a week in the early days.
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.JGrOPSEC is slowly being institutionalized. OPSEC elements arc established in the JCS and at most
Unified and SpcciJied Commands. Service organizations arc turning incre&siqly to the discipline but not, as
you milht expect in peacetime, with great enthusiasm. We bave a modest capability for OPSEC in S as well,
used largely in support of joint activity or, on request, to assist other organizations. We have also loot.ed
inward with tb.e OPSEC metbodology in helping 000 maintain the secrecy o.r his operations, and as still
another cut at the general problem or computer security in DDT. Result& have been useful .
.{et1'he principal innovation in OPSEC methodology since early times was the development in SI of
decision analY$is routine called VULTURE PROBE to quantify the value of various COMSEC measures by
sboWin.g how the probability of an enemy's reaching his objectives is reduced as a function of the COMSEC
steps we apply. This in tum helps us to decide which ·information most need& protection, and the relative
significance of the many individual security weakncases an OPSEC survey is likely to uncover.
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OR.GANIZATIONAL DYNAMICS
...-EelThe ftrst Volume described a relatively simple. straightforward functional organization for COMSEC

in NSA - the traditional R.&D organization for system invention and development, an Engineering
organization to manage the production of equipments in quantiiy, a Materials organization to supply
. 5upporting keys and other materials, a Doctrinal organization to approve and regulate use, and a few
supporting Stiffs. (Please, youns people in the line, don't laugh at the son shrift Staffs usually get in
description of who does what. It is more likely than not that it will be to your career advantage to have
such an as&ism:nent for at least a little while before you are done. I predict that then yolir perspective on
their importance and value will change even though you may now percieve that they arc mostly in the way
- particuhirly if you are trying to get something/anything done in a hurry. In general. (but obvioiisly not
alwa)'s) they enjoy the 111Xury and suffer the uncertainties of having
to think things through.
J,e) Our organizational structure cbansed over time, generally in response to changed requirements,
priorities, and needed disciplliws. Down in the noise somewhere (except in the scruffy gossip mill) were
. other factors like personalities, managerial competence, oftice politics, and so on. The original
Doctrine!En1inec:ring!Material triad survived for slightly more than 20 years. Exploding communications
technology, quantum jumps in system complexity, speed, capacity, efficiency, reliability, and quantity left
our engineers in R and S and our production people strangely unstressed. They bad kept pace with
technology breakthroughs over the years, and sometimes paced them.
_lerthe Doctrinal organization, however, was beginning to burst at the ~. Here was· a group that bad
had little chanse in numerical strength since its inception, dominated by liberal arti5ts except in cryptanalytic
work, trying to cope with technologies so complex in the requirements world that they were hard put to
understand, much less satisfy those requirements. A DoD Audit team found. in S, too great a concentration
on the production of black boxes and made strong recommendations that we change to a "systems"
approach to more fully integrate our cryptosystems into the communications complexes they support.
~So, in 1971, came our first major re-organization and S4 (now SS) was born (out of Doctrine by
Barlow). Its mission was to get cryptography applied. What seemed required was a cadre of professionals,
including a liberal infusion of ensineers, computer scientists, and mathematicians, in a single organization
who would be the prime interface with ·our customers to define system security requirements and to assist in
the intesration of cryptosraphy to that end. There were, of course, mixed emotions about dilution of our
scarce technical talent into a kind of marketing operation; but it paid off.
re"-CCO) By this time, our essential i.snorance about hostile SIGINT operations against us was becomin&
a distinct embarassment. Despite our insights on some aspects of their activity - e.g.~ in Washington - our
big picture consisted mainly of a panorama of a huge world-wide collection effon, but with little bard data
on exactly what they were after or how 5UCCCSsful they might be. So we moved from the devotion of a few
man-years of sporadic effort on this matter to the creation of an entire Division to delineate the threat.

time

I 25X3, E.0.13526 I
Withheld from public release under
§6 of the National Security Act of 1959,
50 U.S.C. 3605 (P.L. 86-36)

)J2'f A couple of years later (July 1974), another audit report recommended better centralized management
and control of cryptographic assets in Government. The Acquisition staff was converted to a full scale line
organization ($5) in part in response to that recommendation. There is a persistent view that the ability of
an organization to get something done is inversely proportional to the number of people on staff. The
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Marine Corps is the arch-type: lean and mean; lots of fighters, little excess baggage in the form of staffers
- logisticians, budgetcers, planners, policy makers, clerks, typists, researchers, educators, administrators,
and the like.
)$Z'NF} A hoax, of course. The Navy "staffs" for them. No matter what you call it or where you put it,
much of that "drudgery" has to be done. The Chief, SS took some jibes in the form of the assertion that
the only reason for the new Ofll.ce was to improve, on paper, our line-staff ratio. The truth was that, quite
apart from the auditor's observatioDS, it was becoming cl.car that we were moving from an era of a few
millions of dollars in procurement annually towards the largest acquisitions in our history ($202M in FY
1979). Much of that went into the rust big VINSON buys. Eventually, by the way, we may buy as many as
170,000 of these equipments - well exceeding our total inventory when Volume I was written. Incidentally,
in an extraordinary negotiating coup with. the bidders for this work, we documented savings Of nearly
SI00,000,000 over projected cost. The seven individuals in SS and S2 most responsible got Presidential
citations under a program recognizing major savings in Government. 281 of the total Government savings
gettina special recognition that year was the work of our people.
·
~CCO) By 1976, we were faced with a number of major requirements that crossed many of rhe existing
orpniiational lines. The big ones were HAMPER (coping with Soviet intercept of commercial carrier
communications in the United States); TRI-TAC, into which an unprecedented number of technical
. personnel resources had been invested by R and S; Mobile Tactical Voice programs such as VINSON,
PARKHILL, BANCROFT, and SINCGARS, began to burgeon; and Space COMSEC - one of our most
highly specialized and demanding disciplines .
...{€r"Now, DDC had five offices, four staffs, and these major projects all demanded managerial time and
attention. So, in pan to reduce a growina problem of span of control, a new office (S7) was formed in 1977
incorporating all but the HAMPER activity into four Special Project Offices (SPO's), each with Division
level status. At the same time, the SI cryptanalytic organization was split out to form the nucleus of another
new Office for COMSEC Evaluations (S6) on a systems-wide basis to include cryptosecurity, TEMPEST,
TRANSEC, and physical security.
(U) Ultimately ( 1978) S4 and S7 were merged into a single Office, SS, which brings us up to date.
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THI.EAT IN ASCENDANCY
~ In olden times, most of our programs, wllether in equipment development, TEMPEST, or security
procedures were driven largely by our view of COMSEC weaknesses - our vulnef'flbilitles - more or less·
independent of judgments made on the ability of an opponent to exploit them. We assumed hostile SI.GINT
to be at least as good as ours, and used that as a baseline on what might happen to us. If we perceived a
weakness, we would first try for a technical solution - like new crypto-equipment. If the state of that art did
not permit such a solution, or could do so only at horrendous expense, we'd look for procedural solutions
and, those fa.ilina, would leave the problem alone.
ter'So our priorities were developed more or less in the abstract, in tile sense that they related more to
what we were able to do technologically or procedurally .than to the probabilities tbat a given weakness
would be exploited in a given operating environment. In shon, we did not do much differentiation between
vulnerabilities which were usually fairly easy to discover, and threats (which were more difficult to prove) where threats are fairly rigorously defined to mean demonstrated hostile capabilities, intmtions, and/or
successes' against u .s. communications. Tbe accusations of overkill touched on earlier in part stemmed from
that approach •
.,..(e}'The thrust towards gearing .our countermeasures to threat rather than theoretical Vulnerability was
healthy, and driven by a recognition that our resources were both finite and, for the foreseeable future,
inadequate to fix everythina. In fact, one of the reactions of an outside analyst to our earlier approach was,
"These nuts want to secure the world." Some still think so;
(U) After Vietnam, there was a stron& consensus in this country that the U.S. would not again commit
forces to potential combat beyond show-the-ftag and bruh fire operations for a deca~ or more unless some
truly vital interest was at stake - like the invasion of our country. There was a correlative view that such an
event would almost certainly not arise in that time frame, and we focussed increasingly on detente and
economic warfare.
~These views, in turn, suggested that threats would be directed more towards. strategic C3
communications than tactical ones and that, accordingly, our priorities should go to the former. So, what
did we do? We made the largest· investment in tactical COMSEC systems in our history - VINSON. We
went all out in suppon of TRI-TAC, a tactical "mobile" system with more engineers out of RI and S
assigned to it than the totality of etron in the strategic communications arena. Further, the bulk of this
eft'on was in suppon of securing voice and data only on short wire .fines (a few kilometers) radiating from the
TR.I-I AC switches.
~How come? I think it was simply a matter of doing what we knew how to do - arrange to secure
multiple subscribers on wire in the complex switching arrangement of the TR.I-TAC concept. We did not
know bow to integrate tactical radios witbin that concept; and so deferred that problem (called Combat Net
Radio Interface} while we built our DSVTs, DLEDs, and elaborate electronic protocols to effect end-to-end
encryption. We're getting to it now, but the lion's share of the initial effon was devoted to protecting the
·
least vulnerable communications - the ones on short wire lines in tile field.
_.,,(ef The downgrading of the relative importance (priority) of tactical COMSEC in peace time implie<i here
stems from the fact that an enemy can learn comparatively little from tbem - he can get OB (order of battle}
- the. identification, composition, and disposition of tactical forces. He can learn something about new
tactics from exercise communications; he can ascertain some things about combat readiness, strength, and
proficiency; and, finally, he can· gain insights of new weapons systems and other innovations being fielded by
U.S. forces.
(U) That sounds like a Jot, after all. In peace time, though, most of that kind of information is readily
and continuously available through other means - notably HUMINT gathered through routine physical
observation, from agent reports, from our own voluminous open publications ...
(U) I hasten to add tbat I'd be the last one to push that argument too far. If we denigrate the need for
some COMSEC program each time we can point out an alternative way for the information to be obtained,
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we can talk ourselves out of business. We do, always, need to be sure that voids in COMSEC do not
provide the quickest, most reliable, and risk-free ways to obtain our secrets.
·
i$f Despite this major aberration-failure to use threat to determine priority-in the general case, the
record has been good. As noted, it was certainly the driving force behind the HAMPER program. It
accelerated our work in telemetry encryption. It may hasten the modification or abandownent of some
marginally secure systems. It certainly precipitated major improvements in some of our systems and
procedures for strategic command and control. In its first real application, it changed an unmanagably
ambitiouli TEMPEST program into one that geared suppression criteria to physical environments and
information sensitivity in information processors. And it has shaken loose a variety of efforts to improve
phy5ical and transmiS&ion security.
(U) A c&vcat: While nothing gets a user's attention lite documented proof that communications he thinks
arc liCnsitivc arc being read by an opponent, several thlnp should be born~ in mind before telling him about
it. Foi'cmolit iii the fragility of the source of the information (the "proor'} you have. Secondly, it is worse
than useless 10 go out and impress a user with a problem unless you have a realistic solution in hand. No
matter how dramatic the evidence of threat, if we simply go out and say, "Stop using your black
telephone," it's likely to be effective for about two weeks. Don't jeopardize a good source for that kind of
payoff.
-fer'"Finally, the results of our own monitoring and analysis of communications, at best, prove
vulnerability, not threat, and arc often remarkably ineffective. Nothing brought this home more persuasively
than the Vietnam experience. Monitoring clements of all four Services demonstrated the vulnerability of
tactical voice communications a.gain and again. This did not show that the NVA or VC could do it. It was
tlrst argued that they weren't engaged in COMINT at all. Next. that even if they were able to intercept us,
they couldn't understand us, especially given our arcane tactical communications jargon. Third, even given
interception and comprehension, they could not react in time to use the information.
W-CCO} It took years to dispel those notions with a series of proofs in the form of captured documents,
results of prisoner and defector interrogations, some US COMINT and, finally, the capture of an entire
enemy COMINT unit: radios, intercept operators, linguists, political cadre and all. Their captured logs
showed transcriptions of thousands of US tactical voice communications with evidence that their operators
were able to break our troops' home-made point-of-origin, thrust line, and shackle codes In real time. The
interrogations confirmed their use of tip-otf networks (by wire line or courier) to warn their commanders of
what we were about to do - where, when, and with what force.
(U) Lamentably, even with that kind of proof, the situation didn't improve much because our "solution"
was NESTOR: users did not like that equipment, and they had to communicate, anyhow.
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LPI
(U) A traditional way to enhance the security of a transmission is to make it difficult to intercept. The
options range from whispering (or the ridio equivalent, use of minimum power) to the use of cryptography
to spread the transmitted signal unpredictably over a large swatch of the frequency spectrum. In between arc
armed couriers, physically or electronically protected distribution systems (wire line and, lately, fibre optics),
hi.sh directivity narrow beam communications (directional antennae and lasers), and hopping randomly and
rap_idly from one frequency to another.
~ The impetus for the upsurge of interest in LPI (low probability of intercept) radio transmission
systems has come not so much from their potential to secure communications as from the need to prevent
jamming. In other words, it's more a question of communications reliability - assuring delivery - than
communications security. As noted in Volume I, this fact raises intcrestins questions on roles and missions
for us - anti·jam being traditionaUy an EW (electronic warfare) matter, not COMSEC, so wily were we
"intrudin&" in this arena? The community seems now to accept the idea that we should (we say "must")
panicipatc if cryptographic techniques arc employed to lower intercept probability. Thus, while we may
provide the key generator to spread or hop a signal, we don't get involved in non-cryptographic anti-jam
techniques like the design of directional antenna or brute force very high power transmitters to assure
message delivery.
(U) While a primary function of LPI is to prevent jamming, a second one of great importance is to
provide protection against an opponent's use of DF (direction finding) to locate mobile military platforms
when they transmit. If he can't hear a transmission, he has no way of determining where it came from.
~NF) Much heavier anti-jam emphasis has arisen because of several developments. First, in the last
decade. the focus on Command and Control and the criticality of those communications used to direct forces
has intensified, with a recognition that we would be enormously handicapped if those communications were
denied to us. The second reason for emphasis stems from growing evidence of Soviet doctrine and supporting
capabilities to use ·EW as a. major clement of their military tactics and strategy. Finally, some of our forces
- notably the Air Force - having begun cxcrcisin8 in "hostile" EW environments, round their capabilities
si&nificantly degraded, and thus confirmed a very high vulnerability.
~ In fact, we were stunned when an Air Force study in the European tactical air environment suggested
that their vulnerabilities to jamming were greater than those stemming from plain language air-to-air and airto·ground voice communications. From this CGTAC reportedly concluded that, since they miJht not be able
to afford both COMSEC and anti-jam systems, they would opt for the latter. One senior Air Force officer
reportedly Wei he needed an anti-jam capability so badly he would trade aircraft for it. With a lot of
back.in.a and fillina, and more extensive study, we helped penuadc the Air Force that they really needed both
anti-jam and COMSEC. Army bad clC8l'lY come to that conclusion as early as 1974 when specifications for
their new tactical single channel radio (SINCGARS) called for both a COMSEC module and an anti-jam
module. The Anny, of course, was also the first to get serious about the business of implementing daily
chan1in8 call signs and frequencies. I believe their and our motivation in pushing for these procedures was
to provide defenses against conventional tratflc analytic attacks to determine OB (order of battle). But there
is an anti-jam advantage as well - by hiding a unit's identity (callsign change) and his location in the
spectrum (frequency change), you force the jammer into broadsides - a mindless barrage, not a surgical
strike against the sJ)CCillc outfits that worry him most. That, in tum, exposes the jammcr himself to hazard
- our location of this interfering signal and, perhaps, launching of homing weapons or something else
against him.
;.e{ One of the more insidious arguments we faced in some circles where anti-jam wiu asse.rted to be more
important than COMSEC arose from the fact that ordinary cryptography does not add to the resistance of
a transmission to jamming. If you can jam the clear signal, you can jam it in the cipher mode. Further, a
smart jammcr can work .against most encrypted signals more efficiently than against plain text, use less
power and be on the air for much briefer intervals. This is true, because a.U the jammer need do is knock
the cryptographic transmitters aild receivers out of sync or disrupt the initialization sequences ihat prefix·
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most encrypted tratfi.c. Tb.is is not the case where we employ CTAK {cipher text auto-key} or where
synchronization is dependent on internal clocks rather than timing elements of the cipher text itself. All the
othcn arc vulnerable if the jammer can stop them from getting into sync in the first place by repeatedly
attacking preambles.
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SARK-SOME CAUTIONARY HISTORY
..{er SAVIU.E Automatic Remote Keying (SARK}, now uslla!ly referred to merely as "Remote Keying,"
is a subject of mild controversy among the elders as to its origins and original goals. One school of thought
(memoey) inmts it was conceived to solve the logistics problem attendent on continual physical distribution
and re-distribution of individual bard copy k.cys to every holder in eveey net, with thc fall-out benefit of
reduci111 security problems by having fewer copies of compromise-prone keys in the pipe-line, in storage, or
in operating locations. The other school recalls just the opposite - an initial drive to find a technical
solution to the growing problem of key list compromise - particularly through subvenion of cleared
individuals - and the logistics benefits a matter of serendipity.
·
·
.
%Either way, remote keying was the biggest conceptual breakthrough in ways to set up· cryptoequipments since the days of the card-reader. But both these potential benefits may be in some jeopardy.
~VINSON, the prototype vehicle for remote keying, gets its rekeying variable (its "unique" key) from
one of three saurces: direct from a key variable generator (the KVG) usually held at net control, or from an
electronic transfer device (ETD) which bas· been previously loaded from a K VG, ·or from a punched key tape
(manufactured by S3) which can be loaded into an ETD with a special tape reader.
~or a typical, small, tactical radio net ( 10-20 holders) the idea was that each subscriber would either
go to net control and have his equipment loaded with his variables, or net control would dispatch a courier
with an ETD to load bis variables in sltw. Thereafter, he would operate independently of any variables except
those electronically stored in his machine until his Unique rekcying variable required supenession (usually one
month unless compromise required sooner change). Meanwhile, he would be rekeyed remotely and
independently of any key except that in his machine. No ETD's, no tapes, no couriers, no material to
protect except for the keyed machine itself.
..(€r Despite repeated demonstrations that the concept would work during OPEVAL ·(operational
·evaluation) and in a number of nets in Europe where VINSONs were first implemented, it bas not, at lea.st
so far, worked out that way .
.(€1" We have evidently so sensitized users to the crucial importance of their key that they fear leaving it in
their equipments when they arc not actually in use. We have conditioned them with forty years of doctrine
calling for key removal and safe storage when the equipment is not attended or under direct guard. As a
natural consequence, it. was an easy step to zeroi.ze equipments at night, bold k.cy tapes or loaded ETD's,
and rekey themselves in the momina. Result? Easily recovered key at most user locations, now in the form
of key tapes li.nd loaded ETD's - a substitution of one kind of readily recoverable key for another, and our
physical security is not much improved over what we had with conventionally keyed systems like NESTOR
and the KW-7.
-E€t" Within the next few years, we expect about 140,000 equipments which can be remotely keyed to
come into the inventory. At the same time, the usen have ordered about 46,000 ETD's and we project the
ru:c:d for IO's of thousands of rolls of key tape to support them, each containing a month's settings. So
we're seeing a ratio of I to 3 build up, instead of I : 10 or less as we had hoped; and our goal of making
keys inaccessible to almost eveeybody in the system may not be realized through remote keying.
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THE CllYPTO-IGNITION KEY

J!Zf The· Crypto-Ianition Key (CIK) is a small device which can be loaded with a 128·bit sequence which
is different for each user. When the ·device is removed from the machine, that sequence is automatically
added (mod 2) to the unique key in the machine, thus leaving it stored in encrypted form. When it is
reattached, the unique in the machine is decrypted, and it is now ready to operate in the normal way. The
analogy with an automobile ignition key is close, thus tbe name. Should you lose that key, you're still ok.
unless the tinder (or thief) can match it with your machine. You get a new .key, etfectively changing the loc.k
in your machine, and get back in business.
.
%-NF) The ignition key sequence can be provided in several ways. In the first crypto-cquipment to use
the idea (the KY-70), the CIK is loaded with its sequence here at NSA and supplied to each user like any
other item of keying material. Follow-on applicatiom (as in the STU-II) use an even more clever scb.eme.
The CIJ( device is simply an empty register which can be supplied with its unique 5CQuence from the
randomi.ar function of the parent crypto~uipment itself. Not only that, each time the device is removed
and re-inserted, it gets a brand new sequence. The effect of this procedwe is to provide hiah protection
apinst the covert compromise of tbe CIK wherein a thief acquinis the deW:e, copies it, and replaees it
unknown to its owner. The next morning (say), when tbe user inserts the device, it will receive a new
sequence and the old copied one will be useless thereafter. If the thlef has aottcn to his machine during the
ni1ht, he may be able to act into the net; but when the user attempts to start up in the morning bis devices
will no lo111Cr work, thus ftaggins the fact that penetration bas occurred .
..(el" Thi& concept appears particularly attractive in office environments where physical structures and
suarding arrangements will not be sufftciently rigorous to assure that crypto-equipments cannot be accessed
·
by unauthorized people.
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PCSM
--telOne of our most intractable problems has been to find ways to package crypto-equipment in a way
which will seriously deter penetration by a smart, well-equipped opponent with plenty of time. The difficulty
ii not much different tbaii is faced in the manUfacture of three-combination safes. The best we can generally
afford can stand up to a covert penetration effort by an expert only for 30 minutes or so, and brute force
attacks, leaving evidence, can be done much more quickly than that. Yet, these safes are massive and
expensive. With a crypto-box, there arc added difficulties in protecting logic or resident key because X-ray
devices or electronic probing may recover the information without physical entry.
..W:-NFJ A£ a result, our tamper-resistance eft"orts have been frustrated. We either provide no protection at
all, and count on external guards, barrieis, alarms, and the like; or use "zeroize" features to erase key (but
not lo&ic) when a box is opened, or apply nominal security container approaches as in the case of
equipments like the K.Y-3.

I 25X3, E.0.13526 I
Withheld from public release under
§6 of the National Security Act of 1959,
50 U.S.C. 3605 (P.L. 86-36)
-i€)For many years we have known that technologies do exist for building protective cocoons around
objects that can in fact provide a very high level of resistance to tampering without triggering 59me alarm.
When we first encountered them, we rejected them out of hand as a practical solution to our problem
because these "protective membranes" a.s they were called, could cost on the order of $50,000, each.
~-NF) But more than fifteen years have passed since our first encounter with the technique. The process
has been refined,·and it now appears that we might be able to get such packages for under SSOO apiece if we
buy in larse quantities. Th.is prospect merged in the mind of J. Richard Chiles with the potential for using
micro-processors to program various crypto-logics and ancillary functions in a given box. Thus the concept
of .PCSM - the Programmable COMSEC module - was born.

"8'-NF) The grand design was (and is) elegant. Encapsulate a micro-computer in a protective membrane.
Program it with whatever crypto-logic and assorted keys are required to operate in a given net. Build into
each box a unique element of logic or key so that if the membrane is defeated and the contents lost, it will
aft'ect no other subscriber's traffic. The membrane serves one fUnction only - to provide, with high
confidence:, a penalty if penetrated. The penalty could range from (theoretically) an explosion to an alarm at
some remote place. It might simply z.ap critical circuitry, disabling the machine, or obliterate all sensitive
data (if we learn how to do that).
$-NF) Depending upon the kinds of penalties that prove practical to impose, it may be possible for the
entire keyed programmed operational box to be undassijled, getting no protection at all beyond that which
it provides for itself. Your safe, after all, is not classified. Only its contents. And if all its contents
evaporated if somebody (anybody, including you) were to open it, there'd still be no problem. Alternatively,
and perhaps more feasibly, it might operate like a bank vault. 1be money doesn't disappear when somebody
breaks in, but other things (alarms) are likely to happen to prevent him from making off with it .
..kS'NF) A final element in the concept is the use of some central office, switch, net-controller, NSA (!) or
some such to electronically check the presence and health of each box. Thus, equipments in storage or in
operational locations could not be removed, physically intact without detection, and internal malfunctions in
the protective system could be determined without local effort.
¢The goal is not a "perfectly" secure system - rather one good enough to make tbe risk of detection
to an opponent unacceptably high.
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'8'-NF) Maybe by the time somebody writes Volume III of this work, PCSM can be discussed in tbe
present tense. I hope so, because it constitutes the biggest conceptual step forward since remote keying.
Most of this material is classified SECRET to help us achieve technological surprise, and it should not be
discussed outside NSA without prior approval from DOC.
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NET SIZE

..,...rerThe cryptosccurity implications of very high volumes of traftlc using the wne key have not been a
dominant factor in determining net size in most of our cryptomachines for many years. Rather, we have
opposed very Iarac nctviorks sharing the same key in recognition of the fact that the likelihood of physical
compromise rises with the number of c0pics of materials we make and the number of people to whom it is
exposed. Correlatively, the lonaer a given item is in existence the more opportunities for its compromise
arise, and supcncssion rates arc based, in pan, on that fact. (A physical security Vulnerability Model has
been devised which permits some tradc-olfs between these two facts - larger nets with more rapid
superscssion rates, and vice veria.)
· ..rerln olden times, there were limitations on the basic sizes of many communications nets themselves and
· this put natural limits oo shared keying materials when tliese nets were secwed. Now, world-wide compatible
communications capabilities are much more prevalent, and operational demands call for more very widely
held keys for use in these networks. Eventually, however, there is a sticking point where the risk of
compromise bCICDmcs prohibitive.
,(Q<=-NF) Altbo\llh we've never had any hard statistical probability in our hip pockets, we have gcoerally
felt comfortable with net sizes on the order of 2SQ-400 holders, but have tolerated a few nets with upwards
of 2000 holders, one K.W-7 system with 4900 keys, and the horrendous KI-IA net of S,94S copies. The
rationales for accepting some of the larger nets are sometimes tortured. Instead of lookins only at some
rough probability of compromise as a function of exposure, we look also at the environment of use systems in confined enclaves on shipboard seem less wlnerable to compromise than in large plants with
many people milling about~ or in small field locations where secure structures may not be available. Some
systems can be subjected to special protective measures - notably two·man controlled materials - that may
·
·
offset the existence of large copy counts.
~The semitivity or importance of the traffic in given networks may vary greatly, thus affecting the
motivations for hostile clements to risk acquirir11 key, and the long·tcrm security impact should compromise
in fact occur. Finally, of course, traffic pcrisbability aJfccts our judgments. In the classic case of KI-IA, we
could not care less about the compromise of the key .to the world at large one minute after the key is
superseded. (This system for identification of friend or foe is useful to any enemy only if he can acquire it
before or while it is being used so that he can equip bis forces with a means to be taken for a friend. l
~NF) Still and all, the subjectivity inherent in this approach - as in most physical security judgments drives us nuts. We are bcina asked to "quantify" the unquantifiable - the integrity of our people; the
physical security conditions at more than 3000 separate cryptograpJllc accounts and tbe tens or hundreds of
individual locatiom they each may serve; the "value" of tens of millions of messages; the opportUDities for
subversion, catastrophe, careJes&ness to result in the compromise of some number of the millions of items
we issue annually - and so on. The real force behind the persistent eft'orts to find technological, measurable
solutions to the problems of physical security stems in part from that frustration. There is a justifiable
disillusion with our "doctrinal" and "procedural" remedies because enforcement is difficult, they arc easy to
circumvent deliberately or accidentally by friends and enemies alike, and there is no real way to determine
their eft"cctiveacss. We need the technical solutions - secure packaging, remote keying, PCSM, emergency
destruction capabilities, and so on.
J.8f Meanwhile, let us not rationalize ourselves into some fool's paradise because we have such good and
stringent rules and some soothing perceptions that the Soviets, say, aren't rcally all that proficient. Some of
what we still hear today in our own circles when rigorous technical standards arc whittled down in the
interest of money and time arc frighteningly reminiscent of the arrogant Third Reich with their Enigma
cryptomachine.
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~One of the more di.mcult doctrinal issues in our business relates to the level of protection we require
for crypto-equipments. As bricfty noted in the first Volume, the problem has been around for a long time.
By 1970, the pressures for easing our protective criteria had become very strong. Users sought relaxed
standards not only on the matter of equipment classification, but also for the whole range of rules regarding
clearances, storage, guarding, accounting, access authorization, high risk deployment, key superscssion rate,
net size, foreign access, and compromise reporting.
·

J,e) A special working group was set up· conaistini of some of our people and representatives of the
Services and a few Civil Agencies to review the matter. They found not less than SS different sets of
regulations governing various aspects of the protection of cryptomatcrial including basic NSA documents
and a myriad of user implementers and amplifiers of those rules. Some contradiction was inevitable. They
proposed the elimination of a number of control requirements and drafted a sweeping new, simplified
National Level doc.:umcnt (NACSI 4005) which emphasized .Ir.eying material protection, cased the
requirements for equipment protection, and allowed clusitkation alone to govern the protection of all other
cryptomatcrials (maintenance manuals, operating instructions, and so on).
(U) Central to this new departure was the concept of un~lassitied "Controlled COMSEC Items" (CCI),
and the vision that some crypto-equipment, notably tactical equipment, could be, at NSA's discretion,
unclassified (but Controlled) when un.lr.cyed.
~or the record, the background on the whole question is somewhat as follows: Since the mid-SO's,
various customers bad been calling for unclassified equipments, particularly in the tactical arena, and had
been resisted by us for reasons of COMSEC, SIGINT, and technology transfer. Throughout the '60's,
pressure built as more and more systems proliferated to lower echelons, and culminated with the feed-back
from Viccnam about non-use of NESTOR.
~The two major reasons for dcciassiftcation were the "inhibition of use" argument, and the vision of
full integration of COMSEC circuitry into radios of the future - full integration being defined as inseparable
and shared radio and cryptO"i:ircuitry. In that configuration, our COMSEC tail would be wagging tbc
communications system dog with the controls classification denotes - bow would such equipments be
shipped, s.torcd, and particularly, how would they be maintained? "Integration" has thus far not tUI'lled out
to be the wave of the futme. COMSEC modules will by and large· be separable from their associated radios
because the dcs.igners found it more efficient to do it that way. At this writing, only BANCROFT fully
embodies the original fully integrated concept. Diflicultics in protection will persist even with partial
"integration." of course. At the moment, tholl&h, they don't look to be nearly as severe as we first
perceived.

jJif When we got to the heart of the question of non-use of equipments in the field, we found that
clasiification per se bad little to do with it. (See NESTOR in Vietnam). Besides, our new protective doctrine
of 1973 (NACSI 4005) bad ·stripped away many other security-motivated irritants. We deleted the CRYFfO
caveat from everything except key; and even with key, it simply denoted material that bad to be shipped and
controlled in crypto-cbanncls. It no longer implied any special clearance - just need to know, and specific
CRYPTO-authorization for access was no longer required. We dropped serial accountins as a nationally
impoi;cd requirement for crypto-1:Q.uipmcnt. It was Jater re-instated by agreement among ourselves and our
prime customers because it was found that contlguration control was difficult or impossible without it.
Finally, we formalized something that had already been implicit. that the level of protection actually
afforded the equipment in the. field rested on the judgment of the commander. Surprisingly, that
"concession" was not universally welcomed. Some Commanders argued that they wanted explicit rules
(which, of course, we could not provide because there is no way for us to anticipate every circumstance in
the field, particularly in ftuid combat &ituations).
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~NF) There were seven subsidiary arguments against classification and counter-arguments for each:

• The desi&n assumption of equipment (or logic) loss, countered by facts that such loss is not certain,
not neccuarily early after design or deployment, and not universal - loss to one or two countries does not
equate to lo55 to all (on the order of 160) others .
. • The impact on SIGINT may be illusory. Unsophisticated countries cannot duplicate, operate, or
maJntain such biah technology - sophisticated countries would not use systems based on US logic or
technolo&ical base. It was noted that we have never seen a single use of US cryptologic by any foreign
country despite a number of losses. Some of those losses, as in the ease of SVN, were in significant
quantity. Countcr-ar1umcnts auened that; while the systems might not be used In 1010, some of the
techniques could be adopted or adapted by SIGINT target countries - approaches to alarming, TEMPEST
·
suppression, and circuitry bloc.kin& special cryptanalytic attacks, for instance.
• Tbc CONFIDENTIAL clearance otrers a low confidence in the integrity of an individual because the
invcstiaation is superficial, so what are we really buying in the way of protection? The counter: we arc
buying a powerful legal sanction apinst deliberate compromise of the system to an enemy. Lack of
classification bu been construed as a "near absolute defense" tlgainst prosecution - espionage laws, in
practice. apply only to clusilied (and Formerly Restricted Data) information.
• Executive Orden setting up the classification system are awkward when applied literally to hardware
- the classification system was ckarly designed with two-dirncnsio~ objects (paper) principally in mind.
Counter: we've nonetheless lived with it rathcc well. Further, the Exccurivc Order really leaves no option: if
loss of the material is jud1ed damagins, it must be classified.
• Dollars for manpower and facilities required to protect classitied hardware could be saved. Counter:
Savings would not be significant given the requirement for a reasonable alternate set of controls on the
equipment - particularly since clanlfled keys arc used in association with the equipment· in operational
environments.
·
• The d~ign of modem equipments can provide inherent protection against logic recovery. Counters:
"Secure" or tamper-resistant packaging have not panned out yet. (But sec article. on PCSM potential.}
Sim.ilarly, early efforts for extn.ction resistance aod automatic zeroi.zing have proved disa.ppoinlinJ. Early
heipes that the complexities and minuteness of micro-electronic components would make .their "revexsc
cnainccrina" difficult have been proven unwarranted.
• Alternative controls to classification could be devised which would provide equivalent or better
protection. Counter: when we actually fielded early models of VINSON and PARKHILL as unclassified but
Controlled COMSEC Items (CCI) for Service tests, the system broke down. Within a few months, we bad
an astonishing number of gross violations - lost chips and whole equipments; display of equipment 'at an
open convention with a Soviet presence; demonstrations of equipments - including remote keying procedures
- to boy scouti and wives' clubs, aod extremely casual handling. We simply could not articulate the
requirements to protect these equipments despite the lack of classification. The nearly universal reaction
when we fussed was "If their loss is really damasing to U.S. interests, why aren't they classified?" Without
c.xccption, in our contacts with Congressional people, we sot that same reaction when they were interceding
for constituents demanding a share in the market for Design Controlled (but unclassified) Repair Pans
(DCRP's). We learned, the hard way, that classification does significantly lower the probability of
compromise.
ffej'Probably amona our less judicious moves in seeking alternative controls for tactical crypto-cquipme~t
was the notion of treating them ..like a riftc" without first rcscarebing wbat that really meant. On the one
hand, it did mean a high level of protection In the field because riftcs were items for which individuals were
personally and continually accountable. Most of these same individuals perceived that their lives might well
depend on them. But crypto-cquipmcnts - at I.ca.st until SC4:ure squad radios come along - arc not items of
pen.onal issue, and we have by no means yet convinced most users that their lives may ~pend on these
devices even though we think we can prove that is so~times true.
'5{Wc also found, of course, that controls over small arms in lhe Services aren't all that great when they
aren't in the hands of individual users. The system for distribution and warehousing is evidently quite weak
bccau.sc: DoD acknowledges tbar many lhousands of them canitot be found, ·or arc showing up in large
quantities in the hands of various other countries, terrorist groups, the criminal clement, and the like.
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Losses of chac magnicudc in our crypc~quipmcnc inventory would be di.sascrous, principally because it
would put some clements of ODO out of bilsincss .
..{Gt-So we backed away from treating them like rifies, and toyed with the idea of treating them like radios.
We bad beard that such '"hiab value" items aot sood control, and that protection in the field would be
roughly equivalent to tb&t expected for crypto-cquipment. The arsument was that classification was
unnecessary because it oft'ered no real security advantase. We approached this proposition cautiously, partly
remembcrin& the large number of tactical US radios that cvcncually formed the backbone of the North
Vietnamese and Viet Cong radio nets, and decided to do an empirical test on the relative protection afforded
to radios and crypto-boxes in the same field environment.
~c cDlistcd the aid of Army and Air Force counter·intcll.igence personnel under a project called JAB.
During a major exercise (REFORGER '74) in Europe where NESTOR and IC.I-IA equipment was deployed,
we dispatched small counter-intefilsencc Tiser Teams to see bow many crypto-equipments and bow many
radios they could "acquire" in the same environment. By "acquire" we meant 30 or more .minutes of
unrestricted access - long enough to steal equipment, extract keys, or recover the internal wiring. The
results were interesting. ·
¥-NF) In a few weeks, the team deployed against NESTOR-equipped Army units "acquired" dozens of.
radios, sometimes together with their parent jeeps and other vehicles. But when they ·tried to set the
CONFIDENTIAL NESTOR's, they met suspicion, distrust, and were nearly caught repeatedly. They
managed substantial access to only one NESTOR equipment duriJll the entire operation. That equipment
wu mounted on a jeep in a guarded motor pool. It was night time, and there was a driving snow·storm.
The guard was described as concentrating strictly on the business of keeping alive.
kS"'NF) The team seek.ins Kl-IA in various aircraft bad quite a dilf'erent e1pericnce. Like their Army
counterparts, they had for&ed identities and orders, and a few fake messages announcing their "visits" to a
number of airbases. These devils posed as technicians from NSA cbcckins possible TEMPEST anomalies
using their "specially equipped" van. They conned various base personnel into allowing them, unesconcd,
on board various aircraft or tD tum cquipments over to them
"testing" in their van. In one case they
were given fully keyed equipment.
%NF) Inevitably, after success at three consecutive airbases, some crusty old custodian .got suspicious
and started checking back on their bona ftdes. The word went out to AF units all over Europe and they
barely escaped arrest at their next target. As you might expect, when they debriefed senior AF officials in
Europe, the comman.del"$ were considerably more exercised over the fact that the team could have ftown off
with whole airplanes than with the sccuriiy of the Kl- IA.
!€1 So, in the Army case, we found substantial difference in protective levels for radios and crypto·
equipments; but in the case where radios and crypto-equipments usually were collocated - i.e., on aircraft there was no real dift'crence.
$-NF) Despite this demonstration, performed only to prove a specific point, hostile agent operatioll5 of
the kind simulated in JAB have never been our primary concern: We think such operations arc rare. Among
our many thousand cases of possible compromise over the past 30 years, we have not one proven incident of
hostile penetration of a vault, cryptocenter, motor pool, or guarded flight line to acquire crypto-.material.
We don't deny the wlnerability but are dubious ·about the real threat, because the r:i&k may be perceived to
be too hi&b to the penetrator.
-tSr A much safer way for a hostile government to get at these material& is through subvenion of cleared
people with routine access to them. This has been done a number of times that we know of, sometimes with
very serious consequences. With this technique, some American,· not a foreign spy, takes all the risks of
getting cauabt. Until be does, be can offer materials repeatedly as in tbe most recently publicized case of
Johri Boyce - the employee in a cryptocentcr at TRW who was reportedly involved in at least a dozen
separate transactions involving sale of keying material and photographs of the logic circuits in one of our
crypto-equipments. (The case is well-documented in The Falcon and the Snowman. Simon Schuster, 1979.)
%-NF) Coping with this kind of problem is, in part, what remote keyins, ignition keys, tamper-resistant
packaging and, on the horizon, PCSM are about.
Jl2f The narrative above addtes5es principally the matter of classification as it relates to crypto-equipmcnt.
There follows a more generic treatment of what underlies our efforts to protect cryptographic information in
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general, and offers a perspective on the kinds of information a SIGINT organization finds useful in doing its
job.
% NSA spends tens of millions of dollars and tens of thousands of man-hours trying to discover what
Soviet COMSEC is like. Despite all-source research dating back more than 30 years, the incidence of any
unclassified statements by the Soviets on any aspect of their COMSEC program is so trivial as to be virtually
non-existent. In other words, the Soviets protect (classify) all information about their cryptography and
associated communications security measures.
~The effect of this .stone wall has been either to greatly delay U.S. ability to exploit some Soviet
communications or to frustrate it altogether .
.JRr Viewed as an element of economic warfare, we arc losing bands down as we expend enormous
resources to acqui~e the same kind of information from the Soviets that we give them free - i.e., without
classification.
<.ef Clearly, the Soviet's classification program costs them something, just as ours costs us. But, they
have a C05t advantage because they still operate in an essentially closed society with a well-established·
security infrastructure and with many of their officials already well attuned psychologically to the concept of
secrecy.
~Where we do classify, our tangible costs can be measured in lessened program efficiency and
timeliness, and in the cost of the security barriers we then need to build around the information or material.
The major intangible penalty is still asserted to be the "net loss" to COMSEC-wncn classification inhibits
system use.
~The optimum anack on any cryptosystcm (if you can hack it) is cryptanalytic - you need only operate
on cipher text; your risk is low or non-existent unless you have. to position yourself dangerously to perform
the interception. You don't need to steal keys or penetrate cryptoccntcrs or subvert people and, if you
succeed, the return on investment is likely to be rich - all the secrets committed to the cryptosystcm in
question. The one essential pre-requisite to such attack is knowledge of the cryptologic - which niay have
been the reason why the Soviets were (rcponcdly) willing to offer $50,000 for PARKHILL several years

aao.
~Accordingly, a lint line of defense has to be to protect our cryptologics (and our own diagnoses
thcreoO for as long as we can, regardlcsi of our sense of the inevitability of eventual compromise. In fact,
it turns out that we have evidence of the loss to an enemy of only about half of the types of crypto·
equipment (or their logic) now in use; many of those known losses occurred only after the systems bad been
in widespread use for many years; and the lost material in all likelihood reached only one or a few of the
dozens of potential adversaries who might be able to use it for their own SIGINT or COMSEC purposes. In
part because of this muliplicity of adversaries, all of whom might benefit from knowledge of our equipment,
we do nor declassify them even when we know they have been lost .
...{S""-CCO) The "SIGINT" argument for protecting our cryptologics is well known - the COMSEC
arguments much less "so, despite their reiteration for some decades:
• With the exception of true one-time systems, none of our logics is theoretically and provably immune
to cryptanalysis - the "approved" ones have simply been shown to adequately resist whatever kinds of
crypto·mathcmatical attacks we, with our finite resources and brains, have been able to think up. We arc by
no means certain that the Soviet equivalent of A Group can do no better. But no attack is likely to be
successful - and certainly cannot be optimized - without prcliminar)' diagnostics - discovery of how it
works.
• Systems wbich have no known cryptanalytic wlncrabilitics may still be exploited if, and \ISually only
if, their keying malcrials have been acqUired by the opposition or if their TEMPESf characteristics permit
it. In either of these contingencies, however, the logic, the machine itself, or both may be requi.rcd for
exploitation to be successful.
~use the thrust for unclassified when unkcycd equipments is lying fallow at the moment, all of the
above may seem like beating a dead horse as far as our mainline equipments arc concerned. But the matter
will assuredly rise again.
~ In any event, most people in S arc preuy well sensitized and/or resigned to the need for protecting
logics and precise information about their slrengths and weaknesses. However, that is not the case with
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large batches of peripheral information about bow we obtain communications system security. We tend to
play fast and loose with information about alarm structures, about "TRANSEC" features, depth protection,
anti·jam protection, cryptoperiods, k.eying tcclmiques, testing, financial and logistics arrangements, parts
catalop, plao.s, schedules, ope.rating instructions, physical safeguards, and usqe doctrine in general.
(U) Attemptina to protect some of this data is sometimes ¥iewed as bope!C6S or useless, either because it
becomes self-evident the insrant a given system hits the street or because it has leaked into the public domain over the years or decades.
.
~ But beware arguments for declassification on grounds that the information - in bits and pieces - has
already been publishod in uncla&&ified form. Hostile: intelligence is not ubiquitous, and we ought not to be
compiling "unclauifted" data for him,' especially when blessed by our rather exceptional stamp. of
authenticity. And it would be well to remember that our cJassification of ·materials on the basis of their
auregate intelliJence value still carries weight, despite the discomfiture when people ask. which paragraph,
which sentence, which word?
(U) But decisions to declassify anything about a new (or old) system should be made case by case, and at
least as much thought should go into the whys of declassification as to the whys of classification. I don't
think the burden of proof should lie with either the "classifier" or the "declassifier."
(U) In the final analysis, the "classifier" bas only two arguments going for him - enhanced security
and/or enhancod US SIGINT operations. The "declassificr" likewise has few bottom lines - enhanced
COMSEC operations and - often - cost savings. The trouble is, there's usually some merit on both sides
and, as apples and pea.rs are involved, the "decision" is usually subjective and contentious.
-{€t-The further trouble is the tendency of both "sides" to throw up smokescreens in the form of
spcciom argument or unsupportable assertions - emotionalizing the whole process:
·
~ COMSEC aiid SIGINT "classifiers" arc quite capable of asserting irreparable harm where little or
none exists in the real world - past insistence on patent secrecy for trivial devices bCing a case in point ..
.Je) Likewise, in the case of the dccla&sifiers - e.g., a tactical voice security advocate claiming the
VINSON and PARKHILL programs would collapse if we insisted on their classification.
)e"-CCO) Perhaps, however, the bigest sin&lc shortcoming among people in S deciding on (de)classification
of information stems from far too hazy a perception of how the SIGINT world - any SIGINT world operates, and the practical dif!kulty that world encounters in acquiring all the data they need to target and
exploit a given communication system. The process is expensive and complex, and entails well-dcflncd stepS
of collection, forwarding, proceasing, analysis, and reporting.
JRr Before committing assets to an attack, they need to know not just the cryptosystem, but the
associated communiciations, the natum of the underlying traffic, deployment plans - where, when, who, how.
many. So the data that is valuable to them includes:
• The size of the program
• How much are we spending on it
• How many copies will we build
• Who the users are
• Where they will be located
• Communications platforms and frequencies
• Deployment schedules, TechEvals, OpEvals, IOC's etc.
JSr"Given all that, and the cryptologic, they can begin to set down to the serious work of deploying
collection uscts, adjusting taractting priorities, massing the people and equipment at home or in the Held to
carry out attack. That may take years. lb.us, in short, tb.e more advance knowledge of future crypto-system
deployments they have, the better they can plan and schedule their attack. Were we ever to field a major
cryptosystcm with complete surprise (we never have), we might well be home free for some years even if
that system had some fatal t1aw of which we were unaware.
,Ce"'-CCO) So, one root question we need to ask. ourselves when We are trying to decide whether something
need be classified or not is: "What would be the value of the information if I were part of a hostile SIG INT
orpnization - any such organization?" "Will its protection block or delay potential etrorts against us?" A
correlative question - equally difficult for COMSEC people to answer - is: "will it be useful to an actual or
potential US SIGlNT tar1et by showing that target something jt can use to improve its own COMSEC
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equipment or procedures?" "Wb.at would our own SIGINT people give for comparable information about
targctted foreign cryptography'!" A trap to avoid in attempting that answer is conjuring up only the Soviet
Union as the "target" in qUe$tion. Clearly, there arc catcaories of information which would be of little use
to them because of the level of sophistication they have already achieved in their own cryptography, but
could be of extreme value to otbcr countries.
-tSr"On the top of all of tbe abov~. our perceptions of threat had been sharpened by evidence of an
intense SoViet effort to acquire cryptoequipmcnt, subvert pcopJc with~. and willingness to attack high·
grade U.S. cryptosystcms./ I

I
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....t€r All this activity culminated in our abandoment, at least for now, of the commitment to make most
tactical equipment unclassified. Our announcement to that effect caused some arumhlillg among our
customers, but not rhc brouhaha we had anticipated.
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PUBLIC CRYPTOGRAPHY-SOME CAUSES Ii: CONSEQUENCES
(U)
•
•
•
others

This strange term remains imperfectly defined at this writing. It seems to relate to all of the following:
Commercially designed cryptosystems available to the general public.
Government-dcsilned (or endorsed) cryptosystems made similarly available.
Cryptographic schemes and cryptanalytic treatises published in open literature by academicians and
interested in the subject.
·
-fSt- While commercial equipment has been around for many decades, their quantity and variety was
relatively small. Most were manufactured overseas - particularly in Switzerland, and no huge.market existed
for them after World War II because many Governments (like our own) began increasingly to use systems
exclusively of their own design and under their own control. Similarly, the amount or published literature on
cryptography, and particularly on sophisticated cryptanalytic ideas was sparse. In the U.S., the Government
(specifically, NSA) enjoyed a near-monopoly on the subject by the early 'SO's. That persisted until about
1970, when a dramatic change occurred .
....t§t'"""A handful of U.S. companies interested in computers, in communications, or in electronics began to
perceive a market for electronic crypto-equipments. A few other American companies began building cryptoequipment in competition with the Swiss and others in Europe, supplying devices to some Governments in
Africa, .South America, and the Middle East and to a few major corporations - notably some oil companies
scckin1 to protect vital industrial secrets.
(U) At about the same time, the question of computer security, which had been on the back burner since
the late SO's, began to get a great dcai of attention from computer manufacturers themselves and from some
of their customers. Computer fraud had become more common, and its impact, particularly on the ban.Icing
world, became significant.
{U) In 1974, the Privacy Act (P.L. 93-539) was passed, imposing a legal obligation on Government
Departments and Agencies to protect the information held on private citizens - notably in computer banks.
Since data was incrcasiqly bciD& communicated among computers, the need for some means to secure these
transmissions became evident. Thus, the perception of a need for encryption arose in the public sector.
(U) The Department of Commerce bas an elem.cot charged witn improving the utilization and management
of computers and ADP systems in the Government .. They, especially, perceived a requirement for
commercial souiccs for cryptography to protect Government computer comm.unications and, correlatively,
the need for an Encryption Standard applicable to any system offered to Government against which
commercial vendors could design security devices. This Standard, the Data Encryption Standard (DES), was
publiihed by the National Bureau of Standards as Federal Information Processing Standard No. 46 in
January, 1977.
(U) The process involved solicitation for proposals for such a "scandard" encryption process or algorithm
and two public symposia were held by N~ to discuss the merits of the winning submission (IBM's). A
small storm of controversy erupted when some academicians said it wasn't good enough, and implied it had
been deliberately weakened so that the Government could break it. Heretofore, in the COMSEC business,
publicity of any kind - much less adverse publicity - was rare, and we were not happy. However, a
Congressional investigation exonerated NSA and the issue subsided somewhat.
~CO) Another major factor arose bringing great pressure on NSA to Jet some of our cats out of the
bag. This was the matter of Soviet interception of communications in the Washington area and elsewhere in
the United States. By 1966, we were pretty sure that they were doing this work from their Embassy on I.6th
Street and perhaps from other facilities as well - but we had no clear idea of its sco
its tar ets
ible
successes, nor of the value of the information they might be collecting.
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dedicated lines flowing through the commercial links - which appeared to be most critical to defense
operations, and quietly arransed for them to be switched from microwave to cable. They were, in the main,
communication circuits supportins Strategic Command and Control. We knew that, by so doing, we would
arcatly complicate the Soviet intercept problem, and make it impossible for them to carry it out risk. free.
~CO) By the early 70's, evidence had accrued confirming the Soviet intercept effort~ and it was shown
to be large and efficient.
characterized
their intercept effort from their Washington Embassy as the single most valuable covert SIGINT activity in
their arsenal. The vulnerable communications obviously extended beyond those of our traditional military
and diplomatic customcn. Privacy for individual citizens could· be violated; technological information
1:9mmunicatcd by Defense cont[$:tors could be compromised, and information useful in economic warfare
could be obtained. The threat became public and. explicit in the waning days of the Ford Administration
with Vice-President Rockefeller announcing in a· press conference that "If you don't want it known, don't
use the phone." Later on, in a press conference, President Carter acknowledged the existence of tile
problerm, characterized the Soviets' effort as passive, noted that all "his" communications were secured,
and did not appear too upset. Senator Moynihan, however, expressed outrage, wanted to jam the Russians,
expel them, or something becall5C of their outrageous invasion of U.S. citizens' privacy.
~ By this time, we had bitten the bullet, deciding to seek a generic COMSEC solution. This was a
decision of enormous consequence for us. The notion of injecting Communications Security into the
commercial world in a big way Wll$ unprecedented, with serious policy, political, and technical implications
for all involved. Principal playcn became ourselves, the telephone companies, the White House, DCA, the
now defunct Office of Telecommunications Policy in OMB, FCC and, ultimately many users of the
commcrical telephone system •
..f8""-CCO} The project was (and is) called HAMPER. At the outset, it bad three main thrusts: a greatly
expanded program to move "sensitive" circuits· to cable in Washington, NYC, and San Francisco where
major Soviet Intercept activities were now known to exist; a program to bulk encrypt some of the towcr-totowcr microwave links in their entirety, rc-inforccd by cnd·t~nd encryption for some particularly critical
lines; and the definition of "Protected Communications Zones" (PCZ) to circumscribe those areas - e.g.,
Washin1t0n and its environs - from which microwave intcreeption would be relatively safe and easy. It took
several years of concerted effort simply to sort out how communications were routed throush the enormously
complex telephone system.
JR;t" The doctrinal problems were large and intractable because they involved the provision of cryptography
in unclawficd environments where many of our traditional physical security measures were thought to be
inapplieablc. How would the crypto-cquipmcnts be protected? How to protect tbc kc}'li? How do you effect
key distribution with no secure delivery infrastructure such as we enjoy in the Government COMSEC world?
Problems of this kind led to a campaign to use the DES - the only unclassified Government-approved
cryptosystem available, thUi solving the physical security problem insofar as the crypto-equipment itself was
concerned. The root difficulty with this proposal .from the security analysts' viewpoint lay in the fact that
the DES algorithm was originally designed and endorsed exclusively for the protection of unclassified data,
fundamentally to insure privacy, and witbout a SIGINT adversary with the power of the Soviet Union
having been postulated as a likely attacker. Accotdingly, the system was not designed to meet our high grade
standards and we were not interested in educating the world at large in the best we can do.
ASf Noncthclcsli, the system is very strong; has stood up to our continuing analysis, and we still sec no
solution to it short of a brute force exhaustion of all its 256 variables. It is good enough, in fact, to have
caused our Director to endorse it not only for its original computer privacy purposes, but for selected
cllwifi.cd traffic as well. Cynics, however, still ask. "Arc we breaking it?" The answer is no. But could we?
The answer is "I don't know; if I did I wouldn'ttcll you." And there's a good reason for this diffidence. A
"No" answer sets an upper limit on our analytic power. A "Yes" answer, a lower limit. Both of those
limits arc important secrets because of the insights the information would provide to opponents on the'
security of their own systems .
.-{€')'" The event with the most far-reaching consequences which stemmed in part from our having grabbed
this tiger by the tail was the re-organization of the COMSEC effort at the National level. Historically, NSA
had been the de facto and de Jure National Authority for all Government cryptographic matters - a position
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e&tablishcd by sundry Executive Orders, Directives, "charter" documents and the like reaching back to
19.SJ. But, by mid-1976, attacks on us by a small but vocal contingent of Academe had become bitter. Some
clements of'thc National Science Foundation which underwrote much of the cryptographic work done in the
private sector joined in the beginnings of the adversarial relationship vis a vis NSA.
Jef' A fundamental challenge related to the propriety of an "intelligence" organization havins jurisdiction
over the privacy of citizens in the post-Watergate climate. In short, could we be trusted? An early action of
the Caner Administration, therefore, was to issue a Policy Review Memorandum (PRM 21 ), to examine this
issue and recommend a c:ounc of action. The result - 11 months later (Nov '77) - was a Presidential
Directive (PD 24) effecting a basic realignment of roles and missions in Government for COMSEC and for
something different called "Telecommunications Protection."
-{et The Secretary of Defense remained the Executive Agent for 'Communications Security, but with
COMSEC now defined to relate only to the protection of classified information and other information relared
to na1ional security. A new Executive Agent, the Secretary of Commerce, became responsible for
"Telecommunications Protection," defined to encompass information not related 10 national .security. In both
cases, the threat was defined to be exclusively "foreign adversaries" and nobody was charged with
"domestic" threat - e.g., those engaged in computer fraud, industrial espionage, drug smugglers, terrorists,
and the like who. may be exploiting communication&.
~So. the split-out of roles and miss.ions did not relate in any direct way to the kind of cryptography or
other protective measures that may be used, nor to the specific customers to be served by one Executive
Agent or the e>thcr, nor to the specific communications means in question nor, finally, to the nature of the
opposition. It relates only to the underlying nature of the information to be secured (protected). For the
past two years or more, we and ·the Department of Commerce have been trying to sort it out. Not the least
of the difficulties is that many communications systems carry a mix of security-related and non-security
related information - notably, of course, those of the telephone companies. So who's in charge?
-{er While these events gathered. steam, the HAMPER program faltered because of uncertainties on wno
was charged with, re&ponsible for, authorized to, or capable of moYing forward. Big money was involved,
and we didn't know who should budget for it. Should the common carriers pay for it themselves, or its
customers? Or the govemment? It is, after all, a security service that most may not want or perceive a need
for.
~A handful of people from the now defunct Office of Tcl.ecOmmunications Policy (OTP) were transferred
to a new organization within the Department of Commerce (DoC) to form the nucleus of an Agency charged
to implement their part of PD-24. The new Agency is called the National Telecommunications and
Information Agency (NTIA) and they arc the people with whom we deal daily in trying to carry out our
obviously overlapping missions. A few of our former colleagues joined that Agency to help them acquire the
technical competence to deal with cryptographic questions, system selcetion, application, and ibe like. We
arc travelling a rocky road in these mutual endeavors because, quite apart from the potential for
jurisdictional dispute, we have philosophically different orientations. By and large, most people in both the
COMSEC and SIGINT organizations in NSA believe that we can accomplish our missions more effectively
in considerable secrecy because it llelps us to conceal our strengths and weaknesses and to achieve
technological surprise. DoC, on the other hand,· is in busincS.s, in part, to encourage private cntcrj>rise, to
maximize commercial markets at home and abroad, and to exploit the products of our own Industry for use
in Government rather than having the Government compete wilh Industry -:-- and this does not exclude
cryptography.
·
~While, in DoD, Technology Transfer is viewed largely as a security issue with concerns oriented
1owards expon control for critical technologies, Commerce is interested in the infusion of our own industry
with technologies now controlled by the government. They need, therefore, to maximize the declassification
of information relating to cryptography. Their in-house resources remain meager, so they arc turning to
commercial research organizations to develop cryptographic expertise. Since these contracts arc usually
unclassified, and we fear the consequences of publications of what the best private sector brains may have to
offer, there is some continuing tension between us.
,JR!{ Through all this controversy, and notwithstanding our security concerns (some will read "paranoia"),
there is a very strong motivation among us for cooperation with DoC, with Industry, and with the Academic
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community to 1ct the Government's business done. Clearly, because of that near-monopoly I spoke of, we
have a head litart in NSA on cryptographic matters. Just as clearly, we have no monopoly on brains nor on
manufacturinJ innovation· and .in&enuity. Potential security los5Cs ·may well be otr-sct by what a motivated
commercial world and interested Academe might offer to the Government for its own use. There is a school
of thought that believes that various commercial offerings - notably those which may embody the DES may fill ll p.p in our cryptographic inventory which our own systems cannot fill because of their design
apinst hish and costly standards and tough military specifications, their protection requirements, and the
protracted periods of time they &cnerally take to produce. Note, for example, that after all these years, a
significant majority of military voice communications ind almost all non-military Govemmcntal voice
communications remain unsecured. Inexpensive and quickly available commercial voice equipments might
move into this vacuum and - even though they may generally offer less security - we might enjoy a net gain
because otherwise, for many years to come, those communications will be there ·ror the taking, essentially
free of cost to an opponent. This argument does not mollify the conservative, however.
(U) At this writing, some uncertainty remains as to how large the market for commercial devices, notably
DES, may be. There sc.:ms to be a consensus that they may be applied in considerable quantity to protect or
authenticate the contents of messages in support of financial transactions, and most especially in the field
called Electronics Fund Transfer (EFT) because of dcmonstni.ted vulnerability to costly fraud.
(U) But, although a Government endorsed tecbniquc has now been on the street for a number of years,
there bas as yet been no rush to acquire equipments in quantity. This may be due, in part, to significantly
lower perceptions of threat on the part of prospective customers than projected by ourselves and others. It
may also stem; in pan, from the slowness with which supporting Government standards and guidelines arc
bei111 published (for Interoperability, Security Requirements, etc.)
(U) In any event, production and marketing of equipment by U.S. commercial vendon is not our biggest
problem with public cryptography because there are various Government controls on such equipment particularly, export control.s - and Industry itself is usually disinterested in publishing the cryptanalytic
aspects of their research in any detail. The central issue that continues to fester is encapsulated in the
phrase: "Academic Freedom versw National Security."
{U) Our Dir"tor has made a number of overtures to various academic forums and individual& in an effort
to de-fuse this issue, but hai stuck to his guns with the statement that Wlrestrained academic research and
publication of results can adversely affect National Security. While a few academicians have been
sympathetic, the more usual reaction - at least that reachins the press - has been nesative.
(C) The principal reason that there is an NSA consensus that UnJ"C$trained academic work has a potential
for harm to our mission is t>cCause, if first-class U.S. mathematicians, computer scientists, and engineers
begin to probe deeply into cryptology, and especially into cryptanalytics, they. are likely to educate U.S.
SIGINT taract countries who may react with improved COMSEC. Less likely, but possible, is their potential
for discovering and publishing analytic techniques that might put some U.S. cryptosystems in some
jeopardy.
(U) The academicians' arguments focus on absolute freedom to research and publish what they please, a
rejection of any stilling of .intellectual pursuit, and concerns for the chilling effect of any requests for
restraint. Their views are bolstered by the real difficulty in differentiating various kinds of mathematical
research from ..crypto-i:pathcmatics" - notably in the burgeoning mathematical field of Computational
Complexity, often seeking solutions to difficult computational problems not unlike those posed by good
cryptosystcms.
~A$ a practical matter, Government "leverage," if any, is rather limited. We have made some half·
hearted attempts to draw an analogy between our concerns for cryptology with those for private research
and development in the nuclear weapons field which led to the Atomic Energy Act that does - at least in
theory - consmun open work in that field. But there is no comparable public perception of clear and
present danger in the case of cryptology and, despite the "law," academicians have sanctioned research
revelatory of atomic secrets including publications on how to build an atomic bomb.
~Another wedge, which as yet has not been driven with any appreciable force, is the fact that overwhelmingly - the money underwriting serious unclassified academic research in cryptography comes
from the Government itself. Among th.em arc the National. Science Foundation (NSF), the Office of Naval
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Research (ONR) and the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA). NSA supplies a little
itself. The wcdje is blwited because Government officials administering grants from most of these
institutuions have been drawn largely from the academic community wb.o believe strongly in the value of
research performed outside Government, and are sympathetic to concerns about abridgement of Academic
Freedom.
·
..cerin the long run, balancins out our mutual concerns will probably depend more on the good will of
inftuential sections of the Academic Community itself than on legislative, monetary or other control over
cryptographic n:search io the private sector. It turns out that at least some governing bodies in various
colleges and universities seem more ready to recogniz.e some academic responsibility with respect to national
security concerns than do many individual "yOUnJ Turk" professors or their collective spokesmen who see
Academic Freedom in First Amendment terms as an absolute. A good deal of the Director's quiet work on
the matter appears to be oriented towards constructive dialog with responsible oflicials and groups .
.fSrl have dwelt on the matter of public cryptography at some length because it portends some radical
changes in our relationship with the public sector - more openness, dialog, controversy, and debate.
Obviously, our conventional shield of secrecy is undergoing some perforation. In contrast, it might be worth
noting that we have yet to see a single unclassified document from th.e U~R on their cryptography - not
one word. (As a result, we spend small fortunes acquirinJ data comparable to that which realities suggest we
mU5t continue to cough up for free.)
(U) Nonetheless, I believe we can identify and continue to protect our most vital interests - our "core
secrets" - and, meanwhile, dialog with intelligent people - even "opponents" - will surely expand our own
knowledae and perspective.
JR!( A more tangible outgrowth of public cryptography could be the infusion of commercial equipment in
Government for the ftrst time since World War II. As noted earlier, tb.e votes are not yet in on how
prevelant that may be; but it bodes new sets of problems in standards, doctrine, maintenance, protection,
configuration control, cost benefit analyses, and secrCC¥F-·;..._______...,
.....(e)-Considcr the probl.Cm if a vendor offers to sell L
lhilhlY secure equipment to the
Government rha s one already supplied elsewhere - ...___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..,...._ _ __,,
How do we sa no? I ex t we'll "ust have to say it without elaboration

(U) How do we otrer a reasonable COMSEC education to U.S. users in unclassified environments without
educating the world?
~How do we underwrite, endorse, certify, approve or otherwise sanction products in the abstract when
their real security potential may well lie in how they are applied in a systems complex, not just on a good
algorithm? Or how, alternatively, do we llnd the resources required to assess dozens of different devices in
hundreds of dift"erent application&?
(U) We are currently wrestlins with all these questions; but most of them will be incompletely answered
for a long time. It may be useful for you to keep them in mind as you get involved with public cryptography
downstream.
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,Je(Onc of the more interesting outgrowths of the burgeoning interest in cryptography in the private
sector was the "invention.. of a concept called "Public Key Cryptography" (PKC). All conventional
cryptoaraphy requires the pre-positionin& of shared keys with eac:h communicant. The logistics for the
manufacturing and delivery of those keys keeps SJ in b1JSiness and forces users to maintain a large secure
crypt<Hiistribution system: (Remote keying cases but docs not eliminate the problem;) The thought was,
cryptoaraphy would be revolutionized if a system collld be devised in which people could communicate
securely without prior e.1c.bange of keys.
(U) The main idea that came forward was ·an etfort to capitalize on the fact that some mathematical
f\lDctiom are easy to carey out in one "direction, .. but difficult or impossible to reverse. A clas&ic example
of these so-called one-way functions is the phenomenon that it is not hard to multiply two very large prime
numbers togctl:lcr, but given only their product, no elegant way bas been put forward for determining what
the two oriJi,nal numbers were.
(U) So the original number& could. be comidercd to be pan of one man's secret .. key:" ·their product
could be publisbcd; an encryption aJsorithm could be specified operating on that product which could not
be efllcicntly decrypted without knowlcdac of the "key"; and all messages addressed to that person would
be encrypted by that aJsoritbm.
..t8t By coincidence, the identical idea had been put forward by one of our British colleagues five years
earlier, and we and they had been studying it ever since. We called it non-secret encryption (NSE) and were
trying to solve the same problem of t.cy distribution. We treated our work on it as SECRET and still do.
We did not leap to its adoption for a variety of a reason. Foremost, we were uncertain of its security
potential. The fact that mathematicians bad not yet found a way to factor large numbers did not mt.an that
there was no way.
(U) It was an interesting mathematical puzzle, ftnt put forward centuries ago. but with no great incentives
for its solution beYond the satisfaction of intellectual curiosity, no perceived commercial appl.iciltions, and so
on. So there was no evidence of a great many brains having worked· the problem over the years; nor did we
10 all out against it because, apart from theoretical doubts, there were other drawbacks .
.,(e( The most obvious - althoush perhaps not the most important - was the fact that the encrypter
himself could never decrypt his own message - he would be usins the cryptosystem of the recipient who was
the only one holding the secret decrypting by - he would· have no means to verify its accuracy or correct
an error. More or less elaborate protocols involving hand-shaking between the communications were put
forward to get mound this difticulty - usually entailing the receiver having to re-encrypt the received message
in the sender's key and. ask.ins if that was right. A clumsy business. ·
)!?:[ Ne.it, each user would have to keep his primes absolutely secret, forcing on each some of the secure
storqe and control problems inherent within conventional schemes. Known (or unknown) loss would
compromise all of bis previously received messages. To get around that, relatively frequent change would be
necessary. This would move hJm towards the conventions of keyillg material supersession~ generation and
selection of suitable primes and their products, al1d their republication to all potential correspondents.
Next was the matter of efficiency. The "key" would b&ve to be on the order of 1000 bits Ions to
make factorization difficult (or impossible?). Inherent in the scheme is the requirement to use all of that key
for any melsage, however short. Further, a single garble renders the entire messaae unintelligible.
(U} In the more detailed schemes outlined so far, acneration and manipulation of very large numbers is
required., including raising them to some as yet undetermined power - but clearly more than just squaring
them - and this leads to great complexity in any. real implementation of the idea.
-(Ct-Finally, there is the problem of spoofability. Anyone can send you a message in your key wh.ich you
mU5t either accept as valid or authenticate somehow. If I inject myself in your communications path, I may
purport to be anybody, supply you my by, shake bands like a legitimate originator and lead you down
various garden paths indefinitely.
·
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J!Zf' So we arc not yet prepared to accept PKC as a wave of the future. However, it continues to offer
iotriguins possibilities, particularly for short ~sages resupplyina conventional keys among small user sets,
and we may eventually Md some use Cot it if we can do so without creating problems at least equal to those
it is desiJnod to solve.
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~Since· lll05t crypto-equipmcnts these days can be viewed essentially as hard·wited special purpose
computers with "programmable features" to accommodate variable:&,· there has been considerable effort,
datins at least to the early '60's. to use ,cncral purpose (GP) computers to do cryptographic functions progra.mmina the whole process, encryption algorithm and all. The idea wu particularly attractive at
installatiom where some GP computer with excess capacity was already in p1ace. The tlrst operational system
I recall was used to decrypt telemetry from the Navy's first p0sition location satellite - the Transit system,
in a shipboard computer, the BRN-3, implemented in 1963. Since the computer was required anyhow to
carry out navi.p.tional calculations based on data m:cived from the satellite, Un.cc it operated in a receive
only mode (the aender was a conventional black box in the satellite), and since operation was "system high"
(i.e., all personnel with access to any part of the computer were fully cleared for all the data being
proecssed), no bi& computer ICCurity problems were involved - rather, it was a technical matter of
propammina cryptography efficiently into a system not oriainally designed to carry out such functions .
.ffe(Ncverthcless, there has been little proliferation of computer cryptography in the ensuing years,
mainly because the inherent constraints in the BRN-3 environment (excess capacity, system high operation,
m::civc mode only, and rigorous access control) arc still not prevalent. 1bc security problca that arise when
one or more of those limits disappear are di111cult indeed. If, as is incttaSiqly the case these days, the
computer c:an be remoteiy accessed by various subscribers, the difliculty is greatly compounded. This is true
because the vulnerability of sensitive data in a computer to inadvertent or deliberate access, extraction,
pindown, disruption, tampering, misrouting, or other manipulation increases as you increase the
opportunities for physical or electronic access to it. In this respect, the problem of insuring the security
integrity of cryptograpllic information in a computer is no di.tl'eICnt than with "computer security" in
general. As YoU no doubt know, that general problem is bci111 assaulted on many fronts today with efforts
to make "provably secure" operating systems, the development of the ..security kernel" concept, lternelizcd
virtual machines and so on. The threats arc so numerous that a 247 paae document ("ADP Security Design
and Operating Standards", by Ryan Page) is still not definitive.
~Not the least of our worries with computer encryption proposals is the question of how to evaluate
their security potential, how to validate large software programs such as you would need to implement, say,
SAVILLE in software; and. how to insure that "peripheral" changes elsewhere in the computer will not
affect the integrity of the cryptoaraphy. It turns out, naturally eooup, that S6 proceeds with diminishing
c:on&ience as systems become more complex, and with more and more functions not under the cryptographic
dcsi&ncr's control which yet may aft'cct the way the cryptography works. Control functions, timing
functions, switchina functions, etc., lire typical examples of these "peripheral" activities that don't remain
static - i.e., aren't bard-wired - and subject to change to facilitate other functions in the computer as time
goes by.
~Two otber factors have slowed the rush towards computer cryptography. The first is that most
commercially available computers still have TEMPEST problems. Few tneet our TEMPEST standards for
cryp«>-cquipments (KAG-30), and they arc difficult to fix. The other factor is that the dedicated (special
purpose) computer - an ordinary cipher machine, for example - can always carry out a single job more
t//ldently (space, speed, power consumption, and so on) than one with multiple functions.
(U) None of this means we can't do it - but we aren't there yet. And it's just possible that it's another
of those waves of the future that will dissipate in the sea of time.
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,..ref It seems to me that NSA does not yet have much expertise iD computer security. Rather, we arc
expert iD computer insecurity. We do much better in tin.ding sccurity vulnerabilities in any computer
complex than in proposing security architectures for them. Somehow, the attack seems more challenging
(fun) than the defense, and this seems tnie in tbe sencral bwincss of cryptoSystcm dc.Ugn as well. A spin-off
of this syndrome manifests itself when a security modiftcation is nccdcd for an existina c:rypt~uipmcnt. In
my experience, most design engineer& would much rather attack a brand new problem - meet a new and
di.fftcult requirement - startins ·from scratch, pusmn, the electronic state of the art, exercisinS opportuniticS
for innovation,. and· so on than go through the drudsery of a mere "ftx" accepting all the constraints of
confiauration and technology in some pro-cxistinS piec:e of hardware.
(U) Or so it often seems to someone uying to whip up some enthusiasm for a change .
...{€)" In any event, it seems true that for those of us involved in laying on requirements (be it equipments,
modifications, de5truct or erasure techniques, anti-tampering features, or whatever) there is no more
important step we c:an take than to pt the prospective design cnaineer (and, ultimately, management) to
undentand and be~ In the project. ThC slow pace of destruct technology is perhaps a classic example
where the pb.ysical security people in S have failed to convince RI and to some extent our own management
that we've lot a problem. But I think we do.
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TEMPEST UPDATE

Jl2.'( TEMPEST diflic:ulties seem to whipsaw us more than any of the other technical scc:wity problems we
have. Each time we seem to have achieved a reasonably well-balanced and managed program in NSA, other
Agencies, and in the Industrial TEMPEST Program (ITP), some new class of problems arises. Better
dctt.ction techniques call some of our older standards into question. New phenomena or variations of old
ones arc discovered. New kinds of information processors come into the inventory from the c:ommcrcial
world posjq dilferenr suppression problems. Vulnerabilities remain casw to define than tbteat in most
environments, and we seem lo wax hot and cold on how agrcssivcly the whole problem should be attacked.
-"-NF) The proliferation of Cathode Ray Tube display consoles (CRT's) is amens the more recent
examples to catch our attention and that of our customers. Most computers and their peripherals still come
off t.he shelf from Industry without much TEMPEST protection bllilt. in .. Customers may lay on tests after
iristallation and if they see problems in their particular facilities; may try to screen them or, if threat
perception allows, take their chances on hostile exploitation. But with CRTs, two things happened. First,
they were more energetic: radiators 'than most other information processors unless TEMPEST suppression (at
greater cost) bad been applied during manufacture. Second, the results of tcstin& of an inscc~ device were
horribly obvious. Testers, instead of having to show some skeptical administrator a bunch of meaningless
pips and &QuiQles on a visicordcr and esoteric charts on signal to noise ratios, attentuation, etc:., could
ccinfront him With a photocopy of the actual face of bis CRT with the -displayed data fully legible, and could
demonstrate instantaneous (real time) recovery of all of it from hundreds of yards away. This gets their
attention.
...te) However, as seems to be the case with many of our more dramatic: demonstrations of threat or
vulnerability, the impact is of'lcn short•lived, and .the education process soon must start again. But, despite
the apparent fluctuations in threat perecption and correlative command interest, the resources in R&D and
personnel committed to TEMPEST problems in NSA and tbC Services remains fairly consistent, with
between three and five million dollars expended in R&D each year, and with about 250 people engaged in
TEMPEST work.
,)II[ It's fair to conclude that the problem will be with us as long as current flows, but the earlier judgment
that we have it reasonably well in hand except in unusually difficult eovironments IXlllY have been too
sanguine. We arc being faced with l])Orc and more types of sophisticated Information processors - including
computer-based systems - and these are prolifeiating at a greater rate than we can track. This fact, coupled
with more widespread knowlcdse of the phenomenon, the decline in the availability of trained technical
personnel for testing and corrective action in the field (some test schedules bave fallen as far as two years
behind), and the advent of more potent exploitation devices and techniques place us in a less than
satisfactory posture.
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SFA REVISITED

;,er "SFA"

uaed to stand for "Single Failure Analysis." In the early 70's, a somewhat more elegant but

less precise meaning arose - "Security Fault Aiialysis." It is a systematic process for examining the
embodiment of a cryptologic to determine the security effcct of malfunction or failure of individual
components, switches, circuits, rcgistczs. ptcs and the lite. Its purpose is to assure that any fault which
would have a catastrophic effect on systems security is safeguarded against - usually through redundancy in
dcsi&n or some kind of alarm.
·
)12')A classic example of catastrophic failure is one which allows plain language bCing encrypted to bypass the key generator altoaethcr and be transmitted in the clear. Another - usually more insidious - is a
fiilurc in randomimr circuitry causing predictable or repetitive initi41 set-ups for a machine.
)8) SFA had its bcginnlllgs with relatively· simple electro-mcchinic:al devices where pins might stick,
switchea Ilana up, or rotors fail to move, and no truly systcmi1.cd examination for such failures was carried
out or necessary. Most of those failure.1 were not visualized and prevented during design. Rather, when they
cropped up in the ftcld and were reported, we would have to so back and retrofit. We had, for example, a
case with a duplex one-time tape circuit where an operator noticed that an exact copy of his outgoing traffic
was being printed, in the clear, on his receive teletypewriter. He thouiht a previous operator had jac~ed
that teleprinter in to provide a monitor copy to assure accuracy of bis send traflic. What had really
happened was a simple failure of a Sigma Relay at the distant end. of the circuit which caused the incoming
JDCSSaiCS, after decryption, to not only print .out nonnally on his receiver but also to be shunted back, in
the clear, over his send line. In anOther case, an on-line rotor system called GORGON seemed to be
operating perfectly all day long when an operator noticed that the familiar clunking sound of movinl rotors
seemed to be missing. He lifted the lid to the rotor basket and discovered why. There were no rotors in it.
Ordinarily, that would have caused continu0us garble at the distant end, and the operator there would have
sent baclt a BREAK to stop transmission. In this case, however, the distant end bad also forgotten to put
the rotors in, and so received perfect copy in the clear, but believed it to be decrypted text.
)IZ{ But as we moved to complex electronic devices, some of which perform 2S,OOO or more discrete
functions (the TSEC KG-30 family, e.g.,) SFA evolved into a difllcult, time-consuming,,imd costly process
- viewed by some as an art, and an arcane one at that .
.£81 For some years, tbc relationships between system designers and system evaluators involved in SFA
could not be characterized as partic::ularly cordial. With the advent of solid-state technology. designers were
able to achieve extraordinary reliability for most of our devices; and some of them, therefore, tended to
believe tbat the costly and meticulous SFA process was superfluous. They mi&ht well be able to demonstrate
statistically that a given failure was likely to occur only once in, say, a decade. Adding tens or hundreds of
dollars to the cost of each equipment to meet such contingencies seemed unnecessary. The security analysts,
on the other hand, would point out that with our equipments now projected to remain operative for 20
years (vice the IS year rule of thumb in former times), the probability of failure sometime in the equipment's
life was very hiah. They noted fUrther that, if the failure was the type that does not .interfere with
operations and is undetectable in routine maintenance, the equipment would keep running in an insecure
mode for the rest of its life. And so the issue· was joined with, I regret to report, some acid exchanges
between analysts and project engineers .
.1eJ It worked out alright, though. For their part, the analysts began to get more precise about what
constituted a critical failure. The desipers meanwhile, throllgh systematization of the process during
equipment manufacture, fouod ways to anticipate problems and ii.void some of the back-titting which had
previously been ncccssary. As is usually the case in our business, when security requirements conflict with
cost in time and money, a fairly pragmatic trade-off is made. We have yet to build a machine deemed perfect
from the security analysts' viewpoint, and I doubt we ever will. On the other band, we've made few. if any
equipments against which security design overkill has not been asserted by its builders or the budget people,
or both.
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NESTOR IN.VIETNAM·
...{8)' Most US SIGINT assets in Vietnam used NESTOR heavily and successfully almost from the outset.
Towards the end of the war, so did most in-country Naval force&, particularly airborne assets. In the
SIGINT user's case, it was because they were already equipped when they got in country; had used it
previously, knew, accepted, or circumvented its peculiarities, and, of course, because they believed their
tra1fic required protection. In the Navy case, it WBli the result of Draconian measures by the Commander,
Naval Forces, Vietnam {COMNAVFORV). That Admiral happened to be a COMSEC believer; so be told
bis pilots that if they didn't use the equipment, he'd ground them. Some didn't, and he did. There is, I
understand, no comparable trauma for .a filhter pilot.
(U) The story with most of the rest of the "users" was quite different, and very sad. The reasons and
cxcll5CS were manifold, and a few will be treated here for what miaht be learned from it .
..{et It was claimed that NESTOR reduced radio range. In an environment where communicators were
only marginally able to reach one another anyhow, this was intolerable. Experiments at NSA before the
equipment was deployed, and repeated investigations when these claims persisted. verified that NESTOR did
not reduce range. They even showed that the system could sometimes enhance communications by holding
higher voice quality {less nois:) towards range limits; although when it reached the limit, loss of all
intclligi.bility was abrupt and categorical.
....(eT Finally, our own engineers sent to Vietnam rep0rtcd back: "Sorry about that, S2; the system reduces
range - typically by IO!l or more." And it, in fact, did. It turned out that NESTOR did not affect range
only if the associated radio was perfectly tuned, "peaked,'• matched to the NESTOR equipment (as we
naturally did here at home). In the field, maintenance personnel were neither trained nor equipped for such
refinement - the test instrumentation simp}y did not exist there, and we had not anticipated those real world
conditions when we sent it out.
In tactical air, it was claimed that the sync delay - up to 3/S of a second of required wait between
pushing to talk and ability to communicate - was intolerable wllcn air-to-air warnings among pilots bad to
be instantaneous. A survey showed, by the away, that most pilots judged this time to be on the order of
three seconds; so, in fact, the wait must have seemed interminable when one wanted to say "Bandit at two
o'clock."
;.er Carrier-based aircraft ultimately adopted wbat was called a "feet wet·fcct dry" policy in which they
would operate exclusively in cipher while over water, but once over land, would revert to plain language.
For Air Force pilots, it was not so much of a problem. They managed to install so few equipments in their
aircraft, that they were able to create few viable crypto-nets, so most of them were in clear all the time .
..(€}' Navy had managed to jury-rig NESTOR (KY-28) equipment in essentially every carrier-based fighter
aircraft they bad. In the case of the F4 they found a nook inside the noso-gear housing, and tucked it in
there. But the Air Force opted to go into a major aircraft ·modification program to accommodate the
system, penetratina the skin and with elaborate wiring to remote the system to the cockpit. This toolt years.
The problem was compounded because when airi:raft did get in country with NESTOR'S installed, they were:
periodically recalled to CONUS for maintenance and rehabilitation, took their NESTOR with them as part
of the avionics package, and were replaced with unequipped planes.
~The ground version of NESTOR (KY-8) would not run in high ambient temperature. True. And
there was plenty of such temperature around in Vietnam. There.was an.inelcpnt but effective solution to
that one. The equipments were draped with burlap and periodically wetted down. So much for our high
technology.
~There was a shortage of cables to connect NESTOR to its associated radio. This sowuls like a small
and easi}y solvable difticulty. but it turned out to be one of the biggest and most persistent we bad. It
stemmed from a deeper logistics problem because different organizations wen: responsible for fielding the
various components that went inio a secure tactical system. We procured the NESTOR equipment. Various
Service orpni.zations procured the various radios with which it wu used; and still different organizations
fabricated cables and connectors to link them up. Systems planners and implementers in Vietnam eventually
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aave up and appealed to CINCPAC to orchestrate a coherent program. CINCPAC gave up and appealed to
JCS (who may have done a staft" study), and it was never solved.
f!2r Some NESTOR U$CCS had AM radios, some FM, and ne'er the twain would meet even though they
were cooperating forces .
. Jef Over the length and breadth of South Vietnam were many cryptographically unique NESTOR nets
(i.e., dift'ercnt key lists) to comply with doctrinal rules limiting net size because of the hi,gh vulncrablility to
compromise of k.eys in that environment. The limit started out at about 250 holders, was extended 10 400,
· and we eventually tolera~ a country-wide net for air-to-air/air-ground communications to accommodate
aircraft which might show 11p anywhere.
~The manpack version (KY-38) was too heavy - KY-38 plus PRC 77 radio, plus batteries, plus spare
batteries wciJhed about 54 Pounds. The Marines, especially, tried to overcome this, even going so far as to
experiment with two-man carries, one toting the 38, the other tb.e radio, and with a cable between them. As
you mi&ht imagine, that worked none too well in the jungle, and I believe most of them decided that
carrying ammunition would be more profitable for them.
~ NESTOR is classified, people fear its loss, careers may be in jeopardy, and it was safer to leave it
home. This Unicom - this mythical beat - was the most aggravating, persistent, elusive, and emotional
doctrinal. issue to come out of that war. We sent emissaries to a hundred locations. We follnd no qualms
about associated keying materials always with the equipment, and which were almost always more highly
classified than the equipment itself. We found no concern over keyed CIRCE devices issued in well over
100,000 copies; and we found another CONFIDENTIAL tactical equipment, KW-7, used with enthusU.Sm
as far forward as they could get power. Our records show that the exact number of NESTOR equipments
lost as a result of Vietnam was 1001, including a number that were abandoned when we were routed, but
mostly in downed fixed wing aircraft and choppers, and in overruns of sround elements. We found no
evidence of "disciplinary" action because somebody lost a NESTOR while tryjq to fight a war with ir, nor,
in fact, for any other cause. Yet, "classification inhibits use" remains a potent anti-classification argument
for all crypto-cquipment to this day:
)!if The argument in the Vietnam context cllD'lC as close to bei.ns put to rest as I suppose it ever will be by
a major CINCPAC study published in 1971. By that time the matter of non-use of NESTOR had become a
burning issue. Here, an expensive crash program had been undertaken by NSA to build and field 17 ,000
KY-28's and 38's; a bonus of $3 million had been paid for quick delivery. The total NESTOR inventory
exceeds 30,000, yet best estimates in 1970 suggested that only about one in ten of tb.e devices was being
used, A questionnaire was administered to about 800 individuals who bad had some exposwc to the system
in SEA. It contained a dozen or so questions, all oriented towards determining why the system was not
being used more heavily. Some of the more relevant findings are quoted below:
,(.e) How do you feel that the use of tactical secure voice equipments afl'ects the operations of your unit?
1-Specds up and improves operations
2-siows down and interferes with operations
3-Has little or no affect on un.it effectiveness
Answer No. 1
Number of

Responses
Overall
Army
Navy
Air Force

Marines

463
220
99
199
25

Answer No. 2

Percent of
Total

Namber of

58.5
78.9
68.2
37.I

173
23

55.6

Respoases

25
118
7

Percent of
Total
22.0
8.2
17.S
36.8
15.6

Answer No. 3
Number of

Respoases
. 152
36
19
84
13

Percent of ·
Total
19.2
12.9
13.3
26.2
28.9

fJ21" Listed below arc a number of facron which might tend to cause responsible pcrsoIIS to avoid taJcins
TSV equipments into combat or simulated combat. Rant them (and any others yo11.may wish to add) in the
order of their importance to you.
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A-My militazy career might suft"cr if I were judged responsible for the loss or compromise of
cryptographic material.

B-Thc enemy might be able to recover lost equipment and keying materials and might then be able to
read U.S. TSV traffic.
C-lf my TSV equipment were lost at a critical time, its unavailability might reduce the operational
capability of my unit.
0--The TSV my unit uses most milst be carried into combat and .is so heavy that it slows down our
mobility.
E--Ot.hcr (Specify)
A

45

OVerall
Army

24

Navy

7

Air Force

13
I

Marines

B
266
113
31
104
18

c

D

E

87
43
19
21
4

63
47
0
3
13

29

5
3
10.

Figures shown
arc ftrst
choices

1

j/Z(Ir you use TSV equipment in combat, simulated combat, or other hazaidous circumstances. docs your
concern about ita possible loss or compro~ restrict its operational lllC or usefulness?
I-Yes, to a considerable degree
2-To some moderate degree but not significantly
3-No

Aa1wer No. 1

Answer No. 2
Perceat of
Total

Namber of

10

16.3
2.S.9
13.0

2
8

20.5

451
133
65
229
24

Namberof
Responses

Percent of
Total

NU!.ber of

46

7.7
13.6

97
57

2.6
2.9
17.9

Overall
. Anny

Navy
Air Force

Marines

30
2
7

7

Answer No. 3

llespoue1

0.8

Jlespoases

Percent of
Total

15.9
60.5
84.4
96.2
61.5

.{ef"Listed below arc a number of possible operational disadvantages which have been raised with regard
to the use of TSV communication and identify tbdr importance to you.
A-Inability of TSV-equippcd stations to communicate in cipher with all desired stations.
B-OCCWonal interruption of communication due to loss of synchronism between t.tie transmitting and
receiving stations.
C-Thc time delay required to synchronize the seoding and .receiving cryp~uipments is intolerable in
some type of military activity.
I>-The size and weight of the TSV equipments and their power supplies is prohibitive in some
situations.
E-Thc application of TSV equipment to UHF. VHF-AM, &ndlor VHF-FM tactical radio circuits/octs
reduces seriomly the effective ranges.
F-An unacceptable level of maintenance problems are associated with the operation of TSV
equipments.
G-TSV equipment is not reliable in critical situations.
H-Unacceptablc physical security restrictions are associated with the use of TSV equipments in the
field.
I---Other (Spe.cify)
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Overall
Army

Navy
Ail Force

A

B

c

D

E

F

G

H

I

223
72
41
IOI

I IS
43
31
3S

46
7
6
30

S4
39
1
4

31
10
7

18
II

13

12
2
4

9

6

3

JO

28
I
7
20
0

Marines

14
0

3
4
0

s
3
4
I

4
2

)/Z( From the NESTOR experience, and the antithetical experience with ORESTES and other systems in
much the same environments, it mi&ht be conclw:lcd tbat the overriding criteria for the acceptance or failure
of our equipment offerings are whether there is a perceived need and whether they do what they're supposed
to do - they work - reasonably well without inhibiting operations.
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EMERGENCY DESTRUCTION OF CR.YPTO-EQUIPMENT
...{eYExcept in a tiny number of locations where the user can aft'ord the luxury of large powerful
d.isintearators that chew crypto-components into little pieces, we remain dependent on World War II
pyrotechnic technology to get rid of crypto-equipments in a hurry in an emergency. Meanwhile, the
environments into which thtl equipments are now being deployed arc increasingly hazardous in peace time
and in war. Further, when we ruuedize hardware we aren't kidding, having fielded some of tbe most
indestructible boxes in the world. Some seem at least on a par with ftisht recorders that survive the most
catastrophic of crashes.
~A crashed .helicopter in Vietnam causht fl.re and reduced itself to not much more than slag. Its
NESTO~ eqwpment was fished out, cle&z:led up, and ran perfectly. More recently, ~ telemetry encryption
equipment (K.G-66) on a missile shot at White Sands ran perfectly after being dug out of the 8 foot hole
created at impact .
....(er"Chip tecbnoloiY compounds the· problem. The chips are so small that they'll often filter through a
disintearator wucathed. Conventional pyrotechnics don't help because their melting temperature is typically
2800° F.
~NF) Meanwhile, the new environment? When Volume I was written, the only case in US history of
the invasion of an Embusy was by mob in Taipeh in 19S7. There were no destruct facilities and, had there
been, then as now, the whole building would have gone up in smote bad pyrotechnics been used. So - again
then as now - reliance was on the vault. Since the mob could not i>enettate its big steel door, they knocked
a hole in the adjacent wall, stormed into the crypto-center, and scaled rotor and other ccyptomaterial down
to the crowd below. About SO of the 100 or so rotors were not seen again. Since those days, no Jess than 32
(countin& MAAG, the total is near SO) U.S. facilities (embassies, legations, missions) contaiJ:ling crypto·
equipment have come under attac.t, 13 of them du.ring the 6 Day War in the Middle East, 7 more in lran
during the revolution, another incident with the re-invasion of the Embassy when the hostages were taken,
other assaults in Islamabad and Tripoli, and an attempt on our Embassy in Beirut.
~F) In all, in the first Iranian crisis, 7 different types of crypto-equipment were jeopardized, totalling
some 65 pieces of hardware. Precautionary evacuation and emergency destruction efforts ranged from total
and sometimes spectacular success, to complete failure in one installation where two types of equipment had
to be left up, keyed, running, and intact. It became clear that our destruct capabilities were inadequate or
useless where we bad little warning, and halardous at best even where warniq or a good vault offered time
to carry out the procedures. Fire could lead to self-immolation in the vaults; shredders and dis.integrators
depended &0mctimcs on outside power which was cut off; and smashing of equipments could render them
inoperative, but not prevent the reconstruction of thCir circuiuy.
-tST"Correlatively, our traditional policy for limiting the use of crypto-equipments in "high-risk"
environments was quite evidently wanting. That policy generally called for deployment of our oldest, least
sensitive, and usually, least ef!icient systems in such environments. The effect was to deny people in the field
good equiprnent in crisis, just when they needed it most. This was particularly true of secure voice
equipment to report events, and e1fcct conimand and control when insta.llations were under attack. ·
..(.Gt"'What seems needed is some push-button capability to zap the equipment, literally at the last moment,
allowing aecure communic.ations until the facility must be abandoned, and not dangerous to the button
pmher.
·
·
.)BJ' The most successful use of pyrotechnics (thermate slabs, thennite grenades, and sodium nitrate barrels)
in Teheran occurred at the major Army Communications Center there. It had a number of cryptoequipments, but also served as a depot for pyrotechmc materials for the whole area. They piled all of their
classified cryptomaterial in a shed; covered them with their pyrotechnic material (some 300 devices), lit 9tr
the whole enchilada, and toot o!f. The result was probably the largest single conftagration during the entire
revolution. Observers reported seeing !lames shooting h.undreds of feet into the air from posts several miles
away. The building was, of course, consumed, and we assume only a slag pile remains. (At this writing.
about IS months later, no American has been back.)
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Despite all of the above, we have not been altogether inert on the matter of emergency destruction
over the past decade or so. Each catastrophe seems to have stimulated at least a brief burst of cJfort to find
a way. When the Pueblo was captured, we found that our best laid cmcrgcru:y destruction plans had gone
a'*:'. There was a shredder and an i.ncinenitor on board, and a few am and sledges. In those days, Navy
ships were not permitted to carry pyrotechnic destructors because of their fire hazard. Considerable reliance
was placed on .iettisonina material; but in the Pueblo case, the crew could not act to the side without being
macbine·gunned. We bad, in any event, become increasingly skeptical of jettison.ins as a viable way to
prevent the recovery of equipment as various submersibles attained greater and greater depths. We also
found to our astonishment that some of the electronic crypto-cquipments built in the fifties (and sixties)
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-15)'0ur first major customer for a safe and reliable means for emergency destruction on shipboard was, as
you mj&ht expect, another intelligence collector
S2 was allowed to fabricate some boxes

(on a not·to-intcrfere with COMSEC wort basis) which would incinerate material wbilc conuUn.ing the beat
Some research was carried out, again under S2 aegis, to build or modify ordiruuy safes to destroy
~ their own contents. Work came to a virtual halt, however, when a disgruntled contractor whose proposal
N
bad been turned down raised an unholy stink with our Director, senior officiaJs in the Defense Depanmcnt,
and sundry Congressmen. (Congressional inquiries, we have discovered,· can sometimes. have a chilling
effect.)
~The upshot was that NSA and DoD decided that the general problem of destroying classified materials
was not NSA's business - particularly with respect to the destruction of ordinary classified documents. We
were directed to confine ourselves exclusively to techniques uniquely ilscful in the cryptographic business.
The trouble was that there was no other Government Agency prepared to accept such. a role. Tue Army
Chemical Corps had provided the original pyrotechnic approaches to destruction but, as noted, bad not
done much since World War II except, at NSA behest, the development of the sodium nitrate in a barrel or
hole-in·tbe-around approach. There had been an agency created in the Department of Defense in its early
da'Ys called the Physical Security Equipment Agency. It was an assemblage of physicists, chemists, and
enainec:i:s with little security bactsround and apparently, few practical ideas. They were abolished in
Docembcr 1976, with no re-assignment of their functions .
..(et'So, in 1976, DoD accepted the overall responsibility for destruction methodology, and assigned the
Navy as Executive Asent to do the nc:ceasary research and development. All usual, they were underfunded
and unde~tatred, and have been progressing very slowly. W c, meanwhile, keep not much more than a
manycar or two enpgcd in the special problems of crypto-cquipment desuuction. With our increasing
reliance on micro-circuitry, someone had the idea of planting tiny, non-violent shaped charses in critical
junctures in our circuits that could be triucn:d by the application of external voltqc. The project became
known IS LOPPER, and Rl wa.s charged to pursue it. The original equipment targetted for incorporation of
the technique was VINSON. But, it would coat more, might delay the program and, a.pin, did we really
need it? So, RI bad developed the technique to the point of feasibility demonstration models; tests were run
on circuit boards, were successful, and we stopped.
~c were damned again by the perception that this was a solution looking for a problem - exactly the
same inbibiter whlcb has slowed or killed nearly every new departure that costs something for which th.ere is
no unlvena!Jy recognized need. We (proponents of the desirability of protecting our hardware as best we can
for as Jona as we can) bad done it to ounelves when we began letting people know, as early as 1950, that
the key's the thing; all those contrary arguments in the direction on classification nonwithstanding. One set
of curmudacons in our business can insist that security is not free, that we are in the communications
security not the communicatiom economy business, while another set, with equal force, can state that the
too-hiah security standards or demands arc pricing us ouc of the market, leaving our tender communications
altogethtr naked to the world.
(U) I suggest that newcomers to the businCS$ not jump on board whichever side of this controversy your
viscera may first direct. Rather, ta.kc the other side - whichever it is - and go through the exercise of
building its defense. Yoa arc likely to be surprised at bow elaborate and involutcd the arguments become
either way and might I.cad you to my personal conclusion that the best way to achieve a net gain in our
resistance to communications compromise is through compromise. Still, it seems that once in a while one
~
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oupt stand on principle - as a matter of principle! - and bang tough where truly vital interests are
concerned.
~. LOPPER came a-cropper, at least for a time. The "compromise .. solution was put forward: if we
can't donl to implant this tecbnolo&Y in the whole product line, can't we at least build a limited quantity
of circuit boards with the capability for deployment to hi&b·risk facilities? The answer was no: small
quantity production is far too expensive; you can't amortize the R&::D and product costs. Tums out that
there is a useful· rule of thumb for most of our product line: unit cost drop& I 5...;20• for each doublini of
the number of procured.
(U) At the moment, we are in low-key pursuit
a variation of the LOPPER approach for some future
aystems. It involves burying a resistor in the chip substratcS which will incinerate micro-circuitry with the
application of external voltage. We'll sec.
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POSTSCAIPI' ON DESTRUCTION-DAMAGE ASSESSMENTS

IRr When major potential losses of cryptomatcrial occur, damqc assessments arc called for - usually in a
hurry; and particularly if the possibly compromisins incident bits the press. Often, we will have 24 hours or
less ·to make some kind of inlerim usa&ment of what may have been Jost, in what quantity, with what
·
probability, and with what impact on national security.
.ke1' Often in this hectic proceas, we start out with little more than what's in the newspapers but, bcca\Jse
of our access to the records of the crypto-accounts involved, we are usually able to build a pretty good
inventory of the materials involved within a few hours and, sometimes have information on the destruction
capabilities at the sitc(s) involved. In ft.rst reports, what we rarely set is an accurate picture of the degree of
the destruction actually achieved; so our initial assessments are invariable iffy.
-t€r A principal lesson we have lcamed in fonnulati.og these assessments is patience - sometimes waiting
many months before we ..close" the case, meanwhile interviewing witnesses to or participants in the event,
visitin& the scene if we can act there, performing laboratory analyses of recovered residues of the destruction
cft'on, and so on, before making a definitive declaration of compromise or no comptomisc, as the case may
be.
)Pf A second leHon bas been tbat our fint pt reactions have usually been wroq, erring equally on the
optimiltic and pessimistic sides ·when all the facts (or all the facts we're ever going to get) are in. Some
materials have been Rcovered after many days, weeks, or months under hostile control with no evidence
that they knew or cared wbat they had. In other cases, post monems have shown losses to have been
signifk:antly more sub5tantial than were suucsted by the early ..facts.••
~Finally, we have found it prudent to treat damqc assessments as exceptionally sensitive documents,
for two reasons. The first is tbat they explain just what the materials arc and bow they could be exploited by
a canny opponent. The second is that they reveal our own judgment on what WB& and wasn't lost. _That
information is important to any enemy, particularly if we were wrong, and he has been able to recover
somcthina we think be does oot have.
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TRANSPOSITION SYSTEMS :REVISITED
...(.ef'In Volume I, it was noted that transposition systems were thrown out of our lexicon because they
contained the seeds of their own destruction - all of the clcmc:nt& of plain language appear in the cipher
text; they've merely been moved arowid with respect to one another. A jigsaw puzzle, in fact.
iP1 Turns out, the same deficiency exists with equipments dcsiancd to destroy claSsificd paper by
1hrcddina and choppiag it into small pieces. The spectacle, in early 1980, of Iranian "students" occupying
the US Embassy in Tchcran, laborioU5ly fitting toacthcr shredded material& comes to mind. In the
dcstructiOn world, the problem was more or less solved by insisting that the pieces be so small and
numerous that worlds of work would produce only fragmentary results .
...(SYOur current standard - no destruction machine approved unless the resultant fragments were no larger
than 1.2 mm x 13 mm (or 0.73 mm x 22.2 mm depending on the crosscut shredder used) was arrived at
viaccrally. But when the technology canic along, we verified the standard by investigating the computer.:.
ulistcd edac-ma.tchina or similar techniques which could see and remember shapes in a large display of small
two-dimemional objects, and sort out those that flt together. As a result, we feel more comfortable about
the question of whether such: stuft' can be reconstructed, however painstaking the attack. (As always,
tbouah, there are pressures to relax the standard, allow larger chunks bccause the finer tb.e grain you
demand, the more costly and time consuming the process. In a chopper, for example, you need more and
finer blades, liner screens, and more cycliag of the machine.) The material in Tchcran by the way, was not
from the crypto-ccntcr and was the product of a ~hinc which we had specifically disapproved for our

purposes.
-te}-The transposition idea for cryptography did not stay dead with us. It had enormous attraction in the
voice encryption business because if clements of speech could simply be arranged (transposed) in time and/or
fzequcncy, that would eliminate the need for disitization, which would in tum save bandwidth and still give
good fidelity when it was unscrambled (untransposed). lbat meant enciphered voice of reasonable quality
could be driven throU&h narrowband transmission systems lite ordinary telephone circuits and HF radio.
Lo111·haul voice communications would be possible without large, complex very expensive terminals to
diaitize and still get the fidelity required.
)Jff So, PARKHILL. Instead of makin.g our fragments physically small as in a paper destructor, we made
them small in time - prescntini a brand new jigsaw puzzle each 1110th of a second. Solvable? Sure. All you
have to do is reconstruct 600 completely separate and quite diftlcult cryptograms for each minute of speech.
We calculate that a good analyst miaht do a few seconds worth a day. Looks to be a risk worth taking with that plain .language alternative staring us in the face. We did, however, impose some limits in its use .
..{St We bad never before fielded a less than fully secure crypto-equipmcnt and, as our various caveats on
its security limitations were promulgated, they sent some shock waves through the customer world and
caused some internal stress in S. Our applications people quite rightly sought maximum use where plain
la.n.iUqc was the only altcmative, while security analysts (aJso rightly) expressed continuing reservations on
whether its Uillgc. could really be confined to tactical and perishable traffic - particularly as it gravitated
iru:rcasinaJy towards wirclinc application rather than just HF radio for which it was originally designed.
-(ST Pan of the difficulty may have been that the only formal, objective crypto-sccurity standard ever
published in S is the High Grade Standard for equipments - systems meeting that standard arc csscntiaUy
approved for any type of traffic you might specify for their fifteen or twenty year life. No intermediate or
"low-1radc" standard has been adopted, despite yeoman cft'orts to devise one. Ironically, even among the
high grade systems, there is considerable variation in their overall security potential - some provide
transmission security; some do not. Some are heavily alarmed; some have little protection against failure.
Some have full TEMPEST protection; TEMPEST standards were waived or moderated for others. The
ditrcrcnce with PARKHIU may be that it is the first cquipmcnt from which at least fragments of plain
language may be recoverable at lower cost and in less time than possible with any other equipment, even
when it is working perfectly. But, again, remember, the alternative.
-ESf A further irony is that while a real dilemma is seen with PARKHIIL, we have accepted - mostly
blandly - a large inventory of manual systems, many of which can be broken with relative ease. In their
case, we have accepted, perhaps too uncritically, the idea ·that the systems themselves place limits o_n the
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kind of traffic they can process. At this writing, however, rumor has it that there is a sub·rosa paper
autbo~ by a fresh face entitled something like: "Manual systems - Are they Worth the Paper They'n:
Printed On?" COMSEC will be well-served with critical re-examination of old ideas and quite a batcb. of
hoary premises (includin,s some in Volume I!), particularly by our new people. Just be sure of ycur facts.
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MOJlE MUJlPHY'S LAW
~ There have been occasions when we have bad reason to suspect unauthorized access to various
cryptomatcria.ls which we could not prove. In these ciicumstancca, if we can recover the material in
question, we arc likely to subject it to laboratory analysis to sec If we can find evidence of tampering,
unexplained fin&crprints, and so on. One such case involwd an operational T.S. ·key list bcins examined for
la.tent prints in an S2 chemical lab. When the document was placed on a bench under the powerful blower
system used to evacuate fumes at that position, this highly sensitive strictly accountable item was sucked up
and disappeared into the elaborate duct-work system above the false ceiling.
<Cf For NSA to have lost that kcylist would ha11e been a matter of acute embarrassment and there was,
thus, considerable millin& abOut. Pa>plc were dispatched to the roof to check the vent with Visions of our
key list wafting somewhere about the wilds of Fort Meade. The 11ent was screened, however, and the
document had not come up that far - it was somewhere in the bowels of the building in several hundred feet
of ducting. GSA technicians arrived, and work was started from the bottom. At the first elbow, there was a
small jam of paper, cotton, and cleaning rags, but no key list. About 20 feet along at another sJwp bend,
tin snips were used to open up the duct, and there was the document, snaged on SODlC jaued protuberance.
A relieved custodian clutched the document, and no compromise was declared.
..{€1 An automobile crashed in Texas and the trunk sprang open. State troopers found a suspicious-looking
duJftc bag and checked its contents. Hundreds of Jow-Jevel Op-Codes and authenticators were inside. The
driver claimed not to have known the material was there; the car belonged to his brother·in·law, a Sergeant
who had been shipped to Vietnam a few months earlier. He was tracked down and. sure enouah, bad left
the material in the trunk for the duration. He had i:Vidcntly been on a run to the incinerator with a bumbag
full of used materials, had run out of time, and shipped out leaving the chore undone. He claimed he
intended to get rid of the stuff when be got back.
~Somebody moved into a small apartment near a Navy base in California. Far back on a top closet
shelf he found a clip-board. On the board were two T.S. ADONIS keylists and several classified messages.
The previous resident, a military man, bad occupied the apanment only briefly, and swore he bad never seen
the material in his life. 1bc oriain ofthc keying material was traceable by short title, edition, and register
n11mbu, and turned out to have been issued to a unit at c.&mp Lejeune .
.....tSf"More research showed that a Marine S&t wbo bad had access to the material had been sent to the
West Coast, and sure enough, had lived for a while in the apartment where the documents wen: found. He
was located and admitted tbat he had squirrcJcd the material away, and claimed he .bad then forgotten it. His
motive? Simply that classified documents «fascinated" him.
.£ct Strangely enough, this is a rccurrin& theme. Io this case, the polygraph seemed to bear him out, as it
did in at least one other case when: the identical motivation was claimed.
}£5 KAG-1 fl'SEC used to be the bible of US cryptographers, was held in every crypto-ccntcr,. and
covered cvcrythiDJ from message preparation to comprorriise reporting in considerable detail. While we
viewed it as a model of clarity, this perception was not always shared in the real world. A frustrated Navy
Chief stormed out of bis crypto-ccntcr on board a carrier at sea, banded KAG-1 to a sailor and jokingly
said "Throw this dam' thing overboard." He did. Several ships thereafter steamed back and forth for
several days, but never found it. Winds, tides, and currents were studied to predict where it might come
ashore with results so ambi&uous as to offer little hope and, in fact, it was never recovered - at least by us.
~This incident trlgacrcd an R 1 study on what happens to our documents in salt water. A tank was
made, and a copy of KAG-1 immersed. It stayed there for a year or so with no sign of deterioration.
Agitators were added to stimulate wave action for another few months, with still no appreciable effect. We
never did find out how long such a document would last. Subsequent work, however, has shown tbat good
pa~r is nearly im~rv\ous to salt water, appamitly indefinitely. A Wiit to Sl's exhibit of materials recovered
from the sea bottom will bear that out. There you can sec perfectly legible codes that had been under water
since World War II, together with extraordinarily wcll·prcscrvcd items of hardware and magnetic tape that
had been on the bottom for many years. These facts add to the previously expressed skepticism about
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jettison as a way to get rid of our stuft' unless at very great depths and in completely secret locatiom.
(Shonly after WWII, small Army training crypto-devices called the SIGFOY were disposed of beyond the
100 fathom curve off Norfolk. Some ye.an later, they became prize souvenirs for beach combers as they
bepn washing ashore.)
_,..ll!} UNSOLVED PUZZLE - We used to store a lot of cryptoma.terial in a warehouse at Ft. Holabird. It
was fenced and protected by a 24-hour armed civilian guard. One evening, such a guard saw an individual
inside the fence, evidently attemptiDJ to penetrate the warehouse. He drew his weapon, cried "Halt!" and
led the individual to the guard shack and started to call in for help. About that time, the intruder started
runnina, climbed the fence, and disappeared. We asked the guard why he didn't shoot - he said he was
afraid he might hurt somebody. It was one of the few attempted penetrations we
of, and has never
been resolved.
·
-lei' CONFEITI - When we manufacture one-time tape, a by-product of the pwicb.ing process is millions
upon millions of tiny, perfectly circular pieces of paper called "chad" that come out of holes in the tape.
This chad wu colJccted in burn bags and disposed of. Someone tbolJ&ht it would make good public relations
to 1ive this stulJ' to hiJh school kids for use as confetti at football games. Inevitably, one of the burn bags
was not quite empty when the cbad went in. At the bottom, were a couple of TOP SECRET key card book
coven; and a few assorted keys, They carried the impressive caveats of those days like "CRYPTO CllYPTO-CLEARANCE REQUIRED" and were, to use a term earlier referred to, "fascinating" to the
kids when they discovered them.
~One of the. girls, whose father happened to be an Army ofticer, tacked soine of this material on her
souvenir board. When Daddy saw it, he spiralled upward. He decided that it must be destroyed immediately;
but first made a photograph of it for the record. He tore it up, flushed it away, and reported in. With some
difticulty, varioUi cheerleaders and other students who had glommed on to some of this material were
tracked down, and penuaded to part with it. We no lonser issue confetti.
,,J.f<!)We used to keep carefUl records of security violations in S, publicize them, and run little contests to
see what organimtion could go longest without one. A retired Lt. Colonel wrecked S1's outstandins record
as follows:
He reponed to work one morning and found one of those ominous little slips on his desk, asserting
that a paper under his blotter carried a safe combination, and "requesting" him to· report to Security at
once. He was outraged - he bad never been guilty of a security violation in his life; the safe combination
was not his, nor did it match any safe in his office. He rushed out the door and down to the Security Office.
They accepted bis story, cancelled the "violation," and he returned to his o!Bce somewhat mollified.
(U) There, on his desk, wai another violation slip. He had left his office door open when he reported to
security, and tbat was against the rules. lbat one stuck.
!l2f A (now) very senior official in S bent the rules by starting out to a conference: in the Pentagon with
some clauified papers but without escon .. He got as far as Foxball Road in an ice-storm where he was
confronted with a pile-up of cars that bad skidded uncontrollably down into the hollow adjacent to the
Girls' School there. He managed to slide to a stop without adding to the pile, got out, and immediately
found himself in the path of a following car skidding toward him. To see him now, you would not believe
tbat he made the only route to safety - over the seven foot chain link barbwire-topped fence around the
school. He got some lacerations in the process, however, and someone took him to Georgetown Hospital
for treatment. He refused to 10, however, until he was able to ftag down an NSA employee (our Adjutant
General at the time!) to take custody of his classified materials.
fet"There have been, by the way, rather serious incidents involving cJassitied materials in automobiles. In
one case, an individual carefully locked a briefcase full of classified reports in the trunk of his car while he
made a quick stop at a blJl.iness establishment. The car was stolen while he was inside. So, watch it.
~ When technical security teams "sweep" our premises, one of their chores is to examine conduits for
extraneous wires, trace them out, or remove them. We bad a peculiar case at Nebraska Avenue (the Naval
Security Station at Ward Circle where various pans of the Agency were tenants from l~SO until 1968). An
inspector on the third floor removed a floor accCS/i plate to examine the telephone wiring and saw a wire
begin to move. He grabbed it, retrieved a few feet, then unknown forces on the other end began b,auling it
back. A tug of war Ct15ued. Turned out that a fellow-inspector on the fioor below was on the other end.
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-ferOnc day, back in the '60's, one of our people was poking about in the residue basidc the Arlington
Hall incinerator. The incinerator bad been a headache for years: the screen at the top of the stack bad a
habit of burniq throuab and then it would spew partially burned classified COMSEC and SIGINT material$
round and about the Post and surroundiila ndahborhood. Troops would then engage in a giant game of fitytwo pickup. lbis day, however, the problcm was different - the grate at the ftoor of the incinerator had
burnt out and the partially burned material, some the siz.e of the paJm of your hand, was intermixed with
the ash and slag.
Ce) There was no way of telling bow long the condition had persisted before discovery, so we thought we
had better trace the ash to the disposal site to sec what else was to be found. The procedure was to wet
down the residue foi: compaction, load it on a dump tnJCk, and haul it away. In _the old days it bad
evidently bccm dumi>cd by contractors in abandoned clay pits somewhere in Fairfax County (and we never
found them); but the then current practice was to dump it in a large open irca on Ft Meyer, South Post,
adjacent to Wuhin&ton Boulevard•
.)R:'f Our invcstiptor found that site, alright, and ·there cli&covcrcd two mounds of SOllY ash and assorted
debris_ each avcragina five feet in bcigbt, ei&ht to ten feet wide, and cxtcndin& over 100 yards in length. He
poked at random with a sharp stick, and thought disconsolately of our sb.rcdding standatds. Legible 111&teriaJ
was everywhere - fragments of superseded codes and keying material, intriguing bits of computer tabluations;
whole code words ar..d tiny pieces of text. · Most were thumb-size or smaller; but a few were much larger.
Other pokers joined him and conflrmcd that the entire deposit was riddled with ¢c stuff. Some of it had
been picked out by the wind and was lodged along the lcngth of the -anchor fcGCC separating the Post from
the boulevard.
(U) Our begrimed action oflk:er was directed to get rid of it. All of it. Being a genius, he did, and at
nominal cost. How did he do· it?
...(SYJbc !iolution to this problem was most ingenious - a truly admirable example of how a special talent
combined with a most fortuitous circumstance eventually allowed us to get all that stuff disposed of. I won't
tell you the answer outri,gbt: instead, I will trY to aggravate you with a very simple problem ·in analysjs of an
innocent text system. Innocent text systems arc used to send concealed messages in some ordinary literature
or correspondence. By about this time, you may suspect that perhaps I have written a secret message here
by way of example. That, right, I have! What's here, in fact, is a hidden message which gives you the
explanation of the solution we accepted for disposing of that batch of residue. If we ever have to do it that
way apin, it will be much more difficult for us because the cost of cvcrythins bas escalated, and I doubt we
could aft'ord the particular approach we took that time .
..est' If you arc really interested in bow innocent text systems are constructed, he advised that there arc
twcnty·jillion ways to do it - every one of them different. Some of them may use squares or matrices
containing an encoded text with their values rcprcscoted by the coordinates of w:h letter. Then those
coordinate5 arc buried in the text. About another million ways - a myriad - arc available for that last step.
In fact, the security of these systems stems mostly from the large variety of methods that can be used and
on kecpinJ the method (the logic) secret in each: case, Once you know the rules, solution is easy. So now,
find my answer above - no cJucs, except that it's very simple, and one error has been deliberately
incorporated, became that is par for the course.
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NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY
CENTRAL SECURITY SERVICE
FORT GEORGE G. MEADE, MARYLAND 20755-6000

Serial: MDR-54498
10 December 2008

This responds to your request of 23 December 2007 to
have A History of U.S. Communications Security (2
volumes) by David G. Boak, Fort George G. Meade, MD
National Security Agency, 1973 reviewed for
declassification. The material has been reviewed under
the Mandatory Declassification Review (MDR) requirements
of Executive Order (E.O.) 12958, as amended and is
enclosed. We have determined that some of the
information in the material requires protection.
Some portions deleted from the documents were found to
be currently and properly classified in accordance with
E.O. 12958, as amended. The information denied meets the
criteria for classification as set forth in Section 1.4
subparagraphs (c) and (d) and remains classified SECRET
and CONFIDENTIAL as provided in Section 1.2 of E.O.
12958, as amended.
Section 6.2 (c) of E.O. 12958, as amended, allows for
the protection afforded to information under the
provisions of law. Therefore, the names of NSA/CSS
employees and information that would reveal NSA/CSS
functions and activities have been protected in
accordance with Section 6, Public Law 86-36 (50 U.S. Code
402 note .
Since your request for declassification has been
denied you are hereby advised of this Agency's appeal
procedures. Any person denied access to information may
file an appeal to the NSA/CSS MDR Appeal Authority. The
appeal must be postmarked no later than 60 calendar days
after the date of the denial letter. The appeal shall be
in writing addressed to the NSA/CSS MDR Appeal Authority

(DJP5), National Security Agency, 9800 Savage Road, STE
6884, Fort George G. Meade, MD 20755-6884. The appeal
shall reference the initial denial of access and shall
contain, in sufficient detail and particularity, the
grounds upon which the requester believes the release of
information is required. The NSA/css MDR Appeal
Authority will endeavor to respond to the appeal within
60 working days after receipt of the appeal.

Sincerely,

LINDA L. HUFFMAN
Chief
Declassification Services
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TIle Need for Cemmuaieatiou SemitJ

FIBST LECI11RE:

\
\

I will spend most of this fint period belaboring lOme _mingly obvious pomts on the Deed for
commUDicaticma I8CUrity; why we're in this busineu, aDd what CNr objectives reIJly an. It ..,rna
obviOUB that we Deed to protect our communications becaWle they consistently reve~ our streDItbs.
. . .1m. .es, disposition. plaDa, and mteDticma and if the oppositiOD iDterceptI them he caD uploit
that iDformation by attac:kiDg our weak poiuts, avoidiq our streDgtba, counteriDc ou'r plaua, and
frustrating our iDteuticma... sometbiug he caD only do if he has advance lmowledge of ~. situation.
But there's more to it thaD thaL
\.
First. you'll note I said the opposition can do these thizip if he C8D iDtercept our com.UDicadons. Let me first give )IOu some facts about that supposition. You've aUlleen the security ~&veats
asserting that .Ithe enemy is listening", "the walls have ears", and the lib. ODe of my ~~t
friends, knowing where I work. insists on referring to me u "an electronic spy", and popular pa~.
back literature is full of lurid atories about code-breakers and thieves in the night careeniq to Bu.
dapest OD the Orient E:l:press with stolen ci hers tattooed IOmewhere unmen .
b
t .
\
actual situation?
.

co ectiOD cilitie. inu e
n
B
51 es. mo Ie p
orms 81r an sea, an .. 'te surveillance; and that
they have an utensive covert collection operation. All in alJ, a truly formidable opponent. So the
first "if" underlying our argument for the need lor COMSEC (Communications Security) is more
than a postulate-a deliberate, laige, competent force hu been identified whose mission is the
exploitation of U.S. communications through their interception and analysis.
It is important to understand at the outset why the Soviet Union (u well as all other m.;or
countries) is willing to make an investment of this kind. Because, or course, they find it worthwhile.
Sometimes. in the security business. you feel like a jack... having nm around clutchinl defense
secrets to your bosom only to find a detailed expose in Missiks and Rockets or the WashiPllton Post
or find it to be the subject of open conversations at a cocktail party or a coffee bar. There are, in fact,
so many things that we cannot hide iD aD OpeD society-at le8lt in peace time-that you willllOmetimes encouter quite serious and thoughtful skepticism on the value or practicability of trying to
hide anythirtR ... particularly if the techniques you apply to hide information-like cryptography
-entaD money, loss 01 time, and constraints OD action.
What then. is unique about communications intelligence? What does it provide that our moun·
tains of literature and Dews do not similarily reveal? How can it match the output of a bevy of
professional spies or in-place defectors buying or stealiug actual documents, blueprints, plans?
("In-place defector"- B guy with a bona ful~ job iD some place like the Department of Defense, the
Department of State, this Apncy, or iD the contractual world who feeds intellipnce to a foreign
power.) It turns out that there is sometbiug special about communications intellipnce, and it
provides the justification for our own large eqJeDditm. as well as those of other countries: in a
nutshell, its special value lies in the fact that this kiDd of intelligence is generally accurate, reliable,
authentic, continuous, and most important of an. timely. The more deeply you become familiar
with classified governmental operatiODS, the more aware you will become of the super1ic:iaJity and
inaccuracy that iI liable to characterize spec:ulative journalism. AfWr all, if we've done our job, we
have reduced them to specalation-to the seizing or and elaboration on rwDOI8, and to drawinc conclusioDS baaed on very few hard facts. This is by no meBDS intended .. an indictment of the fourth
estate-it is merely illustrative of why Soviet intelligence would rather have the contents of a mesup signed by a government official on a given subject or activity than a controlled news rei. . . or
joumalistic guess OD the same subject. Similarly, the outputs of apats are liable to be fraim-tal)'.
sporadic, and .low; and theq ... mb eatailed in the traDlmiuioD of iDteUigence 10 acquired.
[Coaventional SIGINT (Sipala Intelligence) activity. of COUlle, eataila no riak whatever.) .
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-Let me tzack back again: I have said that there is a large and profitable intercept activity di'-::rected against us. This does not mean, however, that the Soviets or anybody else can intercept all
communications .•. that is, all of them at once; nOr does it necessarily follow that all of them are
worth intercepting. (The Army has a teletypewriter link to Arlington Cemetery through which they
coordinate funeral arrangements and the like. Clearly a very low priority in our master plans for
securing communications.) It does mean that this hostile SIGINT activity bas to be selective, pick
the communications entities carrying intelligence of most value or-and it's not necessarily the
same thing-pick the targets most swiftly exploitable. Conversel~·. we in theCOMSEC business are
faced with the problem not simply of securing communications., but with the much more difficult
problem of deciding which communications to secure, in what time frame, and with what degree of
securitv. Our COMSEC resources are far from infinite; not only are there constraints on the money,
people: and equipment we can apply but also--as you will see later on-there are some important
limitations on our technology. We don't have that secure two-way "'list radio, for example.
In talking of our objectives, we can postulate an ideal-total security for all official U.S. Government communications; but given the limitations I have mentioned, our more realistic objectives
are to develop and apply our COMSEC resources in such a way as to assure that we.provide for our
customers a net advantage vis-a-vis their opposite numbers. This means that we have to devise
systems for particular applications that the opposition will find not necessarily unbreakable but
too costly to attack because the attack will consume too much of his resources and too much time.
Here, we have enormous variation-most of our big, modem electronic cryptosystems are designed
to resist a full scale "maximum effort" analysis for many, many years; "'..e are willing to invest a big
e:z:pensive hunk of complicated hardware to assure such resistance when the underlying communications are of high intelligence value. At the other end of the spectrum we may be willing to supply
a mere slip of paper designed only to provide security to a tactical communication for a few minutes or hours because the communication has no value beyond that time ... an artillery spotter
:' 9-mes a target; once the shell lands, hopefully on the coordinates specified. he couldn't care less
"--l:tbout the resistance to cryptanalysis of the coded transmission he used to call for that strike.
Now, if the opposition brought to bear the full weight of their analytic resources they may be able
to solve that code, predict that target, and warn the troops in question. But can they afford it? Collectively, the National Security Agency attempts to provide the commander with intelligence
about the opposition (through SIGINT) while protecting his oVton communications against comparable exploitation-and thus provide the net advantage I spoke of. I'll state our practical objectives
in COM SEC once more: not absolute security for all communications because this is too expensive
and in some instances, may result in a net disadvantage; but sufficient security for each type of
communications to make its exploitation uneconomical to the opposition and to make the recovery
of intelligence cost more than its worth to him. Don't forget for a moment that some TOP SECRET
messages may have close to infinite worth, though; and for these. we provide systems with resistance that you can talk ofin terms of centuries of time and galaxies ofenergy to effect solution.
The reason I have spent this time on these general notions is the hope of providing you a perspective on the nature of the business we're in and some insights on why we make the kinds of choices
we do among the many systems and techniques ru be talking to you about during the rest of the
week. I happened to start out in this business as a cryptanalyst and a designer of specialized manual systems not long after World War n. It seemed to me in those days that the job was a simplistic
one-purely a matter of examining existing or proposed systems and, if you found anything wrong,
fix it or throw the blighter out-period. In this enlightened spirit., I devised many a gloriously impractical system and was confused and dismayed when these magnificent products were some·
times rejected in favor of some clearly inferior-tbat is, less secure system merely because the
alternative was simpler, or faster, or cheaper; or merely because it would work.
Those of you who are cryptanalysts will find yourselves in an environment that is necessarily
cautious, conservative, and with security per se a truly paramount consideration. This, I assert, is
healthy because you, a mere handful, are tasked with outthinking an opposing analytic force of
rhaps 100 times your number who are just as dedicated to finding flaws in these systems as you
I
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must be. to usuriDr DOne slipped by. Bat do DOt . . sipt of the real world where YOW' ultimate
prociaet must be ~ ad beware of aec:urity f.tuns 10 intricate, elaborate, compJa. difficult.
and apeusive that oar CUItOmers throw up their bIIDds and keep on commUDicatiDl ill the c1earyou have to judp Dot only the abBtract plObabilities of IUccess of a liveD attack. bu~ the likelihood
that the oppositioa will be wi1linc to commit his
NIOafCII to it.
I hope]'DU DOD-cryptualysts &miJiD&' in our midst will leCOlDize that we'le playinc with a twoedged awcacl-JOU ale or ourht to be in an eaviroDmeDt wbe~ there is aD enthuaiOlD for iDtmcluciDc
to the field .. IlUlDY c:ryJ)toaystems as pouible at the leut cost and with the fewest ..curity constrainta iDhibitiDg their universal application. But don't kid yourselves: agaiDat the alleptiOD that
the COMSEC people of the Naticmal Security Apney-we're the villains-are quote pric:inc security out of the market UDquOte-ia the fact that there is this monolithic opposing farce that we can
best delight by iDtroducing systems which
DOt quite or not nearly as Iood as we think they ale.
From this, we caD conclude that. to carry out our job we have to do two things: Drat we have to
provide systems which are eryp'tographically BOund; and second, we have to inaure that these ayatems can ad will be used for the purpose intended.
.
If we fail in the first instance, we win have failed thOle customers who rely on our security judgments aDd put them ill a disadVllJltapous position with respect to their opposition. But if we fail to
get the systems used-no matter how IeCU1'8 they are-we are protecting nothing but our professional reputation.
Now that the general remarks about why we're in this business and what our objectives are are
out of the way, we can turn to the meat of this coune-my purpose, as much as anything, is to apose you to lOme concepta and teach you a new language, the vocabulary of the peculiar business
you're in. To this end I will try to fix in your minda a number of rather basic notions or approaches
that are applied in cryptography as well as a number of specific techniques as they have evolved
over the put two decades.
There's a fair alDOunt of literature-like the Friedman lectures-which is worth your time and
which wiD trace the art of cryptography or ciphering back to Caesar or therabouts. I'll skip the first
couple of miDennia and such schemes ali shavinl a slave's head, writing a message on his shining
pate, letting the hair grow back and dispatchinl him to Thennopylae or where have you. I'll also
skip quite modem techniques of sel:ret writing-.eCl'et inks, microphotography, and open letters
with hidden meanings (called "iDDoceDt ten" aysteIDs)-merely because their DIe is quantitatively
negligible in the U.S. COMSEC scheme of tbinp, and this Agency bas practically nothing to do
with them. What we will be addressing are the basic techniques and systema widely used in the
protection ofU.5. communications and which we are charged to evaluate, produce, or support.
All of our systems have one obvious objective: to provide a means for converting intelligible information into IOmething unintelligible to an unauthorized recipient. We have discovered vet:\. few
bcsic ways to do this efficiently. Some of the best ways of doing it bave a fatal flaw: that is. that
while it may be impossible for the hostile CI)-ptanalyst to recover the underlying mesup becaDle
of the processing given it, neither can the intended recipient recover it because the process used
could nOt. be duplicated! On occasion there has been conaiderable wry amusement and chagrin on
the part of some real professionals who have invented IOphiaticated encryption schemes only to find
they were irreversible-with the result that not oo1y the e:ryptanaIyst was fruatrated iD recovering
the plaiD tut, so was the addressee. The inventor of. c:ryptosystem must not only find a meaDS for
rendering iDformation unintelligible, he must U&e a procesa which is logical and reprocluo"ble at the
receiving end. All of you know already that we use thinp caned "keys" which absolutely determine the specific encryption process. It followa from what I have just said that we cz'lDG)" produce
at least two of them. one for the sender, one for the recipient. Through its application, and only
through its application, the recipient is able to reverse, unscramble, or otherwise undo the encryption process.
The techDiques that we have found asefullO far amount to only two: first .ub.titution or something meaningless for our meaningful tat (our plain language); and second: trarllpo.ition-keeping
our original meaniDgful text, but jumbUng the pom:;oM of our words or letters or digits so they no
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/" longer make &eDBe. This latter technique is so fraught with security etifficulties-it's-· nothing but
.,_..ancy anagrammin,-tbat for all practical purposes you can toss it out of }'our lencon of',modem
" ·U.S. eryptography.~
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We are left with one very large family of systems in which the basic technique involves the substitution of one value for another. These range from systems whose security stems from a few letters,
words, or digits memorized in somebody's head, through a variety of printed materials that permit
encryption by use of paper and pencil, to the fancy electronic computer-like gadgets about which
you have by now probably heard most. The first category of these systems we're going to talk about
is manual systems and the first of these is codes. Professional cryptographers have been talking
about codes, using them, attacking them, and solving them for man)' years. The traditional definition of them is: Code: "A substitution cryptosystem in which the plaintext elements are primarily
words, phrases, or sentences, and the' code equivalents (called "code groups") typically consist of
letters or digits (or both) in otherwise meaningless combinations of identicallength."-JUNE 71Basic Cryptologic Glossary.
This definition provides a convenient way for differentiating a "code" from any other substitution system-all the other systems, which we call "ciphers", have a fized relationship between
the cipher value and its underlying meaning-each plaintext letter is always represented by one or
two or some other specific number of cipher characters. Incidenta1l~·, we use "character" as a generic
term to cover numbers or letters or digits or combinations of them. Let's look at a couple of codes:

~

t=::=

-.-

tf;,.·§~

~.

1. The simplest kind, called a "one-part code", simply lists the plaintext meanings alphabetically (so that you can find them quickly) and some corresponding code groups (usually alphabetized also):

BRIGADE
COOROINATE(S)
DIRECT ARTILLERY FIRE AT._
E.~GAGE ENEMY AT
. . . ..

.
.
.
.

.

ABT
AXQ
COL
GGP
HLD
JMB

There will usually be some numbers and perhaps an alphabet in such a code so that you can
specify time and map coordinates and quantities and the like, and so that you can spell out words,
especially place names, that could not be anticipated when the code was printed. Such a code has
lots of appeal at very low echelons where only a very few stereotyped words, phrases, or directions
are. necessary to accomplish the mission. They are popular becau.~ the}' are simple, easy to use,
and relatively fast. The security of such systems, however, is very, very low-after a handful of
messages have been sent, the analyst caD reconstruct the probable exact meanings of most of the
code groups. We therefore take a dim view of them, and sanction their use only for very limited applications.
2. The kind of code we do use in very large quantities is more complicated, larger, and more
secure. It is called a "two-part code": it is printed in two sections, one for encoding and the other for
decoding:

ENCODE' .
BRIGADE . . . '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . CDL
COORDINATE(S)
AXQ
OmECT ARTILLERY FIRE AT_JMB
ENGAGE ENEMY AT
GGP
. . . . . . . . . . . 1ILD
. . . . . . . . . . . ABT

12

DECODE
ABT .•. -----
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AXQ ..• COORDINATE(S)
CDL
BRIGADE
GGP
ENGAGE E~"EMY AT

HLD .•. -----

JMB ... DIRECT ARTILLERY FIRE AT_ _
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The main thiDg that baa been doDe here is to bnak . . th. al~betical.le1atiODBbipbetween
the plaiDtat meamnp and the IeqUenc:e or code poops auoeiatecl ~th them-that is, tbe code
IJOUPS are Ulipecl in a truly bUldom taabion, DOt in aD ord.ly ODe. ~ complicat. the CIftIl·
aoalyst's job; but he ~ ati1l get into the system rather quiddy when tti\ cod. is ued repeatedly.
k a result, a number of tric:b are UBed to refine tb... codes and Umit tb~ vulnerability. The first
trick is to provide mOle than one code poop to represent the more commonly UIed words and pbrues
in the code wcabulary--we call th. . utra P'OupI "vuiaDta" and in the larplofOCles in Ole today it
is not unc:ommoa to have as many as a baJf-dozen at these variaDta usipee! .tp each of the hip
f%equency (i.e., c:omm.emly used) plaintat values. Here's an ncetpt from a coCll[l aetuaJly in 1118
today sbowinc80me variants:
.\

.
You proba)ly know that "moD08lphabetic substitution systems" were simple systems in which
the 18me plaintext value was always reprellented by the same cipher or code value-repeats in the
plain text would show up as repeated patterns in the cipher text. so lovely words like "RECONNAIS.
SANCE" convert to. laY,
RECONN AISSA NCE

••• duck
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Well, with aD ordinary code, that', euct1y the problem. It is euentiaUy a mou08lphabetic I)'B. tem with a rew variants thrown in, but with most repeated
in the transmitted code Ibowinc
up as repeated. items. Thil means, wbent we have to UIe codes (and later on. I'D &how )'OU why we
have to in huge quantities), we have to do IIOme things more fundamental than tbrowinc in a few
stumbling block:' like variants for the .c:ryptaDalyat. There are two techniques which are buic to
our buainesB and which .e apply DOt OII1y to cod. but to almCllt 111 our keying materiala. '1'belIe are
cruc:ia1 to the secure maDBgement of our 1)'IIteJDI. TbeIe techDiques are called ~ ad
J:omparlmentaaon. They provide us a meaDII for limitiq the volume of traflic that will be encrypted
in any giveD key or code; the diet of this limitation is to MUce the likelihood of suc:ceuful cryptanalysis or of physicol los. of that material; aDd further to reduce the scope of any 10118 that does

occur.
SUPERSESSION is simply the Nplacement of a code or other keyinc material from time to time
with new material. Most keys and codes are replaced each 24 hours; a fe. codes ant replaced as free
quently as each six hours; a few others remaiD declive Cor three days or more. We have theIe cWreriDI
superaessiou rates becaWle of the diff'ermt ways in which the materials may be uM. Holders of
IIOme systems may ..ud Duly one message a day--everytbinc else beiDg equal, his system wiU have
much poeater resistaDce to eryptanal)'lis than that of a heavy volume Ulef and his system wiD not
ORIGINAL
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. tlWre replacement as ohen. The regular replacement rate of material each six hours or

~4

hours

. . . or three days or what have you is called the "normal supersession rate" of the material in question.
'''Emergency supersession" is the term used when material is replaced prematurely because it may
have been physically lost.
Once again, the purpose of periodic supersession of keying material and codes is to limit the
amount of traffic encrypted in anyone system and thus to reduce the likelihood of successful cryptanalysis or of physical loss; and to limit the effect of loss when it does occur. The resistance to cryptanalysis is effected by reducing the amount of material the cryptanalyst has to work on and by
reducing the time he has available to him to get at current traffic.
COMPARTME1'7ATION is another means for achieving control over the amount of classified
information entrusted to a specific cryptosystem. Rather than being geared to time, as in the case
of supersession, it is geared to communications entities, with only those units that have to intercommunicate holding copies of any particular key or code. These communications entities in turn
tend to be grouped by geography, service, and particular operational mission or specialty. Thus,
the Army artillery unit based in the Pacific area would not be issued the same code being used by
a similar unit in Europe-the vocabularies and procedures might be identical, but each would have
unique code values so that loss of a code in the Pacific area would have no effect on the security of
messages being sent in the Seventh Army in Europe, and vice versa. Of course some systems, particularly some machine systems, are designed specifically for intercommunication between two and
only two holders-between point A and point B, and that's all. In such a case, the question of "companmentation" doesn't really arise-the system is inherently limited to a compartment or "net" of
two. But this is rarely the case with ordinary codes; and some of them must have a truly worldwide
distribution. So our use of companmentation is much more flexible and less arbitrary than our use
of supersession; occasionally we will set some absolute upper limit on the number of holders per-ussible in a given system because cryptanalysis shows that when that number is exceeded, the
~. .De to break the system is worth the hostile effort; but in general, it is the minimum needs, for
intercommunication that govern the size (or, as we call it, the copy count) of a particular key list
or code.
Now I have said that compartmentation and supersession are techniques basic to our whole
business across the spectrum of systems we use. Their effect is to split our security· systems into
literally thousands of separate, frequently changing, independent entities. This means, of course,
that the notion of "breaking the U.S. code" is sheer nonsense-the only event that could approach
such catastrophic proportions for U.S. COMSEC would be covert (that is, undiscovered) penetration
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The reason I've injected these concepts of compartmentation and supersession ,into the middle
of this discussion of codes, although they have little to do with the structure of cqdes themselves, is
that, despite our variants, and tricks to limit traffic volume, and controls over operational procedures, codes as a class remain by far the weakest systems we use; and these ,~chniques of splitting
them into separate entities and .throwing them out as often as possible e,re essential to obtaining
even the limited short-term security for which most of them are intended.
Having said, in effect, that codes as a class are not much good, le~ ~e point out that there are
specialized paper and pencil systems which more or less conform to the definition of "code" but
which are highly secure. Before I do this, let me return to the defi~tion of code we started from, and
;..·•..~st an alternative definition which more nearly pin-poin~ bow they really differ from other
\.._ .hniques of encryption. You remember we said the thing that makes a code unique is the fact that
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the cocle vaIu. can repleseDt underlyins values of different lengths-to recopize tbis is iJDpartant
to the cr,yptaDalyst ad &bat is tbe feature &bat studs OQt far him. But then ia lOIDetbiDllftD
more baic Uad unique to a code: that is the fact that each cocle poup-tbat QXB CII' what-haveyou-standa far lOIDethinS that hu intriiuic 1MQrUn6, i.e., each underl)'iDc element of plain tat
• copitive; it is asually a word or a pbrue or a whole lenteDce. In every other system of encryption,
tm. is DOt 10; the individual cipher value ItaDda 0D1y far aD ubitruy Iymbol, meamn,- in itlelflike some biJwy clilit or a letter of the alphabet. So I fiDd, when eumininc a code, that QXB meana
"FIRE A GUN," or "REGROUP AT THE CROSSROADS," or ··QUARTERBACK SNEAK." or
what-have-you. ID a rip_ system. QXB milht mean ·'X'· or ··L·' or "001" or IOmethiDr else meaningless in itaelf. rve touched on this partly becaUN the new cryptolocic clouary baa defiDed a code
in terms of the meaning-or meaningfulneu-of the UDderl~ing teztual elements. I wouldn't push the
diatinction too far-it gets hazy when you are .pellinl with a code; ret around it by admitting that,
during the spelling process, you are in fact retaining a one-to-one relationship between the lize of
the underlying values and those being substituted for them-you are, for the moment, "enciphering" in the code.
The ··OM- 7tme" Concept.-I bave said that at the heart of a code's insecurity is the fact that it
is essentially a monoalphabetic process where the same code group always stands for the same
UDderlying plainten value. The way to lick this. of course, i. to devise a ay.tem WMre each code
value is rued once and only once. Repeats don't show up becau.. there aren't ey, and we have
dectively robbed the cryptanalyst of his "enterior wed.." into the ClYPtosyItem. Let"a look at
several such systema:

ARTILLERY: ABD

QVM

~

ESE
===:.

-_.
---_...
--_.
--_.
-_
_.
-------==eo

--~

BRIGADE: MJX

ZIY

RDF

CXD
EVL
QSI

~:

QLW

..........
etc.

Well! nus thing looks like nothing more than one of those ordilwy codes we talked about, but
with a set of variants assiped to each item of the vocabulary. Right. But suppose I make a rule that
each time you U&e a variant. you check it oft' or c:rou it out, and must not use it again? By this
simple upedient, I have given you a OM-time S)'.tem-a system whieb is for aU practical purposes
immune to cryptanalysis, perfectly secure? Sounds nice, and you might wonder why we have not
adopted it for universal use. Well. let's look at some of the constraints inherent in this simple
procedure:

Right DOW, ill have a very large vocabulary in a standard two.part code, it may run up to 32 papa
CIt more. (The largest is 64 paces). If I have to iDaert sa)· a half·dozen code values tor every pJaiDtext
entry, my code book rets to be about 200 pa(8lloog, rather awkward to iam in the ~oIt volumiooua
of fatigue pockets. and a most difficult thing to thumb through-jumping back and forth, mind
you-as you do your encoding or decoding process. So, limitation number one: we have to confine
the technique to codes or quite smaU vocabularies.
Suppose my "compartment" (my net size) is 20 holders for this code. How does any Jiven user
know which values other holders in the net bave used? He doesn't. He doesn't unless everybody
listens to everybody else aU the time, and that doesn't often bappen. And this i. really the killinr
limitation on most one-time sY&tems of this kind. ·You wind up sa)ing only OM holder can send
messages in the code, and all other copies are labelled "RECEIVE ONLYlt. We call this method or
communications ·'Broadcast" and it bas rather DlUTDW applications. Alternatively, we can provide
each of our 20 holders with a SEND code and 19 RECEIVE codes-but try to visualize some guy in aD
operational environment sc:rambUng through 19 books to find the right one for a 1i\"8n incoming
message; and look at the logistics to support such a ~"It.m: it tums out that the number of boob
you need is the .qUlln of the number of bolden you _-ant to lIerve in this way-400 ~b for a 20-
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"-- 60lder Det-10,OOO for 100 holders! So limitatioD Dumber two: the size of a Det that you caD practil.cably operate in this way is very smaIl: preferably just two statiODl.
Let'. turD DOW to another kind of oDe-time code; one that we c:all a "pro forma" system. "Pro
forma" means that the basic framework. form or format of rlery messap tut is identical or Dearly
&0; the same kind of information, messap after message, is to be preseDted in the same order, and
oDly speci1ic values, like nwnkra. c:haDge with each message.
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. Now we're beginning to get something more manageable: We still have the constraint of needing
small net size or, alternatively, a larger net but with only one or a few senders of information. But
it's a dandy where the form of the messages themselves permit this terrible inflexibility. We use a
few of them, but machines are the things we're moving towards to meet most of the requirements
ofthis
e.
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In comparing this one-time system and the last one 1 showed you, I think you'll begin to see a
number oC characteristics emerge Cor these specialized codes: first off, they are relatively secure: I
say relatively, because there is more to communications security than resistance to cryptanalysisand while these systems meet that first test-cryptanalysis-admirably, from the transmission
security point of view, they're pretty bad; but we'll be talking about that on another day. Secondly:
they are inflexible, rigidly confined with respect to the variety of intelligence they can convey.
Thirdly: they are built for speed; they are by far the Castest means of communicating securely without a machine. Finally, they are extremely specialized, narrow in their application, and limited
in the size oC communications network they can serve efficiently. Being specialized, by the way,
and tailored to particular needs, they fly in the face of efforts to standardize our materials-a very
·necessary movement in a business where we have to make hundreds of codes, distribute them all
· er the world, replace most of them daily and, as a result. \\ind up with a total copy count
-numbering, at the moment, about 5 million each year.
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SE\-E.'iTH LECTURE:

Ciphony Equipmeataad Other Spedalized Systems

Ciphon.,\· Equipment. -You have already had a ple\iew of lOme of the problems of voice eDcryption in the discussion of the KO-6. Since by far the greatest ""akness in U.S- COMSEC tada)·
stems from the fact that almost all of our voice communications are sent in the clear. 'the business
of finding economical secure ways to secure voice transmissions reU1ains a buming i8Sue and is
consuming a good part of our current COMSEe bD eBort.
We have to go back to World War D for a look at our first voice encr,.-ption equipment:
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This looks like a whole communications center or laboratof)' or something; but it'••U one
cipher machine. It was caUed SIGSALLY. It you counted the air-conditioners that had to 10 with it•
. it weil(hed something like 55 tons. It wu used over the transatlantic cable for communication
between Washington and London. It used vacuum Nbes by the thousands. and had a primiti"'e
vocoder. It was hardJy the answer to the dream of unh"e!S81 ciphon)', and was di.~ntJed soon after
the war ended.
The next ciphony system to come .Jong .... called the AFSAY-816. It was desiped to operate
over microwave links-.e:tually, just one link-bet"'een the ~a\'al Security Station and. Arlin,rOD
Hall. Since there was plenty of bandwidth to pia)' ....; th (50 KHz). there were no conlitrUnb on the
number of diKitll that could be WIed to convert apeec:h into dilrital form. The technique used .-as
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"-ailed Pulse Code Modulation (PCM): conceptually, it invol\'es sampling the amplitude (size) of
an intelligence si~ such as one's voice, at fixed intervals of time determined by a high frequency
pulse train, then transmitting the values thus obtained in some IOrt of binar')' or baudot code. The
fonowing illustration portrays these relationships:
6
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The AFSAY-816 used a primitive vacuum tube key pnerator with bank after bank of shift
register'S ... and. for the first time. we were able to put out more key tban we could use. So we used
it to provide for encryption of several channels of speech simultaneously. Speech quality "'85 good.
reliability was spotty, and securitY. especially in its last years wu marginal since it was in about
that time frame that we began to be able to postulate practical high-speed computer techniques as
a c:ryptanalytic:al tool. We hastened to n-place the equipment with one caned the KY-ll The KY11 was the first relatively modem key pnerator of tbe breed I described in the KW-26.
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At any rate. we lived on borrowed time with the AFSAY-816 and on the hope that, because its
transmitted signal was fast. complex, and directional, hostile interception and recording would be
impracticable.
Don't think for a minute that the same rationale isn't ued today for unsecured circuits that
happen to use sophisticated transmission techniques. A favorite ploy of the manufacturers of forward tropospheric: and ionospheric scatter transmission systems. fur aamp!e. is to advertise them
81 inherently aec:ure because of their directivity and because they are beamed over the horizon and
theoretically bounce down in only one place. However, because of aUDolPh.ric anomalies; it is
impossible to predict with certainty what the state of the ionosphere will be at any particular
'" 0 ment. It is because of the.. anomalies that the reBection of the transmitted signal from the
iOnosphere is subject to considerable variation and. c:onseciuentI~', subject to interception at an
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unintended location. As a matter of fact. there was a "permaaently" anomalous situation over parts
of Southeast Asia that caused VHF communications to doubletbeir upeeted nmp.
The general attitude of this Agency is that no deliberate transmission is free from the possibility
of hostile interception. The thought is that there is really a contradiction in terms of the notion of
an uninterceptible transmission: for. if there were such. the intended recipient. your own distant
receiver. could not pick it up.
Despite all of this. it is clear that some trlIn8miuionl an ccmsiderably more difficult and costly
to intercept than others and some of them carrying information of low intelligence value may not be
worth that COllt to the potential hostile interceptor. These £acton have a lot to do with the prioritie.
we establish for providing cryptosystems to various kinds of communications entities•
But. in the case of voice. which is our subject, it has not been any ratioaale of non-interceptibility which has slowed us down, it is the set of terrifically difficult technical barriers in the way of
Jetting such equipment in light. cheap, efficient. secure form. either for strategic high-level links.
as in the case of all the ciphony equipments I've mentioned so far. or for tactical circuits that we
will. in due course. cover.
Still. with the advent of the KY-ll. it appeared that we had at least one part of the ciphony
problem relatively well in hand: that was for fized-plant. short-range operations where plenty of
bandwidth was available for transmission. These fiucI-plant, wide-band equipmenta-all of themnot only could provide secure good quality voice, but had enough room to permit the encryption of
several channels of voice with the same key generator. But just as in ~..C881!_O!. ~Je~ter security devices. there was a need to move ciphony equipment out of the C21Psoe;eD,.~ and nearer to the
environment where the actual user could have more ready access. In the case of the teletypewriter
encryption systems. you will recall, the move was into the communications center where all the
ancillary devices and communications terminal equipment and punched message tapes and message forms were readily available. In the case of ciphony, the real user was the individual who picks
up the handset and talks-not some professional cryptographer or communicator-but people like
you and me and generals and admirals and presidents. So the nm need we faced was to provide an
equipment which could be remote from both cryptoeenter and communications center. and used
right in ihe offices where the actual business of government and strategic military affairs is conducted. This called for machinery that was smaller and packaged differently than any of the ciphony
equipment we have talked about thus far. SIGSAIJ..Y you remember. weighed 55 tons: the nut
system weighed a lot less but still needed 6 bays of equipment. The KY-ll was smaller still.
amounting to a couple of raC;ks of equipment configured for communications center use. None of
them were at all suitable for installation in somebody's office.
The resultant product was called the TSEC/KY-l. The most striking feature it had. in contrast
to its predecessor ciphony devices. was that it was neatly packaged in a single cabinet about twothirds as tall and somewhat fatter than an ordinary safe. Because it was built not to be in a cryptocenter or a classified communications center where there are guards and controls on access to
prevent theft of equipment and their supporting materials. this KY-l cabinet was in fact a threecombination safe that contained the whole key generator. the power supply. the digitalizing voice
preparation components-everything except the handset which sits on top.
So. for the first time since World War n with the SIGNIN. we found ourselves building physical
protective measures into the equipment itself. The ..fe is not a particularly Bood one-hardly any
are-but it is adequate to prevent really easy access to the classified compoaenta aud keyilll data
contained inside. Microwave links or special wire lines were used to transmit its 50 KHz cipher teu.
~~nd it had the capacity to link up to 50 holders throuRb some kind
of SWitchbOard lD a common y.The mstnetworlt .... usedhereiDuWaahiDpoa andJMlr~fL~~
officials of government-the President. the Secretary of Defense. the Secretary of State. the Direc EO 1. 4. (c)
tor. Central Intelligence Agency, and some others. We SOOft found that the equipment needed to be
installed not only in key government offices, but in the private residenc:etl of key officials as well; so
that they could consult securely in times of crisis nirht or day. I think the fint such residence was
iBGlUif .
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Eisenhower'. Gettysburg address: later such equipmeats were used in the 'homes of •
number of other olJiciaJa.
The KY-l bad some limitations. as almost al11int tries at a DeW nquiremeat seem to: it wu
euentially • push-to-taJk system which ~DOYS most 118811 and makes .it impossible to latemapt .
CODvenations. Eventually, the cryptaaalysts discovered lOme new possible attacks that lowered
our confidence in its security and 10 the KY-l was retired in early 196i. This KY-3 is tile follow-on
equipment to the KY-l. It provides a duplex (no push·to-talk) capability and some security aDd
operatioaal refinements.
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~i. is perhaps as aood as a place as any to 10 off on &DDtbel' of the tanpnts that seem to charaetenze these lectures. As we have been following tbe evolution of U.S. cryptopaphy, I have talked
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quite cuually of neW equipments coming into oar imeDtaIy aDd old on. fadiDI ....,. I:a JetIoIpeet.
ob80lese_t, inefficient, aDd u.ecme systems I88JDa natlal, ea>'. iDevltable. ad
relatively painless. But the fact of the matter is that it is usuaUy quite dUlic:ult to pt the UIer8 to
relinquish any equipment once it is solidly entmlc:bed in their iDventori. especially it it works
u in the case of the KY-l; but even if it dOllD't, as in the cae oftbe KW-9. Tbe NluetaDce to
junk old systems stems from a number of C8U1e1, I think. Pint of aU, they. zeplelllDt a Wp investment; secondly, the usen have developed a supporting 10listic base for the syat8ID1, have trained
penonnel to operate and maintain it-they've rued it. F"mally, the introduction of a DeW IIYStem is
a slow and difficult bwdness requiring new budptaay and procuremeDt ac:tioa, Dew traininlw the
establishment of a new logistics base, and-iDc:nuiDIJy these daya-a c:cetIy installation job to
match the new system to the facility and communications system in which it is to be
Because
of these problems, our "equipment retirement propam" is a halting one, aDd OJIly when there are
very grave B"cunty shortcomings can we actually dltmartd that a system be retired OD lIOme specific
date. Well, back to ciphony systems.
With all these developments, we are still taIkiDIabout equipment that weighs I8ftJ'81 hundred
pounds, is quite ezpensive, and which is limited to speciaJized and c:ost1y commUDicati0D8 links.
Except in the case or the KO-6, these links are relatively short range.
So, at the same time these wide-baud 6ucl-plaDt equipments are heiDI developed. we were
working on something better than the KO-6 to _tisfy Iong-raap, DaI'IOW-band communications
requirements, something that could. hopefuDy, be used OD oadinuy telephoae JiDes or OD HF ndio
c:ircuits oversea. (M. Bell's telephone syRem, you UDdentand, baa a bandwidth of cmly 3 KHzand still has a few quick and dirty WW links in the mid-west with ciDly a 1500 hertz lNmdwidth.
This situation, a I have said. sharply limits the number of digits we can use to describe speech to
be encrypted on such circuits with a consequent lou or quality ofinteWgibility.)
The equipment which evolved is called the KY-9.
~ demiM of the
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The KY-9 used a vocoder as did its narrow-band predec:eslom. but a more sophisticated one
than had been developed thus far. It was the firIIt of the voeocIens to use traDllistors instead of vacuum tubes. so that the equipment could be reduced to a sin.le cahinet. But transistors were in their
infancy: and the ones that went into the KY-9 were hand-made and apensige. Apin the equipment
was packaged into a safe 10 that it could be located in aD o1IIce-type mvUonment. Wen, we were
getting there: we could use an ordinary telephcme line with the KY-9. but the speech still lOunds
artificial and strained because of that vocoder. and •• , you ••• DlIIIt ••• speak ••• very •.. slowly
. • . and • • • distinctly and you must still push to talk. ADd besides all that. this bear initially cost
on the order of $40.000 per terminal which put it strictly in the luwy catelOrY. About 260 KY-t's
are in use for high-level. long-haul voice security communications. The majority of the KY-9 subscribers are now being provided this secure capahility through u. of the Automatic Secure Voice
Communications (AUTOSEVOCOM) system: however, it is anticipated that the equipment will
: .- 'main in use at least through FY-74. Beyond FY-74. the equipment may be declared e:l.ceNI and
.. ·..tOred for contingency purposes.
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The best and newest long·haul voice equipment _
DODe other than our multi-purpose friend.
the KG-13. Nobody came along with a nice vocodinr speech dicitalizer to hook into this key Renerator. and there's really not much call to process speech this way unless you'n going to encrypt it,
.a we wound up--GgGin-having to build .ame of the anc:iUuy equipment ourselves. This equipment is caned the HY-2-remember, the H stands for ancilltu;y, the Y for 6Pftch ~ncryption. So the
combination referred to as the KG-131HY-2 is the system we are DOW counting on to serve the longhaul voice requirement.
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Again. a voc:oder was Wled. and this sounds the best yet. altbouJh it still can't match the voice
that wide·band systems have. This package is not in a safe. and is not suitable for oJIice
inatallation. but it seems to Ratisfy most of the other long.haul requirements well and does 80 fairly
'beaply {or the first time.
Before we talk about tactical voice security equipment, there is a subject related to the big bed·
plant voice equipments we ought to talk aboul. That's the subject of "approved" circuits. Way back
with the KO-6. we were having difficulty getting officials to leave their offices and walk to a cryptocenter to use a secure phone. The solution lay in carrying the system or at least the telephone hand.
set (which is all he really needs or cares about) to him. This in\'olved running a wire line from an
office to the cryptocenter or secure communications center. The diflicult~· with this solution is tw0fold: in the first place there was and is a long.standing &ecutive Order of the President governing
the way classified information may be handled. transmitted, and stored: and in the case of TOP
SECRET information. this order forbids electrical transmission ezcept in encr:-'pted form. or course.
the informations in the clear. not encrypted. until it reaches the cryptomacmne. and this meant
that any time one placed that handset remote from the machine. the user. by "law" had to be reo
stricted to conversations no higher than SECRET. This is difficult to legislate and conaoL and
reduces the usefulness of the whole system. The second dilficult)· in this situation stems from the
security reasoning lying behind that Executive Order. The n&soning was. and is. that it is exueme·
ly difficult to assure that no one will tap any subscriber line such u this. if it is not confined to a
very carefully controlled area like a cryptocenter or classified communications center. It means that
if you are to use these subsc:riber Unes in some government installation. the whole buildiq or com·
pIa of buildings must be extremely wellllJ8rded, access carefully controlled, or personnel cleared
or escorted all the time. Controls such 88 we have here are simply not feasible in a faciUty such u
the Pentagon or on a typical military post: yet it is in just such environments that these protected wire·
lines may ~ needed.
.
Some" special rules govem communicationa used to support SlGINT operationa., IDd these
rules bave been interpreted to permit TOP SECRET trdic such u we use on the grey phone system
here-provided certain physical and electronic safeguards are enforced. The JCS applied the same
sort or criteria in staffing an action which permitted TOP SECRET information to be paued in the
,. ·...r over wire Unes when certain rigid criteria an met. Until this action went throurh. we were an'_oJle to make full use of the ciphony capability we now have in systems such as the KG-131HY-2.
qua1i~'
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and subscribers were held to SECRET unless they were essentially co-Iocated with the e:ryptoequipment itself.
Tactical Ciphony.-MC·s for tactical ciphony equipment-be they broed-baDd. ~-~
or somewhere in between-have esisted since before this Apncy was created.. But the difliculti.
were terrific. To have tactical usaae on field telephones aDd radio telephones aDd military ftbic1es
and. especially, in aircraft. the equipment bad to be truly light, lDlall. and ~; and had to be
compatible with a lillie varietY of tactical commUDicatiODl systems mast. of which are DOt compatible among themselves. In the case of aircraft requirements, there'l aD old ..yinc t&.-t the Air
Force win reject any system unlesa it has no weight, occupies DO space. is free. and adds lift to
aircraft. We were about ready to believe this in the late fifties when we bad aotten a tactical cipbony
clrIice. the KY-8, down to about 213 of a cubic foot. and it wu .till not accepted, mainly bec:aQ88 it
took up too much room. The ironic part ottbia.d.cmy i. that the eryptolocic portion altha bardwan UHlI only a modest amount of apace: ita power lapplia and the diPtaliun for speech that
use up the room. The Air Force did live that small eqWpmeDt, the KY-8. a good try in hip performance aircraft like F-1OO's: it worked fairly well. but sometimes redu~ the eiFec:tive n.np of their
radios about 5~. a degradation of their basic communications capability they simply could Dot
afford. Besides, the problem of lack of space proved ve!Y real and they had to rip OI1t ODe of their
fire-eontrol radars to make room for the test equipment.
Then tbe Army decided it could use the KY-8. mounting it in jeeps and other wheeled vehicles
where space was not so critical 86 in aircraft. We bad attempted to make a pound tactical cipbony
equipment for Army. called the KY..... bat it didn't paD out; and the Army had iDdependentJy
tried to develop a tactical voice device that was equally UDsuceesaful. So Army bought a batch of
KY-S's and they and the Marines became the principal users, even though it was zea1ly originally
designed for aircraft.
There's another point about the KY-8.l've made it sound al if over-choosy users bave been the
only cause for its slowness in coming and limited use. That's not quite the case. There were some
security problems-the compromising emanation business again-that llowed down our production Cor some time: we finany got going full blast on this equipment by cancellinr out most al the
delaying features in the contract associated with the radiation problem, accepting this possible
security weakness al a calculated risk, and placing some restrictions on where the equipment
could be used to minimize that risk.
Today we bave a family oC compatible, tactical. speech security equipments known as NESTOR-the KY-8J?..8138. The KY-8 is used in vehicular and afloat applicatiOllS; the KY-28 is the
airborne version: and the KY-38 is the portable or man-paek model. There are currently about
27,000 NESTOR equipments in the U.S. inventory. No further procurement al NESTOR equip.
menta is planned because the VINSON equipment it intended to satisfy future requiremeDbI for
wide-band tactical voice security.
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We have now covered the major equipments and principles in use tqday. The big ~teml are:
For Literal Traffic:
For Teletypewriter Traffic:
For CiphOD~':
For Multi-purpose:

e

The KL-7/47
:
\
The KW-26. KW-3i. KW-7 .
The KY-3, KY-8. KY-9 (KG-t~-2
The KG-3IKG-13
'

~

~

ve a
ta
0 anum er 0 e eetro-met: anlca eqwpments
t
ea or ymB:
e
one·time tape systems. and the KO-6 with its geared timing mechanism being m t representative.
The variety of systems which have evolved ,has stemmed from neecla for more ~ciency, speed.
security and the like: but. more fundamentally. from (1) the need to encrypt di1fe~t kinds of in·
formation-Uteral traffic. TrY. data. facsimile. TV, and voice, (2) the need to suit ~cryption IYS- .
tems to a variety of communications means-wire Unes, narrow-band and broad.b~d radio cir·
lits, single-channel and multiples communications, tactical and fixed-plant co~munications
facilities; and (3) the need to suit these systems to a variety of physical environments.
\
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in the inventory be~nd those
I have described that I want to touch on briefly. I bave left them till last because they !'f' among
the most speciaUzed and have as yet seen relatively Uttle use in comparison with the big, systems
we have talked about. The first of these is the KG-24. designed for the encryption of TV si,gnalscivision we call it. With the requirement for encrypting TV signals, we found ourselves fa~ with
the problem of generating key at extremely high speeda. even b~' computer standards. So f¥. the
fastest system I bave described to you was the old AFSAY-816 with a bit·rate of 320 KHz-bu~ this
took .a bays of equipment aDd bad security, operational, and maintenance problems alms £.rom
the outset. Among the modem systems. the KG-3/l3. with bit rates up to 100 kilobits wu the fu~t.
But, IS you know. with your home TV set, you tuDe to mephertz instead of kilohertz and it ~
millions of bits each second to describe and transmit these TV Ii also The KG-24 does it, and'n
one fair!
cabinet

Specialized System-t;o -There are rwo other types of systems
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er procurement
is not planned. The main thing wrong with it is simply that it costs much too much.
The second type of modem specialized system I want to talk about is the family of equipment
desilDed specifically to go into space ftbieles. There were some obvicrua and some not-IIO-Obvious
diBic:ulti. that bad to be met in the desicn of th_ equip.ents. One obvious problem ..... to make
them small enough•.and this requirement rave a big push to our pnera! work in the micro-miniaturization of hardware. The second problem was also inherent in space technolOl)'-that .... the
'. 3d for extreme reliability. For unmanned surveillaDce satellites. if the system fails. you can't call
a maintenance man. So we were faced with more rigid specifications and quality controls than we
[
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bad ever seen before. The third problem hu to do with the enraordinary complUity of .teUite
syatema as a Wbole. We have found it nat to impossible to provide decent crypto-equipment for
our customers without a very full understanding of the whole communic:atiODS and operations compia: in which they are to operate. With our limited manpower. this has proven c:li8icult eDough to do
with modem conventional communications systems and switching compla:ea on the pound but.
for the spaee requirements, we had to edueate our people to speak and understand the languqe of
this new technolOiY; and we have a little group who live aDd breathe this problem to the excluaiou
of nearly everything else.
And finally. we bad to throw a lot of our basic m.rhodololY out the window. EverY machine I
have talked to you about 10 far, without uception, is built to have some of its variables changed. at
least once each day, and lOme of them more often. Everyone of them is clusifiecl and accountable:
can you imagine how a crypto-custodian, c:harpc:l with the specific responsibility of vouching for
the whereabouts of a classified machine or classified key felt upon watching one of his precious items
10 rocketing off'into spaee? Of course, we decided that we oulht to "drop" accountability at the time
of loss, although "lift" accountability might have been a more appropriate term. III any event.
here'sone of theBe key generators we use in space:
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What we built into it wu a principle that would put out a key that would DOt lepeat itself' far a
very long period of time-weeks or months or years, whatever WIll required. Actually, .with many 01
these new key pneraton, the matter of usuringa very 1011I unrepeated BeqUence or. u we ~ it.
a 1011I cycle. is not 80 difficult. Even somethilll' u the K~ with its pared timiDI mechalll8lD
and just lix metal diUa would nm full tilt for IOmetbillllike 33 yean before the diab would ntaeb
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We have lI8YVal such systems now. We don't talk about them wry much because the .bole
question of surveillance satellites is a very sensitive one and, of course, that'. what these are used
for.
BetON moving on. there are a few mon thinis you ouPt to bow about the nomenclature system and the. equipment development cycle we have touched on from time to time already. The fim:
point i. that the TSEC nomenclature we have is not usignee! to an equipment until it baa been
worked on by R&D for lOme time and they have done feuibility studi. and bave, perhaps, band·
made all or portions of it to figure out the circuitry or mechanicallinbps to see if the thing will
work. These very early veraiona are called "bread-board" models, and are likely to ~ear little or DO
resemblance to the final product. R&D assigns cover names to these projects in order to identify
them conveniently-the only clue to the nature of the beast involved is contained in the first letter
of what ever name they assip. The letters generally correspond to the equipment-type designator
in the TSEC scheme-with "W" standing for TrY, "y" for ciphOD)', etc. So, in the early R&D stage,
."YACKMAN" stood for a voice equipment; "WALLER" for a TrY equipment, "GATLING" for &
(, J generator, etc.
When it looks like a development is going to come to fruition, TSEC nomenclature is assiped.
and suffixes are added. to the basic designators to indicate the stage reached in each model: these
can involve esperimental models (designated X), development models (desipted D), test models
(T), pre-production models (P), and finally, with the 6nt full scale praductiOD model, DO suBiz at
all.
50 there could have been versions ofb KW-26 successively called: W-: KW-26-X; KW-26-D;
KW-26-T; KW-26-P, and the first operational equipment called merely KW-26. But, in fact, when
some of the early modell come out well enough. lOme of these sta. . may be skipped; in fact, most
of them were with the KW-26, and it has been increasingly the trend to skip as many as possible to
save time and money.
But this tortuous path of nomenclating does not end, even here. Aft. the equipment pta into
production, more often than not, lOme modifications need to be made to it and, wben this occun.
we need lOme means of difl'erentiatil1l them, mainly tor .mainteDaDce and JoPstical re&IODlI, and
the su1Iises A, B, C, etc., are assigned. So, in fact. we now have foar operational VersiODl of the KW26: the KW-26-A. the KW-26-B, KW-26-C, and KW-26-D.
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TENTH LBCTURE:

TEMPEST

In 1962, an officer usigned to a very small intelligence detachment in Japan\wu peri'~1
the routine duty of iDB~c:tiDg the area azomlCi his little Cl)optOClnter. h required be was eDlIUDing a zone 200 ft. in radius to see if there was ay "c1aDdesti;De technical aurveillanc'-". Acroa the
street, perhaps a hundred feet away, wu a hospital c:aatrolled by the JapaDeBe government. He
sauntered past a kind of carport jutting out ftom one aide of the building and, up and. the eaves,
noticed a peculiar tbing-a carefully concealed dipole antenna, horizontally polarized. 'with wires
leaeliDg through the solid cinderblock wall to which the carport abutted. He mOBeYed back to his
beadquarters. then quickly notified the coUDter-inteUipnce people and fired off a report of this
"find" to Army Security Agency, who. in tum. notified NSA. He wu directed to e~e this
anteDlla in detail and perhaps recover it. but altbouP the CIC had attempted. to keep the c:.rport
under surveillance that nisht, the anteDDll bad mysteriously disappeared when they checked the
nm day. Up on the roof of the hClllpital was a forest of Yagi's, TV.antennas, all pointing tow'arda
Tok 0 in the nonnaI fasbi exce t one. That one was aimed ri t a the .S.
n
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the suppression of radio frequency interference., were those standards much more stringent for their
teletypewriters and other communications equipment than for such things as diathermy machin••
industrial motors, and the like, even though the teleprinters were much quieter in the first place?
Behind these events and questions lies a very long history beginning with the discovery of a
pouible threat, the slow recognition· of a large number of variations of that threat and, lumbering
along a few months or a few years afterwards, a set of countermeasures to reduce or eliminate each
new weakness that haa been revealed. I am IOinl to devote several hours to this story, becaWle
your exposure to this problem may be only peripheral in your other courses, because it has considerable impact on most of our cryptolystems, and because we view it as the most serious technical
security problem we currently face in the COMSEC world.
F"mst, let me state the poeral natun! of the problem u briefly as I caD. then I will attempt
something of a chrOnology for you. In brief: any time a machine is used to process classified information electrically, the various switches, contacts, rela)'ll, and other components in that machine
may emit radio frequency or acoustic eDergy. These emissions. Uke tiny radio broadcuta. may
radiate through free space for considerable distaDctI-I half mile or more iD some cues. Or they
. may be induced on Dearby conductors like signal lines. power lines. telephones lines. or water pipes
and be conducted along those paths for lOme distaDee-and here we may be talking of a mile or
more.
When these emissiOl18 caD be intercepted and recorded, it is frequently pouible to malyze
them ad recover the intelligence that was being proceued by the source equipment. The phenom.
enon afl'ecta not only cipher machines but any wormation-processiDg eqaipment-teleprinten,
duplicating equipment, intercom IDS. facsimile, computers-you name it. But it bu special sirnifi.
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"-:ace for cryptomacbines because it _may reveal Dot only the plain test of individual mesaqes
being proceaed, but also that carefully ruarded information about the internal machine procea.
heiDI lO"emed by those precious keys of ours. Thus, eonceivabl~', the machine could be radiatiDI
information which could lead to the reconstruction of our key Usts-aDd that is absolutely the wont
thing that caD happen to us.
.
Now, let's
back to the beginning. During WW n. the backbone systems for Army and Na~
secure 'ITY communications were one-time tapes and the primitive rotor key generator then called
SIGTOT_ Bell Telephone rented and sold the military a mw.ng device called a 131-B2 and this
combined with tape or SIGTOT key with plain tm to efrect encryption. They had ODe of these
. :misers working in ODe of their laboratories and, quite by accident, DOted that each time the machine
stepped, a spike would appear on an oscilloscope in a distant part of the lab. They aamiDed these
spikes more carefully and found, to their real dismay, that the)' could read the plaiD ten of the
message being eDciphered by the machine. Ben TelephoDe was kind enough to give us some of their
records of those days, and the memoranda and reports of conferences that ensued after this discovery are fascinating. They had sold the equipmeDt to the military with the auurance that it was
secure, but it wasD't. The only thing they could do was to tell the Signal Corps about it, which they
did. There they met the charter members of a club of skeptics (still BourishiDg!) which could not
believe that these tiny pips could really be e%ploited UDder practical field conditions. They are
alleged to have said something like: "Don't you realize there's a war on? We can't bring our cyptographic operations to a screeching halt based. on a dubious and esoteric laboratory phenomeDOD. U
this is really dangerous, prove it." The Bell engineers were placed in a building on Varick Street in
New York. Acl'OSll the street and about 80 feet away was Signal Corps'Varick Street cryptoeeDter,
The Engineers recorded signals for about aD hour. Three or four hours later, they produced about
7Sc;r of the plain text that was being processed-a fast performance, by the way. that bas rarely
... - een equalled. (Although. to get ahead of the story for a moment. in lOme circumstances now-a"- ..says. either radiated or conducted signals can be picked up, amplified, and used to drive a teletypewriter directly thus printiDI( out the compromising informatioD in real time.)
The Signal Corps was more than somewhat shook at this display and directed Bell Labs to e%plore this phenomenon in deptb and provide modifications to tbe 131-B2 mi%er to suppress the
danger. In a matter of six mODths or 10, Bell Labs bad ideDtified three separate phenomena and
three basic suppression measures that might be used. The first two phenomena were the space
radiated and conducted signals I bave described to you; the third phenomenon was magnetic fields.
Maybe you remember from high school pbysics having to learn about left hand rule of thumb and
ril(ht hand rule of thumb. and it had to do with the ract that a magnetic field is created around a
wire every time current 1Iows. Well. a prime source of radi,tion in an old-fashioned mimlg device
is a bank of magnet-actuated relays that open and close to form the elements of teletypewriter
characters being processed.. The magnetic fields surrounding those magnets ·upand and coDapse
each time they operate, so a proper antenna (usually lOme kind of loop. I think) nearby can detect
each operatioD of each relay and thus recover the characters being processed. The bad thing about
magnetic fields is that they exist in various strengtba for virtually all the circuitry we use and are
extremely difficult to suppress. The good thi~g about them is that they "attenuate" or decay rapidly.
Even strong fields disappear in 30 feet or so, so they comprise a threat only in special circumstances
where a hostile intercept activity can get quite close to us.
The three basic SUpressiOD measures Bell Labs suggested were:

'0

1. Shielding (for radiation through space and magDetic fields),
2•. FilteriDg (for conducted signals OD power lines, sipllines, etc).
3. MukiDg (for either space radiated or conducted sipala. but mostly for space).

The trouble with these solutions, whether used singly or iD combination, all stems from the
same thing: that is the fact that, quite typically. these compromising emuations may occur over .
'/ery larp portiOD of the Crequency spectrum, having been seen from near d.c. all the way up to the
Ii.acycle range (aDd that's a lot of cycles). Furthermore, 5 copies of the same machine may each
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ahibit different characteriltics. radiatiDg at difl'ereat frequencies aDd with cWferent amplitudes.
ADd even the aame machine may chaDge from day to day as bumidity chaDps or as CODtacta become pitied, or as other compoDents age. This meaDS that aay ahieldiDg used. mual form an effective
barrier apiDst • ).up variety of sigDa1a, aDd this proves cWlicult. SimilarlJ. the illtel' bu to be •
nearly perfect ODe aDd they become big. heavy, and apeDSive. FurthenDore. OIl aipal lines for
campIe, how do you get your legitimate cipher lipal through without compromisiDg IipWli
squeezing through with them?
Masking, which is the notioD of deliberately creating a lot or ambient electrical DOise to override. jam. smear out or otherwise hide the offending sipaJa. bas ita problema too. It'l very difficult
to make a masking device which will CODBiateDtly cover the whole spec:trum. and the idea of deliberately generating relatively high amplitude interference does not sit too well with falb like IRAC
(The Interdepartmental Radio Advisory Committee) of the
of'TelecammUDicauou (OTP) who
don't like the idea of creating herring bone pattema in nearby TV pieturea or interrupting legitimate
silDllls like aircraft beaCOllI.
Bell Labs went ahead aDd modified a mixer, c:aJliDC it the 131-Al. In it they uaed both lhie1diDg
and BlteriDg techDiques. Signal Corps took ODe look at it ad turned thumbs down. The trouble was.
to. contain the o1fending signals, Bell bad to virtually encapsulate the machine. Instead of a modification kit that could be sent to the field. the machines would have to be sent back and rehabilitated. The eDcapaulation gave problems of heat diuipetion. made maiDteDaDce utremely dif6cult,
and hampered operatiOUl by limiting access to the various controls.
Instead of bUyiDg this monster; the Signal Corps people resorted to the ODIy CJthu 101ution they
could think. of. They went out and warned commanders of the problem. advised them to control
a zone about 100 feet in diameter around their commUDicatiollS center to prevent covert intereepticm.
and let it go at that. And the eryptologic communin.· as a whole let it 10 at that for the nut leveD
years or 10. The war ended; most or·the people involved weDt back to civilian life; the files were
retired. dispersed, aDd destroyed. The whole problem was plaiD forgotten. Then. in 1951. the problem was. for all practical purposes. rediscovered by CIA when they were toying with the llUDe old
131-B2 mi:zer. They reported having read plaiD tat about a quarter mile down the ailDalliDe and
asked if we were interested. Of course, we were. Some power line and sipalline filters were built
and immediately installed on these equipmentl aDd they did the job pretty well as far as conducted
signals were cODcerned. Space radiatiOD continued unabated. however. and the first of many
"radiation" policies was issued in the form of a letter (MSA Serial: ()()()404. Nov. 1953?) to all
SIGINT activities requiring them to either:
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1. CoDtrol a zone 200 feet in all direeticma around their CZ)'ptoceDteIII (the idea of preventing
interceptors from getting close enough to detect space radiaticm easily). or
2. Operate.t least 10 TTY devices simultllDeoualy (the id. of m..kiDg; putting out IUch a
profusion of signals that interception aDd analysis would be difficult), or
3. Get a WBivel' baaed on operaticmal nee.aity.

~
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ADd the SlGINT community conformed u best it could; ad generalllel'Vice communicators
adopted simil81' rules in 1000e instances. The 200 feet figure, by the way, was quite arbitrary. It wu
not based on aDy empirical evideDce that beyond such distaDce intercepticm was impractical.
Rather. it was the biaest security lODe we believed the majority of stations could reuanably comply
with aDd we knew that. with iDatrumentation then available. succeufu1 exploitation at that range
. was a darn sight more difficult thaD at closer diataDces and, in some environments not practical at

: aD.

At the same time we were scunying UOUDd tzyiDg to cope with the 131-B2 miser, we tboulht it
would be prudent to eumiDe rNerY other cipher machine we bad to He wbether the amI problem
ailted. For, WIly back in the late 40'1, Mr. Ryaa Pap and eme of his people were WlI1kiDI past the
cryptocenter at ArliDgton HaD and had heard the rotor .achiD. inside dUDkiDg ...y. He woadered
what the e1fect would b. OD the lI8CUrity of thole IJStemI if IOmeoDe were able to cletermiDe which
rotor1I or how many rotors were stepping durina' a typical enczypuon proc:-.. In due course, SOIDe
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'- ,.ea.mcmu were made on what the eBeet would be. The _meta CODCluded that it would be
bad. aDd they were filed away for future reCenDce. Now, it appeared that there mipt be a way tc:n'
an interceptor to recover this kind of data. So, paiDltaJr.ing1y, we bepD lookiDr at OlD' cryptopapbic
inventory. Everything tested radiated ad radia~ rather proJifica))y. In .",",mining.the rotor
machines it WIIS noted the voltage on their power liDes teDded to luctuate as a faDctiOD of the
numbeD 'of rotcml mOYing, and so a fourth pheDOmenon, called power line mod~tiem. wu ~.
covered through which it was possible to correlate tiDy SUfI" aDd drops in power WIth rotor motion
ad certain other machine functions.
.
Progrea in aamiDiDg the machiDes and developing aupp~OD meuures was v~ ~. 1D
those days. 82 did not have any people or facilities to work OD th;is problem: no ~CY radio rece1.YerI
or recording devices, DO big screen rooms and other laboratory aids. aDd such thiDp as we obtained
we begged from the SIGINT people at Ft. Meade. In due COUI'Ie, they lot overloaded. and they could
no longer divert their SIGINT resources to our COMSEe problema. So RI:D bepn to pick up a share
of the burden. aDd we bega!l to build up a capability ill 82. ne Services were c:alled in. and a rudimentuy joint program for investigative and conective action got underway. The Navy, particularly,
brought CODBiderable resources to bear on the problem.
By 1955. a number of possible techniques for sUPpreaaiDi the phenomena had been tried: &lteriDg
techniques were refiDed somewhat; teletypewriter devices were modified 10 that all the relays operated at once so that only a single spike was produced with each character. instead of five smaller
spikes representiDg each baud-but the size of the spike chanpd with each character produced
ad the analysts could still read it quickly. A "balanced" l().wift system was tried which would
c:auae each radiated signal to appear identical, but to achieve and maintain such balance proved
impractical. Hydraulic techniques were tried to pt away from electricity. but were abandoned u
too cumbersome: experiments were made with different types of batteri.. and motor generators
( ") lick the power line problem-none too successfully. The business of dilCOveriDg new TEMPEST
~hreatl, of refining techniques and instrumentation for detec:ting. recording. ad IDalyzing these
silPUlls progreaed more swiftly than the art of suppressing them. With each Dew trick reported to
the bosses for extracting intelligence from cryptomacbines ad their ancillaries. the engineers ad
analysts got the complaint: "Why don't you guys stop roing onward and upward. and try going
downward and backward for a while-cure a few of the il1a we already bow about. iDatead of findiDg
endless new ones." I guess it's a cbaracteristic of our business that the attack is more aeiting the
the defense. There's something more glamorous. perhaps. about finding a way to read ODe of these
signals a thouaand miles away than to go through the plaiD drudpry and hard work necessary to
suppress that whacking great spike first seen in 1943.
At any rate. when they tumed over tbe next rock. they found the acoustical problem UDder it.
Phenomenon # 5. Of course, you will recall Mr. Pace ad his people .peculating about it way back
in 1949 or so, but aiDce the electromagnetic phenomena were 10 much mare prevalent and seemed
to go so much farther. it was some years before we got uound to a hard look at what IODic and ultrasonic emissions from mec:banicaland electromechanical machines might have in store.
We found that most acoustical emanations are difficult or impouible to exploit .. 800D as you
place your microphonic device outside of the room in which the source equipment is located: you
need a clirect shot at the target machine; a piece of paper inaerted betweal, say a oft'endiDc keyboard. and the pickup device is usually enough to prevent lU1&cient1y accurate recordiDp to permit
exploitation. Shotgun microphones-the kind UIed to pick up a quarterback'. signals in a huddleand larp parabolic anteDJIU are eBective at hundreds of feet if, apia. JUU CaD see the equipment.
But in general. the acoustical tluut is conDned to those iD8tal1ations where the covert mterceptor
has been able to pt some kind of microphone in tl1e same room with .,aar iDfannatioD-prneeuiq
derice-.ome kiDd of microphone like a ordinary telephone that hal been bugpd or left oft' the
hook. One interMtiD( cliacovery was that. when the room ia "lOUDdproafecl" with ordinary aCOUltical title, the job of exploitation is easier because the IOUDdproohl cuts down retlec:ted IlDd mrerber-.
jill .IOUDd. and thus provides cleaner sipala. A diaturbiDi discovery wu that ordinaJy microphones, probably planted for the purpoee of picJDnl up c:cmverutiona in a cryptoc:eDter. could detect
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The eu.mple ; an aCOC81 Jnter:;
you is from an actual test at the little
keyboard of the KL-15. You will note that each individual key produces a unique "lilDature". SiDce
(before it died) the KL-15 was expected to be used in conjunction with telephonic communications.
this test wu made by placing the machine a Cew Ceet from a gray pbcme baDdaet at Ft. Meade ad
making the recording in the laboratory at Nebruka Avenue from another handset. So that'•.really
a recording taken at a range of about 25 mil., and the signals were encrypted and decrypted JD the
gray phone system, to boot.
The last but not least of the TEMPEST phenomena which concerns us is referred to'u cipher
signal modulation or, more accurately, 88 cipher IligDal anomolies. An anomaly, IS you may know,
is a peculiarity or variation from the expected nonn. The theory is this: suppose, when a cryptosystem ia hooked to a radio transmitter for on-line operation, compromising radiation or conducted
signals get to the transmitter right along with the cipher tat and. instead of just sending the cipher
text, the traDamitter picks up the little compromising emisliODS IS well and sends them out full
blast. They would then "hitchhike" on the cipher tranunjgjoD, modulating the carrier, and would
theoretically travel 88 far IS the cipher tat does. Altematively, suppoee the compromiaiDI emanations cause lOme tiDy variations or irregularities in the cipher characters themselYell, "modulate"
them, change their shape or timing or amplitude? Then. possibly, anyone intercepting the cipher
text (and anyone can) can examine the structme of the cipher signals minutely (perba.. by displaying and photographing them on the face at an OICilloscope) and correlate these irregularities or
anomalies with the plain tat that ~as being processed way back at the lOurce of the trensmjui~.
This process is called "fine structure analysis". Clearly, if this phenomenon PJ'09e1 to be at all
prevalent in our system, its implicatious for COMSEe are profound. No lODger are we talking about
signals which can, at best. be es:ploited at puha. . . mile or twO away and. more likely, at a few
hundred feet or less. No longer does the hostile interceptor have to engage in what is really an extremely difficult and often dangerous business, i.e.. ,ening covertly established clOlle to our
installations. working with equipment that must be fairly small and portable so that his receivers
are unlikely to be ultra-sensitive, and his recordiDI devices far less than ideal. Rather, he may sit
home in a full-scale laboratory with the most sophisticated equipmeDt he can assemble and. with
pleDty of time and no danger carry out his attack. But. 80 far. we seem to be all right. For several
years. we have had SIGINT stations collecting samples of U.S. cipher transmissions containing
possible anomalies and forwarding them here for detailed eumiDation. We have no proven case of
operational traffic jeopardized this way.
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I believe we've talked eJlOugh about the diiIicuJti. we face.
/'
In late 1956, the Navy Research Laboratory, which had been working on.the problem at auppressing compromising emanations for lOme yean. came up with the firsVbig breakthroulh in a
suppression technique. The device they produced wu called the NRL.Keyer, and it was highly
IUcceufu1. After being confronted with the abortcominp of sbield8 ~d filten eel maaken, they
said. "Can we find a way of elimiDatinl th. . deadinr signals at ~ source? Instead at tryinr to
bottle up, filter out, shield. mask, or encapsulate these alDals, ,why not MUce their amplitudes so
: much that they just can't 10' very far in the first place? C.' we make these critical components
operate at one or two volta instead at 80 or l!O, ad UMpOWft' meuund in mieroamPi iDltead of
milliamps?" They could, and did. NSA quickly ad9Pted this low-level ke,in, technique and
immediately produced several hundred ODe-tim. tape mizers using this circuitry, topther with
some nominal shieldi.ng and filtering. 1be ~PlDent wu tested, and compcments that previously radiated signala which were tbeoreticajly aploitable at a half mile or 10 could DO longer be
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(deteeted at all beyond 20 feet.- The nut equipmeDt built, the KW-26, and every
cryptoequipment produced by tbia Agency contained these ~uits, and a put stride had been made.
But we weren't out of the woods yet: the commumcaton iDsiated that the reduced 'I01taps
would give reduced reliability in their equipmeDt&. and that wbile utilf'acto!'Y operatioa could be
demcmatrated in a simple setup with the crypto-machine and its input-output devices located
cloee by, if the ancillaries were placed at some distance ("remoted" they call it), or if a multipUcity
of ancilJaries had to be operated simultaneously from a single keyer, or if the low level aigDala bad to
be patched throuih various switchboard arrangements, operation would be uuaatlsfactory. The
upshot wu that in the KW-26 and a number of other NSA machmes, an ··option" was providedso that either high-level radiating signals could be used or low-level ke)ing adopted. In the end,
almost all of the installations were made without full suppression. Even the CRlTICOM network,
the key intelligence reporting system over which NSA exercises the most technical and operational
control, was engineered without fuji-scale, low.level keying.
The nezt di1Bculty we found in the corrective actiOD pJ'Oll'Ul WIS the peat diJference in CCIt
and efficiency between developing new relatively clean equipment by incorporating good suppnsaion
features in the basic design, and in retrofitting the tens of thousands of equipmenu-particularly
the ancillaries such as teletypewriters-which we do not build ourselves but, rather, acquire from
commercial sources. For, in addition to the need for low-level keyers, lOme shielding and filtering
is still normally required; circuits have to be laid out very carefully with as much separatiOD or
isolation as possible between those which process plain tnt and those which lead to the outside
world-this is the concept known as RedlBlacir. separation. with the red circuits being those carrying
classified plain ten. and the other circuits being black. Finally, grounding had to be very carefully
ammged, with all the red circuits sharing a common ground and with that ground isolated from any
..,thers. To accomplish this task in an already established instaDation is ntremely difficult and
( . . .tly. and I'll talk about it in more detail later when I cover the basic plans, policies, standards.
and criteria which have now been adopted.
By 1958. we had enou~h knowledge of the problem, possible solutions in hand, and organizations embroiled to make it possible to develop some broad policies with respect to TEMPEST.
The MCEB (MiUtary Communications Electronics Board) operating under the JCS, formulated
and adopted such policy-ealled a Joint policy because all the Services subscribed to it. It estab·
lished some important points:
1. As an objective. the Military would not use equipment to process classified information if it
radiated beyond the normal limits of physical control around a typical installation.
2. Fifty feet was established as the normal limit of control. The choice of this figure was somewhat arbitrary; but «Jme figures had to be chosen since equipment designers needed to have some
upper limit of acceptable radiation to work against.
3. NAG-t. a document produced by 52, was accepted as the ltandard of measurement that
designers and testers were to use to determine whether the fifty-foot limit was met. This document
sPecifies the kinds of measurements to be made, the sensitivity of the measuring instruments to be
used, the specific procedures to be followed in making measuremmts, and the heart of the document ..ta forth a series of curuf!S against which the equipment tester must compare his reaults: if
these curves are uceeded. radiated signals (or conducted signals. etc.) can be expected to be detectable beyond 50 feet, and added suppression is neceSI8!Y.
.
4. The daasification of various aspects of the TEMPEST problem was specified.
Documents like these are important. It was more than an ....mbly of duclr.-billed platitudes;
it set the course that the Military would fonow, and laid the poundwork for more detailed policies
which would eventually be adopted natioaally. It had weaImeaes, of course. It said nothing about
money. for example; and the best intentions are mNDinglees without budretary actiOD to support
. ~"em. And it At no time frame Cor accomplishing the objective. And it provided DO priorities for
.mon, or factors to be used in determining which equipments, systems. and installations were to
be made to conform first.
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The Dat year, 1959, the policy was adopted by the CaadiaDa md UK. and. thus ~e a
Combined policy. This gave it a little more status, aDd usured that there would be a cODSiateDt
pWmiDg in systems used for Combined communications: In ~t same ~, the first. NatiOD~
COMSEC Plan was written. In it, there was a II8ctiOD dea1iq WIth comprolDlSIDClJD8D8tiODll. This
document was the fint attempt to establish lOme specific respoDI1oilities aJDoag various qencies of
Government with respect to TEMPEST, md to lay out m orderly procram of investiptift md
corrective action. Baaed on their capabillties md interest, Biz orpaizatiODS were ideDtUied. to carry
out the bulk of the work. These were ourselves, Na'YY, Army, Air Force, CIA, md State. The plan
alao called for some central coordinating body to help mana.. the overall effort. It was a1Io in this
plan that. for the first time, there were really uplicit statements made indicating that·the TEM·
PEST problem was not confined to communicatiODS security equipment md its mc:illaries, that it
uteDded to tmy equipment used to process classified infonnatiCll1. including computen.
And so, it was in about this time frame that the word began to leak out to people outside the
COMSEC and SIGINT fields, to other agencies of CovemJDeDt. md to the manufacturiDc world.
You may remember from your briefiDp on the overall orpnization of this ApAcy, that there iI
sometbinc called the U.S. Communications Security Board, md that very broad policy directiOD
for all COMSEC matten in the govemment steIDl from the Bou!. It consists of a chaimulD from
the Dept. of Defense through whom the Director, NSA reports to the Secretary of Defense, md
members from NSA, Army, Navy, Air Force, State, CIA. FBI, AEC, Treasury md 1'raDsportatiOD.
This Board meets irregularly, it does its buaineaa maiDly by circulating pmpoeed. pollcy papers
among its members and having them vote for adoption. The USCSB met in 1960 to contemplate
this TEMPEST problem, and established its first md only permanent committee to cope with it.
This committee is referred to as SCOCE (Special ComrDittee on CompromiaiDg Emanationa) and
baa, to date, always been chaired by a member of the S OrpnizatiOD.
The ink was hardly dry on the committee's charter before it got up to ita ears in dif6culty. The
counterpart of USCSB in the intelligence world is called USIB-the U.S. Intelligence Board. Unlike
USCSB, it meets regularly and bas a structure of permanent committees to work on various upeets
of their busiDess. One part of their business, of course. consists of the rapid processinc, by computer
techniques, or a great deal or intelligence, and they bad been contemplating the adoption of some
standardized input-output devices or which the archetype is an automatic electric typewriter
called Flezowriter which can type, punch tapes or carda, and produce page copy, md which is a
very strong radiator. In a rare action, the Intelligence Board appealed to the COMSEC Board ror
policy direction regarding the use of these devices md, of course, this was immediately turned over
to the ftedcling Special Committee. The committee ammged to bave some Flaowriters and similar
equipmenta tested. They were round, as a class. to be the ItroJ1ie8t emitten or space radiation or
any equipment in wide use for the Processing of classified information. While, as I have mentioned,
typical unsuppressed teletypewriters and mizen are ordinarily quite dif6cult to uploit much beyond 200 feet through free space, actual field testa to Flaowriterllbowed them to be readable u far
out as 3,200 feet and, typically, at more than 1000 feet, even when they were operated in a very
noisy electrical environment.
One such teat Was conducted. at the' Na~ ~ty Station. (By the wey, in case I haven't
mllDtioned this already, the S OrpnizatiOD Was located at the Naval Security Station, WaahiDgton
D.C. until May 1968 when we moved here to Ft. Meade.) Mobile test equipment bad beeD acquired,
including a rolliDg laboratory which we Jefer to u ..the Vm". ID 53, a device called ./rutollllitr wu
being used. to Bet up maintenance manuu. Our van started out cloee to the building and ptbered
.in a great potpourri of signals emitting from the tape factory md the dozena of the macbiDea operat'inC in 83. All they moved out, moat of the sipals bepn to fade. But Dot the Justowriter. By the
time they got out to the CU atatiOD on the far side of die parIdnc lot-that', about 600 feet-m08t of
the other signals had diaappeared, but they could &tiD read the Justowriter. They estimated that
the signals were strong enough to have continued oat • far u American University IJ'OUDda three
blocb away. (The IOlution in this case, was to install a shielded encloeure-a subject I wiD cover
subsequently.)
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- ' ID auy event. the Committee submitted s Rries or recommendaticma to the USCSB which
Bubaequeatly became known as the ~%owriter PoliCJI. The Board adopted it and it upset evezybody. Here's why: 81 the first point, the Committee zecommended that the ezistinr Fluowritell
not be UBed to process cl_1li6ed information at all in any overseas environment; that it be limited
to the processing of CONFIDENTIAL information in the United Su.-. aDd then only if a 4Q().foot
security zone could be maintained around it. Ezceptions could be made if the equipment could be '
placed iD an approved shielded enclosure, or 88 usuaL it waivers bued on operational necessity were
granted by the heads of the departments and agencies concerned.
.
The Committee also recommended that both a "quick-fi%1t propam and a long-ranIe, corrective
action program be carried out. It was recommended that the Navy be made Eucutive Apnt to
develop a new equipment which would meet the ItImdards of NAG-I and, grudgingly, DDR&E
gave Navy some lunda (about a quarter of what they asked for) to cany out that development.
Meanwhile, manufacturers were coaxed to develop some interim suppreBlicm measures for their
product liDes, and the Committee published two lists: one contaiDing equipments which were for·
bidden, the other specifyinl acceptable interim devices. This policy is Itill in force; but most WIerI
have been unable to doni the fi%.., and have chosen to ceue operatioaa altopther, e.I., CIA, or
to operate under waiven on a calculated risk basis. e.g., most SIGJNT lites.
While the Committee was still reeling from the repereuuions and recriminations Cor haviDc
I])OIUIOI'ed an onerous and impractical policy which made it more di16cult for operational people to
do their job, it grasped an even thornier nettle. It UIIdertook to take the old toothless Joint and
Combined policies and convert them into a strong National policy which:
1. Would be bindinl on all departments and agenCies of,ovemment. not just: the military.
2. Would establish NAG-I as a standard of acceptance for future government proeurement of
_ hardware (NAG-I, by the way, was converted to Feckral Standard. (FS-222) to facilitate its wide
. '.istributiOD and use.)
'3. Would establish a deadline for eliminatinl unauppressed equipment from govemment in·
ventories.
By now the lovernmental effort had changed from a haphazard. halting set of uncoordinated
activities mainly aimed at c:ryptologie problems, to a multi-million dollar proJJ'8D1 aimed at tbe
full range oC information-processing equipment we use. Symposia had been held in Industrial
forums to educate manuf'acturers about the nature of the problem and the Government'. intentions to correct it. Work had been parcelled out to different sgencies ac:cordiDl to their areas of
prime interest and competence; the SIGINT community had become intensted in possibilities
for gathering intelligence through TEMPEST exploitation. It, Donethel.... took the Committee
two f'ull years to complete the new National policy and coordinate it with lOIDe 22 cWrerent agencia
BeCon it could have any real effect it had to be implemented. The imp1em.entina directive--5200.19was signed by Secretary McNamara in December, 19lU. Bureaucracy is WODdedUl. Before its specific
provisions could be carried out, the various departments and aPllces had to implement the implementing direc:tive within their own organizatioas. These implemenf:iDI documents began dribbliDl in throulhout 1965, and it is my sad duty to report that NSA'. own implementation did not
take effect until June, 1966.
All this makes the picture seem more gloomy than it is. These implementing documente are,
in the final analysis, Cormalities. The £act of' the matter is that molt orpnizaticms, our own included,
have been carrying out the intent or these policies to the best of oar techDical and budptary abilities
for lOme years.
While au this was goinl OD in the policy &aId, much was happeniDc in &be t8c:hnical area. lUst,
let me cover the matter of shielded enclosures. To do 10, I have to 10 back to about 1956 wba the
Naticmal Security Council lOt aroused over the irritatinr fact that ftriouI counter-iDtellipaC8
people, particularly iD the Departm':'llt of' State, kept stumbJinl ~ hidden microphonee in
.6beir _delle. aDd offices overseas. They created a TecbDical SQI'ftt"D.!M" CouDtenneuurtl',__ ..ommittee under the Chairmanship of State and with the Services. FBL CIA, md NSA aIm· .
represented. This group was c:harpd with findinl out all they could about t:hese listeniDl devices,
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ad deve10piDc a propam to COUDter them. ID the~.,.ceof a few"',

theY auembled iDformation

_ _ -.lrIOO=bad"""_;"U.S.~;-aUol_80~ ol . . . ~-thl
~ eumined alup DWD.ber.
"
of pouible CDUDtermeuurea,
iDc1udiD1 special Pft)beI
~queI, elec:tzoDic d,Il'ViQM tb locate mic:mpboDel buried
in waDs. ad wbat.bave-you. Each JUDe, in their zeport to . . NSCJ they would dutifully conf_

that the 1tat4Hf-the-ut of hidiDg surveillaDce devices uc:eed.ed!Our ~i1ity to ad them. About the
cmIy WIly to be sure uI
~"lcIeaa'!...wouldbe-to~W8partinch~dl_COii1dDT-. :
?rOGA
aB'orcl, ad which micht prove fruitl. . anyhow, siDcehost-dountry/labor bad to be u.ed to P"'!~"'-'..-!; ]!:Z;, I
back toietber lIpiD. (lucideutally, years later, we bepu totbiDk we bad damed weUprbiable
g::::zz: !
to afford lOIIIetbiDc clOlle to it, for we fOUDd thiDgs ~t had been uDdeteeteet~riozeu previous iDj 27: I
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The Dotion of buildiDg a complete. lIOUDd~'~' room-withiD-a-room evolved to
provide a secure eonfereDce area
_~C iDli1DtelligeuCe perIODIlel. During these" yean,
NSA's maiD iDterm in and inputto~mcc:OiulJn~ ~d to do with the IIIIDctity of cryptoeenten ~/
_ _ble
iD8fiiI_ ..
paiped fi,r ...... that would be _ ; /
IOUDd-plOOf~ prOOf-against com~ el~maguetic_DlIlD&tiODa aa
1/
~eft1Oped a toaference mom mad' of plutif which was dubbed the lifish_bowl"' ad ~me
~are in UBI behind ther
~ow. CIA~de the &si enclosure which was bot1;J-'8OUDdproof" ad electzically shielded. ThiS IDclOlmi WIIlt over li¥e-aud apparently weirh,~ about u
much a&-a lead balloon. It WIllI Dic:lmamed "e "'Meat
ad the CDIIHDSWl ~that nobody
would couseat to work in such a steel boz,'that they Dee;ed windows aDd dra~ or they'd pt
claustrophobia or lIOIIlethiDg. IroDically.
it turned f.Ut that lOme of the, people who were
agaiDst this tedmique for aesthetic ~ spent their da~' ill sub-sub baseme!Jiueu with cinder- '
block walls and DO windows within 50 y~.
I
/ .
The really attractive thing about ~e enclosures. froqa the security pqh1t of view, was the fact
that they provided Dot only the best ~. but the oaly q2eaDS we had C9iDe across to provide really
complete TEMPFSr protection in t;b08e environments ~here a large-pIe intercept effort could be
mOUDted at clOll range. So, despi~ aesthetic problelDll~ aDd weigbt. and cost. and maiDtenance.
aDd
in installation, we campaigued/very strongly for their use in what we caUed
"critical"locatians, with~tthe top of the list. i
/
So apin, in the m.itterorStandards. NSA took the lea« publishing two specifications (6CHi
and 65-6) one describing lifully" shielded IDCIOl~ with/both RF and acoustic protection; the
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eDormous difficulties

only.

other dacri~ a chea~r eDCIOS]::::'::::l~
,,'on
ADd by.threats, plea, "proots"
and peftUUlon, we convmced tht
~ CIA, and the Services. to procure a hadful of these expensive, UDwieldy
lation in their most vaIne
.. .
One of the &at, thank goodness, went in~
ract, two of them' one for th
_
code room _ they call it, aDd one for th'"e dYP
ter used by the
.;
highest levels of lovemmlDt required us to produce damage reports on
IDICZOP one
cia there,
we were able with straight faces and good conscieuce to report that, in our beat judpneut. ctyptocraphicoperations were immUDe from esploitation-the fully shielded eDcloaures-wereill place.
But DODe of us was claiming that this suppression meuure was suitable for any wide-acale
applicaticm-it's just too cramped, iDflaible, aDd apeusive. We have manapcl to have them
iDatalled Dot only in overaeu iDatallations where we are physically aposed but a1Io in a few loea-
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. of our key aDd code generatiou equipmeut--e 5134,000 investment, by the way-which you may
lee when you tour our productioD facilities. The Navy hu one of comparable size at the Naval Security Station for its computers. (But they have the door opeD mOlt of the time.) At Operatiaaa
BuildiDg No.1. on the other baud. we don't have one-iDstead, we use carefullDviroDmatal
ccmtrola, iDIpec:tiDa the whole area lII'OUDd the OperatioDl Building periodically, and UIiDI mobile
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,-:., In about 1962. two more related aspects of tbe TEMPEST problem began to be fully recognized.
FIJ'Bt. there was the growing recognition of the inadequacies of suppression effort which were being
made piece-meal, one equipment at a time, without relating that equipment to the complex of
ancillaries and wiring in which it might work. We called this the "system" problem. We n~ed a
way to test, evaluate, and suppress overall secure ~mmunications C?~plexe~, ~~auae ~diation
and conduction difficulties stem not only from tbe inherent charactenstics of IndiVIdual pIeces of
machinery but also from the way they are CODDected to other machines-the proximity and conductivity and grounding arrangements of all the associated wiring often determined whether a
system as a whole was safe. And 80, ODe of the fust systems that we tried to evaluate in this way was
the COMLOGNET system of the Army. This system, using the KG-IS, was intended principally
for handling logistics data and involved a number of switches, and data transceivers, and information storage units, and control consoles. Using the sharpest COMSEC teeth we have, our authority
for reviewing and approlJing cryptoprinciples, and their associated rules, regulations, and procedures
of use. we insisted that the system as a whole be made safe from the TEMPEST point of view before
we would authorize traffic of all classifications to be processed. This brought enough pressure to
bear on the system designers for them to set up a prototype complex at Ft. Monmouth and test the
whole thing on the spot. They found and corrected a number of weaknesses before the "system"
approval was given. A second means we have adopted, in the case of smaller systems, like a KW-7
being used with a teletypewriter and a transmitter distributor, is to pick a relatively small number
of most likely configurations to be used and test each as a package. We clean up these basic packages
as much as is needed and then approve them. H a user wants to use some less common arrangement
of ancillaries, he must first test it. So. in the case of KW-7, we took the three most common teleprinters-the MOD-28 line of Teletype Corporation, the Kleinschmidt (an Army favorite). and the
( l\1ITE teleprinter; authorized the use of any of these three combinations and provided the specific
\. .stallation instructions necessary to assure that they would be radiation-free when used. We did
the same thing with the little KY-8. this time listing "approved" radio sets with which it could be
safely used.
Adequate systems testing for the larger complexes continues to be a problem-one with which
54, S2, DCA, and the Special Committee are all occupied.
The second and related problem that reared its bead in about 1962 is the matter of REDIBLACK
separation that I mentioned. Over the years. it had become increasingly evident that rather specific
and detailed standards, materials, and procedures bad to be used in laying out or modifying an
installation if TEMPEST problems were to be avoided, and the larger the installation, the more
difficult proper installation became-with switching centers perhaps the most difficult case of all.
For some years, NSA has been making a really bard effort to get other organizations to display
initiative and commit resources to the TEMPEST problem. We simply could not do it all ourselves.
So we were pleased to cooperate with DCA when it decided to tackle the question of installation
standards and criteria for the Defense Communications System (DCS). It was needed for all three
Services; the Services. in fact. actually operate DCS. Virtually every strategic Department of Defense circuit is involved-more than 50.000 in all. DCA felt that this system would clearly be
unmanageable unless the Services could standardize some of their equipment, communications
procedures, signalling techniques, and the like. General Starbird, who directed DCA, was also convinced that TEMPEST is a serious problem, and desired the Services to use a common approach
in DCS installations with respect to that problem. Thus, DCA began to write a very large installation standa.ro comprising a number of volumes, and laying out in great detail how various circuits
and equipments were to be installed. NSA personnel assisted in the technical inputs to this document called DCA Circular 175-6A. A Joint Study Group was formed under DCA chairmanship to
coordinate the installation problem as well as a number of other TEMPEST tasks affecting the
Defense Communications System and the National Communications System (NCS) which inter.' nneets strategic civil organizations along with the Defense Department. In developing the instal- .
'---lation standards, the study group and DCA took a rather hard line, and specified tough requirements
for isolating all the RED circuits, equipments, and areas from the BLACK ones, i.e., assuring
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hysical aDd electrical.paration between thOle cimJita cazr,yiD1 clasaiDed wormation in the eleer,
:nd thoee c:anyjDB 0D1y unclusi1ied iDfarmatiDa (like cipher 1i1D-11, CODtrol-lipala. power, ud
ordiDIUY telepboDe b.). In additicm to lhie1diD1lDd filteriD&, tbi8 called for the 1118 of c:cmdultl
and often, in aiatiDl iDstallatiema. drastic rearrapment of all the equipment aDd wirinI WU
iD90lved.
You will remember that the Department of De£eue bad diNcted that eneDaive TEMPEST
carreetive action be taken. I lI8id that the Directivespec:iAed NAG-l (P8-222) u a ItaDdard of acceptance for new equipment. It alao mentioned a number of other documents u being applicable,
and.particularly, this very same DCA Circular rve just been describiq. _
. & thia whole program gathered ateem, the mCIDetUY implicatiODB began to look 1taQeriDI; the
capability of the lOftJ'DIDent aeeompU8bing aU the corrective actian implied in a reucmable time
seemed doubtful: furthermore, we were begiJmiDf to see that there were subtle inter-relati9Jl8hips
betweeD di1ferent kinds of countermeasures; md that lOme of these countermeasures, in particular
situatioDS, might be quite SUper1lUOU6 when some of the other coUDtermeuures wen rigidly applied.
Remember, by now we had been telq people to lhield. to filter, to place thinp in conduit,'to
ground properly, to separate circuits. to use low-level keying, to provide security zones and -ametimes, to use welded enclosures. It took us a while to realize lOme fairly obvioua thiDp. for
example, if you have dODe a vel)' load job of auppreslinc space radiation, you may Dot need very
much filtering of the lignal liDe becaUie there's DO lipal to induce itself on it; or you may Dot
need to put that liDe in conduit for the aame reuon. If you have put a line in conduit. which is a
kind of shielding. then perhaps you don't have to aeparate it very far from other lines because the
conduit itself baa achieved the iaolatioa you seek.. ADd so forth. We bad already realized that some
installatiODS, inherently, have fewer TEMPEST problems than others. The interception of space
radiatioD from aD equipment located in a missile lilo or SAC's underground command ceDter does
not 8eem practicable; 80 perhaps the expensive space radiation suppressions ought not be applied
there. Similarly, the suppression measures Decesaary in an airborne platform or in. ahip at sea are
quite diBerent from those needed in a communicationa ceater in Germany.
The upshot was that, m 1965, NSA undertook to aamiDe all the stBndards and techniques of
suppression that had been published. to relate them to ODe mother, and to provide some guidelines
OD how the security intent of the ''Datioaa! policy" ud its implementiDi directives could be met
through a judicious and selectiue application of the various suppressioD measures as a function of
installation, environment, traflic IleDSitivity, md equipment being used. These guidelines were
published as NSA Circular *"9 and have been extremely well received.
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In January 1971, NSA published KAG-30AtrSEC, Compromising EmanatiODB Standani for
Cryptographic Equipment&. This standard represented our first e«ort to establiah ItaDdardized
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testing procedures aDd limits for amtrolliDg the level of compromising emaDatiems from cryptographic equipments.
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In December 1970, the U.S. TEMPEST commUDity introduced Dew TEMPEST laboratorY test
standards for Don-cryptographic equipments. Test procedures for compromising acoustical and
electromagnetic emanatiODS were addJessed in two 8eparate documenta, These laboratory test
standards were prepared by SCOCE and superseded F5-222. They were approved by the USCSB
and promulgated as Information MemOl'BDda under the Naticmal COMSECIEMSEC Iasuuce
System. NACSEM 5100 is the Compromising EmanatiODl Laboratory T.t Standard for Electro·
magnetic Emanations and NACSEM 5103 is the Compromising EmUlations Laboratory Test
Standard for Acoustic EmanatiODS. These documents are intended only to pnMde for standardized
testing procedunl among U.S. GovemmeDt Departments and Agades. They were in DO way intended to establish standardized TEMPEST suppression limiD for all U.S. Govemment Departments aDd Agencies. Under the terms of the USCSB's National Policy on CompromisiDl Emanationa (USCSB 4-4), U.S. GovernmeDt Departmmta and Apnci. are respoDSlole for establiahinr
: their own TEMPEST programs to determine the dear- of TEMPEST suppresaion which should be
applied to their wormatiOD-processing equipmenta.
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DCA Circular 175-6A was superseded by DCA Circular 300-1;5-1 in 1969, which in-turn was
replaced by MIL HDBK 232 on 14 November 1972.
Before 1 summarize the TEMPEST situation and give you my personal conclusions about its
security implications, I should make it clear that there are a number of topics in this field which
comprise additional problems for us beyond those I've talked about at length. There are, for
example, about a half-dozen phenomena beyond the eight I described to you; but those eight were
the most important ones. I have hardly touched on the role of industry or on the program designed
to train manufacturers and mobilize their resources to work on the problem. I have mentioned on·
site empirical testing of operating installations only in the case of Fort Meade-actually, each of
the Services has a modest capability for checking out specific installations and this "mobile test
program" is a valuable asset to our work in correcting existing difficulties. For example, the Air
Force, Navy, and ourselves have completed a joint survey of the whole signal environment of the
island of Guam. As you know, B52 and many Navy operations stage there. As you may not know, a
Soviet SIGINT trawler has loitered just off-shore for many months. Are the Soviets simply gathering
plain language communications, or are they able to exploit compromising emanations?
Another problem area is the matter of providing guidelines for the design of complete new
government buildings in which they expect to use a good deal of equipment for processing classified
information. How do we anticipate the TEMPEST problems that may arise and stipulate economi·
cal means for reducing them in the design and layout of the building itself? We consult with the
architects for new federal office buildings, suggesting grOunding systems and cable paths that will
minimize TEMPEST suppression cost when they decide to install equipment.
Finally, equipment designers face some specific technical difficulties when certain kinds of
circuits have to be used, or when the system must generate or handle pulses at a very high bit rate.
These difficulties stem from the fact that these pulses are characterized by very fast "rise-times".
( bey peak sharply, and are difficult to suppress. When this is coupled with the fact that on, say,
-a typical printed circuit board, there just isn't room to get this physical separation between lots of
wires and components that ought to be isolated from one another. then mutual shielding or electri·
cal "de-coupling" is very difficult. R&D has published various design guides to help minimize these
problems, but they continue to add cost and time to our developments. With crypto-equipment,
problems can be particularly acute because, almost by definition, any cryptomachine forms an
interface between RED (classified) signals, and BLACK (unclassified) ones, for you deliver plain
text to it, and send cipher text out of it-so the notion of REDIBLACK signal separation gets hazy
in the crucial machinery where one type of signal is actually converted to the other.
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SUMMARY
We have discussed eight separate phenomena and a host ~f associated problems. We have
identified a number of countermeasures now being applied, the main ones being the use of low-level
keying, shielding, filtering, grounding, isolation, and physical protective measures. We have traced a
program over a period of more than 20 years, with almost all the advances baving been made in the
last decade, and a coherent national program having emerged only in the past few years. My own
estimate of the overall situation is as follows:
1. We should be neither panicked nor complacent about the problem.
2. Such evidence as we have been able to assemble suggests that a few of our installations,
but very few of them, are probably under attack right now. Our own experience in recovering actual
intelligence from U.S. installations under fiel~ conditions suggests that hostile success, if any, is
fragmentary, achieved at great cost and-in most environments-with considerable risk.
, 3. There remain a number of more economical ways for hostile SIGINT to recover intelligence
from U.S. communications entities. These include physical recovery of key, subversion, and
interception and analysis of large volumes of information transmitted in the clear. But during the
next five years or so, as our COMSEC program makes greater and greater inroads on these other·
;&knesses, and especially as we reduce the amount of useful plain language available to hostile
-SIGINT, it is logical to assume that that hostile effort will be driven to other means for acquiring
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more llClIIlomical aDd. productive. iDcludiq iDc:reuecI eJfort at TEMPEST ezploitaticm. AJzeadY. oar OWD SlGINT eJfort ia abowiDIa modest treDd hi that diIeetial. A. baow1eclp of
the pbeaom8DClll itlelf iDevitably pmJiferatea. and u teclmiqu. for aplaitatioD become lIIore
IDPbiaticated because of ever-iDcreuiDg IeDSitivity of receiven. beirhteDiDr fidelity of recordiDr
devices. ad powiDr ualytica1 capabiliti.. the TEMPEST threat may cbaDp Dom a pateDtial
ODe to aD actual ODe. '!bat is. it win become U1 actual th!eat unlaa we baft heeD able to achieve
of oar cuneat objectives to mppreu the equipmeDta we wiD thea have in our iDveatory aDd to
clan up the iDltaDatioDs iD which tboM equipmeDtI wiD. be UIIId.
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INTRODUCTION
(U) The first volume of this work was completed in 1966, and except for a brief update in 1972 treatiq
mainly our part in the failure in Vietnam, bas remained essentially uncbanacd. The purpose of the ensuiq
essays is to provide some historical perspective on some of the trends, concepts, Ideu, and problems which
have either arisen in the past decade or so or have persisted from earlier times. The material is intended to
be essentially non-technical, and is for relative newcomers in our business. Our nuts and bolts are treated in
considerable depth in UG 32Bf1'SEC. It is commended to readers seeking detail, particularly on how our
systems work and the specifics of their application.
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POSTSCRIPT ON SURPRISE
(U) We've encountered DO serious arlUment from anybody with the tbaia tbat COMSEC - a key
ingredient of OPSEC - may help achieve surprise, nor with the correJative assertion that fewer and fewer
major activities can be planned and executed tbese days without a larae amount of supporting
communications to coordinate, command and control them, nor even witb the assertion tbat, without
security for those communications, surprise is bigb.ly unlikely.
(e) 1Jut, with all tbat said and accepted by customers, we may still be faced with tbe quite legitimate
question: "Wbat is its value - How mucb is it wortb?" Is a KY-38 the riabt choice over rounds of
ammunition to an assault platoon? Or all tile otller trade-off's you can i.mqine wben we cost money, tate
space, consume power, use people, complicate communications, or reduce their speed, l'IUJIe, reliability,
capacity, or flexibility. Can we quantify its value? Rarely, I fear, because we can so seldom show the success
or failure of some mission to have been categorically and exclusively a function of the presence or absence
of COMSEC. Even in tbe drone anecdote related in the folJowina; OPSEC cbapter, where we'd like to credit
a few crypto-equipments witb tbe saYiDss of several buDdred million dollars worth of assets, there were
otber contributors like improved drone maneuverability and command and control, and inc:reucd EW
support to disrupt Nortb Vietnam's acquisition radars.
(U) In a straight military context, however, we know of one major eff'ort to quantify the value of
surprise. Professor Barton Whaley of Yale undertook to measure success and failure in battle as a strict
function of tbe degree of surprise achieved by one side or the other. He used Operations Research
tecbniques in an exhaustive analysis of 167 battles fouabt over a period of many years in different wars. He
confined his cboice of battles to those in whicb there were relatively complete unit records available for botb
sides and cbose tbem to cover a wide variety of conditions which might be construed to aff'ect the outcome
of battle - terrain, weather, numerical or tec:bnical superiority of one side or tbe other, off'ensive or
defensive positioning, and so on.
(U) His measures for "success" were the usual ones: kill ratios, casualty ratios, ordnance expenditures,
POW's captured, and terrain or other objectives taken. He found that, repnUess of the particular measure
chosen and tbe otber conditions specified, success was most critically dependent on the depee of surprise
acbieved. He found:

SURPRISE:
NO SUR.PRISE:
NO DATA:

No. of CIIStS

..4 'lUtlge CQJlUlity ratio

87

ffrlend: enemy}
I: 14.5

51

I:

1.7

29

(U) The above is contained in Professor Whaley's boot (still in manuscript form) Strategcm: Deception
and Surprise in War, 1969, p. 192.
(U) Wben the extreme cases were removed, the averase casualty ratios were still better than 1:5 wbere
surprise was achieved, vs. I: I wben it was not (ibid. p. 194).
(U) He fUrtber asserts tbat, nlllClear weapons and missile delivery systems ..... raise the salience of
surprise to an issue of survival itself..." (ibid., p. 207).
(U) These seem to be facts wortb noting in penlllldial people that their investment in COMSEC will be
a good one; they'U get tbeir'money back, and then some. I have to confess, however, tbat the analogy
between Wbaley's ftndings and what COMSEC can do is ftawed. For, Dr. Whaley was a World War II
deception expert, and he believed that the best way to achieve surprise is throusb deception ratber than
tbrouab secrecy.
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OPSEC
(U) Since earliest times, one of the baic principia of warfare has been surprise. In fact, some early
Chinese writings on the subject are quite eloquent. A ItroDI case can be made that, seen bl'Oldly, a major
purpose of COMSEC - perbaps its overridiq purpose - is to help achieve surprise by denyiq enemy
foreknowledae of our capabilities aDd intentions. The principle applies not only to Itrateaic aDd tactical
militarY operations but to the fields of diplomacy, tecbnolol)', aDd economic warfare as well. In fact, it
extends to almost any adversarial or competitive relationship.
(U) Operations SecuritY (OPSEC) is a discipline desilDcd fundamentally to attain and maintain surprise,
particularly in militarY operations. In fact, I bave seen drafts of an Army update of their doctrine on
Principles of Warfare in wbich OPSEC is formally recoprlzed as a supportins factor in the treatment of
surprise.
(8 €e6) The history of OPSEC aDd our involvement in it flows Ilona the following lines: By 1966, both
intelligence sources aDd after-action reports bad made it abundantIy clear that the North VietDl11leSC bad
sufficient foreknowledge of ARC UGHT (8-52) and ROLLING THUNDER (tlCtical aircraft) raids to
render many of those operations ineff'ective. A concerted eff'ort began in an attempt to determine the sources
of that foreknowledge. To tbat end, JCS asscmbled a group which iJK:luded OIA, the Services and ourselves.
NSA was a player I both because SIGINT bad been the source of some of the most conviacm, evidence of
enemy foreknowledge and because communications insecurities were thought to be a prime candidate IS the
culprit.
(e e~ £srly on, the Group decided tbat an all10ucce eff'ort sbould be made. Three basic potential
sources for the foreknowledge were soon established - hostile SIGINT exploitins U.S. sianaIs insecurities;
HUMINT (Human InteIHaence) in which qents could physically observe and report on the plannina aDd
execution of missions; and operations analysts deducina the nature of forthcoming activity from an
examination of stercotypic (repetitive) patterns revealed by our past aetivity.
-teT'OPSEC emerged as a formal discipline when it was decided, I believe at the uqiq of NSA
representatives, that a methodolol)' sbould be devised which would lYSIemaltrJl the examinAtion of a given
operation from earliest plannina tbroqh execution: a multi-disciplinary team would be established to work
in concert, rather tbaD in isolation; and its membersbip would iJK:lude experts in COMSEC, counterintelligence, and militarY operations. They would look at the entire security envelope surroundins an
operation, 6nd the holes in that envelope, and attempt to plug them.
(U) A most important decision was made to subordinate this OPSEC fUnction to an operations
organization, rather than to intelligence, security, plans, or elsewhere. It WIll tboqht essential (and it
proved out, in the field) tbat OPSEC DOt be viewed IS a policing or 10 (Ioapector Oeneral) function
because, if it was so perceived, operators miaht resent the intrusion, circle their WIIODI aDd DOt cooperate
as the team dug into every step taken in launching aD operation. Rather, they were to be an intelra1 part of
Operations itself, with ODe overridina goal - to make operations more declive.
(U) Operations organizations (the J-3 in Joint'aetivities, G-3 or 5-3 in Army, N-3 in Navy, aDd A-3 in
Air Force) generally seem to be top dogs in militarY operations. They are usually the movers and sbakers,
and alliance with them can often open doors and expedite action. And 10 it was with the formal OPSEC
orpnization.
ES) la a remarkably swift action, the JCS established an OPSEC function to be located at CINCPAC
(Commander in Chief, Pacilic), sbook loose 17 hard-to-.et billets, and the OPSEC team known • the Purple
Dl'IIOns was born. An NSA plaaner and analyst out of S I was a cbarter member and was dispatched to the
Paciftc. The Drqons got added clout by being required to brief the Joint Chiefs of Staff' and the President's
ForeJgn InteWaence Advisory Board on their proareu each 3 months. They were to support all operations,
DDt just air strikes. They were given a free band, tr8\'ClIed constantly all over the Pacific, more or less wrote
their cbarter as they went alana, and repeatedly pin-pointed the major sources of operations insecurity.
Sometimes they were able to help a commander cure a problem on the spot; other problems were more
difficult to fix. In the case of air strikes, three of the bigest difllculties stemmed from the need to notify
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ICAO (International Civil Aeronautical Organization), other airmen, and US and allied forces of impendiq
operations well before the flet.
(e) .\1titude reservations (ALTREV's) were filed with ICAO, and broadcast in the clear throushout the
Far East. NotWes to Airmen (NOTAM's) specified the coordinates and timea of strikes so that they would
not Oy throush thOle areas, and these notices were posted at U.S. air facilities everywhere. Plain Ianpqc
broadcasts (called Heavy Artillery Warnings) saturated Soutb Vietnam lpecilYina where 8'2 (AR.C UOH11
strikes were to take place. U.S. officials were obliged to notify and sometimes seek approval of South
Vietnamese provincial officials so that tbey could warn villagcrs of tbe comin& ICtion.
(e) Some of these problems associated witb ARC LIGHT operatlolll were CVCIltuaUy solved by blockins
out large air corridors to a single point of entry into SVN airspace; the Heavy Artillery warnin&s, once
transmitted bours before a strike, were withheld until 60 minutes or less before the time on tarlet.
(fij hr general, set patterns of operations were ratber prevalent in land, sea, and air letivity. Ground
attacks at dawn were the rule not the exccption; bospitaJ ships were pre-positioned oft' amphibious landilll
areas; there were runs on the PX before troops moved out of garrison to combat. Major movements of
growd forces were preceded by weeks of predictable and observable activity, arranging Ioptics, lettina up
convoy routes and bivouacs, coordination with supported and suPportina forces and so on. 1bc failure to
take COSVN (the North Vietnamese "Central Office for SVN" in tbe Parrot's Beak area of Cambodia) was
abmst certainly the result of the huge flurry of indicators of impending attack that preceded it by at leut
three days.
tE) MUMINT vulnerabilities were pervasive. Nonh Vietnamese and Viet Cons qents bad inftltrated most
of the country. Yet the Purple Dragons were never able to demonstnte that apnt reponin& was a dominant
factor in enemy anticipation of U.S. action. Rather, communications insecurities emerged u the primary
source of foreknowledge in fully two-thirds of the cases investigated. On occasion, a specific link or net was
proven to be the source of foreknowledge of a given operation, at least for a time.
fS) A classic case involved the drone reconnaissance aircraft deployed out of South Vietnam to overtly
North Vietnam, gather intelliJence, and return. By late 1966, the recovery rate on tbese drones bad
dropped to about 501. This deeply concerned us, not only because of the loss of intelli&cnce and of these
expensive (SSOOK. at the time) aircraft, but also because we were certain that North Vietnamese anti-aircraft
assets could not possibly have enjoyed such sua:ess without fairly accunte foreknowledge on where these
planes would arrive, at about what time, and at what altitude. The Purple Dragons deployed to SVN, and
followed their usual step-bYJAtep examination of the whole process involved in the preparations made for
launch and recovery, and the confipration and ftiiht patterns of the mother ship and the drones themselves,
the coordination between launch and recovery assets, including the plannina messaae excbanaed. The mother
ships staged out of Bien 80a in the southern part of SVN; the recovery aircraft out of DaNans to the
North. Within a few days, the Dragons zeroed in on a voice link between the two facilities. Over this link.
flowed detailed information, laying out plans several days and sometimes for a week or more in advance on
when and where the drones would enter and earess from Nonh Vietnam. 1bc link was "secured" by a weak
operations code; the messages were stereotyped, tbus oft'ering cryptanalytic opponunities, and their varying
lengths and precedences offered opponunities for traffic analysis. In short, the North Vietnamese IRisht be
breaking it, or enough of it to get the vital where and when data they needed to pre-position their antiaircraft assets (surface to air missiles, anti-aircraft batteries, and fl&hter aircraft) to optimize the chance of
sbootdown.
ts) As a check, the Dragons manipulated some messages over the link, witb fascinatina results. (See the
March and April 1979 issues of CR Yn'OLOG for some further details on this account at somewhat bisher
classification than possible here.) The OpCode was replaced quietly with a pair of fuUy secure K.W-26
equipments. Stanina the next day, the loss rate dropped dramatically. A few months later, it began a sudden
rise, suuesting that the Nonh Vietnamese had discovered a new source of information. The Purple Dragons
revisited, and reassessed tbe problem. This time they concluded that the unique caD siBns of the Motber
Ships were being exploited. The call sigas were changed, and losses feU apin, for a few weeks. The final
solution was to put NESTOR aboard, and again the loss rate dropped so drastQlly that, by the end of the
drone activity, only one or two drones were lost to enemy action annually in contrast to as many u two or
three a week in the early days.
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te) 8PSEC is slowly beiDa iDstitutiooaUzed. OPSEC elements llJC establisMd in the JCS and at most
Unified and Specified Commands. Service oqanizations are tumina increuinsJ.y to the discipline but not, U
you miabt expect in IICICCtime, with sreat enthusJasm. We bave a modCIt capability for OPSEC in S U weD.
used l8rBcly in support of joint activity' or. on request. to Ulist other orpnimtions. We bave also looked
inward with the OPSEC metbodololY in belpiq DDO IDIintain the secrecy of Ilia operationa, aDd 15 still
IDOtber cut at the aeneral problem or computer security in DDT. Results have been useful.
fe) TIie principal innovation in OPSEC metbodololY since early times wu the development in S1 of a
decision analysis routine called VULTURE PROBE to quantify the wlue of various COMSEC measura by
showin& how the probability of an enemy's n:lChiDa Ilia objectives is reduced II a function of the COMSEC
steps we apply. This in tum helps us to decide which information most needs protection, aDd the relative
signiftcu1cc of the many individual security weakneIScI an OPSEC soney is likely to uncover.
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ORGANIZATIONAL DYNAMICS
\

(C~ 'fhe ftnt Volume described a relatively simple, strailhtforward functioDll orpnization for COMSEC

in NSA - the traditional R&D orpnization for system invention and development, an EnginccriIII
orpnization to manaac the production of equipments in Q.uantity, a Materials orpnization to supply
supportins keys and other materials, a Doctriaal orpnizatioD to approve and regulate lISC, and a few
SUpportilll Staffs. (Please, YOUDI people in the tine, don't laugh at the sort shrift Staff's usually act in
description of who does wbat. It is more likely than not that it will be to your 'career advantqc to have
such an assignment for at least a little while before you are done. I predict that tl;aen your perspective on
their importance and value will chanae even though you may now percieve that thet: are mostly in the way
- particularly if you are tryiq to act somethinslanythina done in a hurry. In aenctal, (but obviously not
always) they enjoy the luxwy and suffer the uncertainties of haviq time to think thinls through.
- eel -Our organizational structun: cbanged over time. acnerally in response to c&an,ed requirements,
priorities, and needed disciplines. Down in the noise somewhere (eEept in the scrutfr psip mill) were
other factors like personalities, manaaerial competence, ofllce politics, and so ,on. 1bc original
DoctrinelEngineeringIMaterial triad survived for sliahtly more than 20 years. Exp1od~ communications
technology, quantum jumps in system complexity, speed, capacity, emciency, reliability, 'I'M Q.uantity left
our eqineers in RandS and our production people stransely unstressed. They bid \ kept pace with
technology breakthroughs over the years, and sometimes paced them.
\
eel The Doctriaal orpnization, however, was beginning to burst at the seams. Here was a~up tbat bad
bad little change in numerical strength since its inception, dominated by liberal artists ellCCpt iq cryptanalytic
work, tryin. to cope with tecbnoloBies so complex in the requirements world that they we~ bard put to
understand, much less satisfy those requil'cments. A DoD Audit team found, in S, too areat a ~ncentration
on the production of black boxes and made strons recommendations that we chanae to a\ "systems"
approach to more fully intearate our cryptosystems into the communications complexes they sup~rt.
eel -so, in 1971, came our first major re-orpnization and 54 (now S8) was bom (out of D«:trine by
Barlow). Its mission was to get cryptOIJllPhy applltd. What seemed required was a cadre of prot'euionals,
including a liberal infusion of engineers, computer scientists, and mathematicians, in a sinlle oraamzation
wbo would be the prime interface with our customers to deftne systtm security requiremeDts and to assist in
the integration of cryptolJllPhy to that end. There were, of course, mixed emotions about dilution 'of our
scarce technical talent into a kind of marketing ooeration but it paid oft'.
\

(e) A ~uple of years later (July 1974), another audit report recommended better centralized manasement
and control of cryptolJllpbic assets in Government. The ACQ.uisition staff was converted to a full scale line
organization (S5) in part in response to that recommendation. There Is a persistent view that the ability of
an organization to get somcthina done is inversely proportional to the number of people on std'. The
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Marine Corps is the arch-typc: lean and mcan~ lots of filhters, little exc:css bqgagc in the form of staft"ers
- logisticians, budgetcers, planners, polic:y makers, clerks, typists, researchers, educators, administrators,
and the like.
f€
i'\ hoax, of course. The Navy "staff's" for them. No matter what you call it or where you put it,
much of that "drudgery" bas to be done. The Chief, 5S took SOJDC jibes in the form of the 8I8Crtion that
the only reason for the DeW 0ftIcc was to Un rove, OD
r our line-staft" ratio. The truth
.
a
from the auditor's observations

lif'"

seven individuals in 5S and 52 most responsible lOt Ptaidcntial
c:itations under a program rcc:ognizing major savinas in Government. 281 of the total Governalcnt savings
tf s ial rcco "tion that
was the wort of our
Ie.
/
/

/

OW,
ve 0
,our s s,
t cse majOr projeCts /
managc~ tlDlC an
attention. So, in part to reduce a growina problem of span of c:ontrol, a !JeW office (57) W85-1"ormcd in 1977
incorporating aU but the HAMPER activity into four 5pecial Project,6ffic:es (5PO's}.t8ch with Division
level stalUS. At the same time, the 51 cryptanalytic organization was ,pilt out to femn the nucleus of another
new Office for COM5EC Evaluations (86) on a systems-wide bas,is to include.c'ryptosecurity, TEMPEST,
TRANSEC, and physic:al scc:urity.
//
//
(U) Ultimately (1978) 54 and 57 were merged into a singlepmcc, 58,,whic:h brings us up to date.
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THREAT IN ASCENDANCY
---tet-fn olden times, most of our proarams, whetber in equipment development, TEMPEST, or security
procedures were driven larply by our view of COMSEC weaknesses - our VIIIIlUllblJIIIa - more or less
independent of judplents ID8de on tbe ability of an opponent to exploit them. We assumed hostile SIOINT
to be at least as aood as ours, and used that as a baseline on wbat miabt bappen to us. If we perceived a
weakness, we would first try for a technical solution - Jib DeW cryptCHquipment. If the state of that art did
not permit such a solution, or could do so only at horrendous expeDlC, we'd look for procedural solutions
and, those failins, would leave the problem alone.
Ee) 8& our priorities were developed more or less in the abstract, in the sense that they related more to
wbat we were able to do teebnolop:ally or procedurally tban to the probabilities tbat a Biven weakness
would be exploited in a Jiven operatin. environment. In short, we did DOt do much ctiJrerentiation between
wlnerabilities whk:h were usually fairly easy to diIcover, and threats (which were more dif6cult to prove) where threats are fairly rigorously defined to mean demonstrated hostile capabilities, intentions, and/or
successes apinst U.S. communications. 1bc accusations of overkill touched on earlier in part stelDJDCd from
that approach.
tCl The thrust towards gearing our COUDtermeasures to threat rather tban theoretical vu1Derabili.ty was
healthy, and driven by a recopition that our resources were both finite aDd, for the foreseeable future,
inadequate to fix everythina. In fKt, ODe of tbe reactions of an outside analyst to our earlier approach was,
"These nuts want to secure the world." Some still think. so.
(U) After Vietnam, there was a strona consensus in this country that the U.S. would DOt qain commit
forces to potential combat beyond show-the-ftag and brush fire operations for a decade or more unless some
truly vital interest was at state - like the invasion of our country. There was a correlative view that such an
event would almost cenainly not arise in tbat time frame, and we focussed increasiD.ly on detente and
economic: warfare.
~These views, in turn, sUUCSted that threats would be directed more towards strategic C J
communications tban tKtical ones and that, accordiD&ly, our priorities should 10 to the former. So, what
did we do? We made the larpst investment in tactical COMSEC systems in our history - VINSON. We
went all out in support of TRI-TAC, a tactical "mobile" system with more engineers out of Rl and S
assiped to it than the totality of efl'ort in the strategic communications arena. Further, the bulk of this
c1I'ort was in support of securing voice aud data only on short win lilies (a few kilometers) radiatinl from the
TRI-TAC switches.
('C) Kow come? I think it was simply a matter of doiq what we knew how to do - &rrlIIlP to secure
multiple subscribers on wire in the complex switching arrangement of the TRI-TAC concept. We did DOt
know how to integrate tactical radios within tbat concept, and so deferred that problem (called. Combat Net
Radio InterfKe) while we built our DSVTs, OLEOs, aud elaborate electronic protocols to efl'cct end-to-end
eru:ryption. We're gettiq to it DOW, but the lion's share of the initial effort was devoted to proteetina the
.
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and continuously amiable tbroQlh other means - notably HUMINT pthered throua!Jroutine physical
observation. from _nt reports. from our own voluminous open publications. . .
./
(U) I hasten to add tbat I'd be the last one to push that argument too far. ~ denipate the occd for
some COMSEC program each time we can point out an ahernative way for~bt information to be obtained,
/
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we can talk ourselves out of business. We do, always, need to be sure that voids in COMSEC do not
provide the quickest, most reliable, and risk-free ways to obtain our sec:rets.
-E9t"'Oespite tbis major aberration-failure to use threat to determine priority-in the seneral case, the
record has been good. As noted, it was certainly the drivins force behind the HAMPER pfOll'&lD. It
accc:lcratecl our work in telemetry CDecyption. It may hasten tbe modification or abandonment of some
marginally sec:ure systems. It certainly precipitated major improvements in some of our systeDlS and
procedures for strategic command and control. In its first real application, it cbanJed an UDl1IlU18Pbly
ambitious TEMPEST program into one that geared suppression criteria to pbysical environments and
information sensitivity in information processors. ADd it bas shaken loose a variety of efforts to improve
pbysical and t1"llD5miuion sec:urity.
(U) A caveat: While nothing sets a user's attention lite documented proof that communications h~ thinks
are sensitive are beiDa read by an opponent, several things should be borne in mind before tellins him about
it. Foremost is the fralility of the source of the information (the "proor') you have. Secondly, it is worse
than useless to
out and impress a user with a problem unless you have a realistic solution in band. No
matter how dramatic the evidence: of threat, if we simply go out and say, "Stop using your black
telephone," it's likely to be effective for about two weeks. Don't jeopardize a good source for that kind of
payoff.
ee} Pfually, the results of our own monitorina and analysis of communications, at best, prove
vulnerability, not threat, and are often remarkably inefrective. Notbins brouBht tbis home more persuasively
tban the Vietnam experience. MonitoriDl elements of all four Services demonstrated the vulnerability of
tactical voice communications again and apin. Tbis did not show that tbe NV A or VC could do it. It was
first argued that they weren't engaged in COMINT at all. Next, that even if they were able to intercept us,
they couldn't understand us, especially given our arcane tactical communications jargon. Third, even given
interception and comprehension, they could not react in time to use the information.
(6 6CO~ It took years to dispel those notions with a series of proofs in the form of captured documents,
results of prisoner and defector interrogations, some US COMINT and, finally, the capture of an entire
enemy COMINT unit: radios, intercept operators, IinJUists, political cadre and all. Their captured lop
sbowed transcriptions of tbousands of US tactical voice communications with evidence tbat tbeir operators
were able to break our troops' bome-made point"1>f-origin, thrust line, and shackle codes I" rraJ Ilm~. The
interrogations confirmed their use of tip-off networks (by wire line or courier) to warn their commanders of
what we were about to do - where, when, and with wbat force.
(U) Lamentably, even with tbat kind of proof, the situation didn't improve much because our "solution"
was NESTOR: users did not like that equipment, and they had to communicate, anyhow.
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LPI
(U) A traditional way to enhance the security of a transmission is to make it difBcult to intercept. The
options raDac from wbisperiDa (or the radio equivalent, usc of minimum power) to the use of cryptoll'llphy
to spread the transmitted signal unpredictably over a Jarae swatch of the frequency spectrum. In between are
armed couriers, physically or electronically protected distribution systems (wire line and, lately, fibre optics),
hiIh directivity narrow beam communications (directional antennae and lasers), and hoppinl randomly and
rapidly from one frequency to another.
(el '!be impetus for the upsurac of interest in LPI (low probability of intercept) radio tnuumission
systems bas come not so much from their potential to S«II1'e commUDicatioDs u from the need to prevent
jammina. In other words, it's more a question of commUDicationa reliability - assurinl delivery - than
communications security. As noted in Volume I, tbis fact raises lntcrestiDl questions on roles and missions
for us - anti-jam being traditionally an EW (electroaic warfare) matter, DOt COMSEC, so why were we
"inuudina" in this arena? The community seems now to accept the idea that we should (we say "must")
participate if cryptolBPhic techniques are emplo~ to lower intercept probability. Thus, while we may
provide the key senerator to spread or hop a sisnal, we don't act involved in non-eryptopapbic anti-jam
techniques like the desian of directional antenna or brute folU very biIb power transmitters to assure
message delivery.
.
(U) While a primary function of LPI is to prevent jammins, a second one of sreat importance is to
provide protection apinst an opponent's use of DF (direction findiDl) to locate mobile military platforms
when they transmit. If he can't hear a transmission, he has DO way of determiniDa where it came from.
(8 NF) Much heavier anti-jam emphasis has arisen because of several developments. rust, in the last
decade, the focus on Command and Control and the criticality or those communications used to direct forces
has intensified, with a m:oanition that we would be enormously handk:apped if those communications were
denied to us. The second reason for emphasis stems from arowina evidence of Soviet doctrine and supportiq
capabilities to use EW as a major element of their military tactics and stratelY. Finally, some of our fon:es
- notably the Air Force - baviq beBun ean:isiq in "hostile" EW environments, found their capabilities
sipificantly deSraded, and thus confirmed a very bi&h wlnerability.
(S) In fact, we were stunned when an Air Force study in the European tactical air environment suuested
that their vulnerabilities to jammins were greater tban those stemmiDI from plain Jansuaae air-~ and airto-sround voice communications. From this CGTAC reportedly concluded that, since they miaht DOt be able
to afford both COMSEC and anti-jam systems, they would opt for the latter. One senior Air Force ofllcer
reportedly said he needed an anti-jam capability so badly he would trade aircraft for it. With a lot of
baci.i.ng and filling, and more extensive study, we helped persuade the Air Force that they reaDy needed both
anti-jam and COMSEC. Army had clearly come to that cooclusion as early as 1974 when specifications for
their new tactical sinsle channel radio (SINCOARS) called for both a COMSEC module and III anti-jam
module. 1be Army, of course, was also the first to act serious about the business of implemcntina daily
changing call sisns and frequencies. I believe their and our motivation in pushins for these procedures was
to provide defenses apinst conventional trafllc analytic: attacks to determine OB (order of battle). But there
is an anti-jam advantage as well - by hidiDa a unit's identity (caUaian chaJlge) and hiI location in the
spectrum (frequency cbaDac), you force the jammer into broadsides - a mindJess barrap, DOt a surBical
strike apinst the speciftc outfits that worry him. DIOIt. lbat, in turn, exposes the jammer himself to baard
- our location of this interferiDa siIDa1 and, perhaps, launchinl of hominl weapona or sornethiq else
apinst him.
-(e)"'One of the more insidious arsuments we faced in some circles where anti-jam was asserted to be more
important than COMSEC arose from the fact tbat ordinary cryptoSrBPhy does not add to the resistance of
a uansmission to jamminl. If You can jam the clear sIpal, you can jam it in the cipher mode. Further, a
smart jammer can work qainst most eocrypted siaDaIs more efIlciently than apinst plain text, use less
power and be on the air for much briefer intervals. TbJs is true, because aD the jammer need do is knock
the cryptographic transmitters and receivers out of sync or disrupt the initialization sequences that prefix
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most encrypted traflic. This is DOt the case where we employ erAK (cipher text auto-key) or where
syncbronization is dependent on internal clocks rather than timing elements of Ibc cipher text itself. Alltbe
others ue vulnerable if the jammer can stop them from settinl into sync in the first pl8ce by repeatedly
attackiq preambles.
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SARK-SOME CAUTIONARY HISTORY
(C) SAVILLE Automatic Remote Keyins (5ARK), DOW usually referred to merely as "Remote Keyins,"
IDlOna the elden u to its oriains and orilinal aoaIs. One school of thouaht
(memory) insists it was conceived to solve the logistics problem attendent on continual physical distribution
and re-ctistribution of individual hard copy keys to every holder in every net, with the fall-out benefit of
reducing security problems by having fewer copies of compromise-prone teyI in the pipe-tine, in storaae, or
in operating locations. The other school recalls just the opposite - an initial drive to lind a technical
solution to the arowins problem of key list compromise - particularly throuJh subvenion of cleared
individuals - and the logistics benefits a matter of serendipity.
(C) Either way, remote keying was the biaat conceptual breatthroUlb in ways to set up cryptoequipments since the days of the card-reader. But both these potential beneJlts may be in some jeopardy.
i€}-VINSON, the prototype vehicle for remote keying, gets its rekeying variable (its "unique" key) from
one of three sources: direct from a key variable generator (the KVO) usually held at net control, or from an
electronic transfer device (ETO) which has been previously loaded from a KVO, or from a '!Incited key tape
(manufactured by 53) which can be loaded into an ETD with a special tape reader.
(C) f'or a typical, small, tactical radio net (10-20 holders) the idea was that each subscriber would either
go to net control and have his equipment loaded with his YlJ'iables, or net control would dispatch a courier
with an ETO to load his variables In sllII. Thereafter, he would operate independently of any variables except
those electronically stored in his machine until his unique rete)'i11l variable required supenession (usually OIIe
mOllth unless compromise required sooner change). Meanwhile, he would be rekeyed remotely and
independently of any key except that in his machine. No ETO's, no tapes, DO couriers, no material to
protect except for the keyed machine itself.
- (C~ 'fJezIpite repeated demonstrations that the concept would work duriq OPEVAL (operational
evaluation) and in a number of acts in Europe where VINSONs were first implemented, it bas DOt, at least
so far, worked out that way.
(0) -Wc have evidently so sensitized users to the crucial importance of their key that they fear leaving it in
their equipments when they are not actually in use. We have conditioned them with forty yean of doctrine
calling for key removal and safe storqe when the equipment is DOt attended or under direct guard. As a
natural consequence, it was an cay step to zeroiz.e equipmcnts at niJht, hold key tapes or loaded ETD's,
and rekey themselves in the morniq. Result? Baily recovered key at most user locatiODS, now in the form
of key tapes and loaded ETD's - a substitution of one kind of readily recoverable key for another, and our
physical security is DOt much improved over what we had with conventionally keyed systems like NESTOR
and thc KW-7.
fC) -Within the next fcw yean, we expect about 140,000 equipmcnts which can be remotely keyed to
come into the inventory. At the same time, the users have ordered about 46,000 ETO'I and we project the
need for 10'5 of thousands of rolls of key tape to support thcm, each containin& a month's settings. So
we're seeing a ratio of , to 3 build up, instead of 1 : 10 or less IS we bad hoped; and our goal of making
keys inaccessible to almost evcrybody in thc system may not be realized throuJh remote keyiDJ.

is a subject of mild controveny
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(c)

PCSM
(C) One of our most intractable problems bas been to find ways to pactqe c~to-equipment in a way
which will seriously deter penetration by a smart, well-equipped opponent with plentr~f time. The diftlculty
is not much different than is flCed in the manufacture of threc-combination safes. The ~t we can seneraDy
aft"ord can stand up to a covert penetration ell'ort by an expert only for 30 minutes or ~ and brute force
attacks, leaving evidence, can be done much more quickly than that. Yet, these safes ~ massive and
expensive. With a crypto-box, there are added difticulties in protectiDs Iosic or resident key"use X-ray
devices or electronic probiq may recover the information without physical e n t r y . \ ,

(C) For many years we have known that technolosies do exist for building protective cocoons around
objects that can in fact provide a very hish level of resistance to tamperiq witbout triggcrina some alarm.
When we first encountered them, we rejected them out of hand as a practical solution to our problem
because these "protective membranes" as they were called, could COIit on the order of 550,000, each.

(8

Nn

But more than ftftccn years have passed since our ftrst encounter with the technique. The process

has been refined, and it now appears that we m/glll be able to get such packages for under 5500 apiece if we

buy in large quantities. This prospect merged in the mind of J. Richard Chiles with the potential for using
micro-processors to program various crypto-Iosics and ancillary functions in a given box. Thus tbe concept
of PCSM - the Programmable COMSEC module - was born.
(8 NFl 'Fhe grand desip was (and is) elegant. Encapsulate a micro-computer in a protective membrane.
Program it with whatever c:rypto-Iogic and assorted keys arc required to operate in a siven net. Build into
each box a unique element of logic or key so tbat if the membrane is defeated and tbe contents lost, it will
aft"cct no otber subscriber's traffic. The membrane serves one fimction only - to provide, witb high
confidence, a penally if penetrated. The penalty could ranse from (theoretically) an explosion to an alarm at
some remote place. It mipt simply zap critical circuitry, disablina the machine, or obliterate all sensitive
data (if we Iearn bow to do that).
~& ~~) Depending upon the kinds of penaltiCs that prove practical to impose, it may be possible for the
entire keyed programmed operational box to be IIndass//I«J, gettiq DO protection at all beyond that which
it provides for itself. Your safe, after all, is DOt clauificd. Only its contents. And if au its contents
evaporated if somebody (anybody, including you) were to open it, tbere'd still be DO problem. Alternatively,
and perhaps more feasibly, it might operate like a bank wult. The money doesn't dislppear when somebody
breaks in, but other things (alarms) arc likely to happen to prevent him from makinI oil' witb it.

£& NP) "" final element in the concept is the usc of some central oflice, switcb, net~ntroller, NSA (!) or
some such to electronically check tbe presence and bcalth of each box. Thus, equipments in storage or in
operational locations could not be removed, pbysic:aUy intact without detection, and intemal malfunctions in
the protective system could be determined witbout Ioca1 effort.
Eel 'fbe goal is not a •'pcrfectly" secure system - rather one good enough to make the risk of detection
to an opponent uDICCeptably high.
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H~Maybe

by the time somebody writes Volume III of this work, PCSM can be discus&ed in the
prescot tense. I hope 50, because it constitutes the bigest conceptual step forward since remote keyina.
Most of this material is classified SECRET to help us achieve technololica1 surprise. aDd it should lIot be
discussed outside NSA without prior approval from DOC.
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NET SIZE

fC) The cryptoscc:urity implialtions of very biab volUDII:S of trafIk: usiq the aame key bave DOt been a
dominant factor in determinin& net size in most of our cryptomacbines for many yean. Rather, we bave
opposed very larae networks sbariDI the aame key in recoanition of the fact that the Hkelihood of physical
compromise rises with the number of copies of materials we mate and tbe number of people to whom it is
exposed. Correlatively, the Ionpr a Jiven item is in existence the more opportunities for its compromise
arise, and supenession rates axe baed, in part, on that fact. (A physical security Vulnerability Model bas
been devised which permits some trade-offs between these two facts - laraer nets with more rapid
supersession rates, and vice vena.)
tC~ In olden times, there were limitations on tbe basic sizes of many communications DCtJ tbemselves and
this put natural limits on sbared byiq materials when these nels were secured. Now, world-wide compatible
communications capabilities are much more prevaleat, IDd operational demands call for more very widely
held keys for use in these networks. E\'CfttuaUy, however, there is a stickiq point where the risk of
compromise becomes prohibitive.
'C NF)- AlthouBh we've never bad any bard statistical probability in our hip pockets, we bave aeneraUy
felt comfortable with net sizes on the order of 250-400 holders, but bave tolerated a few nets with upwards
of 2000 holders, one KW-7 system with 4900 keys, and the horreDdous I{I-IA net of 5,945 copies. The
rationales for accepting some of the larger nets are sometimes tortured. Instead of lookinl only at some
rough probability of compromise as a function of exposure, we look al&o at the enW'onmellt of use systems in confined enclaves on shipboard seem Jess wlnerable to compromise than in larae plants with
many people millins about, or in small field locations wbere secure ItrUCtutes may not be a'¥llilable. Some
systems can be subjected to special protective measures - notably two-man controlled materials - tbat may
offset the existence of larae cop)' counts.
~e sensitivity or importance of tbe trafIic: in Jiven networks may vary patl)', thus affectiq the
motivations for hostile elements to risk acquirina key, and the lolli-term security impact should compromise
in fact occur. Finally, of course, traJBc perisbability affects our judplents. In the clallic cue of ttl-lA, we
could not care less about the compromise of the key to tbe world at larac one minute after the key is
superseded. (This system for identification of friend or foe is useful to an)' enemy oniy if he em acquire it
before or While it is being used so that he can equip his forces with a means to be taken for a frielld.)
(9
-Still and all, the subjectivity inherent in this approach - as in most ph)'SicalleCurity judaments drives us nuts. We are beins uked to "quantify" the unquantifiable - the intearity of our people~ the
physical security conditions at more tban 3000 separate cryptograpJ1ic accounts and the tens or hlllldreds of
individual locatiODS they each may serve; tbe "value" of teD& of millions of mesuaes: the opportunities for
subversion, catastrophe, carelessness to result in the compromise of some number of the millions of items
we issue annually - and so on. The real force behind the persistent efforts to find teelmoloaical, meuurable
solutions to the problems of physical leCurity stems in part from that frustration. 1bere is a justifiable
disillusion with our "doctrinal" and "procedural" remedies because enforcement is diJlicult, they are easy to
circumvent deliberately or accidentally by friends and enemies alike, and there is no real way to determine
their effectiveness. We
tbe technical solutions - secure packagiq, remote keyiq, PCSM, emeraency
destruction capabilities, and so on.
es) MeanWhile, let us not rationalize ourselves into some fool's paradise because we bave such aood and
strinsent rules and some soothins perceptioDS that the Soviets, say, aren't really all tbat proficient. Some of
what we still hear today in our own circles when riaorous technical. standards are wbittled down in the
interest of money and time are frishtenJnsly reminiscent of the arrolBDt Third Reicb with their EniIma
cryptomachioe.
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EQUIPMENT CLASSIFICATION
--(C) .Que of tbe more difficult cb:triDal isaUCI in our business relates to tIu: level of protection we require
for crypto-equipments. AJ brieny noted in tIu: flnt Volume, tIu: problem bu been around for a 10111 time.
By 1970, tbe pressures for easing our protective criteria bad become very SWill. Usen soUlbt relaxed
standards not only on tbe matter of equiplDCD1 classificatioD, but also for the wbole ranae of rules reprdiDa
clearances, storBIC, guarding, accountins, access authorization, hiIb risk deployment, key supersession rate,
net size, foreign access, and compromise reportiq.
(C)-A. special workins JIOUp was set up consistiq of some of our people and reprellClltatives of the
Services and a few Civil Aaencies to review the matter. They found not las than 55 different sets of
regulations governing various aspects of tbe protection of cryptomaterial includinl baaic NSA documents
and a myriad of user implementers and amplifiers of tbose rules. Some contrldiction was inevitable. They
proposed the elimination of a number of control requirements and drafted a sweeping new, simplified
National Level document (NACSI 4005) whicb emphasized keying material protection, eased the
requirements for equipment protection, and alJowed claaiftcation alone to IOvem the protection of all other
cryptomaterials (maintenance manuals, operating instructions, and so on).

(U) Central to this new departure was the concept of unclassified "Controlled COMSEC Items" (CCIl,
and tbe vision that some cryp~quipment, notably tactical equipment, could be, at NSA's discretion,
unclassified (but Controlled) when unkeyed.
tc) For the record, the bacqround on tbe wbole question is somewhat as follows: Since tbe mid-50's,
various customers bad been callina for unclassified equipments, particUlarly in tbe tactical 11'eDa, and bad
been resisted by us for reasons of COMSEC, SIGINT, and technology transfer. lbroUlbout the '60's,
pressure built as more and more systems proliferated to lower echelons, and culminated with the feed-back
from Vietnam about non-usc of NESTOR.

'G) l1le two major reasons for declassification were the "inhibition of usc" argument, and the vision of
full integration of COMSEC circuitry into radios of the future - fUU integration heilll deftned u inseparable
and sbarcd radio and crypto-circuitry. In that conflauration, our COMSEC tail would be wauin& tbe
communications system dog with the controls clusiftcation denotes - bow would sucb equipmeDts be
shipped, stored, and particularly, how would they be maintained? "Integration" hu thus far not tUl'DCd out
to be the wave of the future. COMSEC modules will by and Jarae be separable from their associated radios
because the designers found it more efficient to do it that way. At this writing, only BANCROFT fuUy
embodies the original fully integrated coucept. Diflk:ulties in protection will persist even with partial
uintesration," of course. At the moment, thoUlh, they don't look to be nearly u severe u we first
perceived.
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(5 Nfj 'fbere were seven subsidiary arluments against classification and counter-arsuments for each:
• The desipl assumption of equipment (or loP:) loss, countered by facts that such loss is not certain,
not necessarily early after desiJn, or deployment, and not universal - loss to one or two countries does not
-uate to loss to all (on the order of 160\ others.

• The CONFIDENTIAL clearanc:c offers a low confidence in the inteBJity of an individual because/ the
investisation is superficial, 10 what are we really buyins in the way of protection? The COlDlter: .,.. are
buyins a powerful lepl sanction qainst deliberate compromise of the system to an enemy. ~t of
classification bas been construed as a "near absolute defense" asainst prosecution - espionqe
in
practice, apply only to classified (and Formerly Restricted Data) information.
/
• Executive Orders settina up the classification system are awkward when applied literally to Jwdware
- the classification system was clearly designed with two-dimensional objects (paper) princi~ in mind.
Counter: we've nonetheless lived with it rather well. Further, the Executive Order really leaves np option: if
loss of the material is judged damasinI, it must be classified.
/
• Dollars for manpower and facilities required to protect classifted hardware could be sayed. Counter:
Savings would not be significant given the requirement for a reasonable alternate set of <:pntrols on the
equipment - particularly since dtJssifltd keys are used in association with the cquipme~ in operational
environments.
/
• The design of modem equipments can provide inherent protection qainst Iosie reCovery. Counters:
"Secure" or tamper-resistant packasinl have not panned out yet. (But see article 0"/ PCSM potential.)
Similarly, early efforts for extraction resistance and automatic zeroiziq have provedc1isappointiq. Early
hopes that the complexities and minuteness of micro-electronic components would /make .their "reverse
engineering" diflicult have been proven unwarranted.
/
• Alternative controls to classi&ation could be devised which would provide equivalent or better
protection. Counter: when we actually fielded early models of VINSON and PARK1ULL as uncJassifted but
Controlled COMSEC Items (CCl) for Service tests, the system broke down. Witbla a few months, we bad
an astonishing number of IfOSS violations - lost chips and whole ui
ts
emonstrations 0 eqwpments - me
remote teyins procedures.·
- to oy scouts and wives' clubs, and extremely casual baDdliDg. We sim~ly could not articulate the'
requirements to protect these equipments despite the lack of classification. /1be nearly universal rcact~n
when we fussed was "If their loss is rca1ly damasins to U.S. interests, why ~'t they classified?" Without
exception. in our contacts with Congressional people, we BOt that same ~tion when they were i1Y
for constituents demandins a share in the market for Design Controll9d (but unclassified) ~ir Parts
(I>CRP's): We learned, the bard way, that dassification does ~tly lower the probability of
compronuse.
/
/
(0) Probably amons our less judicious moves in seekiq altematiw Fontrols for tac~,crypto-equipment
was the notion of treatins them "lite a rifle" without first researcm,a wbat that ~meant. On the oDe
band, it did mean a bish level of protection III tA, /1111I because ri~ were items for"which individuals were
personally and continually accountable. Most of these same iDdivid,DaJs perceived ~t their lives miabt well
depend on them. But crypto-equipments - at least until secure ~ ClIdios ~ alolll - are not items of
personal issue, and we haw by no means yet convinced most
that th~ lives may depend on these
devices even though we think we can prove that is IOmetimes tQie.
/
(~=We also found, of course, that controls over small arms iii the ScrvjCes aren't au that ,reat when they
aren't in the bands of individual users. The system for distri~tion ancl!Wlll'ehousinl is evidently quite weak
because DoD acmowledaes that many thousands of them,Cannot .R found, or are showm, up in larp
quantities in the hands of various other countries, terrorjSt lro., the criminal element, and the lite.
/
/
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Losses of that magnitude in our crypto-equipmeat invenlOry would be disastrous, principally because it
would put some elements of DDO out of businesl.
(C) SO we backed away from treatina them lite rifIeI, and toyed with the idea of treatiq than lite radiol.
We bad beard that luch '"biIh wIue" ltem5 lOt JOOd control, and that protection in the field would be
rousbly equivalent to that expected for crypto-equipment. The arsument W8I that clalli6cation W8I
unnecessary because it offered DO real ucurity adYIDtqe. We approacbed tbis proposition cautio..Iy, partly
rememberiq dle IarJe number of taetk:al US I'IdioI that eventuaDy formed the b1ckboae of the North
Vietnamese and Viet Colli radio nets, and decided to do an empirical test on the relative protection afforded
to radios and crypto-boxes in the same field enYiroament.
(e, We enlisted the aid of Army and Air Force counter-inteWaence pmoDDe1 under a project called JAB.
During a major exercise (REFORGER '74) in Europe wbere NESTOR. and KI-IA equipment was deployed,
we dispatched small counter-intellipnce TlFr TCIDII to see how many crypto-equipments and bow many
radios they could "acquire" in the aame enYiroament. By "acquire" we meant 30 or more minDles of
unrestricted access - 1011I enoqh to steal equipment, extrlct keys, or recover the intemal wirina. The
results were interestina.
_ (i NP) Tn a few weeks, the team deployed apinst NESfOR-equipped Army units "acquired" dozens of
radios, sometimes together with their parent jeeps and other vehicles. But whell they tried to get the
CONFIDENTIAL NESTOR's, they met suspicion, distrust, and were oearly caupt repeatedly. They
lDIlDllIed substantial access to only one NESTOR equipment duriq the entire operation. That equipment
WIIB mounted on a jeep in a JUlU'ded motOr pool. It was niabt time, aDd there was a driYina IDOw-ttorm.

..

.

.

..

(€ Up} Inevitably, after success at three consecutive airbases, some crusty old custodian .lOt ,uSpicious
and started checkina 1w:k on their bona fides. The word went out to AF units an oYer Europe and they
barely escaped arrest at their next target. As you miabt expect, when dley debriefed seoior AF ofllcials in
Europe, the commanders were considerably more exerci&ed over the flCt that the team co~/have ftown off
with whole airplanes than with the security of the KI-I A.
/
- eel SO, in the Army case, we found a subluantiaJ difference in protective leYels I,9t mdios lIDd crypt~
equipments; but in the case where radios and crypto-equipments usually were co~ - i.e., on aircraft ?h.._

aI""

nn _,,1

•

--E&T-A much safer way for a hostile IOvemment to tet at tl1ese"materials is throusb subvepiOn of cJeared
people with routine access to them. This has been clone a number of w.s that we kno~of~ IOmetimeI with
very serious COD&equences. With this technique, some Ametican,' DOt a foman spy{t&tes all the risb of
gctting cauaht. Until he does, he can offer materials repeatedly as in the DIOSJtOceotly publicized case of
John BoY" - thc employee in a cryptoeenter at TRW wbo was reportcdJy involved in at least a dozen
separate transactions involving sale of keying materia1 and photograp~6f the Iosic circuitl in one of our
crypto-equipments. (The case is well-documented m/ 1'" FfIlcon flltd.llte SIfowmmL Simon SChuster, 1979.)
(3 Nfl) Coping with this kind of problem is.iD part, wbat remote keyina, ipition keys, tamper-resistant
./
packaging and, on the borizon, PCSM are al)c(ut.
~e narratiYe aboYe addresses priDcipllny the
of classification as it relates to crypto-equipment.
There follows a more lCDeric treatment 0( what ~rlics our efforts to protect cryptoaraPlUc information in
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general, and offers a perspective on the kinds of information a SIGINT organization finds useful in doins its
job.
-iSrNSA spends tens of millions of dollars and tens of thousands of man-hours trying to discover what
Soviet COMSEC is like. Despite all-source research datilll back more than 30 yean, the incideaee of tilly
unclassified statements by the Soviets on any aspect of their COMSEC prosram is so trivial as to be virtuallY
non-existent. In other words, the Soviets protect (classify) all information about thdr cryptoaraphy and
associated communications security measures.
~e effect of this stone wall has been either to peatlY delay U.S. ability to exploit some Soviet
communications or to frustrate it altogether.
~iewed as an element of economic warfare, we are losina bands down as we expend enormous
resources to acquire the same kind of information from the Soviets that we pve them free - i.e., without
classification.
(C) Clearly, the Soviet's classification program costs them sometbinl, just as ours costs us. But, they
have a cost advantqe because they still operate in an essentially closed society with a weU-established
security infrastructure and with many of their of!icials already well attuned psycholopcal1y to the concept of
secrecy.
tel Where we do classify, our tansible costs can be measured in lessened program efliciency and
timeliness, and in the cost of the security barriers we then need to build around the information or material.
The major intangible penalty is still asserted to be the "net loss" to COMSEC when classification inhibits
system use.
~ optimum attack on any cryptosystem (if you can back it) is cryptanalytic - you aeed only operate
on cipher text; your risk is low or non-existent unless you have to position yourself dallIerously to perform
the interception. You don't need to steal keys or penetrate cryptocenten or subvert people and, if you
succeed, the return on investment is likely to be ricb - all tbe secrets committed to the cryptosystem in

IionJ

C

/

- tS} Accordingly, a ftrst line of defense has to be to protect our cryptolopcs (and our own diqnOses

thereoO for as long as we can, reprd1cs& of our sense of the inevitability of eventual compromise. \

(8 Eee) The "SIGINT', argument for protectiD& our cryptoloJig is well known - the COMSEO'
arguments mucb less so, despite their reiteration for some decades:
/
./
• With t~e exception of true one-time systems, none of our logics is tbeore~nY and provably imlnune
to cryptanalYSIS .- the "approved:' ones ~ve simply been sbown to adequate)y resist whatcvertinds of
crypto-mathematlcal attacks we, With our finite resources and brains, have bee9-able to think up:We are by
no means certain that the Soviet equivalent of A Group can do no better·· But no attac~iS likely to be
successful - and certainly cannot be optimized - without preliminary ~tiCS - ~iSCovery of bow it
..
.
works.
/
/
c .have no known cryptanalYtic vulnerabilities may/still be explpited if, and usually only
.
• .Syste~ wbib
~, their. keYing materials have been acquired by the opposition or if their TEMPEsT cbanK:teristics permit
It. In. el~her of these contingencies, however, the logic, the ma;b1nc itIClf,~r both may be required foc
exploitation to be successful.
/.
/
-ter Because the thrust for unclassified when unkeyed equip-mts is 1)'iIig fallow at the moment all of the
a~ve may see~ like ~ins a dead horse as far as our maWine e,uiPments are concerned. But 'the maner
will assuredly me apm.
/
/

~n any e~nt~ most ~ple in S ~ pretty well ~it~and/or resigned to the need for protectil1l
lOlles and precise Information about their strel1lths1l11d )Ytaknesses. Howe\'er, that is not the case with
/
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batches of peripheral information about how we obtaiD communications system security. We teDd to
play fast and loose with information about alarm structures, about ''TRANSEC'' features, depth protection,
anti-jam protection, cryptoperiods, teyiq tecboiques, teItinI, financial and IoPtics arraapments, parts
catalop, plaas, schedules, opcratiq iDauuctlons, phyalca1l8f'eauants, IUd DI8P doctriDe in paeral.
(U) Attemptinl to protect some of this data is somctima viewed u hopeless or useless, either because it
becomes self-evident the instant a liven system hits the street or because it hu Jeakecl into the public
domain over the yean or decades.
-E€t"But beware arpments for declassification on pounds that the information - in bits and pieca - bas
already been publisbcd in lIDClassifIcd form. Hostile inteUipnce is DOt ubiquitous, IDd we oUlht DOt to be
compilins "unclassified" data for him, especially wba1 blessed by our rather exceptional stamp of
authenticity. And it would be well to remember that our cJassifJcation of "materials on the basis of their
aaregate intelliBCDcc VIluc still carries wcisht, despite the discomfiture when people uk wbich parqraph,
which sentCDCC, which word?
(U) But decisions to declassify an.ythiq about a new (or old) system. should be made case by case, and at
least as much thoUlht should 10 into abc wbyI of declassifk:ation u to the whys of classification. I don't
think the burden of proof should lie with eitber the "clllsifter" or the "declassifler."
(U) In the final anaJysis, the "classifter" bas only two uguments aoina for him - enhanced security
and/or cnbanccd US SIGINT operations. The "declassifier" likewise has few bottom IiDes - enhanced
COMSEC operations and - often - cost savinp. The trouble is, there's usually some merit on both sides
and, as apples and pears arc involved, tbc "decision" is usually subjective and contentious.
-(~ The further trouble is the tendency of both "sides" to throw up smokescreens in the form of
specious argument or unsupportable assertions - emotionali.zing the whole process:
~OMSEC and SIGINT "classiften" arc quite capable of assertinl imparable harm wbere little or
noDe exists in the real world - past insistcace on patent seclee)' for trivial devices beina a case in point.
~ewisc, in tbc case of the declassifien - e.I., a tactical vok:c security advocate cl.aimiDa the
VINSON and PARKHILL proarams would collapse if we insisted on abcir classiftcation.
(C Cee) Perhaps, however, the bigest sin&lc shorteomiDI 8010111 people in S decidina on (de)classiftcation
of information stems from far too hazy a perception of bow the SIOINT world - any SIGINT world operates, and the practical difficulty that world encounten in acquirinl all the data they need to taqet and
exploit a given communication system. 1bt: process is expensive and complex, and entails weU-eleftncd steps
of col1cction, forwardina, processina, analysis, and reportina.
(C) Before committiDg assets to an attack, they need to know DOt just the cryptosy&tem, but the
associated communications, the oature of the underlyina traJIIc, deployment plans - where, wbco, wbo, how
many. So the data that is VIluable to them includes:
• The size of the ProlfBlD
• How much arc we spendiDg on it
• How many copies will we build
• Who the uscn arc
• Where they will be located
• Communications platforms and frequcncic!s
• Deployment scbcdules, TechEvaIs, OpEvals, IOC's etc.
~iven all that, and the cryptoloBic, they can bcsin to act down to the serio. work of deploying
collection assets, adjustiq tarpttiDI priorities, __iDa the people and equipment at home or in the field to
carry out attack. That may take YftUS. Thus, in short, the more advance knowlcdae of future crypto-system.
deployments they have, the better they can plan and schedule their attack. Were we ever to lleld a major
Crypt05YStcm with complete surprise (we never bave), we miaht well be home free for some ya.n even if
that s)'Stem had some fatal flaw of which we were UDaW&rc.
(G Ce6) So, one root question we need to ask oUIBelves wilen we arc tryina to decide wbether somethina
need be classified or DOt is: "What would be the VIlue of the information if I were part of a hostile SlGINT
orpnization - any such orpnization?" "Will ita protection block or delay POtential eft"orts &pinst us?" A
correlative question - equally difIicult for COMSEC people to answer - is: "will it be useful to an actual or
potential US SIOINT target by showinB that taqet somctbins it can usc to improve its own COMSEC
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equipment or procedures?" "What would our own SIGINT people live for comparable information about
larJetted forciln cryptopaphy?" A trap to avoid in attempting tbat answer is conjuring up only the Soviet
Union as the "target" in question. Clearly, the:rc: arc cateaories of information whk:b would be of little usc:
to them because of the: level of sophistication tbey have alrc:ady achieved in their own cryptoarapby, but

Icould be or

._me

vaIuc '" otbor co"-.

""iCl All this activitY culminated in our abandomc:nt, at least for ROW, of the commitment to JDi'te most
tactical equipment unclassified. Our announcement to tbat eft'c:c:t caused some gnunbq'8DIOna our
customen, but not the brouhaba we bad anticipated.
/
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PUBLIC CRYPTOGRAPHY-SOME CAUSES

a CONSEQUENCES

This strange term remains imperfectly defined at this writins. It seems to relate to all of tbe foUowins:
Commercially designed cryptosystems available to the general public.
Governmcnt~esigned (or endorsed) cryptosysteml made similarly aYBiJable.
Cryptographic schemes and cryptanalytic treatises pUblished in open literature by IDdemicians and
interested in tbe subject.
- (9) "'Wbilc commercial equipment bas been around for many decades, their quantity and variety was
relatively small. Most were manufactured overseas - particularly in Switzerland, and no huae market euted
for them after World War II because many Governments (like our own) bcpn iDcrcuingly to use systems
exclusively of their own design and UDder tbeir own control. Similarly, the lJDOunt of pUblisbed literature on
cryptography, and particularly on sophisticated cryptanalytic ideas was sparse. In tbe U.S., tbe Government
(specificaUy, NSA) enjoyed a ncar-monopoly on the subject by the early 'SO's. That persisted until about
1910, when a dramatic change occurred.
-tST"A handful of U.S. companies interested in computers, in communicatiOllS, or in eIcctronica bcpn to
perceive a market for electronic crypto-equipments. A few otber American companies bcJ8D buildin& cryptoequipment in competition witb the Swiss and others in Europe, supplyinl devices to some Governments in
Africa, South America, and the Middle East and to a few major corporations - notably some oil companies
seeking to protect vital industrial secrets.
(U) At about the same time, the question of computer sec:urity, wbic:h had been on the back burner since
the late 50'S, began to let a areat deal of attention from computer manufacturers tbcmsclves and from some
of their customers. Computer fraud bad become more common, and its impect, particularly on the bankins
world, became signiftcant.
(U) In 1974, the Privacy Act (P.L. 93-539) was passed, imposing a legal obliption on Government
Departments and Agencies to protect the information held on private citizens - notably in computer banks.
Since data was incrcasinslY beiDa communicated amana computers, tbe need for some means to secure these
transmissions became evident. Thus, the perception of a need for encryption arose in the public: leCtor.
(U) The Department of CoIlllJlCl'CC bas an clement cbaracd with improviq the Dtilization and ID8JIIIIemcnt
of computers and ADP systems in the Government. They, especially, perceived a requirement for
commercial sources for cryptography to protect Government computer commUDicatiolll and, correlatively,
the need for an Encryption Standald applicable to any system oJrered to Government apinst which
commercial vendors could design security dcvic:cs. This Standard, the Data Encryption Standard (DES), WI5
published by the National Bureau of Standards 15 Federal Information Proccssina Standard No. 46 in
January, 1911.
(U) The process involved solicitation for proposals for sucb a "standard" encryption process or aJaoritbm
and two public symposia were held by NBS to discuss the merits of the winnina lubmission (IBM's). A
smaU storm of controversy erupted when some academicians said it wasn't JOOd cnouah, and implied it had
been deliberately weakened so that the GOVCl'lllDCDt could break it. Heretofore, in the COMSEC business,
publicity of any kind - much less adverse publicity - was rare, and we were DOt happy. However, a
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~y tbis time, we bad bitten the bullet, decidinl to seek a JCIlCB: COMSEC solution. This was a
decision of enormous consequence for IJS. The notion of injectinl Communications Security in~ the
commercial world in a bi, way wu unprecedented, with serious policy, political, and teebnic:al ijnplic'ations
for all involved. Principal players became ourselves, tbe telepbone companies, tbe Wbite House', OOA, the
now defunct Office of Telecommunications Policy in OMB, FCC and, ultimately many .rs/ of the

r.........

/

I

--tet-The doctrinal problems were large and intractable bccalJSC they involved the prov~lODr of crypto~phy
in unclassified environments wbere many of our traditional physical security measu~ WJ..re though, to be
inapplicable. How would the crypto-i:quipments be protected? How to protect the keY;S? ,.,.ow do ~u effect
key distribution witb no secure delivery infrastructure sucb as we enjoy in tbe GovertlJile';1t COMS~ world?
Problems of tbis kind led to a campaign to use the DES - tbe only unclassifiedj Gpve~..pproved
cryptosystem available, tbus solving the pbysical security problem insofar as the crypt~~uipmcpt itself wu
concerned. The root difficulty with this proposal from tbe security analysts' vie~~t lay in/the fact tbat
tbe DES algorithm was originally designed and endorsed exclusively for ~ pro. .tiQn of ~lassified data,
fundamentally to insure priwcy, and without a SIGINT adversary with tbe ~r of tbt Soviet Union
having been postulated as a likely attacker. Accotdingly. tbe system was not desiBned to ~t our bigb grade
standards and we were not interested in educating the world at large in the best ~ can dc).
~onetheless, tbe system is very strong; bas stood up to our continuin, analysis,ind we still sec no
solution to it shon of a brute force exhaustion of all its 2" variables. It is pod eoo., in fact, to have
caused our Director to endorse it not only for its original computer priVBQ'y/ p~, but for selected
classified tcame as well. Cynics, however, still ask "Are we breakin& it?" ~8ns~r is no. But could we?
The answer is "I don't know; if I did I wouldn't tell you." And there's a gobd rCll$bn for this diftldence. A
"No" answer sets an upper limit on our analytic power. A "Yes" answetl a IQwer limit. Both of those
limits are imponant secrets because of tbe insights tbe information WOUId I pro'iide to opponents on tbe
i/ /
security of their own systems.
~be event witb tbe most far-reaching consequences which stemmed/in p8n from our bavina grabbed
this tiger by tbe taU was the re-organization of tbe COMSEC effort at tb~.!Nationallevel. Historically, NSA
had been the de /IlCIo and de jll" National Authority for all Govemmentlb1ptograpbic matters - a position
II .
.i
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Clitablished by sundry Executive Orders, Directives, "charter" documents and the like reachiD& back to
1953. But, by mid·1976, attacks on us by a small but vocal contingent of Academe bid become bitter. Some
elements of·the National Science Foundation which underwrote much of the cryptoll'al)bic wort done in the
private sector joined in tbe beginninp of the adversarial Rlationship vis a vis NSA.
-tel "fundamental chaUense RJated to the JJI'OPrl.ty of an "intellipnce" orpnization ba¥ins jurisdiction
over the privacy of citizens in the post-Waterpte climate. In short, could we be trusted? An early action of
the Carter Administration, theRfoR, was to issue a Policy lleview MemoraDdum (PIlM 21), to examine this
issue and recommend a COW'liC of action. The result - I 1 montbs later (Nov '77) - was a PRsidential
Directive (PO 24) effecting a basic realignment of roles aod missions in Government for COMSEC and for
something different called "Telecommunications Proteetioll."
~e Secretary of Defense remained the Executive Agent for Communk:ations Security, but with
COMSEC now defined to reJate only to the protection of classified information and oth.r ill./omratiOff mat'"
to nalional security. A new Executive Alent, the SecretarY of Commen:e, became responsible for
"Telecommunications Protection," defined to encompass information nOl rtlaIU to nat/Offal security. In both
cases, the threat was defined to be exclusively "foreip adversaries" and nobody was chaqed with
"domestic" threat - e.g., those eoaaaed in computer fraud, industrial espionage, drug smuplers, terrorists,
and the like who may be exploiting communications.
-tClSo, the split~ut of roles and missions did DOt relale in any direct way to the kind of cryptosraphy or
otber protective measures that may be used, nor to the specific customers to be served by one Executive
Agent or the other, nor to the speciftc communications means in question nor, finally, to the nature of the
opposition. It relates only to the underlyins nature of the information to be secured (protected). For the
past two years or more, we and the Department of Commerce have been trYing to sort it out. Not the least
of the ditlicultics is that many communications systems carry a mix of security-related and non-security
related information - notably, of course, those of the telephone companies. So who's in charse?
- (€)""While these events pthered steam, the HAMPER prosram faltered because of uncertainties on who
was charged with, responsible for, authorized to, or capable of moving foIWlUd. Bia IDOney wu involved,
and we didn't know who should budset for it. Should the common carriers pay for it themselves, or its
customers? Or the government? It is, after all, a securitY service that most may not want or pen:eive a need
for.
(€) s\ handful of people from the now defunct 0fIk:e of Telecommunications Polk:y (OTP) were transferred
to a new organization within the Department of Commerce (DoC) to form the nucleus of an A,aeDcy cbarged
to implement their pan of P0-24. The new Apncy is called the National Telecommunications and
Information Agency (NTIA) and tbey are the people with whom we deal daily in tl')'ina to carry out our
obviously overlapping missions. A few of our former colleques joined thai AI,eDcy to help them acquire the
technical competence to deal witb cryptographic questions, system selection, application, and the like. We
are travelling a rocky road in these mutual endeavors because, quite apart from the potential for
jurisdictional dispute, we have philosophically dift'erent orientations. By and large, most people in both the
COMSEC and SIGINT organizations in NSA believe that we can accomplish our missions more etrectively
in considerable secrecy because it helps us to conceal our strenatbs and weaknes&es and to achieve
technological surprise. DoC, on the other band; is in business, in part, to encourasc priWlte enterprise, to
maximize commercial markets at home and abroad, and to exploit the products of our own Industry for use
in Government rather than bavins the Govcrnmc.ot compete with IndustJy :- and this does not uclude
cryptography.
~le, in DoD, Technology Transfer is viewed laraely as a securitY issue with concerns oriented
towards export control for critical technologies, Commerce is interested in the iJlfUsion of our own industry
with technoloBies now controlled by the government. They need, therefore, to maximize the declassifk:ation
of information relating to CryptolIlPhy. Their in·bouse resources remain meager, so tlley are tumina to
commercial research organizations to develop cryptosraPbic expertise. Since these contracts are usually
unclassified, and we fear the consequences of publications of what the best private sector brains may bave to
offer, there is some continuina tension between us.
~ugb all this controversy, and notwithstandina: our security concerns (some will read "paranoia"),
there is a very strona motivation among us for cooperation witb DoC, with Industry, and with the Academic
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community to get the Government's business done. Clearly, because of that near-monopoly I spok.e of, we
baYe a bead start in NSA on cryptographic matters. Just IS clearly, we bave no monopoly on brains nor on
manufaeturina innovation and iqenuity. Potential security losses may well be ol'-set by what a motivated
COJDJDercia1 world BDd interested Aaldcme milht offer to the Government for ita own use. There is a school
of thouaht that believes that various conuncrc:ial ol'erinas - notably those wbic:h may embody the DES may flU a Jap in our cryptographic inventory which our own systems c:aDIIOt fill becauac of their design
apinst high and costly standards and tough military speciflcationa, their protection requirements, and the
protracted periods of time they lenerally take to produce. Note, for eumpJe, tbat after 111 these years, a
siarliflcant majority of military voice communications 8Dd almost all non~mililary Governmental voice
communications remain unsecured. Ioexpensive and quickly available commercial voice equipments milbt
move into this vacuum and - even thoulb they may BCoeraBy ofl'er leu leCurity - we milht enjoy a net pin
because otherwise, for many years to come, those commUDications wiD be there for the takinI, essentially
free of cost to an opponent. This argument does not mollify the CODICrvative, however.
(U) At this writing, some uocerlainty remains IS to how Jarae the market for commercial de~, notably
DES, may be. There seems to be a consensus that they may be applied in considerable quantity to protect or
authenticate the contents of messqes in support of ftnancial translCtions, 8Dd most especially in the field
called Electronics Fund Transfer (EF1j because of demonstrated vu1Derability to costly fraud.
(U) But, although a Government endorsed technique bas now been on the street for a number of years,
there has as yet been no rush to acquire equipmcnts in quantity. This may be duc, in put, to si&niflcantly
lower perceptions of threat on the part of prospective customers than projected by ourselves and others. It
may also stem, in part, from the slowness with which sUPportini Government standards and pidclincs are
beina published (for Interoperability, Security Requirements, etc.)
(U) In any event, production and marketing of equipment by U.S. commercial Yeadon is not our biSBest
problem with public cryptography because there are various Government controls on sucb equipment particularly, export controls - and Industry itself is usually disinterested in publishina the cryplanalytic
aspects of their research in any detail. The central issue that continues to fester is cm:apsulated in the
phrase: "Academic Freedom _SILl National Security. I I
eU) Our Director has made a number of ovenures to various academic foruma and individuals in an cfl'on
to de-fuse this issue, but bas stuck to his guns with the statement that unrestrained aeadcmic researcb and
publication of results can adversely affect National Security. While a few academicians baYe been
sympathetic:, the more usual reaction - at .least tbat rcac:b.iot the press - has been IJClltive.
~e principal reason tbat there is an NSA consensus that unrestrained academic work. bas a potential
for harm to our mission is because, it first1:1ass U.S. mathematicians, computer scientists, and engillCCrII
bcSin to probe deeply into cl)'ptoloay, and especially into cryptaoalytics, they arc likely to educate U.S.
SIOINT tarBet countries who may react with improved COMSEC. Leu litely, but possible, is their potential
for disc:overinJ and publisbinB analytic techniques that might put some U.S. cryptosystems in some
jeopardy.
(U) The acadcmiciaos' arguments focus on absolute freedom to research and publiah wbat they please, a
rejection of any stiftina of intellectual pursuit, and concerns for the cbi1Iin& cl'ect of lID)' requests for
restraint. Their views arc bolstered by the real difficulty in differentiating various kinda of mathematical
research from "crypto-mathematics" - notably in the burgeoning mathematical field of Computational
Complexity, often seck.i.q solutions to difticult computational problems not unlike tboIc posed by IJOOd
Cryptosystems.

tc, As a practical matter, Government "leverage," it any, isratber limited. We have made some half.
hearted attempts to draw an analoBY between our concerns for cryptoloay with those for private research
and development in the nuclear weapons field which led to the Atomic EDeIIY Act tbat does - at lcaat in
theory - conslrain open work in that field. But there Is no comparable public perception of clear and
present danler in the case of cryptoloBY and, despite the "law," academicians have IIDCtioned research
revelatory of atomic secrets includin& publications on bow to build an atomic bomb.
eel Aiw.ther wedge, which as yet has not been driven with any appreciable force, is the fICt that overwhelmingly - the money undcrwritinl serious unclassificd academic researcb in cryptoaraphy comes
from the Government itself. Amons them are the National Science Foundation (NSF), the omee of Naval
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Research (ONR) and the Defease Advanced Research Projects A&encY (DARPA). NSA supplies a little
itself. The wedp is blunted because Government o8iciak administerial pants from IIIO&t of these
institutuioDS have been drawn Iarply from tbe academic community who believe stronaly in the value of
research performed outside Government, and arc sympathetic to COJlCems about abridaement of Academic
Freedom.
(C) III. tbe Ions run, balanciq out our mutual concems will probably depeod more on the aood will of
influential sections of the Academic Community i1lc1t' than on IeIislative, monetary or otber control over
cryptographic research in the private sector. It tlUDl out that at last some aovernina bodies in various
col1elcs and universities seem more ready to recopize some lIClIdemic responsibility with respect to national
security concerns than do many individual "youq Turk" profcssors or their collective spokesmen woo see
Academic Freedom in First Amendment terms u an absolute. A aood deal of the Director's quiet work on
tbe matter appears to be oriented towards CODStructive cliaJoI with responsible o8lcials and aroups.
~ I have dwelt on the matter of public cryptopphy at some Ieqth because it ponends some radical
CbanSCS in our relatioDShip with the publli: sector - more opcDllCSl, dialoS, controversy, and debate.
Obviously, our conventional shield of secrecy iI undcraoinl some perforation. In contralt, it milht be worth
notins that we have yet to see a single unclassified document from tbe USSR on tbeir cryptoJl8Pby - not
one word. (As a result, we spend small fortUllCS acquiriq data comparable to that which realities suuest we
must COlltinue to cough up for free.)
(U) Nonetbelcss, I believe we can identifY and continue to protect our most vital interests - our "core
secrets" - and, meanwhile, dialOS with inteWaent people - even "opponents" - will surely expand our own
knowledge and perspective.
--fErA more tangible outsrowth of publli: cryptography could be the infusion of commercial equipment in
Government for the first time since World War II. As noted earlier, the votes are not yet in on how
prevelant that may be; but it bodes new sets of problems in standards, doctriDc, mainteuanc:e, protection,
.
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(U) How do we offer a reasonable COMSEC education to U.S. users in unclassified enviromgDnts without
educatins the world?
/'
to) IIow do we underwrite, endorse, certify, approve or otherwise sanction products)n'the abstract when
their real security potential may well lie in bow they are applied in a systems complex, not just on a 100d
alaorithm? Or how, alternatively, do we ftod the resources required to assess ~zeDS of di1l'erent devices in
hundreds of different appW:ations?
/
(U) We are currently wrestJins with all these questions; but IDOst otth~ will be incompletely answered
for a Ions time. It may be usefUl for you to keep tbem in mind IS JOUlet involved with public cryptography
/' /'
downstream.
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of the more 'in~re&tiq outpowtbl of the buqeoDiq interest in cryptopapby in the private
lICCtor W8S the "invention" 'Of a coDCept caUecI "Public Key CryptoBraPby" (PKC). AU conventioaal
cryptograpby requires the pIe-PCmtioDiDl of abared keys with cech communicant. The Ioptics for the
manuflK:turiDa BDd delivery of those ~ keeps 53 in business and fon:cs usen to maintain a Iarp lICCDre
crypto-distribution system. (R.emote UyUlJ"-C!IICI but docs DOt elimiDate the problem.) The thoUlht was.
cryptography would be revolutioDized if a s _ could be deviled in which people could commuaicate
lICCurely without prior excbaqc of keys.
.",,eU) The main idea tbat came forward was an cl'ort 10 capitaliD: on the fact that some mathematical
fimc:tions are easy to carry out in ODe "diRction," but dItlICUIL or Impossible to remsc. A clauic example
of these so-ca1I.cd one-way functions is the pheDomcnon tbat it is ao~ bard to multiply two very large prime
numbeR topther. but given only their product. DO elqant way bas b*.J»ut forwud for dcterminins wbat
the two orilinal numben were.
."".
eU} So the original numbers could be considered to be part of ODe man's'l'cc(ct "by:" their product
could be published, an encryption aJaorithm could be spccified opcratiq on tbat
which could not
be cflk:iently decrypted witbout knowledge of the "by", and all JDeII8ICS addressed to_t penon would
be eDC
ted b tbat
rithm.
"

Ptucl.uet

t W8S an mtere&tinS mat
P.
t put 0
ccntuncs 11IO. ut WI 110 areat mcentlvcs
for its solution beyond the satisflK:tion of intellectual curiosity. no pcn:cived commercial applic8tions, and so
on. So there W8S DO cvicIcncc of a areat many brains bavtna worked the problem OYer the )all, nor did we
SO all out apinlt it because. apart from theoretical doubts. there were other drawbacb.
fe~ 'f'hc most obvious - althouIh perhaps DOt the most important - was the flK:t tbat the cncryptcr
himself could never decrypt his own 1JICSI&IC - he would be UIin& the cryptosystcm of the recipient who was
the only one holding the lICCret dccryptiq by - he would' bave DO means to verifY its 8CCUI1ICY or correct
an error. More or less elaborate protocols invoMns band-sbakiDI between the communialtions were put
forward to get aroUlld this dif6culty - usually cntailiq the receiver baviDs to re-cnerypt the received messasc
in the seoder's key and askin& if tbat WIS rilht. A c1U1111y busincu.
te~ Next, each user would bave to tccp his primes absolutely lICCret. forciDI on cecb lOme of the lICCDre
storage and control problems inbcrent within conventional scbemcs. Known (or unknown) l01I would
compromise all of his previously received IDCSSIICS. To lOt around tbat. relatively frequent cblDp would be
necessary. This would move him towards the COllYCDtions of kcyina materialsupcncssion, BCDCration and
selection of suitable primes and their products. aad tbelr republication to all potendal correspondents.
tel Next was the matter of cflk:ieDcy. The "by" would have to be on the order of 1000 bits loaa to
make flK:torization difticult (or impossible?). IDhercnt in the scheme is the requirement to use all of tbat by
for any mcssasc, however short. Further. a IiDaIe prble renden the entire JIlCIIS&IC unintelliaible.
(U) In the more detailed scbema outlined 10 far. pneration and manipulation of very Jarae numbers is
required, including raisina them to some as yet unclctermined power - but clearly more than just squarinl
them - and tbis leads to great complexity in any real implementation of the idea.
'G) Finally. there is the problem of spoofabUity. An)'OllC can scnd you a JIICSS&IC in your key which you
must either accept as valid or authenticate somehow. If I inject DlYBClf in your communications path. I may
purport to be anybody. supply you my by, &bake bands like a 1cIitimate originator IDd lead you down
various garden paths indefinitely.
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~ So we are not yet prepared to accept PIC.C 81 a wave of the future. However, it continues to otrcr
iotripiq possibilities, particularly for short messaacs resupplyiq cooventional keys amoDl small user lets,
and we may eventually IlDd some use for it if we can do so without creatiq problcml at least equal to tbDac
it is desi.ped to solve.
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seeBEr
COMPUTER CRYPTOGRAPHY
~ Since most CIYPUHlquipments these days can be viewed essentially 81 bard·wired special purpose
computeD with "programmable features" to accommodate variabla, tbere bIa been considerable effort,
datia,g at least to the early '60's, to 1IIC pneral purpose (OP) computen to do cryptopapbic fuDctiooa proaramminl the whole process, encryption aJaorithm and 111. The idea WII particularly attrlCtiw at
installations where lOme GP computer with eJCell cal*ity was already in pllce. Tbe flnt opcratioaals)'Item
I recall was used to decrypt telemetrY from the Navy" flnt poaidoD location satellite - the TlUllit system,
in a shipboard computer, the BRN-3, imp1eJllCllted in 1963. SiDce the computer WII requiRd anyhow to
carry out naviptioDal calculations bISed on data reed. . from the satellite, IiDce it operated in a receive
only mode (the seoder WII a collVClltional billet boll in the satellite), and since operation WII "system bi&h"
(i.e., all personnel with access to any pan of the computer were t\dly cleared for aU the data beiDa
processed), no biB computer security problema were involved - rather, it WII a teelmical matter of
proll'8mmins cryptopphy elDciently into a system DOt oriaiDaUY dClipcd to carry out such functions.
'1et' Nevertbeless, tbere bas been little proliferation of computer cryptopaphy in the ensuiDa years,
mainly because the inherent constraints in the BRN-3 environment (eJU:CU capacity, system biah operation,
receive mode only, and rigorous IICCCSS control) are still not prevalent. The security problema that arise when
one or more of those limits disappear are difDcult indeed. If, IS is increasiD8lY the case these days, the
computer can be remotely IICCCSSCd by variola subscriben, the diliculty is patly compoUDded. 11Us is true
because the vulnerability of lICIIIitive data in a computer to inadvertent or deliberate llCCCSS, extrKtion,
pindown, disruption, tamperinJ, miIroutinl, or other manipulation incrcues 81 you iDcreue the
opportunities for pbysical or electronic lICCCII to it. In this respect, the problem of insuriq the security
integrity of cryptographic information in a computer is DO dift'erent than witb "computer security" in
general. As you no doubt know, that peral problem is beinl 8Isaulted on many fronts today with e8'orts
to make "provably secure" operating ')'ItelDl, the development of the "security kernel" c:oacept, kemelized
virtual machines and so on. The threats are 10 numerous that a 247 pap document ("ADP security Desiln
and Operatina Standards", by Ryan Pap) is still DOt dcflnitive.
--terNot the least of our worries with computer eDCryption proposals is the question of how to evaluate
their security potential, how to validate larae software proarams such 81 you would need to implement, say,
SAVILLE in software; and how to insure that "peripheral" cb.anps elsewhere in the computer will not
aJfect the integrity of the cryptography. It turDS out, naturally enoush, that 56 proceeds with ctiminishiq
confidence 81 systems become more complex, and with mon: and more functions DOt under the cryptopaphic
designer's control which yet may affect the way the cryptoarapby works. Control f'uDctions, timinl
functions, switchiDs functions, etc., are typk:al examp1cl of tbcse "peripber8l" activities that doD't remain
staw: - I.e., aren't bard-wired - and subject to cbanp to facilitate other f'uDctions in the computer 81 time
lOCI by.
- (e, TWo other factors have slowed the rush towards computer cryptography. The first is that most
COlDD1ercially available computers still have TEMPEST problems. Few meet our TEMPEST standards for
crypto-equipments (KAG-30), and they are difIlclIIt to flx. The other rllCtOr is that the dccIicated (special
purpose) computer - an ordinary cipher machme, for eumple - can alwa)'l carry out a single job more
el/lden,ly (space, speed, power consumption, and 10 on) than one with multiple functions.
(U) None of this means we can't do it - but we aren't then: yet. And it', just possible that it's another
or those waves of the future tbat will dissipate in the . . or time.
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(U) Or

so it oftcn seems to someonc

tryiDa to

whip up some enthusiasm for a cbanp.
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TEMPEST UPDATE
(€) TEMPEST dif6culties seem to whipsaw us more tban any of the other tccbnica1 security problems we
bave. E8cb time we .eem to bave IICIUeved • ftUOlIlIbly well-baIaDeed and meD8pd propam in NSA, other
Apnea, and in the Industrial TEMPEST Propam (ITP), some Dew class of problems arises. Better
detection techniques call some of our older staDdarda into question. New phenomeDa or variations of old
ones are discovered. New kinds of information proceuon come into the inwntory from the commercial
world posinJ different suppreuioD problems. Vu1neJabilities remain easier to deftae tban threat in most
enviroJuDmts, and we seem to WID. hot and cold on bow agraaively the whole problem sbould be anacked.
(9 Nt') The proliferation of Cathode Ray Tube display CODIOD (CRT'S) is IUIlOIJI the more recent
eDlIlples to catcb our attention and that of our customen. Most computen and their peripherals still come
off the shelf from Industry without much TEMPEST protection buiJt in. Customen may lay on tests lifter
instal1ation and if they see problems in their particullr flCilitics, may try to screen them or, if threat
perception allows, take their cbances on boItiIe ellploitation. But with CRT's, two thinII happeaed. First,
they were more cnel'JCtic radiaton than most other information proceuon unless TEMPEST suppression (at
areatcr cost) bad been applied duriDg manufacture. SecoDd, the results of testinl of an insecure device were
horribly obvious. Testen, instead of haviq to show some skeptical IdmiDistrator a bunch of meaninl1cs&
pips and squigles on a visicorder aDd esoteric charta on sip1 to noise ratios, attentuation, ele., could
confront him with a photocopy of the actual face of his CRT with the displayed data fully Icpblc, and could
demonstrate instantaneous (real time) recoVery of all of it from hundreds of yards away. This ICtI their
attention.
-teT However, as seems to be the case with many of our more dramatic demonstrations of threat or
vulnerability, the impact is often sbort-lived, aDd the education plOCe&l soon must start qain. But, despite
the apparent fluctuations in threat perception and correlative command interest, the resources in R.tD and
rsonnel committed to TEMPEST roblems in NSA and the Services remains fair consistent

t S 8.lr to conc
that
pro lem will be with us as 10111 as current flows, but the ear~1udgment
tbat we have it reasonably well in band except in unusually diftIcult environments may ~Ve been too
&IU1Iuinc. We arc beina faced with more and more types of sophisticated information proccs&on - including
computer-based systems - and these arc prolifemtina at a areater rate than we can tract: This fact, coupled
with more widespread know1edae of the phenomenon, the decline in the aYailabW{Y of trained tecbnk:al
personnel for testing and corrective action in the field (some test schedules have· fallen as far as two yam
behind), and the advent of more potent exploitation devices and tee~ place 111 in a less than
satisfactory posture.
/
/
/
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SfA REVISITED
_ (e) «SFA" used to stand for "Siqle Faibue ADalysis." In the early 70'1, a somewhat more elcpnt but
Jess precise meaning arose - "Security Fault ADalyaU." It is a systematic proc:ea for examinina the
embodiment of a cryptologic: to determine tile lCCurity eff"ect of maIf'uoction or failwc of individual

components, switches, circuitl, resisters, lites aDd the lill:e. Itl purpose is to asswc tbat my fault which
would have a catastrophic effcct on systems security is aafeparded spinat - usually throuab redundancy in
design or some kind of alarm.
~ classic example of catastrophic failure is oae which allows plain Ianpqe bCin& encrypted to bypass the key generator altopther and be traDlmitted in the clear. Another - IDua1ly more insidious - is a
failure in randomizer circuitry caIDiq prectictable or RPetitlve initial set-upl for a machine.
-E8T'SFA had its begjnninp with relatively limple eIec~mechaoical devices where piDa milht stick,
switches .bana up, or roton fail to move, and DO trUly QltemiJ:Ied eumination for such failures was carried
out or necessary. Most of those failures were DOt vilua1bled and prevented during deaip. Rather, when they
cropped up in the kid and were reported, we would bave to 10 bIct and retrofit. We bad, for example, a
case with a duplex one-time tape circuit where aD operator DOticed that aD exact copy of biI outlOing traffic
was being printed, in the clear, on bia receive teJctypcwriter. He thouabt a previous operator bad jacked
that teleprinter in to provide a monitor copy to assure lII.x:UI'lIICY of bia send trame. What bad really
happened was a simple failure of a SiIma Relay at the diaraat end of tile circuit wbicb calDed tile incoming
messages, after decryption, to DOt only prlat out normally on bis receiver but also to be shunted blick, in
the clear, over his send line. In another case, an on-linc rotor system caUed GORGON seemed to be
operating perfectly all day IoDl when m operator noticed that the familiar clunking sound of movinl roton
seemed to be missing. He lifted the lid to the rotor basket and discovered why. There wa'C no rotors in it.
Ordinarily, that would have caused continuous prblc at the distant end, and the operator there would have
sent bact a BREAK to stop transmission. In thJs case, however, the distant eod had abo fOl'lOttCD to put
the rotors in. and so received ncrfect CODY in the clear. but believed it to be dccrYDted text.

(C) Ii worked out alrisbt, though. For their part, the analyats beJlli to lOt more prcciac about wbat
constituted a critical failure. The desipm IDCIDwbiIc, throUib. ~ystemati.zation of the process duriq
cqui~mcnt manufllCture, fouod ways to anticipate problems lIIId.wid some of the blIck-fittiq which had
Pl'CVlously been IlCCCSS8ry. AJ is usually the case in our j)uIincss, wbm accDrity requirements conftict with
cost in time and money, a fairly pragmatic trade-off" isJtilidc. We bave yet to build a 1IIIIChh1e deemed perfect
fro~ the security analysts' viewpoint, and I doubt~ ever will. On the other band, wc've made few if any
CQUlpments apinst which security dclip o~rtln bill DOt been uscrted by its builders or the budpt people,
or both.
/
./
/
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NESTOR IN VIETNAM
-f8T"Most US SIGINT assets in Vi.ctDam used NESTOR heavily and successfully almost from the outset.
Towards the end of the war, so did most in-eountry Naval forces, particularly airborne usets. In the
SIGINT user's case, it was because they were already equipped when tbey lOt in country~ bad used it
previously, knew, accepted, or circumvented its pecali&rities, and, of COIUlC, because tbey believed their
tra8k: required protection. In the Navy casc, it was tbc result of DrlCOoiaD measures by tbe Commander,
Naval Forces, Vietnam (COMNAVFORV). That Admiral happened to be a COMSEC believer~ so be told
his pilots tbat if they didn't use the equipment, he'd lI'Ound tbcm. Some didn't, and he did. There is, I
understand, no comparable trauma for a flabter pOot.
(U) The story with molt of the rest of the "users" was quito dift'erent, and very sad. The reasons and
excuses were manifold, and a few will be treated here for wbat migbt be leamed from it.
~e~ It was claimed that NESTOR reduced radio raqe. In an environment where commUDic:ators were
only marginally able to reach one another anyhow, tbis was intolerable. Expcriments at NSA before the
equipment was deployed, and repeated invcstiptions when these claims penistcd, veri&d that NESTOR did
not reduce: nmae. They even showed tbat the system could sometimes cnbance commUDialtioos by holding
bilher voice quality (less noise) towards raqe limits; althoUJb when it reached tbc limit. loss of aU
intellisibility was abrupt and categorical.
~y, our own engineers sent to Vietnam reported bact: "Sorry about tbat, S2~ the system reduces
raDIC - typically by 10~ or more. I I ADd it, in fllCt, did. It turned out that NESTOR did DOt affect ranae
only if the associated radio was perfectly tuned. "peaked, I I matched to tbe NESTOR equipment (as we
naturally did here at home). In the field, maintenam:e personnel were neither trained nor equipped for such
refinement - the test instrumentation simply did DOt exist tbere, and we bad oot anticipated those real world
conditions when we sent it out.
~n tactical air, it was claimed that the Iync delay - up to 3/S of a second of required wait between
pushing to tal.t and ability to communicate - WIS intolerable wben air-t<Hir waminp amana pilots bad to
be instantaneous. A survey showed, by the away, that most pilots judpd this time to be on tbe order of
three seconds; so, in fact, the wait must have seemed interminable when one WBDted to say "BIIIldit at two
o'clock. I I
~er-based aircraft ultimately adopted wbat was called a "feet wet-feet dry" policy in which they
would operate exclusively in cipher while over water. but oace owr land. would revert to plain 1aDpage.
For Air Force pilots, it was not so much of a problem. 1bey mlnar' to install so few equipmeats in their
aircraft, that they were able to create few viable cryptD-nets, so JDOIt of them were in clear all tbe time.
~avy bad managed to jury-rig NESTOR (KY-28) equipment in essentially every carrier-bued fl&bter
aircraft they bad. In the case of the F4 tbey found a nook iMide the oose-par housinl, and tuebel it in
there. But the Air Force opted to SO into a major aircraft modiftcation program to ICCOmmodate the
system, penetrating the skin and with elaborate wirina to remote the system to lhe cockpit. This toot yean.
The problem was compounded because when airCraft did act in comity with NESTOR's JostalJed. they were
pcriodically recalled to CONUS for maintenance and rehabilitation, took their NESTOR with them IS part
of the avionics package, and were replaced with unequipped planes.
--EGt-J'be around version of NESTOR (KY-8) would DOt nm in JUab ambient temperature. True. And
tbere was plenty of such temperature aroUDd in VietDIm. There· was an inclepnt but effective solution to
tbat ODe. The equipments were draped with burlap and periodically wetted down. So much for our biab
technology.
~re was a shorlqe of cables to connect NESTOR to its lISSOCiated radio. This sounds like a small
and easily solwble difIlculty; but it turned oul to be ooe of the bigest and most pcmatcnt we W. h
stemmed from a deeper logistics problem because cUtfercnt orpnizatioos were responsible for f1c1dinl the
various components that went into a secure tactical system. We procured the NF.SI'OR equipment. Various
Service organizations procured the various radios with which it was UIcd; and still cUtferat orpnizations
fabricated cablcs and connectors to link them up. Systems plaDners lind implementeR in Vietnam ewntually
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pve up and appealed to CINCPAC to orchestrate a coherent prosram. CINCPAC pve up aDd appcaJal to
lCS (who may have done a staff study), and it was never solved.
~me NESTOR uscn bad AM radios, some FM, and ne'er the twain would meet even thouab they
c:ooperatiq forces.
-ret-Ovcr the laIJth and breadth of South Vietnam were many cryptoppbica1ly unique NESTOR nets
(i.e., different key lists) to comply with doctrioa1 rules Iimitiq net size because of the biIh vu1nerabliUty to
compromise of keys in tbat enviroDIDellt. The limit started out at about 250 holdell, was extmded to 400,
and we eventually tolerated a countIy-wide net for air-to-eir/air-IIOUDd communicatiooa to accommodate
aircraft which might show up anywhere.
~ manpack vellion (KY-38) was too heavy - KY-38 plus PRC 77 radio, plus batteries, pl. spare
batteries weished about 54 pounds. The Marines, especially, tried to overcome this, even lOins so far _ to
experiment with two-man carries, one totm, the 38, the other the radio, IDd with a cable between them. As
you milht imqine, that worked none too weD in the JunaJe, and I believe most of them dccidccI that
carrying ammunition would be more profitable for tbcm.
~ESTOR is classified, people fear its Joss, careen may be in jeopardy, and it was safer to leave it
home. This Unicorn - this mythical beast - was the most auraVllliDl, pmi&tcnt, elusive, IDd emotional
doctrinal issue to come out of that war. We sent emisIarics to a hundred locatioDl. We found no qualms
about associated keyinJ materlals always with the equipment, aDd which were almost always more hiablY
classified than the equipment itself. We found no concern over keyed CIRCE dCYiccs issued in weD over
100,000 copies; and we found another CONFIDENTIAL tactical equipment, KW-7, used with enthusiasm
as far forward as they could get power. Our records show tbat the exact number of NESTOR. equipments
lost as a result of Vietnam was 10C)J, includina a number tbat were abandoned wbcn we were routed, but
mostly in downed futcd wins aircraft lIIld Choppell, and in ovcrnms of lIOund clements. We found DO
evidence of "disciplinary" action because somebody lost a NESTOR. while tIyiq to J1Bht a war with it, nor,
in fact, for any other cause. Yet, "classification iDhibits use" remains a potent anti-classification araumcnt
for all cryp~uipmcnt to this day.
weJe

~:

R:D'1l::: in the Vietnam context came
as close to bcinI put to rest
I suppose it ever wiD be by
By tbat time the matter of non-use of NESTOR bad become a
IS

~_~~orLr~r~PUb~bedin 1971.

bummg I i .
, an expeDSJ.ye crash program had been undertaken by NSA to buDd and field 17,000
KY-28's and 38's; a bonDa of slmiUioltbad been paid for quick delivery. The total NESTOR. inventory
exceeds 30,000, yet best estimates in 1970s1llaeS-tcd tbat only about one in ten of the devices was bcin&
used. A questionnaire was administered to about 80CfiJldividuals who bad bad lOme exposure to the system
in SEA. It contained a dOZCD or 10 questions, all orientedto~ determfnina why the SYitem was not
beiDa used more heavily. Some of the more rele\'8Ilt ftndinIS arc quotecfbelow:,
(S) 110" do you feel that the use of tactical secure voice equipmcnts aff'eets thcO"peratjons of your unit?
l-Spceds up and improves operations
~~~.
2-Slows down and interferes with operations
~ .. ~ .. ~
3-Has little or no aff'ect on unit effectiveness
OGA

Auwer No.1

Overall
Army
Navy
Air Force
Marines

N. .ber of

Perce.t of

. . .po....

Total

463
220
99
199
25

58.5
78.9
68.2
37.1
55.6

A••wer No.2

A••wer No.3

NII.ber of
IleIpo...

Perceat .f

Perceat of

Total

Total

173
23

22.0
8.2
17.5
36.8
15.6

2S
118
7

152
36
19
84
13

19.2
12.9
13.3
26.2
28.9

(€) I2sted below arc a number of factors which milht tend to cause responsible peJ10llll to avoid ta.tina
TSV cquipmcnts into combat or simulated combat. Rant. them (lIIld any Othell you may wish to add) in the
order of their importance to you.

-
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A-My military career misbt suff'er if I were judpcl reapoasible for the loss or compromise of
cryptoarapbic material.
&-The enemy mi&bt be able to recover IoIt equipment BDd keyiq materials BDd miabt tbal be able to
read U.S. TSV traftk:.
C-If my TSV equipment were lost at a critical time, ita unavailability milht reduce tbe operational
capability of my unit.
D-1be lSV my unit uses most must be CtU'f'iaJ into combat and is 10 bca\')' that it slows down our
mobility.
E-other (Specify)

Overall
Army

Navy
Air Force
Marines

A

B

C

D

E

45
24
7
13
1

266
113
31
104
18

87
43
19
21
4

63
47
0
3
13

29
5
3
10
1

F"JIUI'CI shown

are flnt
choices

(C) If you use TSV equipment in combat, simulated combat, or other Iwardous cUcWDItaDccl, does your
concern about ita possible Iosa or comproo:Use restrict its operatioDal1lle or usefUlness?
I-Yes, to a considerable desree
2-To some moderate dearee but not sipiflcantly
3-No

Auwer No.1

Auwer No.2

Auwer N•• 3

NIIIa_of
Resto• •

Percnt of
Total

N....r.f

R.,...

Pereat of
Total

N","r of
Res,.. .

Perceat .f
T.ta.

Overall

46

Army

30
2
7
7

7.7
13.6
2.6
2.9
17.9

97
57
10
2
8

16.3
25.9
13.0
0.8
20.5

451
133
65
229
24

75.9
60.5
84.4
96.2
61.5

Navy
Air Force
Marines

eel

I:iIted below are a number or possible operational disadvantaps wbich have been raised with reprd
to the use of TSV communication and identify their importance to you.
A-Inability of TSV-equipped statioas to communicate in cipbcr with all desired stations.
B-Occasional interruption of communication due to loss of syuchronism between the traDSmittina and
receiving stations.
C-Tbe time delay required to syuchroni.ze dle sendilq and RCCiving cl')'ptO-eQuipmcnts is intolerable in
some type of military activity.

D-The size and wci&ht or the TSV equipmenta and their power supplia is prohibitive in some
situations.

E-lbe application of TSV equipment to UHF, VHF-AM, indIor VHF-PM tactical radio circuits/nets
reduces seriously the effective rauses.
F-An unacceptable level of maintenance problems are asociated witb the operation or TSV
equipmenu.
G-TSV equipment is DOt reliable in criticalsituatioas.
H-Unacceptable physical security restrictioos are IIIOCiated with the use of TSV equipmenu in tbe
field.

I--other (Specify)
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ABC
Overall
Army

Navy
Air Force

Marines

223
72
41
101
9

115
43
31
35
6

46
7
6
30
3

D

E

F

G

H

I

54
39
1
4
10

31
10
7
14
0

18
11
3
4
0

28
1
7
20

13
5
3
4
I

12
2
4
4
2

°

(Si I"fom the NESTOR. experience, and the antithetical experience with OR.ESTES and other l,stems in
mueh the same environments, it miaht be concluded tbat the oYerridiq criteria for the acceptance or failure
of our equipment otreriDp are wbetber there is a percciYed need and wbcther tbey do wbat they're IUPposed
to do - they work - reuonably well without inhibitiDs operatiou.
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EMERGENCY DESTRUCfION OF CRYPro-EQUIPMENT
~Emlpt in a tiny number of locations wbere the user c:an afford the luxury of Jarae powerful
dilintegraton tbat chew crypto-eomponents Into little piec:eI, we remaiD dependent OD World War II
pyrotechnic teebDoloBY to get rid of crypto-equiPmeDII in a hurry in aD emergeocy. Meanwhile, the
environments into which the equiPmeDlS are DOW beiDa deployed are increuiD&lY hazardous in peace time
and in war. Further, when we rugedlze bardwue we aren't tiddinI, bavinl ftclded some of the most
indestructible boxes in the world. Some seem at last on a par with ftiahJ recorders that survive tile most
catastrophic of crashes.
~ crashed helicopter in VJetDaID caUlbt 8re and reduced itself to not much more thaD s.... Its
NESTOR equipment was IIshed out, cleaned up, and ran perfectly. More ra:eotly, a telemetry encryption
equipment (KG-66) on • missile shot at White Sands ran perfectly after beinI dUB out of the I foot hole
created at impact.
(e) Cbip tecbnoloBY compounds the problem. The cbips are 50 small that they'D orten ftlter tbroUBh a
diliDtegrator unscathed. Conventional pyroteebDics don't help because their meltiq temperature is typically
2800· F.
(& NFl Meanwbile, the new environment? When Volume I was written, tile only cue In US bistory of
the invasion of aD Embassy was by mob in Taipeh in 1957. There were DO destruct facilities and, bad there
been, then as now, the wbole building would bave lODe up in smoke bad pyrotee1uW:s been used. So - qain
then as now - reUancc was on the vault. Since the mob could DOt penetrate its bia steel door, they knocked
a bole in the adjacent wall, stormed into the crypto-ceDter, and scaled rotor and other cryptomaterial down
to the crowd below. About 50 of the 100 or so roton were DOt seen apin. Since those days, DO less tban 32
(countiq MAAG, the total is ncar SO) U.S. fllcllitics (embusies, leptions, missions) contaiDiDI cryptoequipment have come under attack, 13 of them durinl the 6 Day War in the Middle East, 7 more in Iran
durina the revolution, another incident with the re-invasion of the Embassy when the bostapl were taken,
other assaults in Islamabad and Tripoli, and an attempt on our Embassy in Beirut.
ES NF) III all, in the first Iranian crisis, 7 di1l'erent typeI of crypto-equipment were jeopudUlcd, totaUiI1l
some 65 pieces of hardware. Prec:autiooary eVICuation and emergeocy destruction efForts raqed from total
and 50metimes spectacular success, to complete failure ill one Installation wbe~ two typeI of equipment bid
to be left up, keyed, running, and intact. It became clear that our destruct capabilities were inadequate or
useless where we bad little warnina, and ha7ardous at best even where warninI or a IOOcl vault olfcred time
to carry out the procedures. Fire could lead to sclf-immolation in the vaults; shredden aDd dillntegrators
depended 50metimes on outside power which was cut 011'; and smuhiq of equipments could NDder them
inoperative, but not p~vent the recoDStruction of their circuitry.
fS) OIrrelatively, our traditional policy for limiting the use of crypto-equipmcntB in ubilh-risk"
environments was quite evidently wantiq. That policy aen,erally called for deployment of our oldest, least
sensitive, and usually, least dlicient SystelDS in such environments. The efFect was to deny people in the ftcld
aood equipment in crisis, just wben they needed it most. This was particularly true of secure voice
equipment to ~port events, and dect coDUDllIld and control wben iDstaDations were under attack.
(G) -what seems needed is some push-button capability to zap the equipment, literally at the last moment,
alJowina secure communications until the facility mlllt be abandoned, and not daqero.. to the button
pusbcr.
(S) the most successful use of pyrotechnics (thcJ'JDIte llaba, thermite IfCIl8dcs, and sodium nitlate b1mJs)
in Teheran occurred at the major Army Communications Center there. It bad a number of c:ryptoequipments, but also served as a depot for pyrotechnic materials for the wbolo area. They piled aU of their
classified cryptomaterial in a shed; covered them with their pyrotechnic material (some 300 devicea), lit 011'
the whole elK:hi.Iada, and took 011'. The RSult wu probably the largest sinBlc contJqration durinl the CDtire
revolution. Observers ~ported seeina flames shooting hundreds of feet into the air from posts several lIliles
away. The buildhls was, of courSe, consumed, and we assume only a slas pile remains. (At tbis writing,
about 1S months later, DO Amcrk:an bas been back.)
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all of the above, we bave not been altoaetber iDert on the matter of emelPllCY destruction
over the past decide or so. Each catastrophe IleCIDS to bave stimulated at least a brief burst of efl'ort to Bod
a way. When the Pueblo was captured, we found that our belt laid ClDCraencY destruction plaDs bid lOne
awry. 1"bere was a shredder and an iDciDerator on board, a1Id a few axes and slcdlCl. In tbole .,., Navy
ships were not permitted to carry pyrotecbnic destructors because of tbefr tire bazanI. Considerable rcli.ance
W8& pllced on jettisonins material; but in the Pueblo cae, the crew could DOt aet to the side without beiDa
macbinc-gwmcd. We had, in any event, become iDcreasiqly Ibpdcal of jettilonina as a viable way to
prevent the recovery of equipment as various submersibles attained pealer aad sreater deptba. We also
found to our astonisbmcnt tbat some of tile electronic: crypto-equipmcnts buill in the 6ftieI (aad sixties)
float.
--+ESS')~Our first major customer for a safe and reliable means for emeqency destruction on shipboard was, as
you might expect, another inteUisence collector
I$2 WII allowed to fabricate some boxes
(on a not-to-interfere with COMSEC wort basis) wbiCb woUld mcm~rate material wbi1e contaiDina tbe beat
and ftamc. 50me research was carried out, apin under 52 sclis, to IJuiId or modifY ordi1W)' safes to deltrOy
their own contents. Work came to a virtual balt, boWYer, wilen al disgruntled contractor whose proposal
bad been turned down raised an unholy stink with our Director, senior oftk:ials in the Defense Department,
and sundry Consressmcn. (Conarcssional inquiries, we bave discdvercd, can sometima bave a cbilling
efl'cct.)
!
-ter'The upshot was that NSA and DoD decided that the gDlual Pfblem of destroyinJ classified materials
was not NSA's business - particularly with respect to the destruct~ of ordinary classified documents. We
were directed to conflnc ourselves exclusively to techniques unique~ IJIefUl in the crypto....Pbk: business.
The trouble was tbat there was no other Government Apncy pre~ to accept such a role. The Army
Chemical Corps bad provided the orilinal pyrotcebDic approacbes fO destrUCtion but, as noted, bad not
done much since World War II except, at NSA behest, the develop.t of the sodium nitrate in a barrel or
bole-in-tbe-ground approach. There bad been an aaency created in t~ Department of Defense in its early
days called the Physical Security Equipment AaencY. It was an . .mblqe of physicists, cbemists, and
engineers with little security backgroUDd and apparently, few prafW:a1 ideu. They were abolisbecl in
December 1976, with no re-assipmcnt of their functions.
I
Eel So, in 1976, DoD accepted the overall responsibility for des_lion methodology, and auJaned the
Navy as Executive Alent to do the necessary rcscan:h aod developmj:nt. As usual, they were UDderfuoded
and UDderstaffed, and have been proaressiDI very slowly. We, D1ClUlwbile, keep not much more tban a
manyear or two enpged in the special problems of crypto-eqwpmcnt destruction. With our iDcreuin&
reliance on micro-circuitry, someone had the idea of plantilll tiny, iloa-vio1ellt sbaped cbarpa in critica.1
junctures in our circuits that could be trigered by the application ofiextemal voltqe. The project became
known as LOPPER, and R 1 was cbarpd to pursue it. The oriaiDal eqUipment targctted tor incorporation of
the technique was VINSON. But, it would cost more, JDilht delay tile program and, aaain, did we really
need it? 50, R 1 bad developed the technique to the point of feasibility ~nstration models; telts were nm
on circuit boards, were successful, and we stopped.
I
fEl) We were damned ap.in by the perception that this was a solutic$ lootins for a problem - exactly the
same inhibiter which bas slowed or ki11cd nearly every new departure uSat costs sometbinl for wbk:b there is
no Uit/Yentlily recosnized need. We (proponents of the desirability or prbtcetiq our bardwarc .. best we can
for as 10111 as we can) bad done it to ourselves when we bcpn lettinI!people know, as early II 19SO, tbat
the key's the tbina; all tbosc contrary arJUlDCDts in the direction on c~tion nonwitbataDdiDl. One IICt
of curmudgeons in our business can Insist tbat security Is not t.,that we are in the communk:atioas
security not the communications economy business, wbilc another let, lwith equal force, can state that the
too-high security standards or demands are pricing us out of the markct _vida our tender communications
altogether naked to the world.
.
(U) I sUSlest that newcomers to the business not jump on board wm\chcver side of this controversy your
viscera may first direct. Rather, take the other side - wbk:hever it ~ - and 10 through the exercise of
building its defense. You are likely to be surprised at bow elaborate ~ inwluted the lUJUDICDts become
either way and might lead you to my persooal conclusion that the bes~ way to achieve a net pin in our
resistance to communications compromise is through compromise. Sti11~ it seems that onc:c in a wbile one
i
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ouaht stand on principle - as a matter of prilu:iple! - aDd

baDa touah when: truly vital intareats arc

concerned.

- eel &G, LOPPER came a-cropper, at leut for a time. Tbe "compromise" solution was put forward: if we
can't afrord to implant this teehnololY 10 the whole product 1iDc, can't we at least build a limited q1l8Dtity
of circuit boards with the capability for deployment to biIh-rilk facilities? Tbe answer wu no: small
quantity production is far too expeasiw; you caD't amortizle the RaD aDd product costs. Turns out that
then: is a usefUl rule of thumb for molt of our plOduct 1iDe: UDit COlt drops 15-201 for ach doubliDa of
the number of procured.
(U) At the moment, we are in low-key pursuit of a variation of the LOPPER applOlCh for some future
systems. It involves bUIYinl a Ielistor in the cbip substrates which wiD inciDerate micro-circuitry with tbe
application of external voltage. We'll lee.
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POSTSCIIPI' ON DESTIUcrION-DAMAGE ASSESSMENTS

~When major potential losses of cryptomarer.ial occur, cIaaIqe _meats are c:aUcd for - usUlJly in a
huny; 8nd particularly if the possibly COmplOmiliDa iDcident bitl the pial. Often, we will have 24 boors or
leu to mate lOme kind of interim usess_t of Wbat may have been IoIt, in what quantity, with what
probability, and witb what imPlCl on aatioD81 security.
tel 6ftcn in this bectic procca, we ltart out with little more than wbat'l in the aewspapen but, because
of our access to the records of the crypto1ccouots inYOlved, we are uaually able to build a pretty aood
inventory of the materials inyolved within a few bours 1IDd, aometimea have iDformation on the dcatruction
capabilities at the sile(s) inY01ved. In first repons, wbat we mely set is an IICCQC8.te picture of the degree of
the destruction actually achieved; so our initJal _meats are invariable iIY.
~ principal lesson we bave learned in formulatiq tbese useaaments u palicDce - sometimes waitinl
many months before we "close" the c:aae, aanwbile IntervicwiDa witoeael to or participants in the event,
visiting the scene if we can set there, performiDa IabontoJ)' analyses of recovered residues of the destruction
dott, and 10 on, before making a deflnitive declantion of compromise or no compromiac, U tbe c:aae may
be.
~ second lesson bu been that our fint pt rcaetiODl bave usually been wtOlJI, erriDa equally on the
optimistic and pessimistic Iidca wben aU the facts (or all the facts we're ever lOiIJI to set) are in. Some
materials have been recovered after IDlDY days, weeb, or montbl under hostile control with DO evidence
tbat they knew or cared wbat they bad. In other cases, post mottems have shown Joucs to have been
sipifk:antly more substantial than were IUlPlted by the early "facts."
t~ -Finally, we have found it prudent to treat damIae usessments as exceptionally SCDIitive documents,
for two reasons. The Ilrst is tbat they explain just wbat the materials are IIDd bow they could be exploited by
a canny opponent. The second is that they reveal our own judsment 00 wbat WIll and waso't lost. That
information is important to any enemy. particularly if we were WIOIJI, IIDd he bas been able to recover
IOmethina: we think he doea DOt have.
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TRANSPOSITION SYSTEMS REVISITED
(C) In Volume I, it was noted that transposition s,.tcms were thrown out of our lexicon because they
contained the seeds of their own destruction - an of the clcmcots of plain IanauaIc appear in the cipher
text; they've merely been moved around with respect to ODe another. A jigsaw puzzle, in fact.
(C) Turns out, the same deftcicncy exists with equipments desipcd to destroy cJusified paper by
sbreddiDa and choppioB it into small pieces. The spectacle, in early 1980, of Iranian "students" oc:cup)'iJII
the US Embassy in Teheran, laboriously flttioB toICthcr shredded materials comes to mind. In the
destruction world, tbc problem was more or Jess solved by iDaistioB tbat the piccc5 be so small and
numerous that worlds of work would produce only frqmentary results.
(S) Our current staDdard - no destruction machine approved unless the resultant fl'llJlDCDts were no larger
than 1.2 mID x 13 mID (or 0.73 mm x 22.2 mm depcndiDa on the crosscut shredder UIed) was arrived at
viscerally. But when the tecbnoJoIY came a1oDa, we veriftcd tbe standard by invcstiptinl the computerassisted edse-matebina or similar techniques which could see and remember shapes in a Iarac display of small
two-dimensional objects, and sort out those ihat fit toptber. As a result, we fccl more comfortable aboul
the question of whether sucb stuff can be reconstructed, however painstakiq the attack. (As always,
though, there are pressures to relax the standard, allow larger chunks because the finer tbe Brain you
demand, the more costly and time cons'UlDinl the procca. In a chopper, for example, you need more and
finer bladcs, finer SCfCCns, and more CYCIinI of the IIIIChine.) The material in Tebcran by the way, was not
from the crypto-ccnter and was the product of a IIIICbiDe wbich we bad spccifically disapproved for our
purposes.
(C) The transposition idea for cryptoaraphy did DOt stay dead with us. It bad enormous attraction in the
voice encryption business because if elements of speech could simply be arranaed (transposed) in time and/or
frequcw:y, that would eliminate the need for dilitizatioa, which would in tum save bandwidth and still live
sood fidelity when it was unscrambled (untransposcd). That meant enciphered voice of reasonable quality
could be driven throuah narrowband transmission systems like ordinary telephone circuits and HF radio.
Lolli-haul voice communications would be possible witbout wac, complex very expensive terminals to
diaitizc and still get the fldclity required.
(S) So, PARKHILL. Instead of makinI our frqments physically small as in a paper destructor, we made
lhem small in time - Prcscntinl a brand new jipaw puzzle each 1I1Oth of a second. Solwble? Sure. All you
bave to do is reconstruct 600 completely separate and quite difIlcult cryptolJl8lDS for each minute of speech.
We calculate tbat a aood aaalyst mi&ht do a few seconds worth a day. Looks to be a risk worth tatinB with that plain IaDI\I8&C alternative sta.rfns us in the flCC. We cUd, however, impose some limits in its use.
(S) We bad never before fielded a Jess than fully secure cryp~uipmcnt and, as our various caveats on
its security limitaboDS were promulpted, they sent some shock waves through the customer world and
caused some internal stress in S. Our applications people quite rilhUy soulbt maximum usc where plain
language was the only alternative, while security analysts (also rilhtly) expressed conrinuiDg RSCl'YIltions OD
whetber its US8Ie could rcall)' be confined to tactical and perishable traffic - particularly as it aravitated
increasingly IOwards wirclinc application rather than just HF radio for which it was orilinally desisnCd.
(S) Part of the difficulty may have been that the only formal, objective crypto-sccurity sItI1Idtud ever
published in S is the High Grade Standard for equipments - systems mcctinl that standard are essentially
approved for any type of traflk: you milbt specify for their fifteen or twenty year life. No intermediate or
"low-lIadctt standard bas been adopted, despite yeoman efl'orts to devise one. Ironicall)', even aJDODi the
hiah sradc systems, there is considerable variation in their overall security potential - some provide

.kind of traffic they can process. At thjs writiq, howevCt, rumor baa it that there is a IUb-1'OI8 paper
authored by a fresh fue entitled sometbiq like: "Manual lystemI - Are they Worth the Paper Tbey're
Printed OIl?" COMSEC will be weU1CMd with critical re-examination of old ideas and quite a batch of
boary premises (includiq some in Volume D), parW:uJarly by our new people. J. . be sute of ,our facti.
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MORE MURPHY'S LAW
--4(~S)~There

have been oc:casiODS when we haw: bad rcuon to suspect unauthorized ICCCSS to various
cryptomaterials which we couJd DOt prove. In thac circumstances, if we can recover the material in
question, we are litely to subject it to laboratory aaaIyais to sec if we can ftnd evidence of tampering,
unexplained finaerprints, and 10 on. One such CIIe iD'OMd In OpeJ8tional T.S. key lilt beJna examined for
latent prints in In S2 chemical lab. When the cloculDCllt W8I placed on a bea.ch under the powerful blower
system used to evacuate fumes at that position. this IUIhlY sensitive strictly accountable item WIll sucked up
and disappeared into the elaborate duct-work system abow: the falle ceiling.
1€t-For NSA to have lost that keylist would baw: been a matter of acute embarrassment and tllere was,
thus. considerable millinl about. People were dispatcbed to the roof to check the vent with visions of our
by list waftina somewhere about the wi1ds of Fort Meade. The vent was screened, however, and the
document bad not come up that far - it was somewhere in the bowels of the buildinl in sew:ral hundred feet
of dueling. GSA technicians arrived, and work W8I started from the bottom. At the llrst elbow, there was a
small jam of paper, cotton, and cleanina rap, but DO by list. About 20 feet aJol1l at another sharp bend,
tin snips were used to open up the duct, and there was the document, maged on some .iaued protuberance.
A relieved custodian clutched the document, and DO compromise was declan:d.
(el An automobile crashed in Texas and the trunk SPrIDI open. State troopers found a suspicious-looking
duftJc bag and checked its contents. HundrcdI of Iow-level Op-Codes and authenticators were inside. The
driver claimed not to bave kDOwn the material was there; the car beloDlCd to his brother-in-law, a Sergeant
who had been sbipped to Vietnam a few months earlier. He was tracked down and, SUR enoUlh, bad left
the material in the trunk for the duration. He bad evidently been on a run to the iDcinerator with a burnbag
full of used materials, bad run out of time, and shipped out leaviq the chore undone. He claimed he
intended to set rid of the stuff' when he got bact.
-{8t-Somebody moved into a small apartmeDt ncar a Navy base in California. Far back on a top closet
shelf he found a clip-board. On the boerd were two T.S. ADONIS keyliats and several classifled meuqes.
The previous resident, a military man, bad occupied the apartment only brie8y, and swore he bad never seen
the material in his life. The oriain of the keyiq material was traceable by sbort title, edition, and rtgIsl~'
number, and turned out to have been issued to a unit at Camp LejeuDC.
-tSt-More research showed that a Marine Sat who bad had acc:eu to tile material bad been sent to the
West Coast, and sure enoUlb, bad lived for a while in tbe apartlDCllt where the documents were found. He
was Iocatccl and admittccllhat he had squirreled tile material away, and claimccl he bad then forlOtten it. His
motive? Simply that classiftccl documents "fascinated" him.
-tet-Strangely enougb. this is a recuninl theme. In this case, the polypaph seemed to bear bim out, as it
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jettison as a way to set rid of our stuff uD1ess at very srcat depths end in completely IeCm locations.
(Shortly af'tcr WWII. small Army traininl cryptO"deviccs CI1led the SIGFOY Hre disposed of beyoDd tbe
100 fathom cune off' Norfolk. Some yean later. they bcc:ame prize souwmn for beach combeD • tile)'
bepn WBllhinsaabore.)
-teJ-fJNSOLYED PUZZLE - We used to store a lot of Cl'YPtomaterial ill a warehouse at Ft. Holabird. It
was fen=l aDd protected by a 2.....bour armed civilian pard. ODe ew:niDa. luch a JU&1'd laW aa iDdividual
inside the fence. evidently attemptina to pcDCtrate the warehoUle. He clIew his weapon. cried "Bald" aDd
led the individual to the guard sback and startccl to call in for belp. About that time. the intruder Iwtcd
runnins. climbed the fencc. and disappeared. We lISted the pard wily be dido·t sboot - he said he W8S
afraid he might hurt somebody. It was one of the few attempted peactratioDI we know of. and has DC\'er
been resolved.
teJ CONFE1Tl - When we manufacture one-time tape. a by-product of the puncbiq proccu II millions
upon millions of tiny. perfectly cin:uJar pieces of paper CI1led "cbld" that come out of boles in tbe tape.
This chad was collected in burn bqs and dilposcd of. Someone tboqht It would make JOOd pub.1lc _lions
to Jive this stuff to high school kids for usc &I confetti at football pua. IDeYitably. one of the bum bap
was not quite empty when the cbad went in. At the bottom. were a couple of TOP SECRET key canl book
covers and a few assorted keys. They carriccl the imprasive caveats of tboIe days like "CRYPrO CRYPTO-CLEARANCE REQUIRED·· and were. to use a term earlier rcfemd to. "fuciDatinl.. to tbe
kids when they discovered them.
-tet-Onc of the girls. whose father happCncd to be an Army 08k:er. taebd IOIDO of this material on her
souvenir board. WheD Daddy saw it. he spiralled upward. He decklcd that it mUll be destroyed i1ll1DlP.diately~
but first made a photograph of it for the record. He tore it UP. ftusbed it away. and reported in. With some
diflic:ulty. various cheerleaders aDd other students who bad aJo1ll1DlP.d OD to some of tbis material were
tracked down. and persuaded to part with it. We DO lonacr issue CODf'etti.
tq We used to keep careful records of security violations in S. pubticiD them. aDd run little contests to
sec what orpnization could 10 longest without one. A retired Lt. Colonel wrecbd S I·s outstandinl record
as foIJows:
--te11Ie reported to wort one morniq aDd found one of those ominous little ups on his dak. IIICrtins
that a paper under his blotter carried a safe combination. and "requesq" bim to report to Security at
once. He was outrapd - he had never been guilty of a security violatioll in his life; the aafe combiDation
was DOt his, nor did it match any we in his oflice. He rushed out the door aDd down to tbe Security 0IBcc.
They accepted his story. cancelled the "violation'" and be returned to his olllce somewhat moUiftal.
(U) There, OD his desk. was another violation slip. He bad left his oflice door open when he reported to
security. and that was against the rules. That one stuck.
(C) A (now) very senior official in S bent the rules by startina out to a conferem:e in the PentqOD with
some classified papers but without escort. He lOt lIS far &I FomaD Road in an k:e-storm where he was
confronted with a pile-up of cars that bad skidded uncontrollably down into the bollow adjacent to the
Girls' School there. He managed to slide to a stop without IddiDa: to the pUc. lOt out. aDd immediately
found himself in the path of a followina car skidding toward him. To see him DOW. you would ~t believe
that he made the only route to safety - over the scven foot chain link barbwire-topped fence around the
school. He lOt some 1lK:erations in the prOCCSl, however. and sODlCOne toot bim to Gcorsetown Hospital
for treatment. He refused to 10. however. until he was able to ftq down an NSA employee (our Adjutant
General at the time!) to tate custody of his classified materiaJa.
--terIberc have been, by the way. rather scrious incidents involYiq clalsified materials in automobiles. In
one case. an individual carefuDy locked a briefcase fun of classified reports in tbe trunk. of his car wbile be
made a quick stop at a business establishment. The car WIS stolen wbiIe he flU lDside. So, watch it.
(e) When technical security teams "sweep" our premises. one of their cbora is to examine conduits for
extraneous wires. trace them out. or remove them. We had a pccu1jar cae at Nebmsta Avenue (the Naval
Security Station at Ward Circle where various pam of the Agency were tenants from 1950 until 1968). An
inspector on the third ftoor removed a Boor access plate to examine the telephone wiriD& and saw a wire
begin to move. He grabbed it, retrieved a few feet. then unknown forces on tbe other end bepn baulina it
back. A tua of war ensued. Turned out that a fellow-inspector on the floor below WBS on the other end.
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SEeK:!'f
CLASSInED TRASH
-

t61..Qne day, back in the '60's, one of our people WIll pokiq about in the residue baside the ArliDston
Hall incinerator. The iDcinerator bad been a beadlehe for yean: the .creeD at the top of the stack bad a
babit of bumiDa tbrouab and then it would spew putialIy burned clallifled COMSEC and SIOINT materials
round and about the Post and lurrouadina nei&hborhood. Troops would then enpse in a pant pille of fltytwo pickup. Tbis day, however. the problem was dil'erent - the pte at the floor of the incinerator bad
burnt out and the partially burned material, some the sizIe of the palm of yout band, WIS intermixed witb
the asb and llal.
~re was no Wlly of teUiq bow JoDI the coDdition bad pcnilted before discovery, so we tboupt we
bad better trace the uh to the disposal site to ICC wbat else WIll to be found. 1be procedure WIll to wet
down the residue for compaction. load it on a dump truck, and baul it away. In the old days it bad
evidently becm dumped by contractoR in abaadoaed clay pill somewhere in Fairfax County (and we never
found them); but the then current PI'llCW:e WIll to dump it in a Iaqe open area on Ft Meyer. South Post,
adjacent to Washinlton Boulevard.
tel
investJptor found that lite, alriabt, and"tbcre diIcovered two moUDdl of lOgy asb and assorted
debris eacb avcrqing five feet in bciabt, eiaht to ten feet wide, and extCDdiDI over 100 yards in Jenatb. He
poked at random with a sharp stick, and
diIcoDsoJately of o~ IbreddiDlStandarda. Leliblc material
was everywhere - fraamenll of supcnedcd codes and byiq material, intJiauinl bill of computer tabluatioos;
whole code words and tiny pieces of text. Most WI': thumb-lize or smaller; but a few were mucb Jarser.
Other pokers joined him and coDflrmed tbat the entire deposit was riddJecl with the stui'. Some of it bad
been picked out by tbe wind and WIllI Iodpd aJona the Jeaatb of the anchor fence scparatiq the Post from
the boulevard.
(U) Our begrimed action oflk:er WllS directed to pt rid of it. AU of it. Beina a &emus. be did, and at
nominal cost. How did he do it?
(9) The solution to this problem was most fnaenious - a truly admirable example of bow a special talcnt
combined with a most fortuitous circ:umslaDCe eventually allowed us to act all that Ituff' disposed of. I won't
teU you the answer outrisht: instead. J wiD try to 8111'8vate you with a vmy simple problem in analysis of an
innocent text system. Innocent tcxt S)'Items are used to send concealtxl mcssaacs in some ordinary literature
or correspondence. By about this time. you may IUSpect tbat perbaps I bave written a secret IDCISqc bere
by way of example. That, riabt, I bawl Wbat's bere, in fact. is a bidden messap whicb lives you the
explanation of the solution we accepted for dispoliq of tbat batcb of residue. If we ever have to do it tbat
way again, it will be mucb more difficult for us because the COlt of cverything bas escalated, and I doubt we
could doni the particular approacb we took that time.
~f you are really interested in bow innocent text &)'Items are constructed, he advised tllat there are
twenty-jillion ways to do it - evel)' one of them dmerent. Some of them may use squares or matrices
containins an encoded text with tbeir values represented by the coordinates of each letter. Then those
coordinatcs are buried in the tcxt. About another million Wll)'l - a myriad - arc awilablc for tllat last step.
In fact, the security of these systems Items mostly from the Jarse variety of methods tbat can be used and
on kccpina the method (the loaic) secret in each case. Once you know tile rules, solution is easy. So DOW,
find my answer above - no clues, except that it's very simple, and one error bas been deliberately
incorporated, because that is par for the COllrlC.
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